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Foreword

The Seminar on Debt Management, which was government dealing with external financial obligations.
conducted in English, was organized by the Islamic The main objective of the seminar was to increase the
Research and Training Institute of (IRTI) of the Islamic participants' awareness of the need and ways to im-
Development Bank (IDB) in collaboration with the prove their countries' institutional structure so as to
World Bank in the premises of IRTI in the period promote effective debt management.
between May 12-16, 1990 (17-21/10/140H on the
Islamic calendar). The program was organized in We hope that this publication will increase
response to a felt need in IDB member countries as a awareness of issues and problems related to external
result of the continuing debt problem worldwide and the debt management. This volume of conference proceed-
issues and problems associated with it. ings was edited by Thomas Klein of the Debt and Inter-

national Finance Division, World Bank. Mrs. Salma
The seminar addressed and was designed for Cellier, Mrs. Leah Chavarria, Miss Allison Tsatsakis

senior government officials concerned with policy mat- and Miss Alison Fitzgerald were responsible for
ters and institutional arrangements related to external transcribing the text and preparing it for publication.
debt management working in central banks, ministries Miss Fitzgerald also provided valuable editorial assis-
of finance, planning or specialized branches of tance.

D. C. Rao Dr. Mohammed Aslam Niaz
Director, Head, Training Division
International Economics Department Islamic Research and Training Institute
World Bank Islamic Development Bank, Jeddah
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Managing External Debt in Developing Countries vii

Background and Summary

Thomas M. Klein
World Bank

This seminar was the first joint activity be- to service their debts. Such debt servicing problems
tween the Islamic Development Bank's Islamic Re- were isolated: Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Peru in
search and Training Institute and the World Bank's Latin America; Turkey in Southern Europe; India,
Debt and International Finance Division. It was di- Indonesia and the Philippines in Asia; Ghana in Africa.
rected at senior government officials responsible for All of these countries had a common problem: use of
debt management in countries that are members of both export credit finance in excess of debt servicing capaci-
institutions. Twenty-seven people from fifteen coun- ty. The solution was twofold: adopt economic policies
tries took part. A similar seminar took place in May designed to reduce dependence on imports, accelerate
1990 for francophone countries that are members of the exports and enhance domestic savings and, secondly, to
two sponsoring institutions. The program is reproduced secure debt relief to smooth out the "hump" in amorti-
in Annex A, the list of speakers in Annex B and the list zation payments due in the near term. The Interna-
of participants in Annex C. tional Monetary Fund supported these efforts with

credit tranche resources.
I. Background Through adoption of appropriate domestic

policies, most countries concerned were able to resolve
'Neither a borrower nor a lender be . . ." their balance-of-payments problems within a few years,

begins Polonius' famous advice to his son, Laertes.' and were able to renew their access to private-source
Economic theory appears to reject this admonition out credits. In the mid-1970s, however, debt servicing
of hand. Countries wanting to expand capital formation problems became both more general and more intracta-
and economic growth beyond what can be financed by ble. First, following the oil shock and the subsequent
domestic savings should seek external financing. global recession, many African primary producing
During the 1950s and early 1960s, export credits were countries encountered balance-of-payments difficulties
the major source of financing, supplemented by foreign that were hard to resolve in a medium-term time frame.
aid. To help the development process, industrialized Then, after the sharp rise in world interest rates in
countries provided assistance through concessional loans 1980, most middle-income countries that had borrowed
and grants, extended directly through bilateral assis- from banks, particularly in Latin America, were unable
tance or channeled through multilateral lending institu- to service their debts. When oil prices fell in 1982,
tions. Following the quadrupling of oil prices at the several oil exporting countries also found themselves
end of 1973, oil-exporting countries accumulated unable to make debt service payments as scheduled;
tremendous reserves, which were deposited in the Euro- other primary commodity exporters suffered sharp
dollar market. These funds were re-cycled to develop- terms-of-trade losses in 1984 and 1985.
ing countries from the mid-1970s through the early Thus, in the 1980s, there was a generalized
1980s, providing substantial extemal financial resources debt problem. More than fifty countries rescheduled
to middle-income countries but also to some lower- their debts through multilateral arrangements; 46
income countries with commodity, primarily mineral developing countries could be classified as 'severely
exporting, potential. Other factors which stimulated indebted' owing to the size of their debts relative to
commercial bank lending to developing countries were exports and to domestic production and owing to the
slow growth in the industrialized countries and the size of scheduled debt service payments relative to
efforts of commercial banks to seek new sources of exports. Exceptional financing from the IMF was
eamings. insufficient to cover the near-term balance-of-payments

Because of gross economic miscalculations, difficulties. Worse yet, many countries found them-
several countries ran into severe balance-of-payments selves unable to repay the IMF within the required 3-5
difficulties in the late 1950s and 1960s and were unable years.
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The events of the late 1970s and early 1980s Low income countries:
demonstrated that old Polonius was really not too far
from the mark, and sovereign borrowers and private Severely indebted: Sierra Leone, Sudan
lenders (banks in particular) should have paid attention
to the last part of his sentence: ". . . For a loan oft Moderately indebted: Pakistan, Uganda,
loses both itself and friend; and borrowing dulls the Yemen (PDR)
edge of husbandry." The write-offs of official and
private-source loans to developing countries, the Other countries: Maldives
weakening of the banks in the industrialized countries
and the disappointing investment ratios of most develop- Middle income countries:
ing countries has forced economists to look far beyond
basic growth theory to deal with the debt crisis. Moderately indebted: Turkey

During the 1980s, the need to resolve the debt
problem overshadowed all other development issues. Other countries: Jordan, Malaysia
Thus, improving the quality of external debt man-
agement has become a vital aspect of public adminis- Oil exporting, balance-of-payments surplus
tration. Academic economists, research departments countries:Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait and
of international organizations and debt managers in the Saudi Arabia
debtor countries themselves have developed a significant
literature on the theory and practice of external debt Islamic Development Bank country not a member of
management, which provides a basis for the training the World Bank: Palestine (represented by the
courses and seminars offered by the World Bank since Palestine Liberation Organization)
the mid-1980s.

The Debt and International Finance Division of Mr. Osman Sek, Vice President of the Islamic
the World Bank has joined with the Training Division Development Bank, opened the seminar. The program
of the Islamic Development Bank's Islamic Research (set forth in detail in Annex A) covered seven major
and Training Institute to expand the scope of training on issues: the current debt situation, finance for develop-
external debt management. Beginning with this seminar ment, organization for debt management, debt informa-
in May 1990, the two institutions have initiated a series tion systems, the use of computers for debt manage-
of policy-level seminars and training courses for ment, macroeconomic policy issues and debt renegotia-
countries that are members of both organizations. tion. World Bank staff members made the initial

The objective of this seminar, as announced in presentation for each segment. This was followed by
the bulletin of invitation was: short presentations by individual participants illustrating

how the problem under discussion manifested itself in
to bring together officials responsible for their respective countries. A general discussion fol-
managing debt in member countries of the lowed. After each segment, a group of participant
Islamic Development Bank and the World rapporteurs assessed what transpired, circulated a brief
Bank so that they may compare individual written report and made an oral presentation during the
experiences and problems. The participants concluding session of the seminar.
will examine the role of external borrowing in This Conference Proceedings reproduces the
development, current trends in foreign financ- contributions of the lecturers and the individual partici-
ing (with a view to hedging risks), how to im- pants, the rapporteurs' summaries plus other key
prove the quality of information on external documents used in the seminar and whose dissemination
debt and how to evaluate their organizational will be useful to debt managers world-wide.
procedures for debt management.

II. Summary of the Seminar
The countries that took part in the seminar

differed both as to their stage in development and their The topics of the seminar reflected the respons-
debt management problems:2 es to the debt crisis. Debt-distressed countries have had
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to adopt economic policies designed to secure their B. Finance for Development
balance-of-payments over time, often in the context of
major structural adjustment. These policy measures Debt management policy must be conceived
include improved debt management. The response on with an understanding of the volume and structure of
the part of creditors has been to restructure debt in a external finance that potentially will be available to
multilateral framework. The IMF, the World Bank and developing countries. Mr. Husain of the World Bank
bilateral lending agencies have supplied exceptional spoke on the outlook for lending from official and
financing designed to support stabilization and structural private sources to developing countries as a whole and
adjustment measures. to countries that are members of the Islamic Develop-

Debt management has several facets. Heads of ment Bank. He presented statistics on trends over the
ministries of financing, ministries of planning and of past decade and pointed out that the outlook for in-
central banks must be able to calculate the debt sup- creased flows during the early 1990s, particularly from
porting capacity of their countries through realistic ap- commercial banks and other private sources, is bleak.
praisals of export capacity and an understanding of In view of this prospect, the reading materials
potential future shocks that their country may be for this segment included essays on the possibility of
required to withstand over time. They must also know financial flows other than debt-creating flows. The
what are the appropriate forms of borrowing for essay by Stijn Claessens of the World Bank described
different types of projects and objectives. They must the various forms of alternative finance and the condi-
understand how to cover the risks created by exchange tions under which they would be forthcoming. The
rate and interest rate swings. And, to have the factual essay by Andrea Gubitz of the Deutsche Bundesbank
information required to make these assessments, they reported on empirical studies of the factors influencing
must have detailed, up-to-date knowledge of their direct investment flows and took note of host country
country's debts: accurate accounts and comprehensive policies that could help expand direct investment.
statistics that can be manipulated for analytical pur- Borrowing techniques to reduce risk was the
poses. The seminar dealt with these issues and prob- subject of one session. Miss Irgat of the Turkish
lems in seven segments. Undersecretariat of Treasury and Foreign Trade and

Mr. Hadenan of the Federal Treasury of Malaysia
A. The Current Debt Situation described the borrowing strategies their countries have

adopted to control the currency composition of debt.
To provide perspective on debt management Mrs. Ucock of the Turkish Undersecretariat of Trea-

issues of the 1990s, the seminar began with a review of sury and Foreign Trade described how Turkey had
the current debt situation. Mr. Husain of the World managed to renew its borrowing from international
Bank introduced this segment with a lecture on the capital markets. The reading materials included an
relationship between external finance and development, essay by Bengt Radstam of the Swedish National Debt
the evolution of the debt problem, particularly as it Office on risk-minimization strategies followed by
affected countries represented at the seminar. He Sweden.
pointed out that borrowing for non-productive purposes
and overborrowing in relation to foreign exchange C. Organization for Debt Management
resources has created a debt overhang in several
countries. While relief is being provided to low-income In this key segment of the seminar, the partici-
countries via the 'Toronto Terms" and to middle- pants examined the general principles of external debt
income countries via the "Brady Initiative", the debtor management and then discussed them in the context of
countries themselves must establish criteria for making the debt management systems of the countries repre-
effective use of the limited external resources that will sented at the seminar. Mr. Husain of the World Bank
be at their disposal in the foreseeable future. began by presenting his essay, 'Organizing for Efficient

The delegation of Palestine circulated a paper Debt Management". He pointed out that, while institu-
giving details on the debt situation of countries that are tional arrangements differ among countries, there are a
members of the Islamic Development Bank. number of debt management functions that must be

performed in all countries. There must be a policy-
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making body to coordinate the functions of debt man- participants common problems that countries have
agement; there must be a control unit to act as a experienced in filing debt reports.
secretariat for the policy body; there must be an advi-
sory unit that follows trends in international financial
markets, interest rates, etc.; there must be an operation
unit that actually negotiates foreign borrowing; there E. Use of Computers in Debt Management
must be an accounting/statistical unit to provide data.

Mr. Klein of the World Bank spoke on the The micro-computer revolution, which has
administrative arrangements for effective foreign produced powerful desktop machines that do not require
borrowing, elaborating on a essay by Lars Kalderen professionally specialized operators, has made possible
(former Director of the Swedish National Debt Office), the use of computers for debt management in all coun-
'Institutional Aspects of External Debt Management." tries. Two sessions were reserved for this topic. Mr.
It was noted that special staffing is required for negoti- Klein presented a summary of how computers are used
ating loans from each of the major providers of foreign with respect to debt accounting, developing debt
loans: concessional aid agencies, export credit agencies statistics and analyzing the debt burden. He reviewed
and financial markets. Mr. Kalderen's essay and both the characteristics of an effective computerized debt
Mr. Husain's and Mr. Klein's talks emphasized that management system, basing his remarks on a paper by
economic and statistical support services were essential, Robert Valantin of the International Development
and that there must be a coordinating group that repre- Research Centre (Canada). Then Mr. S. S. Hussain
sents the interests of the planning and finance ministries Zaidi of the Pakistan Ministry of Finance described in
and of the central bank. detail Pakistan's computerized debt management

The Malaysian delegation presented its debt system, which was based on UNCTAD's DMFAS
management system in detail, and other participants system. This case study provided the basis of a discus-
commented on special features of their respective sion of the various computerized debt management
systems. systems used by countries represented at the seminar.

The next session dealt with the use of the
D. Debt Information Systems computer as a management tool. Mr. Khanini of the

Islamic Development Bank described the evolution of
Monitoring external debt was a subject suffi- user-friendly off-the-shelf software packages that are

ciently complex and detailed to warrant two sessions. intended to be used by managerial staff in the areas of
In the first session, Mr. Klein of the World Bank word processing, spreadsheet and data base analysis.
presented a lecture on the sources of information on Mr. Khanini demonstrated some of these systems to the
external debt, on the essential characteristics of a good participants. The benefit of these tools for managers is
debt monitoring system and on possible technical that they can evaluate the consequences of alternative
assistance for improving debt management systems. He courses of action quickly and accurately and so improve
explained how senior officials can diagnose problems in their ability to make sound decisions.
debt monitoring systems and seek out the probable
causes of difficulty. The delegations from Sierra Leone F. Macroeconomic Policy Issues
and Turkey described their debt management systems.
As background for this segment, seven delegations One part of the seminar was devoted to dis-
circulated papers describing their respective debt cussing debt management in the context of overall
management systems: Bahrain, Malaysia, Maldives, macroeconomic management. Mr. Michalopoulos of
Pakistan, Sierra Leone, Sudan and Turkey. the World Bank introduced this session with a lecture

The second session examined the World Bank's relating debt variables (debt stocks and net foreign
Debtor Reporting System (DRS), under which all borrowing) to domestic production, private and public
countries that borrow from the World Bank Group must savings, private and public investment and to the
report their external debt in detail. Mr. Klein explained balance of payments. Using this analytical framework,
the background and rationale of the DRS, reviewed the Mr. Michalopoulos showed how macroeconomic im-
debt reporting requirements and discussed with the balances have resulted in a debt overhang and explained
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what are the central features of domestic economic time some initiatives to overcome the debt
policy required to restore equilibrium. As background problem have been frustrated by the lack of
for this session, the participants studied John Under- financial support, particularly from the banking
wood's paper, "Debt in a Macroeconomic Context." community.

G. Debt Renegotiation (b) The time required to arrange debt relief should
be shortened.

In this segment, the participants examined the
response to the debt crisis by creditors and by multilat- (c) Some debt relief agreements are not viable
eral lending agencies. Creditors have helped by negoti- because the terms for repayment of the con-
ating debt relief; multilateral agencies by exceptional solidated debt are beyond the means of the
financial assistance to severely indebted countries debtor country.
support their adjustment efforts. Mr. Klein spoke on
the institutional arrangements for debt relief through the (d) The World Bank and the IMF have played an
Paris Club for official bilateral creditors and through important role in helping debtor countries
consortia of commercial banks for debts to financial programs. It would be useful if the World
institutions. He focused on the recent approaches for Bank could assist negotiators from debtor
debt and debt service reduction that are taking place countries in acquiring the skills needed to
under the Toronto Terms for debts to official creditors negotiate effectively with official creditors and
and under the Brady Plan for debts to commercial with commercial banks.
banks.

Mr. Husain and Mr. Michalopoulos spoke on (e) With regard to World Bank and IMF condi-
the role of the IMF and the World Bank in supporting tionality for structural adjustment loans and
adjustment and debt reduction. The delegations of credits, the conditions should not create an
Jordan and of Sudan described the experiences of their unreasonable impact on the social, economic
countries in negotiating debt relief, and political framework of debtor countries.

During the discussion, the participants made Conditionalities should be reviewed from this
several observations on the debt rescheduling process point of view.
and on officially-supported adjustment programs:

In concluding the seminar, the participants
(a) Commitments on the part of both debtors and agreed that effective external debt management requires

creditors are needed to solve the debt problem. attention to macroeconomic balance, a good debt
Some debtor countries have failed continually information system, and careful analysis of a country's
to follow adjystment policies. At the same future debt supporting capacity.

1. William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act I, Scene 3.

2. The income groups and degree of indebtedness are as defined in the World Bank, World Debt Tables
1989/90 Edition. See Volume I, p. 121.
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Opening Remarks

Ousmane Seek
Vice President

Islamic Development Bank

Distinguished Guests,

Assalamo Alaikum Wa Rahmatullahe Wa countries will enable participants to learn from each
Barakatuhu, other, share experiences and work out practical strate-

gies on debt management.
It gives me a great pleasure to welcome you all I need not remind you of the extent to which

to the seminar on this timely and important subject. issues related to the debt burden of developing countries
This seminar is the first of its kind sponsored have come to dominate the agenda of international fora

by Islamic Development Bank for this particular group and conferences. Indeed, it is among the leading issues
of officials from member countries. The seminar is of common concern in the world today.
being organized jointly by the Islamic Research and By any measure, the magnitude of the external
Training lnstitute (IRTI) of the Islamic Development debt of countries is staggering. Latest statistics indicate
Bank (IDB) and the World Bank. It is the first joint that it is in excess of US $ 1.3 trillion. According to
effort by these two international institutionsin providing the World Bank, this amount is equivalent to about 50
a forum on an issue of wide concern. This was moti- percent of the combined GNP of the countries con-
vated by the widely felt need in many developing cerned. More significantly, this debt burden is increas-
countries, including IDB member countries who are ing each year. In terms of its impact on the national
members of both institutions. economies of these developing countries, the servicing

IRTI was established in order, inter alia, to of this debt burden consumes a considerable portion of
extend training services to officials in IDB member their foreign exchange earnings, which results in
countries. In the course of the past few years, IRTI has declining output and overall economic performance.
organized a wide variety of training programs. This explosive situation requires urgent solution, and I

This seminar is expected to be the first in a amn confident that your deliberations during the seminar
series of such seminars designed for senior policy will contribute to this objective.
makers and executives in member countries. Similar The seminar's methodology stresses not only
seminars in Arabic and French are planned by IRTI lectures by international experts, but also case studies
within the next three years. I am optimistic that these and discussions of the debt burden and its management.
programs will have a beneficial impact on the process A substantial portion of the seminar will be devoted to
of debt supervision and management and will have a the presentation and discussion of country papers by the
positive effect on the appropriate national institutions in participants in order to shed light on various aspects of
member countries. the problem and the policy options available to resolve

The objective of this seminar is to provide an them. During these discussions, there will be ample
opportunity for senior executives and policy makers in opportunity for participants to introduce new ideas and
1DB member countnes to examine the problems and approaches with the technical assistance of the instruc-
issues related to debt management in today's world tional staff.
from the perspective of indebted developing countries, The seminar topics cover a wide area of
and to explore the means to alleviate these problems common concem that should be of interest to all
which represent such heavy burdens on their resources participants. Among the topics to be covered are
and impede their development efforts. It is also hoped problems of debt and economic adjustment, including
that this seminar for senior officials from member debt negotiations and their impact on the development
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process. Institutional and technical issues will also be agreeing to jointly sponsor this seminar. I am confident
examined during the seminar, with a view to analyze that this will not be the last collaborative effort between
them and identify solutions. Given the objectives, the Islamic Development Bank and the World Bank.
methodology and content of the seminar which I have I welcome you all most heartily to the premises
briefly outlined, I am confident that this meeting will of the Islamic Development Bank and wish you all
prove to be a worthwhile effort and will be highly success. May Allah guide and bless you.
beneficial to participants and observers alike.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Wassalamo Alaikum Wa Rahmatullahe Wa
the World Bank, which has substantial expertise and Barakatuhu,
wide experience in the field of debt management for
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Part I - The Current Debt Situation

1. Introduction

The debt situation of Islamic countries is Mr. Husain of the World Bank opened this
varied. At one end of the spectrum are the oil-export- segment of the seminar with a lecture on the relation-
ing countries of the Gulf region whose external assets ship between external finance and development (Chapter
vastly overshadow their external liabilities. These 2). He traced the origins of the debt overhang to
countries were represented at the seminar by Bahrain, borrowing beyond debt-servicing capacity and to the
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. At the other end of the failure to use external finance to improve the productiv-
spectrum are the low-income countries with poor export ity of the borrowing country. Mr. Salah Elaian of the
prospects, often with a large debt overhang. They must Department of Economic Affairs, Palestinian Liberation
rely entirely on official-source financing, and have very Organization, contributed a paper (Chapter 3) that
limited capacity to service loans other than the most described in depth the range of debt problems faced by
highly concessional. Sierra Leone, Sudan, Uganda and Islamic countries.
Yemen represented this group of countries. But also
among Islamic countries are nations which are relatively The tables accompanying Mr. Elaian's paper
advanced on the path to development and have the provide a useful source of reference to the debt situa-
ability to tap a wide range of market finance. Malaysia tion of Islamic countries.
and Turkey were typical of this group of countries.
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2. External Debt and the Development Process

Ishrat Husain 1
World Bank

The determinants of economic growth and growth of GDP than would otherwise be possible if
development are complex, varied and not fully under- only domestic savings are relied upon.
stood. By now, however, what is generally known is Foreign saving - either in the form of grants,
that the initial resource endowment, economic structure, concessional or non-concessional debt finance - became
social and political organization, domestic policy a significant source of investment in almost all devel-
performance and economic management practices of the oping countries. The outcome has been mixed. In
developing country itself and external factors such as some instances, the import-GDP ratios were continuous-
terms of trade, external capital flows, natural disasters - ly reduced at the same time as GDP was growing. In
drought or floods, man-made disasters such as civil war other cases. and these are the countries which are today
or inter-country wars, all affect output either in an faced with debt crisis, the dependence on imports in
additive or interactive manner. consumption and production kept on rising over time.

The popular development paradigm followed in These imports were financed by external borrowing
the 1960s and 1970s emphasized central planning and while the GDP and export earnings stagnated.
physical target setting, administrative and discretionary This differentiated approach in the utilization
controls on the allocation of scarce resources, state of foreign savings is becoming apparent in the form of
enterprises established for production, distribution and a two-track approach to economic development. Some
trade in all economic sectors, expansionary fiscal countries, especially in Asia, have grown rapidly,
policies with budgetary deficits supported with external improved the living standards of their people, are on
borrowing and import-substitutionstrategy of industrial- the way to industrialization and have avoided debt
ization under protective barriers neglecting the agricul- crises. The outcome in others, particularly in Africa
tural sector. and Latin America is a source of growing concern.

The results of this strategy have now become It may, therefore, be instructive to examine the
apparent mostly in Latin America and Africa which are experience of the former group of countries. The
heavily burdened with debt, stagnant per capita in- question I wish to ask today is: why has the debt crises
comes, declining living standards, massive unemploy- affected some countries whereas others have performed
ment, decaying physical assets and undeveloped human reasonably well during the 1980s?
resources. Those who have benefitted from this I A large number of developing countries have
strategy are a very small group of elites who have been able to service their external debt in the 1980s,
accumulated a lot of wealth. Their large incomes have and their development process in this decade has not
been the result of access to subsidized credit, to scarce been much different from that in earlier periods. A
foreign exchange at overvalued official exchange rate, number of factors explain why these countries have not
to import licenses or to be able to produce behind a suffered debt crises.
protective wall. Rents based on Government policies First, they were generally less affected by the
have replaced rents based on property ownership. external shocks of the early 1980s. Being typically less

How does debt enter into the picture of eco- heavily indebted, they did not suffer as much from the
nomic development? Conventional wisdom suggests sharp increase in real interest rates; being less depen-
that domestic savings in developing countries are insuf- dent on commodity exports, they were able to better
ficient to finance the desired level of investment and withstand the decline in commodity prices. The lesser
therefore of growth. A higher level of investment dependence on commodity exports of some of the Asian
financed by foreign saving will allow for a faster economies - particularly those in East Asia - reflects in

The author, at the time of the seminar, was Chief, Debt and International Finance Division, World Bank. The views expressed in this
paper are the personal views of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the World Bank. This paper was first presented at the
UNITAR/EADB Seminar on Debt Management at Dar-es-Salaam and Kampala, January 15-21, 1990.
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part the outward oriented policies that they pursued. country's economic prospects. Sooner or later, the
When the global recovery began in 1982, they were country would find itself in the midst of another debt
able to take advantage of the rapid expansion of manu- crisis despite the reduction in debt burden. It is for this
factured goods exports, raising export earnings suffi- reason that the international finance institutions advocate
ciently rapidly to reduce their debt/export ratios and debt reduction in the context of an adjustment program.
escape the debt crisis. This is premised on the expectation that by

Second, the countries that promptly undertook making suitable changes in relative prices, policies,
adjustment in the case of exogenous shocks - especially institutions, and by reorienting public investment,
those that curtailed consumption, particularly in the bringing about other structural changes in the economy
public sector - did not have to resort to excessive and at the same time freeing the domestic resources
foreign borrowing. By contrast, those countries that from being transferred to external creditors the countr-
considered these shocks to be temporary aberrations and y's debt servicing obligationswould become commensu-
postponed adjustment, continuing with normal levels of rate with its debt servicing capacity and creditworthi-
expenditure financed by external borrowing, faced ness would be eventually restored.
severe payment difficulties as the borrowed resources The next question is: Why is there so much
were used mainly for consumption. Clearly, countries stress on adjustment? What is the link between adjust-
must be prepared to react rapidly and sharply to nega- ment and economic development? The answers to these
tive shocks. questions are by no means straightforward, but let me

Thirdly, they followed relatively cautious attempt to offer a few observations. Adjustment
macroeconomic policies in the 1970s, thereby avoiding involves abandoning certain notions of development that
high inflation. Simultaneously they made productive have not worked in the past, adopting different ap-
use of borrowed external funds, eased infrastructural proaches, and reshaping and redirecting policies and
bottlenecks, invested in human resources and/or ex- institutions to conform to this new approaches. Once
panded productive bases and did not allow public sector the imbalances are corrected through the adjustment
enterprises to run massive deficits. process in a given time phase, economic development

Finally, countries that emphasized more can proceed on a sustained basis on the strength of the
effective decentralized economic institutions and a more improved policies and institutions. Attention could then
diversified pattern of production did relatively better be focused on the fundamental questions relating to
than those who chose to promote central control over human capacities, institutions, governance, the envi-
economic activity and single commodity based pattern ronnent, population growth and distribution and
of production and trade. technology, instead of resolving day-to-day crises

There is a great deal of emphasis these days on situations.
debt reduction, debt relief, debt forgiveness and debt The other issue that requires some elaboration
write-off. In some countries, this is an inevitable is: What are the ingredients or essential elements of a
conclusion as the debt overhang is so pervasive that successful adjustment process? I again wish to reiterate
unless some action is taken to reduce the debt burden that this is not the recipe which should be followed by
the process of adjustment itself could not be set on a every country that wishes to pursue structural adjust-
sustainable basis. Debt reduction in some form or ment. As I pointed out earlier, every country should
other is therefore justified if we are persuaded that this design the program in the light of the diagnosis and
will enable the country to get back on the path of source of problems, the feasibility and workability of
resumed growth. Mexico and Chile are examples of reforms, and the sequence and speed of implementation.
countries which fall under this category. But the World Bank has in recent years carried out in-

But there is also a worrying aspect to this depth studies of adjustment lending and I would like to
emphasis on debt reduction. Debt reduction is probably share these findings with you this morning.
a necessary but certainly not sufficient condition for an The experience of the countries that had
eventual return to creditworthiness. If we do achieve relative success in implementing adjustment programs
a write-off or reduction in the debt stock or debt provides some useful insights and lessons:
servicing but the underlying economic policies and
management practices remain unaltered, then the (a) The success of adjustment programs depends
reduction of debt, by itself, is unlikely to benefit the to a large extent on the commitment of a wide
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range of policymakers and decision-makers to (d) The speed of the supply response has deter-
the reform process. The programs should be mined sustainability. A strong export perfor-
owned by the government itself and not per- mance helped the continuation of reforms in
ceived to be imposed by outsiders. Adjust- Turkey. By contrast, policy reversal in Zam-
ment programs usually involve up-front costs bia partly resulted from the lags in export
to many groups in society and the benefits growth. The supply response also depends on
usually take time to emerge. This can compli- greater institutionalization of reforms, thereby
cate the task of securing a domestic constitu- strengthening their credibility to investors.
ency for reform. But to be effective, reforms Also, complementary reforms to reduce inter-
must be followed through and sustained despite nal regulation and market rigidities are some-
the short-term transitional costs it imposes times essential for a stronger supply response.
upon some vocal segments of the society. In countries with weak institutions and poor
Reversing or switching gear in midstream infrastructure, support from sectoral reforms is
reduces the credibility of subsequent adjust- crucial.
ment efforts. Implementation takes time and
effort. (e) The protection of state-owned manufacturing

enterprises has interfered with liberalization
(b) External funding to support reasonable and programs. If market exit or entry is difficult,

sustainable adjustment has to be sufficient. inefficient firms may linger, and new firms
Adequate financing can give a country the time may not start up. Regulations that make it
and resources needed to make orderly adjust- costly for firms to restructure or shut down
ments, so long as it does not lead to the indefi- have been a factor in failed liberalization
nite postponement of necessary reforms. Not attempts. Price or wage controls are incom-
only financing should be adequate but there patible with trade policy reforms. In the
should be coordination among various donors presence of severe labor market controls, firms
and creditors. Financing and sustainability are may have to shed labor or close down in
mutually reinforcing. response to import competition even though

the workers could have been profitably em-
(c) Adjustment programs should have stabilization ployed at lower wages, while industries trying

elements designed to bring domestic demand to expand may be unable to bid labor away
more in line with available resources. Re- from contracting sectors with high minimum
forms have succeeded in either increasing the wages.
efficiency or resource use or increasing domes-
tic saving and hence the resources available to These elements of success which I have listed
finance investment and growth. Improvement above should not fool us in exaggerating the benefits of
in public sector management (e.g. the quality adjustment or underestimating its costs. Adjustment is
of development expenditures and management by no means an easy task. Difficult and painful choices
of public enterprises); removal of price distor- have to be made. Tariff reduction may improve the
tions that adversely affect productivity such as trade regime but also erode the Government revenues
low producer prices for farmers and excessive if the main source is tariff duties. Successive devalua-
protection for some industrial goods; progress tions may restore the competitiveness of exports but
towards a more open economy (export expan- also increase the budgetary deficit if external debt
sion and import liberalization); these are some service payments form a large proportion of the Gov-
of the measures that have paid dividends in the ermnent expenditure. Cuts in real wages of civil ser-
form of efficiency improvement in resource vants may reduce their incentive to implement policies
use. Reforms that promote savings involve or restructure institutions that form part of the structural
either the public sector (budgetary and state adjustment program. In all cases, the results have not
enterprise savings) or the private sector (fi- always been an unqualified success. Investment ratios
nancing sector policies). have declined, and budget deficits are higher than
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before adjustment programs in many highly indebted process of structural adjustment have done better than
countries. Nutritional intake among low-income groups those who did not. Even within the same country the
has stagnated. performance was better under the adjustment phase

To sum up, despite the harsh and at times compared to the earlier phases of their economic life
adverse external and exogenous circumstances and i.e. non-adjusting phase. The international community
environment, several countries, including a few in has intensified its efforts to provide adequate resources
Africa, have made some modest progress in developing including debt reduction and debt relief in support of
their economies. The external debt problem is a real adjustment process but the debtor countries themselves
constraint and should not be ignored. But at the same must continue to assume primary responsibility for their
time empirical evidence shows that the debt-burdened own fate by sustaining economic reforms and adjust-
countries that have embarked upon the difficult and long ment process.
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3. External Debt Of The Islamic Countries

Salah Elaian '
Palestinian Liberation Organization

The world economic and financial situation has also aims to advance the incentives to adjust the debt,
become increasingly obsessed in recent years by the expand debt reduction techniques, and examine policy
problem of external indebtedness of developing coun- implications.
tries. The increases of foreign debt carried by non-oil
developing countries has long been considered a source I. External Debt Problems At the
of concern, as the magnitude was rapidly accumulating Global Level
through time into a massive "debt mountain". Then,
during the early 1980s, the situation entered an acute The total long-term foreign debt of developing
phase, when some of the large borrowing countries countries accumulated continuously throughout the
began to face debt-servicing difficulties as their external 1970s, and 1980s, escalating from $62 billion in 1970
obligations exceeded their capacity for repayment. to $633 billion at the end of 1983. Including short term
Since then, the emerging debt crisis began to attract debt and IMF credits, total external liabilities of all
greater world-wide concern and was soon turned into a developing countries were $807 billion at the end of
heated issue. The spread of debt rescheduling among 1983, double the export earnings of all these countries.
a growing number of debtor countries has given evi- Figures for the total debt of developing countries are
dence of the threat posed by the emergent debt crisis. shown in Annex Table 1, at the end of the paper.

Among the countries involved in the present The huge increase in foreign debt, coupled
crisis of international indebtedness are the Islamic with the sharp rise in interest rates, has caused a large
countries in Asia and Africa. Some countries are upsurge in the total debt service obligations of debtor
capital-surplus and thus are involved in the debt crisis economies. For all developing countries debt service
as creditor economies, whereas the others are debtors. continued to rise, reaching an estimated $109 billion in
The Islamic-member group of debtors has gradually 1983, compared with less than $10 billion in 1970.
developed a relatively large-sized extemal indebtedness The dramatic accumulation of extemal debt and
over the past years. the sharply increasing debt service obligations have put

The group of Islamic creditor countries have many developing debtor counties in an extremely
accumulated large financial surplus out of their oil difficult situation in recent years. The impact of
exports. The surpluses have been used abroad in foreign debt burden has become so heavy that some
various forms. A good part has been extended as developing debtor countries were practically on the
Official Development Assistance to a large number of verge of default, exposing their creditors (the banks) to
developing countries. Another part has been placed as problems of illiquidity and possible insolvency. Indeed
short-term deposits in foreign banks for recycling in the whole international financial system seemed to have
extemal economies, and some of these surpluses has become exposed to possible collapse.
been used in portfolio and direct investment abroad.

This study examines the position of the Islamic A. Financing in Developing Countries
countries in connection with the current international
debt crisis. Its main purpose is to identify and assess External borrowing by developing counties has
the implications of foreign debt problems with regard to become heavily skewed toward official sources as has
the external position of the Islamic counties. And it

I The author is an economist with the Department of Economic Affairs, Palestinian Liberation Organization.
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been the case since the onset of the debt crisis in 1982. to exceed, by increasing amounts, their capacity for
From 1985 to 1989, official creditors (governments and obtaining necessary foreign-exchange resources. This
international institutions) provided some 70 percent of gave rise to the external debt problem, which later
total financing flows to developing countries, compared turned into debt crisis in the opening years of the
with about 30 percent in 1980-82. 1980s.

Total net lending to developing counties by the The chain of causation that precipitated the
nonofficial sector (including short-term flows) has debt crisis involved a complex set of causes and effects.
declined in the 1980s. This trend can be seen from the Some were in operation long before the eruption of the
figures in Annex Tables 2 and 3. The balance on international monetary system and its inherent inflation-
goods, services and private transfers was substantially ary tendency, which increased considerably after the
in deficit in 1981-82, and this deficit tapered off only end of the gold-convertible dollar in 1971 and the
very slowly during the remainder of the decade. increase in international liquidity represented then by
Financing by non-debt creating flows was limited. The the accumulation of Eurodollars in the largely unregu-
increase shown during the latter 1980s was concentrated lated Euromarket. These factors were mainly responsi-
in Asian countries. ble for creating the substantial waves of inflationary

Lending by private creditors in the early 1980s pressure experienced in the early 1970s, and thus set
was substantial, but it declined sharply after 1983. the stage for further problems.
Commercial bank net lending was negative after 1984 The other causes were related to the different
(and during 1982-83, the lending shown was largely series of actions exercised by various groups of coun-
.concerted" in nature). The shift from large positive to tries and by the international private financial market,
negative flows was particularly marked in Western in reaction to inflation and its consequences. As a
Hemisphere countries and in Africa. This may be seen result of these series of reactions, the situation of
from Annex Table 3. external indebtedness began to experience the adverse

Annex Tables 2 and 3 indicate a shift in effects of many factors and forces that have been
direction of "reserve related labilities". This was the largely beyond the control of the borrower countries.
consequence of the large-scale drawings on the IMF Among these such factors, the following are important:
and the necessity of repaying these credits during the
latter part of the decade. IMF tranche drawings must a. The Price of Oil Skyrocketed.
be repaid between 3-5 years.

In the absence of a further recovery of oil While OPEC's price hikes in 1973-74 and
prices, the fuel exporters probably will continue to again in 1979-80 helped oil exporting nations, the
register moderate current account deficits. The borrow- consequences were devastating for most of the devel-
ing requirements of exporters of manufacturers are oping world. Many countries rely heavily on imported
likely to be modest, and would be met primarily from oil, and this takes a tremendous chunk of precious
market sources. Borrowing by other countries would foreign exchange. To avoid throttling their economies,
rise broadly in line with the expected widening of their many nations took out loans to pay for their now more
current account deficit. expensive oil imports. later, sharp declines in the price

of oil and in total oil revenues wrecked havoc on a
B. Causes of External Debt Crisis number of oil-exporting nations that had themselves

borrowed heavily, such as Trinidad and Tobago,
The symptoms of the present international debt Mexico, Algeria, Indonesia and Nigeria.

crisis were clearly felt and identified when arrears on
repayments of debt obligations (of non-OPEC develop- b. Export Earnings Fell.
ing countries) began to accumulate rapidly, especially
between 1981 and 1982 (from $6.1 to $18.1 billion). The developing countries did not adequately
These arrears figures represented the size of deficit, in foresee the new trend toward low commodity prices in
terms of foreign-exchange resources, experienced by the 1980s. The rise of synthetic substitutes (for natural
these debtor countries in those years. The aggregate fibers, agricultural goods, metals) and protectionism in
deficit actually began to accumulate since 1976, as Northern markets depressed prices, as did the economnic
many developing countries external obligations started recession and sluggish growth in the industrialized
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nations. Africa's export earnings, for example, grew markets, they were obliged to pass on the higher
22 percent a year between 1970-79 (although the interest rates to their borrowers.
volume was shrinking 0.2 percent a year), and then fell
9.0 percent a year 1980-84, with sizeable drops since (- d. Stagnation in External Financing
0.7 percent in 1985, -26.0 percent in 1986 -6.0 percent
in 1987). The picture is similar even if oil exports are As the global economy slows and developing
excluded. country debtors began to have real troubles servicing

Developing countries likewise saw a worsening their debt, they found commercial bankers no longer
of their terms of trade, the purchasing power of their eager to make new loans. The global financial industry
exports in relation to the cost of imports especially has entered a period of major restructuring, and banks
manufactured goods. Over the long-run, it has become have shifted to new markets closer to home. Debtors
relatively more expensive for them to import needed found themselves paying back more money than they
products for development and harder to earn foreign received in new commercial loans.
exchange needed to service debts. For example, now Multilateral lending also slowed while repay-
it may take 7 tons of sugar to buy a tractor where it ments increased, further squeezing debtors. The value
used to take 2 tons. Overall terms of trade for primary of loans authorized by the Inter-American Development
products are at their lowest values since the Great Bank, for example has been declining since 1984. The
Depression of the 1930s. 1988 nominal level, $1.7 billion, was 18 percent lower

than annual lending 10 years ago. It is far lower if a
c. Real Interest Rates Rose decade of inflation is factored in. According to the

World Bank's 1989 annual report, it received $1.9
In the fall of 1979, the United Stats adopted a billion more in payments from 17 medium-income,

tight monetary policy, in part to try to curb inflation highly indebted countries than it lent to them. The IMF
and staunch a major outflow of capital. This pushed up credits to sub-Saharan Africa grew 1 percent annually
real interest rates to historically high levels. A few in real terms. This fell to 0.5 percent in 1984, 0.1
further key developed nations followed similar contra- percent in 1985 and then turned negative. In both 1986
ctionary policies, which triggered a world-wide reces- and 1987, sub-Saharan Africa paid the IMF $500
sion and drove up the cost borrowing on a world price. million more than the continent received in new credits,
For the debtor countries, this not only made new and in 1988 it paid $250 million.
borrowing more expensive, but also unexpectedly Although foreign aid from the industrialized
increased the amount of interest they had to pay on countries increased, this was offset by declining flows
their old loans, since much of their commercial bank from the OPEC donor countries, which were facing
borrowing was originally contracted with floating financial difficulties of their own. Overall foreign aid
interest rates. The increase in international interest level thus remained largely stagnant during the first half
rates in 1988, for example, hiked the net interest bill of of the 1980s. They have since increased; but, when
Latin America and the Caribbean for that year by $2 inflation and shifting exchange rates are factored in, the
billion. rise has been relatively modest.

While real interest rates have come down from Like the commercial bankers, private investors
the levels of the early 1980s, they are still high relative have likewise shifted their attention to less risky re-
to the 1970s, and far above the levels which prevailed gions. According to the IMF, net direct foreign
for much of this century. The domestic policies in investment in the developing world plummeted from
creditor countries, then, can have a quite severe impact $20.2 billion 1982 to exactly half that amount, $10.1
on- debtor nations - a component of the crisis over billion in 1986. By 1988 it had rebounded to $16.3
which they have no control. billion, but much of the increase was to East Asian

Another related trend has been the rise in countries and other nations without serious debt prob-
interest rates on loans from official sources, namely lems.
other governments and multilateral agencies like the One condition that can exacerbate financial
World Bank and IMF. Since these official lenders problems in debtor countries is the phenomenon called
themselves often borrow their funds from commercial "capital flight". This refers to individuals within a

country moving their wealth to another nation, draining
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money out of the country which could have used these II. External Debt Situation of the
resources for investment and development. The IMF Islamic Debtor Countries
estimates that $30 billion of flight capital left between
1974-85. The US government estimates that the total The Islamic member group of debtor countries
amount of flight capital leaving Latin America is (IDCs), taken collectively, experienced a rather fast
equivalent to more than half the external debt of the growing external indebtedness during the 1970s. The
major Latin Nation. According to various analyses of total debt increased from about $147 billion in 1980 to
the increase in Mexico's indebtedness, between 38 about $340 billion in 1988. The debt of the Least
percent and 53 percent of the debt accumulated from Developed Islamic Debtor Countries (LDICs) grow
1977 to 1982 ended up financing capital flight. from $18 billion in 1980 to US$46 billion in 1989 (see

The slowdown in external financing, combined Annex Table 4). The ratio of total debt service to
with the heavy debt servicing burden that most devel- exports of goods and services for all the IDCs has
oping nations must shoulder, brought about a reverse fluctuated between 27 and 31 percent between 1985 and
flow of resources by 1983. Every year since then the 1989, and that ratio for LDICs fluctuated between 19
developing world has transferred to the North more and 24 percent during this period. (See Annex Table 8).
financial resources than it receives. According to UN A comparison between the Islamic Debtor
data, drawings on all major sources for financial flows Countries (IDCs) is shown in Annex Table 4. Total
(loans, foreign investment, aid, etc.), a sample of 98 external debt of all Islamic developing countries in-
developing nations shipped $115 billion (net) to the creased from $245 billion in 1985 to $341 billion in
developed world in the period 1983-88. The World 1989. It should also be noted that the total external
Bank, looking only at banking transactions, estimates debt carried by the LDICs is almost more than half the
that the debtor countries transferred to foreign creditors debt of all least developed countries.
more than $50 billion in 1988 alone. The accumulation of external debt by the IDCs

arose as a direct result of the pressing needs for larger
C. The Islamic Countries and the Debt volumes of foreign exchange required to meet growing

Crisis external obligations, which had been generated mainly
by "excessive" imports. This implicitly means that the

Both the capital-scarce and the capital-surplus volume of foreign financial resources needed annually
countries have been affected by changes in international by these debtor countries has actually been exceeding,
economic and financial circumstances that led to the by growing magnitudes, the volume earned by their
current debt problems. The capital-rich Islamic creditor exports of goods and services, thus giving rise to a
countries became involved in the debt problem, partly widening gap that necessitated borrowing larger
by extending financial aid to developing countries, and amounts of foreign resources, year after year as shown
partly by recycling a portion of their surpluses through in Annex Table 4. However, borrowing in its turn, has
foreign commercial (private) banks. The capital-deficit started generating an additional sort of obligation
group of Islamic countries has also been involved in the besides financing imports, namely, debt-service pay-
foreign debt problem, but through expanding their ments.
borrowings abroad. The growing size of debt carried As can be seen, the expansion in imports
by these countries has come about as a result of interac- experienced by the IDCs has become coupled with the
tion among a set of factors pertaining to their needs for growing size of debt-service payments. Eventually,
development and to adverse changes in terms of trade both factors, after exhausting the foreign exchange
as well as in terms of borrowing abroad. earned by exports (as well as a good part of internat

Analysis of the external position of each of ional reserves), have been acting in unison and in a
these two groups of Islamic countries reveals that they direct way toward a wider gap and hence larger bor-
are involved more and more in the hot core of the cur- rowing.
rent international debt crisis and that they have been Of course, behind these direct factors, there
negatively affected by the adverse repercussions of the are deeper causes of the accumulation of debt. The
crisis. If they do not take counteractions by adopting widening gap, in essence, has been generated in these
proper policies and suitable measures, they will be debtor economies by the divergence between, the
involved directly in the international debt crisis. evolving national aspirations and growing needs, on the
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one hand, and the domestic means available for satisfy- and shortcomings. This is evidenced by the fact that
ing such needs and aspirations, on the other. The the exports of these IDCs countries are limited in
group of factors which have led directly to larger volume as well as in variety, consisting actually of a
borrowing have actually been created by a complex set single or few commodities of raw materials. This
of causes that are deeply rooted in the structure of the situation has resulted in limiting the capacity to earn
domestic economies of the IDCs. Thus, the national foreign exchange through exports.
desire for a rapid transformation of domestic economies The expansion of imports far beyond the
by development programs has often been confronted. capacity to finance them by export earnings eventually
In these countries, by various types of physical shortag- led, first, to the decline in the international reserves of
es, gaps and defects, coupled with small-sized market most of these countries and, then, to borrowing from
and limited foreign exchange resources. foreign sources of credit. With the expansion in

Consequently, as the process of development borrowing, debt-service payments emerged as a new,
starts, it soon gives rise to greater interaction with, and additional factor, besides imports, requiring larger
greater dependence on, foreign economies, especially of amounts of foreign exchange resources.
the industrially advanced countries. The dependence The increases over time in debt-service pay-
may expand first through import-export activities, but ments, coupled with the continued expansion of im-
it soon winds up in finance as well, especially in the ports, have contributed to further borrowing, leading to
case of the capital-scarce countries such as most of the accumulation of external debt. The chain of cause
these IDCs. Thus, the inherited structural defects have and effect seems to have created a sort of vicious
exercised their role in reinforcing the direct causes of circle, whereby borrowing leads to further borrowing
debt accumulation, leading to further indulgence in through the growing burden of debt-service obligation.
borrowing of foreign financial resources. Thus, with the structural shortcomings acting

The chain of cause and effect which has as the prime cause of 'large-scale' dependence on
generated accumulation of foreign debt of the IDCs external economies, in the fields of imports, exports
emanates originally from the structural defects em- and borrowing, the above-described chain of cause and
bedded in their domestic economies. Since it is still effect has made the situation in the IDCs economies, as
undergoing early stages of transformation and devel- in the case of many other developing debtor countries,
opment, the economic structure of these countries is highly susceptible to any adverse changes in the terms
still full of gaps and shortcomings, in the sense that the of international trade and/or in the terms of foreign
composition of their domestic production is neither debt.
diversified in kind nor sufficient in quantity to satisfy What has actually happened, during the past 15
their varied and growing needs. years, causing fast accumulation of foreign debt by the

The effect of structural defects and short- IDCs (by other developing debtor economies), is that:
comings are directly reflected in the composition and
the volume of both imports and exports of these devel- (a) The prices of imports of these countries have
oping countries. The complete absence of a wide range increased to very high levels, as a result of the
of basic and intermediate industries, as well as the lack inflation in the prices of manufactured goods,
of advance technical methods of production in agricul- oil and food-stuffs. This price rise is responsi-
tural and other activities, has been responsible for the ble for most of the expansion in the value of
widening gap between the limited supply of domestic imports experienced by the debtor countries.
production and the fast growing demand. This gap has
actually forced these countries to enlarge their reliance (b) The prices of exports (other than petroleum) of
on imports to meet the pressing needs for goods and these debtor countries have declined to a very
services required in the areas of development, current low level, due to the world wide fall in the
production processes, and consumption. price of primary commodities.

The expansion of imports necessitates, of
course, a parallel expansion in exports, in order to earn (c) The external demand for the exports of these
sufficient foreign exchange for financing the increase in debtor countries has been stagnating, due to
imports. But the scope of export expansion was limited the state of recession in the world economy,
by constraints resulting from the same structural defects especially in the industrially advanced coun-
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tries. This factor, coupled with the decline in consumption, whenever exports earnings fall short of
export priced, acted to curtail the volume of covering such types of imports.
fcreign exchange earned by the exports of A complete quantitative evidence to this effect
these debtor countries. is lacking, and it would take us too far afield to go into

such details. However, some partial indicators actually
(d) In addition, borrowing from official sources of reveal sufficient evidence that external debt is used,

credit began to became difficult owing to with different proportions, to finance imports for
restraints. This is especially true in the case development programs, current-production processes,
of borrowing from the governments of the consumption and debt-service payments.
industrially advanced countries.

m. Relative External Debt Burden of the
(e) Finally, in order to offset the effect of strained Islamic Developing Countries

official development assistance, most of the
IDCs began enlarging their borrowing from A debtor country's capacity for repayment of
private financial markets, especially during the foreign debt and debt service obligations depends
second half of the 1970s and early 1980s. largely on that country's own production and ultimately,
Consequently, the hard terms of borrowing on its export earings of foreign exchange. Relating
from private sources have led to the increase debt size to the relevant macro-economic aggregates,
over time in debt-service payments. therefore, generates ratios or indicators provide 'vari-

ous measures of the cost of, or capacity for, servicing
Generally, foreign financial resuces ar debt in terms of foreign exchange or output forgone".

borrowed by a country to finance the deficit inX its Some of these indicators are as follows:
balance of current accounts. Such a deficit usually
comes about when the country's current obligations to A. External Debt Relative to Exports and to
foreign entities exceed its now capacity to finance them. GDP
The sources of foreign obligation are the various kinds
of transactions between the given country and the rest
of the world. Since repayment of external debt is financed

In the case of the IDCs, the principal sources out of export earnings, it follows that a debtor econo-
of their external obligations are first, the large excess my's capacity for repayment is indicated by the ratio
of imports of goods and services over exports and, EDIXGS, which expresses foreign debt as a percentage
secondly, the debt-service payments, with the latter of the volume of product. Likewise, relating foreign
being a consequence of the former. The excess of debt to Gross Domestic Product, ED/GDP, gives an
imports is indeed the major cause which has initiated indication of the relative burden of debt, in terms of
the deficit in the current accounts and eventually led to output forgone.
the accumulation of foreign debt of the IDCs.

The factors that have been exerting pressure in (1) External Debt to Exports, EDIXGS
the direction of foreign debt accumulation through im-
port expansion are certainly the needs for foreign goods Annex Table 6 contains data relating foreign
and services. It follows that the uses of external debt debt to exports of goods and services, ED/XGS ratios.
would be determined, largely, by the types of needs The ratios are shown for each individual debtor country
prevailing in these developing debtor countries covering 1980-1989. Only a handful of countries had

The general conviction is that foreign loans are an ED/XGS value in 1989 lower than the developing
borrowed by capital-scarce developing countries mainly country average: Burkina Faso, Chad, Gabon, Malay-
to finance the imports needed by their development sia, Oman and Tunisia. The ED/XGS ratio for all
programs, and possibly the debt-service payments as severely indebted countries was 315 in 1989. Fourteen
well. However, in the light of the data concerning the countries had higher EDfXGS ratios; somne were
composition of imports of the IDCs, it seems that extraordinarily high, over 1.000 (Guinea-Bissau,
borrowed foreign funds might have been used also to Somalia and Sudan).
finance imports for current production, and even for
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(2) External Debt Relative to GDP (ED/GDP) and shows the period over which relief has been extended.

The foreign debt of each of the IDCs, relative (3) Total Debt Service in Relation to Exports of
to GDP, appears considerably high in comparison with Goods and Services (TDSIXGS).
all developing countries and with the 15 severely
indebted countries. The ED/GDP ratios in Annex Annex Table 8 presents the debt-service ratios
Table 7 show that during the years 1985-1989, the debt for each IDCs and LDICs in comparison with the all
burdens carried by 23 out of 33 IDCs were heavier than developing countries and with the severely indebted
those of the severely indebted countries in 1989. countries. As the ratios in this table indicate, the
Among the IDCs, the ED/GDP ratio of the Guinea- burden of servicing foreign debt in 13 out of 33 IDCs
Bissau increased from 195 in 1985 to 274 in 1989. In is much heavier in the case of all developing countries
comparison, the ratios of the severely indebted coun- in 1989. In contrasts with 8 out of 33 countries in
tries, as shown in the table, were 64.3 in 1985 and 59.1 1980. Among the IDCs, Algeria's foreign debt-service
in 1989. payment had increased by 175.7 percent between 1985 -

1988. One may note that, as far as the debt-service
B. Total Debt Service Comparisons payments are concemed, the burden carried by the

LDICs undoubtedly less heavy than that carried by the
Total debt-service payments consist of principal severely indebted counties owing to a combination of

and interest payments made in foreign currencies earned debt rescheduling and the forgiveness of official devel-
from exports of goods and all services. Relating the opment assistance loans. A number of IDCs have had
total of these payments to the value of exports yields TDS/XGS ratios above 20% despite debt relief: Egypt,
what is known as the debt-service ratio which indicates Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Jordan, Mauritania, Morocco,
the proportion of export revenue that is allocated to Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Somalia and Uganda.
finance total debt service payments annually. Algeria has had extraordinarily high TDSIXGS

It should be noted here that export earnings ratios in the late 1980s. The government has chosen to
are, naturally, required for other purposes, besides pay debt service as due (largely to commercial bank
servicing external debt. In developing countries, creditors) so as to maintain its creditworthiness for new
foreign exchange earned from exports is mainly devoted loans.
to financing imports, especially those needed for
development. Of course, the more export revenue a (4) Total debt service relative to GDP (IDS/GDP)
country must devote to external debt servicing the less
can be devoted to other uses; and, consequently, the The ratios of total debt service to gross domes-
process of economic growth might be impaired, as tic product are given in Annex Table 9. For all devel-
indicated above. oping countries, the ratio has ranged around 5 percent.

By relating the same TDS payments to GDP, However, for a number of IDCs, the ratios have
on the other hand, we obtain a TDS/GDP ratio which exceeded 10 percent for most of the 1980s. (Algeria,
indicates the annual cost of debt servicing in terms of Egypt, the Gambia, Jordan, Maldives, Mauritania,
output forgone. These ratios are given in Annex Tables Morocco, Tunisia, and Yemen). For a few countries,
8 and 9. The reader should note that the ratios are 'ex such as Sudan and Sierra Leone, the ratios are very low
post' in the sense that they are calculated using figures because debts are not being serviced. For many other
for debt service actually paid, which is much lower for countries, the ratios are low because of debt relief.
countries that have benefitted from debt relief (e.g.,
Egypt, Guinea, Niger and Senegal) or are simply C. Ratios of Reserves to Imports
building up arrears (e.g., Sudan after 1985). Countries
that did not receive debt relief during the years 1980-89 International reserves of a country consist of
were: Algeria, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia, the country's savings in the form of gold and convert-
Maldives, Oman, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey and Yemen. ible currencies and IMF special drawing rights. Func-
The World Bank's Publication, World Debt Tables tionally, international reserves represent a means of
1990-91, lists all countries that have received debt relief payment acceptable to foreign creditors and exporters,

and thus can be used for financing extenal debt-service
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payments as well as imports. The ratio relating the carried by a growing number of developing countries,
international reserves of a debtor country to its external including most of the IDCs.
debt indicates the country's external position. As
means for meeting extemal claims, intemational re- IV. Recommendations and Conclusions
serves are related to the value of a country's imports to
indicate how the country can finance its imports of To avert possible deterioration, the debt crisis,
goods and services during the year. in its global context is in need of more fundamental

solutions. The currently applied ad hoc policies and
(5) International reserves relative to external debt arrangements to manage the debt crisis are not only

(RES/DOD) iadequate safeguards against deterioration of the
foreign debt situation but also risk being counterproduc-

These ratios were high for 1980-81 for devel- tive. These "patched-up' arrangements - rescheduling
oping countries as a whole, because they include the oil of bank debts, new lending to help pay interest on
exporters (Algeria, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nigeria and outstanding debt, IMF loans on conditions of severe
Oman). As oil prices declined, so did the RES/DOD austerity for debtor countries - have, for the moment,
ratios for these countries, as is shown in Annex Table bought time. But the source of instability remains and
10. Turning to oil-importing countries one should note some of the short-terms solutions may have deepened it.
the precariously low ratios of the LDICs and of Camer- There is a strong need for a new alternative approach.
oon, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Morocco, Senegal, Sierra
Leone, Somalia and Uganda. A. General Recommendations

(6) International reserves relative to imports of goods Lately, several proposals have been offered
and services (RES/MGS). with a more or less "balanced' approach to the debt

problem. Two elaborate proposals emerged in 1984 are
If we divide the RES/MGS ratios as shown m worth noting. One was put forward by a Common-

Annex Table 11 over twelve months, we will see that wealth Group of Experts, and the second through the
the international reserves of the IDCs, as in the case of UNDP and the UNCTAD secretariat. The essential
the major debtors, have been sufficient to pay for features of these proposals are:
imports of only a few months during most of the past
years. In some countries, international reserves fell (a) The debt crisis is considered not only as a
short of financing imports of even a couple of months problem of liquidity but also as an issue of
as in the case of Egypt and Syria. The increases in the equality, in the sense that there should be an
external obligations of these countries have been equitable distribution of responsibility and
partially responsible for reducing their international costs between debtor countries, creditor coun-
reserves to such low levels. It is also obvious that, as try governments and the private banks.
a result, the external position of most of the IDCs has
become practically totally dependent on their exports (b) The developing debtor countries should be
and foreign borrowing. The growing burden of debt assisted to regain and foster their repayment
servicing, in addition to import financing, required capacity through economic growth and export
parallel expansion in their exports earnings else larger expansion. This implies that proper arrange-
borrowing abroad. ments must be made to accomplish the fol-

Since export earnings have stagnated because lowing:
of economic recession in industrial nations, reliance on
borrowing became, inevitably, greater over time. And - To put an end to the premature outflows
because of insufficient aid from official sources of of resources from the debtor developing
credit, these debtor countries were forced to borrow countries (i.e. austerity must not be at the
from the international financial market at harder terms. expense of investment and growth);
Thus the share of commercial banks' loans becarne - To bring about a positive (net) transfer of
relatively larger in the composition of foreign debt resources which should be directed to
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produce growth in the developing coun- resolving the debt problem and in meeting the
tries. financing needs of developing economies (in a

long-term framework). To carry out such a
(c) Creditor countries must assist the debtors by task, the terms of reference of these institu-

guarantees or other means in the following tions should be revised, and their resources
goals: should be increased substantially. Thus the

IMF, for example, "should be enlarged sub-
- Raise the funds required to pay interest stantially and should be transformed into a

on outstanding debt; world central bank, or lender of last resort.
- To ensure the flow of new funds to per- Also, the third world should be better repre-

mit higher levels of growth, and imports; sented on its executive board". Among other
- To obtain debt relief to shelter them from required actions, the IMF adjustment programs

the extra damage that comes from the should be designed with an emphasis on in-
currently high rates of interest. vestment and growth. Similarly, the World

Bank and the regional development banks
(d) Given guarantees by the industrial countries, should have greater resources and more flexi-

this "additional financing" would come from a bility to respond to the need for program loans
combination of: - besides other forms of aid badly needed by

low-income countries.
- Commercial bank lending underpinned by

a scheme of insurance by the industrial (i) The industrial countries, on their part, should
countries; throw their weight more in the direction of

- Bilateral official lending; borrowers by seeking a limited, responsible
- Multilateral lending through the IMF, the debt relief for countries particularly burdened

World Bank and the regional develop- by debt service at current rates. Also, the
ment institutions. industrial nations must increase ODA to devel-

oping countries, at a significantly lower level
(e) Besides the additional financing, the debt- of interest rates, and roll back protectionist

servicing burden of developing countries measures against the exports of developing
should be reduced through rescheduling ar- countries.
rangements, which should be enlarged in scope
with a switch to longer maturities and grace The rationale of the proposals is based on the
periods, coupled with fixed or capped interest fact that the interests of creditors and debtor countries
rates as some proposals suggest. are intertwined, and the general purpose is to help to

make the intemational economic environment more
(f) Under such conditions, the debtor countries favorable to growth in the developing countries (and

would be able to pay the interest and the thus create sounder base from improved debt manage-
lending banks would be in a position to "bear ment). However, since the national policies are the
an equitable share of the burden involved" by crucial factor in economic development, it follows that
making realistic write-down of the debts to the developing countries, in their turn, should improve
sustainable levels. on their domestic policies in order to secure:

(g) The role of direct foreign investment should be - Better mobilization of domestic resources;
enlarged through measures of encouragement - More efficient use of these resources;
which "must be provided by both developing - Better management of external debt.
and industrial countries in mutually acceptable
framework". It seems that many developing borrowed

countries are in need of more effective methods of debt
(h) The international financial institutions should management, as well as improved fiscal and economic

play a much more active and enlarged role in management. The IMF and other international and
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regional institutions should be prepared to provide such (i) Promote interregional co-operation and eco-
technical aid whenever called upon. nomic integration among the Islamic econo-

mies and readjust or co-ordinate development
B. Specific Recommendations strategies accordingly; and

Given the level of external debt carried by (i) provide sufficiently effective incentives for
these countries in recent years, and given the "harsh" interregional flows of capital, including private
international economic circumstances which seem likely direct investment.
to prevail during the rest of the 1980s, it appears fairly
appropriate that the IDCs, should exercise better It seems that these capital-surplus countries
management of their external debt. And this must should continue playing their vital financial role in
come about as part of a general improvement in eco- extending ODA to LDCs. They should enlarge their
nomic, monetary and fiscal policies. The improvement role in promoting inter-Islamic economic co-operation
required in these policy areas should be designed to and integration, and they should redirect a larger part
secure high growth during the coming years. In this of their financial surpluses toward investment in the
endeavor, certain policy criteria should be seriously Islamic countries economies especially in promoting
considered. Thus, these Islamic debtor countries would "Common Islamic Projects". In view of the depressing
be well advised to do the following: effect of the international debt crisis, Islamic Funds, the

AMF, IDB, ADB, AFESD, and the other development-
(a) Apply more effective methods of mobilizing aid institutions should play a more active financial and

domestic financial resources and enlarge par- technical role in fostering economic and social develop-
ticipation of their national banking system in ment as well as in enhancing financial co-operation and
development financing; economic integration among the Islamic countries.

(b) Ensure maximum efficiency in the allocation C. Concluding Observations
and utilization of all domestic resources;

External debt of the Islamic developing coun-
(c) Economize on capital, whenever possible, tries has been rapidly accumulating during the past

through applying capital saving technologies, years, reaching "crisis" proportions since the late
especially those which save foreign exchange 1970s. The current crisis of international indebtedness
resources; has arisen because many large and small debtor coun-

tries have acing difficulties in servicing their external
(d) Refrain from short-term borrowing to finance debt, thus exposing their foreign creditors, especially

long-term development; the banks, to liquidity problems and possible insolven-
cy.

(e) Minimize borrowing from foreign commercial Being eager to keep their economies growing,
banks as long as their terms of lending remain most Islamic developing countries offset the short fall
excessively hard; of ODA inflow by enlarging their borrowing from

commercial banks. By so doing, they actually were
(f) Borrow only what is "really" needed (that is incurring short-term debts which they can then use for

only what can be used efficiently); financing long-term development. This practice,
inevitably, led to even more rapid accumulation of these

(g) Avoid excessive deficit financing, improve on countries' debts. The current debt crisis has come
economic performance and rationalize devel- about as a result of causative forces that are deeply
opment planning and allocation of development seated in the economies of both developed and develop-
resources in favor of dissatisfying basic home ing countries, these countries have become increasingly
needs; dependent on external factors, with the latter being

much more so, because of their gross reliance on
(h) Revise trade policy in favor of development foreign trade and external financing. As a result the

and growth; position of developing economies has become highly
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sensitive and vulnerable to external disturbances, In sum, there has been considerably more
especially those emanating from the more influential, progress on international debt problems as a whole than
industrially advanced countries. is generally recognized. Reinforcement of the Baker

The currently practiced ad hoc, case by case plan with multi-year new money packages exit bonds
debt rescheduling arrangements are largely designed to with seniority, and the right for successful exporters to
ease acute cases of liquidity shortage, by stretching debt use extra earnings to repurchase debt at a discount in
burden over a longer period and providing new loans to the secondary market, should be sufficient for most of
debtor countries facing such cases. But the conditions the major debtors to achieve gradual restoration of
attached to these arrangements, in the form of austerity creditworthiness along with adequate domestic growth.
programs for adjustment, are often viewed by debtor In contrast, for a special list of heavily indebted, low-
countries as being devoid of due consideration the income countries (primarily in Africa), some forgive-
'harsh' consequences on social well-being and political ness of primarily official debt may be appropriate.
stability in the debtor country, or on its economic While significant number of countries is on this list,
growth in the long run. The overall aim of the policies their aggregate debt is only a small fraction of the total
applied in debt rescheduling arrangements is to have for developing nations. For the Islamic debtor coun-
debtor countries generate export surpluses in order to tries, progress on debt will depend not only on arrange-
service their external debt. The question therefore ments on debt, but more fundamentally on appropriate
arises whether these programs of adjustment can domestic policies (especially on fiscal balance and the
reasonably be expected to continue and whether they real exchange rate, and successful management of the
will, in long run, contribute to a solution of debt intemational economy by the leading industrial coun-
problem. tries.
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Annex Table 3-1: EXTERNAL DEBT OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1970, 1980, 1983-89
(In biltions of US dollars)

1970 1980 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

TOTAL DEBT STOCKS (EDT) n/a 561.8 806.7 843.1 936.9 1,027.6 1,151.7 1,136.5 1,146.7

LONG-TERM DEBT 61.9 420.7 633.2 674.8 767.8 867.3 980.5 959.8 958.8

A. PubLic and pubLicLy
guaranteed debt 46.3 350.6 529.0 573.6 674.6 782.8 903.2 896.3 901.9
of which:
OfficiaL creditors 32.2 156.7 218.7 232.8 294.4 356.6 433.2 436.5 454.0
Private creditors 14.1 193.9 310.3 340.8 380.2 426.2 470.1 459.8 447.9

B. Private non-guaran-
teed debt 15.6 70.1 104.3 101.2 93.2 84.4 77.2 63.5 56.9

USE OF IMF CREDIT 0.8 12.4 33.9 36.0 40.2 42.5 42.8 35.0 31.9

SHORT-TERM DEBT n/a 128.7 139.3 132.3 128.9 117.8 128.5 141.7 156.0

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE n/a 91.0 108.9 117.7 124.6 129.3 140.4 151.8 135.7

A. Long-term debt 8.5 74.6 89.3 99.1 105.2 110.3 119.4 130.0 115.3
B. IMF repurchases

and charges 0.7 2.6 3.9 5.2 7.1 10.0 13.3 12.0 10.3
C. Short-term debt

interest n/a 13.8 15.7 13.4 12.2 9.0 7.8 9.8 10.1

SOURCE: World Bank, World Debt Tables, 1990-91 Edition. J2C-AT1
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Annex Table 3-2: EXTERNAL FINANCING FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1980-89
(In millions of US dollars)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Deficit on goods, services
and private transfers -25.2 54.8 84.4 66.5 37.3 35.1 56.3 12.0 29.0 31.1

Financed by:
A. Non-debt-creating flows 11.7 21.4 26.4 19.2 21.4 31.8 27.0 35.5 28.9 27.3

B. Asset transactions -79.3 -89.0 -48.8 -3.8 -14.7 -12.0 -16.7 -5.7 -25.4 -9.4

C. Net errors and omissions -9.7 -15.0 -26.5 -17.6 -6.6 -1.3 2.7 -6.6 -6.4 1.7

D. Use of reserves -49.8 11.7 35.1 -3.3 -10.3 -16.7 -3.6 -53.9 0.7 -20.7

E. Net external borrowing 102.0 125.7 98.1 71.9 47.6 33.3 46.9 42.7 31.2 32.2
Reserve-related liabilities 2.9 12.5 9.7 9.1 4.9 1.6 -2.1 -5.3 -4.0 -2.3
Other net borrowing 99.2 113.3 88.4 62.8 42.7 31.7 48.9 48.0 35.2 34.5
Of which:
Official sources 24.6 30.2 37.0 40.9 37.6 22.4 29.1 27.0 17.8 25.8
Commnercial banks (a) 74.6 83.1 69.4 38.7 16.8 -1.5 -0.4 2.7 -7.4 -3.4

SOURCE: 1980-81: IMF, World Economic Outlook, October 1988. JC2-AT2
1982-89: IMF, World Economic Outlook, October 1990.

(a) 1980 and 1981 figures include all non-official borrowing, calculated as a residual.
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Annex Table 3-3: NET EXTERNAL BORROWING BY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES BY REGION, 1980-89
(In billions of US dollars)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

AFRICA 11.0 16.4 17.3 14.0 7.9 3.0 7.8 5.1 9.8 10.7

Reserve-related Liabilities 0.3 2.6 1.4 2.9 0.7 0.7 -1.7 -1.6 0.6 0.8
Other external borrowing 10.8 13.8 15.9 11.1 7.2 2.2 9.6 6.8 9.3 10.0
of which:
Official sources 5.7 7.4 11.2 10.1 7.9 4.9 8.5 7.7 6.6 6.6
Commercial banks (a) 5.1 6.4 5.6 2.2 1.0 -1.9 -1.4 -1.2 2.3 -0.6

ASIA 30.2 33.4 26.3 25.0 17.5 17.8 21.6 16.8 11.9 10.6

Reserve-related liabilities 2.3 3.6 2.3 2.4 0.2 -0.9 -0.8 -2.3 -2.8 -1.4
Other external borrowing 28.0 29.8 24.0 22.6 17.2 18.7 22.4 19.2 14.7 12.0
of which:
Official sources 5.7 8.4 11.7 10.0 10.3 3.7 4.7 3.1 9.0 8.2
Commercial banks (a) 22.3 21.4 16.8 11.7 6.0 7.5 2.5 1.6 2.7 -2.0

EUROPE 13.5 11.2 4.5 5.5 3.8 2.2 4.2 2.6 0.2 -0.8

Reserve-related liabilities -0.7 5.6 0.9 1.1 0.5 -0.6 -0.9 -1.6 -1.3 -0.9
Other external borrowing 14.1 5.6 3.5 4.4 3.4 2.8 5.1 4.2 1.6 0.1
of which:
Official sources 5.8 6.1 2.7 6.7 3.3 4.0 4.0 1.7 -3.3 0.1
CommerciaL banks (a) 8.3 -0.5 -1.1 -2.9 2.1 0.7 2.3 0.6 -3.3 1.4

MIDDLE EAST 8.6 7.5 10.0 8.0 5.4 4.5 5.8 6.9 6.7 3.8

Reserve-related liabilities -0.1 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
Other external borrowing 8.7 8.0 10.4 8.5 5.5 4.5 5.9 6.9 6.8 3.8
of which:
official sources 3.5 3.4 5.3 5.2 5.4 3.0 3.9 4.0 -1.4 2.6
Commercial banks (a) 5.2 4.6 4.9 6.3 -1.2 -1.8 0.2 1.7 1.3 1.5

WESTERN HEMISPHERE 38.6 57.2 40.0 19.4 12.9 5.7 7.5 11.3 2.4 7.8

Reserve-related liabilities 1.0 1.2 5.5 3.0 3.6 2.4 1.5 0.2 -0.3 -0.8
Other external borrowing 37.6 56.0 34.5 16.3 9.3 3.4 6.0 11.0 2.8 8.6
of which:
Official sources 3.9 4.8 6.0 9.0 10.8 6.7 8.0 10.6 6.9 8.4
Commercial banks (a) 33.7 51.2 43.2 21.4 8.9 -6.1 -4.0 -0.2 -10.3 -3.7

SOURCE: 1980-81, IMF, World Economic Outlook, October 1988. J2C-AT3

1982-89, IMF, World Economic Outlook, October 1990.

(a) 1980 and 1981 figures include all non-official borrowing, calculated as a residual.
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Annex Table 3-4: TOTAL EXTERAL DEBT OF ISLAMIC COUNTRIES, 1980-89
(In millions of US dollars)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Algeria 19,377 18,397 17,728 16,285 15,944 18,374 22,796 24,748 25,074 26,067
Bangladesh * 4,056 4,455 5,019 5,435 5,632 6,629 8,032 9,892 10,389 10,712
Benin * 417 486 665 707 674 812 944 1,140 1,060 1,177
Burkina Faso 334 345 373 418 429 535 670 866 878 756
Cameroon 2,513 2,548 2,717 2,739 2,722 2,940 3,710 4,039 4,224 4,743
Chad * 218 201 168 169 158 186 237 320 357 368
Comoros * 44 55 69 86 104 133 166 203 199 176
Egypt 20,384 23,576 28,795 31,598 34,864 40,218 42,997 49,121 49,485 48,799
Gabon 1,513 1,135 1,000 914 920 1,207 1,941 2,544 2,800 3,175
Gambia * 137 176 207 212 230 245 270 327 321 342
Guinea * 1,117 1,361 1,345 1,329 1,226 1,438 1,735 2,036 2,220 2,176
Guinea-Bissau * 132 139 157 185 240 304 329 427 431 458
Indonesia 20,944 22,761 26,305 29,978 31,861 36,670 43,090 52,468 52,798 53,112
Jordan 1,977 2,291 2,746 3,207 3,508 4,154 5,026 6,373 6,564 7,418
Malaysia 6,611 9,225 13,397 17,964 18,801 20,387 21,888 22,758 20,400 18,575
Maldives * 26 39 65 77 84 85 69 73 71 67
Mali * 733 835 880 992 1,244 1,468 1,756 2,067 2,039 2,157
Mauritania * 845 973 1,151 1,297 1,339 1,503 1,773 2,044 2,072 2,010
Morocco 9,678 10,632 12,401 13,187 14,027 16,409 17,927 20,504 20,334 20,851
Niger * 863 1,022 957 950 956 1,208 1,449 1,697 1,742 1,578
Nigeria 8,934 12,136 12,954 18,540 18,537 19,551 24,043 31,193 31,947 32,832
Oman 599 754 958 1,489 1,633 2,330 2,959 2,848 2,938 2,974
Pakistan 9,941 10,534 11,637 11,930 12,125 13,362 14,904 16,708 16,995 18,509
Senegal 1,469 1,667 1,858 2,074 2,200 2,559 3,222 4,020 3,880 4,139
Sierra Leone * 430 563 620 640 617 724 855 1,009 994 1,056
Somalia * 660 1,056 1,222 1,410 1,498 1,639 1,800 2,009 2,071 2,137
Sudan * 5,163 6,192 7,216 7,600 8,612 9,127 9,870 11,563 11,961 12,965
Syria 2,749 3,000 2,998 3,033 3,463 4,028 4,872 5,090 5,199 5,202
Tunisia 3,527 3,608 3,772 4,059 4,096 4,880 5,898 6,741 6,675 6,899
Turkey 19,119 19,227 19,708 20,317 21,601 26,010 32,842 40,800 40,864 41,600
Uganda * 733 794 938 1,020 1,031 1,171 1,286 1,659 1,799 1,808
Yemen, Arab Rep * 1,011 1,225 1,419 1,699 1,871 2,032 2,366 2,636 3,034 3,324
Yemen, PDR * 652 714 988 1,213 1,387 1,576 1,733 1,936 2,240 2,505

TOTAL IDCs 146,902 162,121 182,433 202,751 213,634 243,896 283,453 331,858 334,055 340,670
of which:
Least developed
countries (*) 17,569 20,630 23,460 25,437 27,332 30,816 35,339 41,903 43,878 45,772

COMPARE:
All developing
countries 561,754 656,418 742,618 806,692 843,066 936,928 1,027,606 1,151,711 1,136,510 1,146,744

Severely indebted
countries 339,870 409,295 464,965 503,087 526,866 572,290 617,026 690,496 673,666 673,645

SOURCE: World Bank, World Debt Tables 1990-91. J2C-AT4
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Annex TabLe 3-5: TOTAL DEST SERVICE PAYMENTS BY ISLMIC COUNTRIES, 1980-89
(In millions of US dollars)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Algeria 4,034 4,317 4,565 4,727 5,126 5,041 5,184 5,481 6,564 7,220
Bangladesh * 272 220 244 206 275 342 461 526 482 488
Benin * 20 23 25 31 46 48 65 42 28 26
Burkina Faso 22 20 20 18 22 30 37 36 43 39
Cameroon 280 304 387 344 402 642 662 650 651 365
Chad * 6 8 2 1 8 17 8 7 9 12
Comoros* 0 1 1 2 3 2 2 2 1 4
Egypt 2,038 2,481 2,678 3,025 3,072 3,133 3,111 1,769 2,471 2,992
Gabon 432 342 306 242 282 246 199 98 139 224
Gambia * 4 7 17 14 13 9 31 26 20 18
Guinea * 109 95 87 69 109 73 72 164 128 113
Guinea-Bissau 5 5 4 5 8 9 6 10 6 12
Indonesia 3,084 3,498 3,856 4,003 4,737 5,960 5,766 7,275 9,167 8,867
Jordan 210 317 293 377 452 558 650 821 1,002 590
Malaysia 934 1,145 1,524 1,924 2,730 5,545 3,534 4,280 5,434 4,202
Maldives* 1 3 4 7 i8 10 13 7 10 10
Mali * 16 21 19 20 31 53 62 69 79 66
Mauritania * 48 76 57 54 67 102 100 115 132 103
Morocco 1,414 1,517 1,640 1,497 1,033 1,363 1,862 1,828 1,791 2,046
Niger * 141 173 245 144 94 108 129 165 175 122
Nigeria 1,153 1,790 2,093 2,580 4,174 4,502 2,059 1,038 2,120 1,796
Oman 249 144 139 165 244 290 422 647 572 635
Pakistan 855 835 844 1,310 1,185 1,417 1,644 1,813 1,810 1,770
Senegal 259 183 123 116 162 190 299 386 389 379
Sierra Leone * 63 69 30 23 38 20 55 13 14 4
Somalia* 13 47 20 24 20 20 62 37 5 32
Sudan * 264 303 296 226 171 149 247 97 179 97
Syria 382 407 391 381 336 345 360 447 469 485
Tunisia 545 600 563 638 706 746 877 1,098 1,060 1,139
Turkey 1,607 2,399 2,968 3,138 3,225 4,575 4,453 5,958 7,442 7,033
Uganda * 44 81 75 114 163 161 161 124 139 209
Yemen, Arab Rep 37 79 69 56 92 92 124 208 225 209
Yemen, PDR * 55 47 52 73 76 102 130 154 174 217

TOTAL IDCs 18,595 21,552 23,639 25,555 29,118 35,898 32,849 35,389 42,928 41,519
of which:

Least developed
countries (*) 1,120 1,275 1,267 1,088 1,252 1,346 1,766 1,801 1,848 1,779

COMPARE:
All developing
countries 90,967 106,939 115,257 108,931 117,667 124,571 129,340 140,436 151,774 135,661

Severely indebted
countries 59,048 69,221 72,523 64,046 67,463 65,333 64,503 60,291 69,767 60,042

SOURCE: World Bank, World Debt Tables 1990-91. JC2-AT5
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Annex Table 3-6: RATIO OF TOTAL EXTERNAL DEBT TO EXPORTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, 1980-89
(Percentages)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Algeria 131 119 119 116 115 131 249 243 294 249
Bangladesh * 346 331 404 364 348 419 510 506 456 438
Benin * 119 161 212 266 247 275 289 261 256 304
Burkina Faso 89 95 127 155 162 182 170 195 190 183
Cameroon 137 114 133 120 105 104 145 191 200 252
Chad * 306 230 271 158 107 187 160 174 159 163
Comoros * 280 279 267 339 816 540 498 586 496 443
Egypt 208 213 278 263 258 304 367 450 397 355
Gabon 62 45 43 41 42 57 160 179 197 169
Gambia * 206 269 247 258 194 281 289 260 513 204
Guinea * 202 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 287 317 348 293
Guinea-Bissau * n/a n/a 901 1208 944 1678 1860 1787 1579 1697
Indonesia 94 91 124 151 143 182 269 277 246 211
Jordan 79 73 86 105 107 134 163 198 195 245
Malaysia 45 66 94 111 99 115 135 108 83 64
Maldives * 40 52 85 97 96 91 76 70 59 n/a
Mali * 228 337 383 405 469 487 509 480 468 605
Mauritania * 307 284 374 364 404 372 397 458 426 395
Morocco 224 259 327 343 361 398 361 355 303 329
Niger * 133 187 216 243 271 379 437 342 470 428
Nigeria 32 61 100 171 150 145 381 399 437 390
Oman 15 15 20 32 34 43 84 65 67 68
Pakistan 197 188 215 186 190 228 229 246 231 243
Senegal 162 156 192 202 228 300 290 321 284 321
Sierra Leone * 156 276 419 451 355 452 560 551 635 n/a
Somalia * 252 402 443 709 1404 1285 1545 1415 2553 2254
Sudan * 499 580 699 610 639 733 920 1202 1245 1051
Syria 82 95 103 105 128 155 262 232 243 208
Tunisia 96 90 108 123 132 164 190 175 138 137
Turkey 333 226 196 215 187 198 262 247 207 190
Uganda * 222 289 270 277 243 315 314 460 587 701
Yemen, Arab Rep * 63 95 92 109 142 202 276 249 216 183
Yemen, PDR * 122 119 147 180 207 268 404 391 459 591

TOTAL IDCs 112 123 152 170 164 189 264 266 244 224
of which:
Least developed
countries (*) 221 291 330 339 363 439 475 492 490 481

COMPARE:
All developing
countries 133 149 182 201. 189 214 241 232 201 187

Severely indebted
countries 174 211 285 313 282 314 385 391 340 315

SOURCE: World Bank, World Debt Tables 1990-91. J2C-AT6
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Annex TabLe 3-7: RATIO OF TOTAL EXTERNAL DEBT TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, 1980-89
(Percentages)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Algeria 47 43 40 34 32 33 39 41 50 58
Bangladesh * 32 31 38 45 40 42 52 56 55 53
Benin * 36 47 65 73 72 75 66 70 61 72
Burkina Faso 20 22 24 30 34 37 34 36 33 30
Cameroon 37 33 37 37 36 39 37 33 34 42
Chad * 30 33 29 29 25 26 32 40 34 37
Comoros* 36 49 63 77 97 117 103 103 97 88
Egypt 95 108 121 120 122 128 134 153 175 159
Gabon 40 32 30 28 31 39 63 86 102 109
Gambia * 61 88 104 113 156 167 229 206 171 173
Guinea * n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 93 103 98 85
Guinea-Bissau * 126 91 96 113 174 195 264 267 285 274
Indonesia 28 25 29 37 39 44 57 74 67 60
Jordan n/a n/a n/a 66 74 87 88 106 117 171
MaLaysia 28 38 52 64 59 70 84 77 62 52
Maldives * 108 120 166 191 192 162 116 116 89 74
Mali * 45 63 73 94 119 141 117 110 101 105
Mauritania * 126 135 164 174 196 226 227 247 229 213
Morocco 53 73 84 99 115 136 110 113 97 96
Niger * 35 48 51 56 67 86 81 81 77 79
Nigeria 9 13 14 21 20 22 53 135 115 119
Oman 11 11 14 21 21 26 46 39 41 39
Pakistan 42 38 38 42 39 44 48 51 45 47
Senegal 50 71 76 88 100 106 91 92 82 93
Sierra Leone * 40 48 48 44 58 49 71 178 91 119
SomaLia * 109 152 160 194 201 198 206 207 210 203
Sudan * 66 71 101 108 100 144 111 120 143 83
Syria 21 21 20 19 22 24 26 21 35 33
Tunisia 42 44 48 52 53 62 70 74 70 72
Turkey 34 34 38 41 45 51 58 62 59 54
Uganda* 43 58 65 55 35 40 41 50 43 45
Yemen, Arab Rep * 28 31 29 32 37 44 55 57 55 49
Yemen, PDR * 80 79 99 114 101 119 153 156 176 197

.. .. .... ----. --- --- ---- ----. --- --- ----

TOTAL IDCs 33.7 35.9 40.4 45.3 46.0 51.7 63.9 74.0 73.3 70.1
of which:
Least deveLoped
countries (*) 47.2 53.1 63.2 69.8 67.9 76.4 77.6 83.6 81.7 72.5

COMPARE:
ALL deveLoping
countries 27.7 30.7 35.9 40.4 41.6 45.6 48.6 51.3 45.5 41.7

Severely indebted
countries 35.5 39.5 48.5 58.4 59.8 64.3 69.3 76.9 66.0 59.1

SOURCE: WorLd Bank, WorLd Debt Tables 1990-91. J2C-AT7
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Annex Table 3-8: RATIO OF TOTAL DEBT SERVICE TO EXPORTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, 1980-89
(Percentages)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Algeria 27.2 27.9 30.7 33.8 36.9 35.8 56.7 53.8 76.9 68.9
Bangladesh * 23.2 16.3 19.6 13.8 17.0 21.6 29.3 26.9 21.2 19.9
Benin * 5.8 7.5 8.0 11.7 16.8 16.3 19.8 9.6 6.8 6.6
Burkina Faso 5.9 5.4 6.7 6.6 8.3 10.1 9.5 8.1 9.3 9.3
Cameroon 15.2 13.6 18.9 15.0 15.5 22.7 25.9 30.6 30.9 19.4
Chad * 8.3 8.8 2.7 1.0 5.1 17.3 5.2 4.0 3.9 5.2
Comoros * 2.5 3.6 4.3 6.0 23.4 8.9 6.3 4.9 2.0 8.8
Egypt 20.8 22.4 25.8 25.1 22.8 23.6 26.5 16.2 19.8 21.8
Gabon 17.7 13.5 13.0 10.9 12.8 11.6 16.3 6.9 9.7 11.9
Gambia * 6.2 10.3 20.3 17.1 11.0 10.4 33.2 20.5 31.5 10.9
Guinea * 19.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 11.9 25.6 20.1 15.2
Guinea-Bissau * n/a n/a 23.0 32.7 33.1 47.0 31.1 41.8 23.1 43.7
Indonesia 13.9 14.1 18.1 20.1 21.3 29.5 35.9 38.5 42.7 35.2
Jordan 8.4 10.1 9.2 12.4 13.8 18.0 21.0 25.5 29.8 19.5
Malaysia 6.3 8.2 10.7 11.9 14.3 31.2 21.8 20.4 22.2 14.6
MaLdives * 0.9 3.4 5.2 9.3 20.4 10.3 14.9 7.0 8.1 n/a
Mali * 5.0 8.3 8.4 8.3 11.6 17.5 18.0 16.0 18.1 18.6
Mauritania * 17.2 22.3 18.5 15.1 20.1 25.3 22.4 25.8 27.1 20.1
Morocco 32.7 37.0 43.2 38.9 26.6 33.0 37.5 31.6 26.7 32.2
Niger * 21.8 31.6 55.2 36.9 26.7 33.8 39.0 33.3 47.3 33.0
Nigeria 4.2 9.1 16.2 23.8 33.8 33.3 32.6 13.3 29.0 21.3
Oman 6.4 2.9 2.9 3.6 5.1 5.4 12.0 14.8 13.0 14.4
Pakistan 16.9 14.9 15.6 20.4 18.6 24.2 25.3 26.7 24.6 23.2
SenegaL 28.6 17.1 12.7 11.3 16.7 22.2 26.9 30.8 28.5 29.4
Sierra Leone * 22.9 33.7 20.1 16.3 21.7 12.4 36.2 6.9 8.9 n/a
Somalia * - 4.9 17.9 7.4 12.3 18.5 15.8 53.6 26.2 6.7 34.1
Sudan * 25.5 28.4 28.7 18.1 12.7 12.0 23.1 10.0 18.6 7.8
Syria 11.4 12.8 13.4 13.2 12.5 13.3 19.3 20.4 21.9 19.4
Tunisia 14.8 15.0 16.2 19.2 22.7 25.0 28.2 28.5 21.9 22.5
Turkey 28.0 28.2 29.5 33.2 27.9 34.8 35.5 36.0 37.8 32.1
Uganda * 13.2 29.4 21.5 31.0 38.3 43.2. 39.4 34.5 45.2 81.2
Yemen, Arab Rep * 2.3 6.2 4.5 3.6 7.0 9.1 14.4 19.6 16.0 11.5
Yemen, PDR * 10.2 7.9 7.8 10.9 11.4 17.3 30.4 31.1 35.8 51.1

TOTAL IDCs 14.2 16.4 19.7 21.4 22.4 27.9 30.6 28.3 31.4 27.3
of which:
Least deveLoped
countries (*) 14.1 18.0 17.8 14.5 16.6 19.2 23.7 21.1 20.6 18.7

COMPARE:
ALL deveLoping
countries 21.6 24.3 28.2 27.2 26.3 28.4 30.4 28.2 26.8 22.1

Severely indebted
countries 30.2 35.7 44.4 39.8 36.1 35.9 40.3 34.1 35.3 28.0

SOUIRCE: World Bank, WorLd Debt Tables 1990-91. J2C-AT8
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Annex Table 3-9: RATIO OF TOTAL DEBT SERVICE TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, 1980-89
(Percentages)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Algeria 9.8 10.0 10.4 9.9 10.2 9.1 8.9 9.2 13.2 15.9
Bangladesh * 2.1 1.5 1.9 1.7 2.0 2.1 3.0 3.0 2.6 2.4
Benin * 1.8 2.2 2.4 3.2 4.9 4.4 4.6 2.6 1.6 1.6
Burkina Faso 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.7 2.1 1.9 1.5 1.6 1.5
Cameroon 4.1 4.0 5.3 4.7 5.4 8.4 6.5 5.4 5.2 3.3
Chad * 0.8 1.2 0.3 0.2 1.2 2.4 1.0 0.9 0.8 1.2
Comoros * 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.4 2.8 1.9 1.3 0.9 0.4 1.8
Egypt 9.5 11.4 11.2 11.5 10.7 10.0 9.7 5.5 8.7 9.7
Gabon 11.4 9.7 9.2 7.5 9.4 8.0 6.4 3.3 5.0 7.7
Gambia * 1.8 3.3 8.5 7.5 8.8 6.2 26.4 16.2 10.5 9.3
Guinea * n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 3.8 8.3 5.7 4.4
Guinea-Bissau * 4.4 2.9 2.5 3.1 6.1 5.5 4.4 6.2 4.2 7.1
Indonesia 4.1 3.9 4.3 4.9 5.8 7.2 7.6 10.2 11.6 10.0
Jordan n/a n/a n/a 7.7 9.5 11.8 11.3 13.7 17.8 13.6
Malaysia 4.0 4.7 6.0 6.8 8.6 19.1 13.6 14.4 16.6 11.7
Maldives * 2.5 7.7 10.2 18.3 40.7 18.2 22.7 11.6 12.3 11.0
Mali * 1.0 1.6 1.6 1.9 2.9 5.1 4.1 3.7 3.9 3.2
Mauritania * 7.1 10.6 8.1 7.2 9.7 15.3 12.8 13.9 14.6 10.9
Morocco 7.8 10.4 11.1 11.2 8.5 11.3 11.5 10.1 8.6 9.4
Niger * 5.7 8.1 13.0 8.4 6.6 7.7 7.2 7.9 7.8 6.1
Nigeria 1.2 1.9 2.3 2.9 4.6 5.1 4.5 4.5 7.6 6.5
Oman 4.7 2.2 2.0 2.4 3.1 3.3 6.6 8.9 8.0 8.3
Pakistan 3.7 3.0 2.8 4.6 3.9 4.6 5.3 5.6 4.8 4.5
Senegal 8.9 7.8 5.0 4.9 7.3 7.8 8.4 8.8 8.2 8.5
Sierra Leone * 5.9 5.9 2.3 1.6 3.6 1.3 4.6 2.2 1.3 0.5
SomaLia * 2.1 6.8 2.7 3.4 2.6 2.4 7.1 3.8 0.5 3.1
Sudan * 3.4 3.5 4.2 3.2 2.0 2.4 2.8 1.0 2.1 0.6
Syria 2.9 2.9 2.6 2.4 2.1 2.1 1.9 1.9 3.2 3.0
Tunisia 6.4 7.4 7.2 8.1 9.1 9.4 10.4 12.0 11.1 11.8
Turkey 2.9 4.3 5.8 6.3 6.7 8.9 7.9 9.0 10.8 9.1
Uganda * 2.5 5.9 5.2 6.2 5.4 5.5 5.1 3.7 3.3 5.2
Yemen, Arab Rep * 1.1 2.0 1.4 1.1 1.8 2.0 2.9 4.5 4.0 3.1
Yemen, PDR * 6.7 5.2 5.2 6.9 5.5 7.7 11.5 12.4 13.7 17.0

TOTAL IDCs 4.3 4.8 5.2 5.7 6.3 7.6 7.4 7.9 9.4 8.5
of which:

Least developed
countries (*) 3.0 3.3 3.4 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.9 3.6 3.4 2.8

COMPARE:
All developing

countries 4.5 5.0 5.6 5.5 5.8 6.1 6.1 6.3 6.1 4.9

Severely indebted
countries 6.2 6.7 7.6 7.4 7.7 7.3 7.2 6.7 6.8 5.3

SOURCE: WorLd Bank, WorLd Debt Tables 1990-91. J2C-AT9
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Annex Table 3-10: RATIO OF RESERVES TO TOTAL EXTERNAL DEBT, 1980-89
(Percentages)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

ALgeria 36.5 32.2 28.1 24.6 20.0 25.3 16.9 17.5 12.7 11.8
BangLadesh * 8.2 3.6 4.1 10.0 7.2 5.3 5.4 8.8 8.0 8.7
Benin * 3.5 12.8 1.5 1.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7
Burkina Faso 22.4 21.8 17.9 21.4 25.6 26.8 35.5 37.9 37.1 35.7
Cameroon 8.2 3.8 3.0 6.2 2.3 4.8 1.9 1.9 3.9 1.9
Chad * 5.4 5.9 10.5 19.2 30.1 19.9 8.5 18.0 18.4 36.2
Comoros * 14.6 15.4 15.7 12.9 3.5 8.9 10.7 15.1 11.8 17.5
Egypt 12.2 7.1 6.3 5.4 4.3 3.9 4.1 5.2 4.6 5.1
Gabon 7.6 18.0 31.8 21.0 22.1 16.3 6.8 0.7 2.5 1.2
Gambia * 4.2 2.2 4.1 1.4 1.0 0.7 5.0 7.9 5.9 6.0
Guinea * n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Guinea-Bissau * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.1 2.3 3.4 0.0
Indonesia 32.5 27.4 17.3 16.4 18.0 16.3 12.2 13.5 12.0 12.6
Jordan 88.3 65.9 50.2 38.7 24.0 18.5 17.0 14.3 6.3 10.4
Malaysia 87.1 54.5 36.1 26.0 23.6 27.8 31.7 37.7 36.7 47.0
MaLdives * 3.5 3.1 13.1 6.0 6.2 5.6 10.2 11.4 30.4 37.2
Mali * 3.5 3.0 2.9 2.4 2.6 2.0 1.7 1.2 2.1 5.7
Mauritania * 17.3 17.1 12.5 8.5 6.1 4.2 3.0 3.8 2.9 4.3
Morocco 8.4 4.8 4.3 2.8 1.9 2.1 2.7 3.7 4.1 3.7
Niger * 15.3 10.7 3.6 6.0 9.6 11.6 13.4 15.0 13.6 13.7
Nigeria 119.1 34.3 14.9 6.8 9.0 9.7 5.6 4.8 2.9 6.2
Oman 117.7 113.1 104.4 58.6 60.6 50.8 36.5 54.1 39.9 49.4
Pakistan 15.8 13.8 15.6 22.5 13.3 10.7 9.8 8.6 7.0 7.0
SenegaL 1.7 1.2 1.3 1.1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
Sierra Leone * 7.1 2.8 1.4 2.5 1.2 1.5 1.6 0.6 0.7 0.4
Somalia * 3.9 3.6 1.3 1.2 0.5 0.5 1.1 0.8 1.1 1.1
Sudan * 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.9 1.4
Syria 30.1 20.8 19.3 12.2 15.2 8.8 9.6 12.3 10.2 n/a
Tunisia 19.9 16.9 18.3 15.7 11.3 6.0 6.4 9.1 14.6 15.0
Turkey 17.3 12.6 14.2 13.4 11.3 8.9 8.9 8.9 9.6 15.1
Uganda * 0.4 3.8 8.3 10.4 6.6 2.3 2.3 3.3 2.7 0.8
Yemen, Arab Rep * 126.9 78.5 39.1 21.6 17.0 14.6 18.3 20.5 9.4 8.4
Yemen, PDR * 39.6 38.0 30.9 24.5 18.9 12.7 8.9 6.1 4.3 n/a

TOTAL IDCs 30.7 20.5 15.8 13.6 11.9 11.6 10.2 10.9 9.5 10.9
of which:
Least developed
countries t*) 13.7 9.5 6.5 6.7 5.4 4.4 5.0 5.9 5.1 5.1

COMPARE:
ALL developing
countries 29.8 20.6 17.5 15.8 15.7 14.6 13.5 14.4 14.4 16.3

Severely indebted
countries 19.6 12.5 8.3 8.1 9.9 9.7 8.2 8.5 7.5 7.8

SWRCE: World Bank, World Debt Tables 1990-91. J2C-AT1O
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Annex Table 3-11: RESERVES EXPRESSED AS MONTHS OF IMPORTS, 1980-89
(End-year reserves divided by average monthly imports)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Algeria 5.8 4.6 4.0 3.5 2.8 4.2 3.9 5.2 3.6 3.1
Bangladesh * 1.5 0.7 0.9 2.5 1.8 1.4 1.9 3.4 2.9 2.8
Benin * 0.3 1.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Burkina Faso 1.5 1.6 1.5 2.3 3.2 3.4 4.6 5.8 5.4 4.3
Cameroon 1.1 0.4 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.5
Chad * 1.7 1.3 2.0 2.2 2.5 1.4 0.6 1.6 1.7 3.4
Comoros * 2.2 2.0 2.5 2.5 0.6 2.2 2.9 4.1 3.1 4.7
Egypt 2.6 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.3 2.1 1.8 1.7
Gabon 0.7 1.2 1.9 1.1 1.2 1.1 0.7 0.1 0.4 0.2
Gambia * 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.2 1.5 2.2 1.5 1.3
Guinea * 0.0 n/a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Guinea-Bissau * n/a n/a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 1.5 1.8 0.0
Indonesia 4.2 2.9 2.0 2.2 2.8 3.2 3.1 4.0 3.3 3.0
Jordan 6.1 4.0 3.6 3.5 2.4 2.2 2.7 2.6 1.2 2.5
Malaysia 4.6 3.7 3.2 2.8 2.6 3.7 5.1 5.6 4.0 3.6
Maldives * 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.9 2.0 n/a
Mali * 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.7 2.1
Mauritania * 3.6 3.4 2.7 2.1 1.8 1.2 0.9 1.4 1.1 1.6
Morocco 1.7 1.0 1.1 0.9 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.6 1.5 1.2
Niger * 1.6 1.5 0.5 1.3 2.4 3.1 5.6 4.7 4.9 4.6
Nigeria 5.8 2.0 1.2 1.0 1.7 2.1 2.8 2.3 1.5 2.8
Oman 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.6 6.6 4.9 5.9
Pakistan 3.1 2.6 3.0 4.5 2.5 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.5 1.6
Senegal 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2
Sierra Leone * 0.7 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.2
Somalia * 0.6 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.5
Sudan * 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.9
Syria 2.2 1.4 1.5 0.9 1.3 0.9 1.8 2.4 2.2 0.0
Tunisia 2.0 1.7 2.0 2.0 1.4 1.0 1.2 1.9 2.5 2.3
Turkey 4.3 2.8 3.0 2.8 2.2 1.9 2.4 2.5 2.5 3.5
Uganda * 0.1 0.9 1.8 2.4 2.0 0.8 0.7 1.0 0.8 0.2
Yemen, Arab Rep * 6.8 5.4 2.9 2.0 2.2 2.6 4.6 3.9 1.8 1.7
Yemen, PDR * 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.0 3.3 2.8 2.9 2.1 1.3 0.0

TOTAL IDCs 4.0 2.6 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.3 2.6 3.2 2.5 2.6
of which:

Least developed
countries (*) 2.2 1.9 1.3 1.6 1.5 1.3 1.7 2.2 1.8 1.8

COMPARE:
ALL developing
countries 4.1 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.8 3.3 3.4

Severely indebted
countries 3.4 2.3 2.0 2.6 3.2 3.4 3.2 3.5 2.7 2.6

SOURCE: World Bank, World Debt Tables 1990-91. J2C-AT11
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4. The Current Debt Situation

Summary of the Discussion

Rapporteurs:

Mr. Mohamad Reza Yousof Khari, Iran
Mr. Saeed Ahmed, Pakistan
Mr. Hassan J. Abozeid Al-Jehani, Saudi Arabia

The discussion of the current debt situation developing countries, in view of their increasing debt
highlighted that, under the prevailing economic condi- burden, are borrowing from official sources and
tions, many developing countries in Latin America and financial institutions to pay back the debt servicing
Sub-Saharan Africa are facing financial and economic liabilities of the loans already obtained from different
problems. These countries are confronted with prob- sources rather than using the borrowed amount for
lems of (a) large debt repayment obligations on existing productive purposes.
debt, (b) frequent exchange rate fluctuations especially It was suggested that developing countries may
against hard currencies and thus additional requirement outline their borrowing policies based on the criteria of
of local currency to pay the same amounts, (c) reduced payment capacity, comparative advantages and diversifi-
availability of funds from private sector; and (d) cation of the economy, taking into consideration of the
worsened debt GNP and exports ratios. availability of natural resources and their efficient

The discussion focused on what to do about the allocation to various sub-sectors of the economy.
debt problem. The suggested solution under "Toronto" The Brady Initiative has been put into place to
Plan for low income countries include (a) reduction of help the middle income countries that have a severe
1/3 of the principal; (b) rescheduling of debt liability; burden of commercial bank debt. As of May 1990,
and (c) reduction of 1/3 of the interest. four countries, Mexico, Costa Rica, Philippines, and

The rescheduling of debt service was not Venezuela have reached agreements with the commer-
considered as a favorable proposition as it was only the cial bank creditors to reduce the stock of debt or/and
postponement of the present liabilities to some future interest service payments. It was emphasized that the
date. Most participants, however, favored either of the discounts under these agreements should be deep
other two altematives, namely reduction of 1/3 of the enough to allow benefits to the debtor countries. The
principal or a reduction of interest rates. However, it World Bank and IMF will allow their funds to be used
was pointed out that the implementation of any of these for the purpose of debt and debt service reduction only
measures affects the creditworthiness of the country in if the debtor country was already pursuing a strong
case of entry into private intemational capital market. economic reform program. Without sound economic

The other point which was highlighted in the policies and good economic management the debt
discussion was that, at present, the majority of the reduction will not be very useful.
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Part II - Finance for Development

5. Introduction

During the Seminar, much attention was have a stake in the outcome of the project being fi-
focused on the debt crisis: identifying its causes and nanced, (c) that there be a positive impact on domestic
seeking remedies. In this segment, the participants financial markets so as to disperse the risk of default
looked 'beyond the debt crisis".' Was the type of more broadly through the economy, and (d) that
finance available to developing countries in the 1960s, international contracts be readily enforced. Claessens
1970s and 1980s appropriate or inappropriate to their observes that general obligation finance has a number
circumstances? If not, what alternatives should be of shortcomings from this point of view. Foreign direct
adopted in the future? Fluctuating interest rates and investment, on the other hand, has a number of advan-
exchange rates in the 1970s and 1980s have added new tages, such as the active involvement of the investor in
dimensions of uncertainties to international borrowing. the economy and the possibility of profit remittances to
What can be done to reduce these risks?. decline during economic recessions, matching debt

service payments with capacity to pay.
I. Financial Flows Claessens identifies several types of financial

instruments that can serve as alternatives to general
Ishrat Husain opened this segraent of the obligation finance and foreign direct investment: risk

seminar, describing the trends during the 1980's of capital (such as the purchase of equities in a public
financial flows to developing countries in general and to stock market), stand-alone finance (which links debt
Islamic Countries in particular (Chapter 6). Mr. service payments to the performance of the project
Husain pointed out that flows from financial institutions being financed) and improved general obligation finance
fell abruptly in the mid-1980's. After averaging over (in the sense of incorporating better risk management).
$20 billion per year during 1980-83 (to all developing These have more desirable characteristics but have seen
countries), they fell to $3.4 billion in 1986. The little use. International financial institutions can facili-
outlook for recovery is not good. Concessional flows tate these financial instruments by providing technical
to low-income countries have increased in the latter part advice on how to develop and use these instruments, by
of the 1980's, but they cannot entirely offset the decline direct financial intermediation and by providing guaran-
in flows from private sources. tees.

Looking ahead, Mr. Husain said that there will Foreign direct investment (FDI) is examined in
be much competition for available funds. Thus, more detail in a contributed paper by AndreaGubitz,
creditors will remain highly selective as to whom they "Foreign Direct Investment: Recent Trends and Policy
will lend. However, the renewal of capital flows to Issues". This paper (Chapter 8) draws on a study of
developing countries is possible once underlying the determinants of German direct investment in
economic conditions become attractive. developing countries. Gubitz points out that market size

and low production costs are major determinants of FDI
II. Alternative Finance flows. FDI flows are influenced by host countries'

policies. Three important elements are: restrictions on
In a contributed paper (Chapter 7), "AItema- ownership, restrictions on the repatriation of profits and

tive Forms of External Financing for Developing Coun- capital, and approval procedures.
tries", Stijn Claessens examines the different forms of
financing to developing countries. Following the work m. Risk Miiagement
of Donald Lessard, he points out that the desirable
characteristics of external finance, in addition to low In another contributed paper by Bengt Rad-
cost, are: (a) that debt service obligations be related to stam, 'Management of the External Debt - Approach of
a country's capacity to repay, (b) that there be perfor- the Swedish National Debt Office' (Chapter 9), we
mance incentives for both the borrower and the lender - learn how Sweden has dealt with risk management
in the sense that the lender as well as the borrower associated with exchange rate and interest rate fluctua-
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tions. The Swedish National Debt Office (SNDO) Developingcountry experience inmnaging the
designs a hypothetical 'bench mark portfolio' that currency risk inherent in general obligation finance is
reflects its strategic objectives. Changes in the value of discussed in papers by Hadanan (Malaysia, Chapter
the bench mark portfolio provides a standard of achiev- 10) and Irgat (Turkey, Chapter 11). How Turkey
ement against which the simulated movements of gradually reestablished access to financial markets is
SNDO's actual portfolio can be measured. The realized discussed in a paper by Guilner Ugok (Chapter 12). She
cost of the actual portfolio can be measured against that explains how Turkey has gradually succeeded in tapping
of the bench mark portfolio to see how effective was diverse securities markets and has been able to reduce
SNDO's risk management actions. In his paper Rad- the cost of borrowing and to extend the length of
stam explains in detail how currency and interest rate maturity of new issues.
risks can be hedged in practice.

1. This is from the title of a path-breaking monograph by Donald Lessard and John Williamson: "Financial
Intermediation beyond the Debt Crisis", Institute for International Economics, Policy Analyses in International
Economics, No. 12. Washington, DC: September 1985.
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6. Finance for Development: Past Trends and Future Prospects

Ishrat Husain'
World Bank

The most dramatic event of the later half of the little problem in obtaining or using foreign capital.
1980s has been an unprecedented reversal of financial Their increasingly sophisticated financial markets may
flows to developing countries. Real long term financial make them candidates for increased portfolio investment
flows to developing countries are currently only 60 as well as foreign direct investment and commercial
percent of their levels in the early 1980s. Voluntary bank loans.
private lending is negligible. New multilateral non-
concessional lending is largely being offset by amortiza- I. Recent Developments
tions of existing loans. The current low levels of
capital flows imply that developing countries must limit Aggregate net resource flows (long-term) to
their investment to what can be financed with their o0w11 developing countries, including net flows of long-term
saving. The low levels of capital flows also mean that lending, foreign direct investment, and official grants,
developing countries actually must export more goods reached a projected $71.0 billion in 1990 (see Table 1).
and non-factor services than they receive, in order to This represents a 12.2 percent increase over last year's
service their debt. net flows of $63.3 billion and a rise above the nominal

One should not expect nor want a return of the levels of the mid-1980s. The main factor in the pro-
large capital flows to developing countries on the scale jected increase in 1990 was the increased net lending
of the "petrodollar" era. But that is not the danger at from official sources, mentioned above, much of which
present, when developing countries as a whole are went to the Severely Indebted Middle Income Countries
transferring resources to the industrialized world. If (SIMICs) to purchase collateral or buyback debt in
developing countries have to continue to make resource Brady Initiative operations. Except for Chile and
transfers to the rest of the world, limiting their invest- Mexico, new private lending to the SIMICs has been
ment to levels below their own saving, their long run minimal. Total private lending, net of amortization,
development is likely to suffer. remains far below the levels of the mid-1980s. Official

The assessment of flows to the developing grants (29 percent), official loans net of amortization
countries cannot be done solely at the aggregate level. (28 percent), and foreign direct investment (35 percent)
Individual developing countries' receipts of capital accounted for almost the whole of aggregate net re-
flows and performance differ significantly. For exam- source flows in 1989, as has been the case since 1987.
ple, the newly industrialized countries of East Asia This composition represents a major shift from the
began to run large current account surpluses in the dominance of commercial bank lending in the late
1980s. Korea, whose $32 billion of debt in 1981 was 1970s and early 1980s and return to the pattem of net
just below Argentina's $36 billion, has shown that it is flows prevailing in the 1960s and early 1970s. The
possible to grow out of a heavy debt burden through composition of the roughly constant amount of annual
higher domestic saving and high growth. Although the official flows during the 1980s also has shifted.
East Asian countries continue to receive commercial Official grants and concessional lending (ODA) has
bank loans and foreign direct investment, the question grown, while nonconcessional, bilateral official lending
is increasingly one of placing their net surplus. Coun- has declined substantially, compared with the early
tries such as Thailand and Malaysia continue to comple- 1980s. And the share of multilateral lending has
ment domestic saving with external finance. With low increased relative to bilateral lending.
levels of distortions and rapid growth, they have had

' The author, at the time of the seminar, was Chief, Debt and International Finance Division, World Bank.
The views expressed in this paper are the personal views of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of
the World Bank.
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The shift in the composition of aggregate net power. Of course this offset was comfort only to the
resource flows and private lenders' interest in support- oil-importing developing countries such as Brazil, the
ing private projects, means that in some countries the Republic of Korea, India, the Philippines, Turkey and
public sector now has less access to external private Yugoslavia. For the energy exporters, such as Ecua-
funds than the private sector, a major change compared dor, Egypt, Mexico and Venezuela, which account for
with the late 1970s and early 1980s. The shift in the almost 50 percent of the SIMICs' debt, and Nigeria,
composition of aggregate net resource flows also means which accounts for about one third of the SILICs' debt,
that countries that relied on external borrowing from the fall in oil prices compounded the drop in net flows.
private sources have suffered a sharp fall in access to In 1990, with the rebound in oil prices as a result of the
external resources compared with countries that can Middle East crisis, the winners and losers were re-
attract foreign direct investment. Thus far, foreign versed.
direct investment has been highly concentrated. For Despite the gradual increase in nominal aggre-
example, five major East Asian countries received gate net flows since the mid-1980s, the developing
nearly 25 percent of direct investment in the developing countries' net import of goods and services - the
countries. In contrast, most SIMICs have been hard hit fmanceable current account deficit - has not risen much.
by the drop in net flows of loans. Net lending to the The developing countries' current account deficit was
SIMICs declined from average of $37.3 billion in the only $28 billion in 1989 and $40 billion in 19902
early 1980s to an average of $4.3 billion in 1988-90. compared with an aggregate net resource flow of $6.3
For the Severely Indebted Low Income Countries billion and $71 billion respectively. Current account
(SILICs), the net flow of resources, aside from foreign deficits do not fully reflect aggregate net resource flows
direct investment, is about $7.7 billion, a figure similar because, to an increasing extent, these flows have been
to that of recent years. Nigeria accounts for about a offset by the build-up of reserves, capital outflows; and,
quarter of the total. Outside of Nigeria, foreign direct in 1990, collateral under the Brady Initiative opera-
investment in Sub-Saharan Africa is minimal. tions.,

In real terms, aggregate net resource of flows The 1989 current account deficit represented
have increased compared with their low point of 1987, only 1.0 percent of (estimated) GNP. As a percentage
although they remain below the levels of the early of exports, the current account deficit has fallen from
1980s. However, the size and time pattern of the about 7.6 percent in 1985 to 4.6 percent in 1989.
changes in real aggregate net resource flows depend Moreover, a substantial part of the current
significantly on whether they are deflated by the price account deficit represents interest costs on debts and
indexes of the suppliers of net flows, the creditor retained profits remittances on foreign investment,
countries, or the price of developing-country imports.' rather than current imports of goods and nonfactor
This distinction is important because of the sharp services. Actual interest payments were $64.3 billion
changes in the international petroleum prices during the in 1989, and profit remittances and reinvestments are
1980s and the much larger weight of petroleum prod- estimated at $12.5 billion, in total more than double the
ucts in the imports of developing countries than in the current account deficit. Thus, in a reversal of the
economies of donors/creditors. Measured in terms of pattern that prevailed up to the 1980s, developing
OECD prices, real net flows declined 26 percent countries now export more goods and nonfactor servic-
between 1980 and 1985. Then, between 1985 and es to the industrial countries than they receive.
1989, they declined a further 29 percent. However, In terms of regional distribution, flows to the
measured in terms of import unit values, real aggregate low income Asian countries have stagnated at about $15
net flows declined about 21 percent between 1980 and billion p.a., barely above the levels of the early 1980s.
1985 then remained roughly constant between 1985 and The four major South Asian countries already have
1989, aside from 1987. In 1990, the rise in import moved into the moderately indebted class and only the
prices, reflecting mainly the impact of the rise in oil large share of concessional debt in the total debt stock
prices after August, offset more than half of the rise in is keeping the debt service ratio manageable. Both
aggregate net resource flows. China and India, facing limits on the availability of

In other words, during the 1980s, the drop in concessional funds, turned to non-concessional borrow-
oil partially offset the fall in aggregate net flows to ing to finance larger current account deficits and higher
developing countries in terms of import purchasing investment ratios and growth during the 1980s. In both
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countries this policy led to increased debt service ratios. the developing countries' surplus on the goods and non-
In both countries, the short term problem will be to factor services accounts.
reduce the current account deficit to sustainable levels, The international community has of course
while moving toward a less distortionary incentive recognized the need for a new strategy to deal with debt
framework. The industrial countries can make an and debt service problems in the severely indebted,
important contribution to growth and worldwide poverty middle income countries. The World Bank and the
reduction by ensuring that concessional flows grow IMF are expected over the next three years to provide
rapidly enough to support investment and growth in $20-25 billion of resources to support debt and debt
China and the low-income countries of South Asia and service reduction operations. About half of this total
that a shift to non-concessional finance is not forced represents new resources. Japan has provided its
upon them too rapidly. support with up to $10 billion in cofinancing.

The countries of Sub-Saharan Africa face
perhaps 'the most difficult development problem, II. Prospects
coupled with a severe debt problem in many cases.
Although per capita income and the numbers in absolute It is unlikely and undesirable that external
poverty present a better picture than South Asia, capital flows will return to the high levels of the late
adverse external conditions and poor domestic policies 1970s and early 1980s. Even if some of the developed
have led to economic, social and environmental decline. countries were to move to a higher current account
Reversing this decline will require an acceleration in the surplus, much of the improvement probably would flow
adjustment process that has begun. Both debt and debt to the industrialized countries. Moreover, Eastern
service relief and new money are needed. To avoid Europe is likely to be a much larger claimant on OECD
future debt service problems the new money should capital exports in the 1990s than in the 1980s. None-
probably be on concessional terms, and thus from theless, under a plausible, if somewhat optimistic
official sources, or in the form of foreign direct invest- scenario, it should be possible for the developing
nment, which, just importantly, will bring with it exter- countries to finance a current account deficit/GDP ratio
nal know-how. of about 1.3 percent. This would be about the same as

Finally, as is well known, the severely indebt- in the 1960s and early 1970s and about 30 percent
ed middle income countries represent a particular larger than today. World Bank projections suggest that
challenge for international financial markets. Once the the larger current account deficit would be associated
debt crisis began, net flows to these countries dropped with a slight rise in average growth in the developing
dramatically, reflecting the sharp dropoff in commercial countries, from 4.2 percent in the 1980s to about 4.5
bank lending and the stagnation of official flows. percent per annum.
(Foreign direct investment has increased recently, but The flows of capital that do occur to devel-
much of this is related to debt-equity swaps and second- oping countries are likely to resemble the composition
ary market transactions.) Higher real interest rates of the 1960s and early 1970s. Commercial bank
have increased the cost of debt service and reduced real lending and the other private lending have declined and
transfers even more. Growth has fallen as a result of are likely to remain low for the foreseeable future.
domestic macroeconomic instability and the debt/debt Official flows and foreign direct investment have
service problem. Investment rates are down sharply become and are likely to remain the main source of
and price distortions encourage inefficiency in resource capital flows to developing countries.
use. Official development assistance (ODA) rose in

The severely indebted middle income countries the mid-1980s, offsetting partially the fall in private
did - perforce - manage to improve their current flows. But ODA is likely to grow more slowly in the
account balance in the mid-1980s. Since then, howev- 1990s, reflecting pressures for tighter budgets and some
er, their current account deficits have risen as a per- diversion of funds to Eastern Europe. Multilateral non-
centage of GDP. These deficits reflect mainly large concessional (net) loans are likely to rise from current
interest payments. In terms of goods and non-factor low levels and become an important source of finance,
services, these countries' exports to the rest of the one difference from the 1960s and early 1970s. This
world exceed their imports by the equivalent of about rise reflects the larger capital of the World Bank and
2.7 % of their GDP. This figure accounts for much of the regional development banks and smaller net negative
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transfers by the IMF. Through the World Bank and its On the side of the developed countries a
cofmancing arrangements, at least some of the develop, number of policies would contribute to greater resource
ing countries will retain a connection with private transfer and higher growth in the developing countries:
capital markets. However, the growth of lending by
these institutions will have to be managed carefully, to (a) A larger surplus of saving over investment;
avoid increasing risk. Also, it will be difficult for their
lending to increase across the board, because of expo- (b) Increased aid to adjusting countries;
sure limits.

Official flows typically are government to (c) Progress in reducing the debt/debt service
government flows. Given the growing emphasis on the problem; and,
private sector in development, new mechanisms will
have to be developed to pass through official flows to (d) Increased openness to trade flows.
the private sector and old mechanisms will have to be
improved. Regarding private flows, foreign direct The balance of saving over investment in the
investment will grow quite rapidly and reach levels industrialized countries could be raised through tighter
similar to the 1970s in terms of the overall balance of fiscal policy in concert with monetary policy aimed at
payments. Other private flows net are likely to be maintaining real growth. This policy mix would
small. involve a significant reduction in the budget deficits of

What actions are necessary to achieve this the U.S. and some other industrialized countries. Japan
scenario? A great deal will depend on the actions of and Germany would be able and are likely to reduce
the developing countries. Achieving higher growth, their surpluses concurrently. However, this reduction
largely on the basis of internal resources, will require would have to be less than the increased saving in the
stable macroeconomic policies and reduced public other OECD countries, in order to increase the overall
sector deficits. This will stimulate private investment. OECD surplus. Higher OECD saving also would tend
The incentive framework also will have to adjust, to to reduce the debt service burden by reducing real
encourage a more efficient use of resources. The interest rates.
public sector will have to operate efficiently and place Increased development assistance will be
a minimum drain on private saving. Financial sector necessary to reach a number of countries that are
reforms will be necessary to mobilize domestic and unlikely to attract foreign direct investment and cannot
foreign resources and allocate them efficiently. In odher finance the costs of non-concessional multilateral loans.
words, the process of adjustment that has been support- Increased development assistance also will be needed to
ed by the World Bank and the IMF and that has begun help resolve the debt problems of a number of the low-
in some countries will have to be intensified and income, severely-indebted countries. Such aid should
extended. be targeted to countries that adopt necessary adjustment

These same policies will encourage foreign measures.
direct investment and encourage its efficient allocation. The current debt strategy is still too new to be
Recent studies suggest that foreign direct investment evaluated fully. Nonetheless, several considerations
depends heavily on the macroeconomic and political have emerged from the five operations (Mexico,
environment. If these are unstable, it is hard to offset Philippines, Costa Rica, Venezuela and Uruguay) and
them with specific incentives for foreign investors. the negotiations surrounding other potential operations
Overly favorable specific incentives also are likely to (Brazil, Ecuador), that need to be taken into account in
draw domestic criticism and are therefore unstable. future operations. They are:

In terms of specific incentives for foreign
investors, reasonable tax and repatriation rules will be (a) Available funds could reduce the debt/debt
needed. In the area of natural resource investment it service problems of the majority of countries,
may be necessary to reassess and improve conditions particularly if attractive prices are obtained in
for investors of all kinds. Programs of privatizations in the secondary market. The available funds
the areas of natural resources and public enterprises in would not be enough, however, to cover
general need to move forward. operations for all the major debtors, e.g.

Brazil and Argentina.
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(b) More equitable burden sharing needs to be conclusion of the Uruguay Round to reduce trade
ensured between the commercial creditors, the restrictions.
countries and the international institutions. In The likelihood that private lending will remain
particular, risks to the international institutions minimal and that aid budgets will remain tight has
should not be increased unduly, to avoid rekindled interest in foreign direct investment. Howev-
hindering their basic operations. Bilateral er, foreign direct investment has a number of particular
official agencies, including export credit agen- features and problems that need to be understood and
cies, could be a source of additional resources, resolved before it can play a major role in the develop-
following the example of the Japanese EXIM ing countries.
Bank. Reliance on flows of foreign direct investment

would not be completely new. Foreign direct invest-
(c) Ensuring participation of all creditor banks in ment was an important type of external funding for

debt reduction operations is not easy. There is developing countries in the 1960s. As late as 1970 it
a "free rider" problem that has slowed the accounted for 50 percent of private flows to developing
process and which will have to be dealt with countries and 29 percent of total net flows. In the
by the coordinating conmmittees, changes in 1960s, some developing countries depended on foreign
incentives, and pressures from creditor gov- direct investment to finance much of their current
emments. account deficit, Brazil being an important example.

While much foreign direct investment traditionally had
(d) "New money" is a problem. Commercial been oriented toward natural resources in developing

banks that are not willing to provide new countries, a large part of the flows of U.S. investment
money will have to accept sufficient debt or in Latin America and Japanese investment in Asia in the
debt service reductions to meet the country's 1960s went to manufacturing. However, some of this
financing requirements. investment was attracted by protective barriers and

questions have been raised about the benefits of foreign
(e) Some banks have been reluctant to participate direct investment in a distorted incentive framework.

in debt operations because of the particular From the beginning of the 1970s to the mid-
tax/regulatory framework they face. Devel- 1980s foreign direct investment flows to developing
oped countries need to make an effort to countries stagnated. A wave of nationalizations oc-
reduce unneeded regulations and provide curred in Latin America in 1974, and net foreign direct
reasonable tax treatment for participants in investment actually turned negative. In many Latin
debt reduction. At the same time, the opera- American countries, internal politics took an increasing-
tions need to be structured with enough options ly negative view of foreign direct investment. The
to permit individual banks to operate effective- general feeling was that profits were too high and,
ly within the particular tax/regulatory frame- sometimes, that foreign direct investors had received
work they face. better treatment than domestic investors. Transfer

pricing between head offices and subsidiaries was
(f) Mechanisms need to be developed to ensure treated increasingly as an evasion of restrictions on

adequate levels of external finance in the event repatriations. At the same time, low real rates of
of adverse external developments. interest on commercial bank loans made them more

attractive as a source of funds than foreign direct
Most importantly, the developed countries need investment. In Asia, Japanese foreign direct invest-

to ensure a favorable external environment for the ment, which had been growing rapidly, slowed. Both
developing countries. An open trading system is Japan and the host countries suffered from the impact
essential to the growth of the developing countries and of the oil price shocks on their growth.
to resolving the debt problem. The industrial countries Since the mid 1980s, world flows of foreign
have a particular responsibility to avoid protection, direct investment have grown substantially. Moreover,
given their weight in international trade. In the short the data probably understate growth. Japan, which
run the most productive policy here would be for today is the largest single source of FDI, does not
developed countries to ensure a rapid and successful include reinvested profits of overseas operations in its
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flow figures. Also flows of small investments, particu- Recent studies support the view that foreign
larly in real estate, which are difficult to measure, have direct investment costs more than debt, although there
probably increased. are a number of data problems. An IMF (1985) study

Most of the recent growth in world foreign of the experience of 12 countries over the period 1974-
direct investment has gone to developed countries and 82 showed that the average rate of return paid to
offshore banking centers. The U.S. as a host country, foreign direct investors was almost 11 percent per
for example, has received 44% of foreign direct annum compared with an 8.5 percent per annum
investment flows in 1984-87, up from 35 % in 1981-83. average interest rate on external debt. A recent study
Foreign direct investment in Europe is likely to grow of the Chilean experience for the period 1954-1987
rapidly as a result of recent developments in Eastern showed that the real rate of return repaid to the foreign
Europe and the unified Common Market scheduled for investors averaged 7.8 percent per annum, versus a real
1992. LIBOR rate of 3.6 percent per annum.

Developing countries have not participated The higher rate of return on foreign direct
fully in the recent foreign investment boom. Despite a investment bears on its ability to generate net transfers
sharp increase in 1988, foreign direct investment in to a country. For countries that open up to foreign
developing countries, in real terms, is only about 25% direct investment, the initial flow of new resources will
higher than in 1970. Moreover, much of this rise in be high, as investors make stock adjustments in their
1988 reflected debt equity swaps and other transactions portfolios. Once the adjustment is complete, however,
associated with the secondary market. new foreign direct investment, including reinvested

A number of the problems that led to a slow- profits is likely to simply keep the stock of investment
down of foreign direct investment in Latin America and growing at about the same rate as the economy. If the
Africa - negative political attitudes, unstable macroeco- rates of return on foreign direct investment exceeds the
nomic environments, distorted incentive structures - economy's growth rate, then the net transfer will turn
remain. Efforts have been directed at reducing these negative. (see Hanson and Neher).
problems, for example by the setting-up of direct Foreign direct investment thus is likely to
investment guarantee programs by industrialized coun- generate net positive resource transfers only in rapidly
tries and the World Bank (MIGA). Nonetheless, growing countries or during an initial period of adjust-
further efforts are needed, particularly in the host ment. Once adjustment is completed, foreign invest-
countries, if foreign direct investment is to become an ment is likely to result in negative net transfers because
important factor in resource transfer to the developing profits are likely to exceed the desired new investment.
countries. This is particularly true given the current Of course, from the balance of payments standpoint, the
low levels of commodity prices, which depress the new investment shows up in the capital account, the
potential for foreign direct investments in the primary repatriated profits in the current account.
sector. This argument suggests that foreign direct

In addition to its resource transfer role, foreign investment should be looked upon mainly as a poten-
direct investment has been promoted because of a tially important source of technology, modern business
number of other benefits it conveys to the host country. practices and, in some cases, export markets. Given
First, direct investment generally is agreed to transfer the slowdown in other types of external capital flows,
technology, management methods, quality control foreign direct investment is likely to account for a
procedures, etc. to the recipient country, as well as larger share of external capital flows in the 1990s than
capital. This is true not only for manufacturing, but for in the 1980s. Because of its technological and shock
many of the investments in natural resources. absorbing benefits, as well as the resource transfer it

Second, DFI may serve as a balance of pay- can provide in the short run, developing countries will
ments shock absorber, compared to external debt. wish to pursue policies that attract foreign investors.
Studies of U.S. foreign direct investment suggest that As the East Asia experience suggests, foreign direct
its returns and repatriated profits have been pro-cycli- investment can be an extremely important aid to devel-
cal. Compared to debt finance, with its fixed repay- opment.
ment schedule,4 foreign direct investment resembles
equity.
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Table 6-1: NET LONG-TERM RESOURCE FLOWS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1980-90
($ Billions)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990w

Aggregate net flows 82.8 99.9 88.4 68.2 61.9 56.6 51.2 46.1 60.9 63.3 71.0

Total O.D.A. 32.6 33.7 33.8 31.6 34.0 31.8 33.6 32.2 36.3 36.6 46.9

Official grants 12.5 11.4 10.4 9.9 11.4 13.2 14.0 14.9 18.0 18.6 19.5
Official loans (etc.) 20.1 22.3 23.4 21.7 22.6 18.6 19.6 17.3 18.3 18.0 27.4

Bilateral 12.2 12.9 11.9 10.6 10.3 6.4 6.3 4.9 6.8 6.1 10.4
Multilateral 7.8 9.4 11.5 11.0 12.4 12.2 13.3 12.4 11.5 11.9 16.9

Private loans (net) 41.1 53.3 43.6 28.1 19.6 14.3 8.1 0.7 5.5 4.3 2.3
Commercial banks 30.8 44.0 30.9 19.8 14.6 4.7 2.4 -1.1 0.7 3.0
Bonds 1.1 1.3 4.8 1.0 0.3 5.0 1.3 0.2 2.2 0.3
Other 9.2 8.0 7.8 7.4 4.7 4.5 4.4 1.6 2.6 1.0

Foreign direct
investment (FDI) 9.1 12.9 11.1 8.5 8.3 10.5 9.5 13.2 19.1 22.4 21.8

Net transfers 37.0 45.7 27.4 10.5 -0.9 -7.4 -10.0 -16.8 -9.5 -1.0 9.3

Memorandum items:
Private grants 2.3 2.0 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.3 4.0 4.3 4.2 4.3
Net Use of IMF
Credit 3.9 6.9 6.6 11.1 4.4 -0.2 -2.5 -5.8 -5.5 -2.3 2.1

Real net resource
flows:
OECD deflator 109.3 137.0 124.4 96.2 89.2 80.6 58.9 46.1 56.8 56.9 61.4

Real net resource
flows:
import unit value
index 72.0 85.2 79.2 62.9 59.2 56.7 53.7 46.1 59.6 60.3 63.8

OECD deflator 75.7 72.9 71.1 70.9 69.4 70.2 87.0 100.0 107.1 111.3' 115.7
Import unit value

index 114.9 117.2 111.7 108.6 104.6 99.7 95.3 100.0 102.2 105.0 111.4

P Projection
Estimate

Note and Sources: Loans: DRS; excludes short-term FDI: IMNF, balance of payments figures, which include reinvested profits. Official
and private grants: OECD. Aggregate net transfers equals aggregate net resource flows less interest payments (DRS basis) and reinvested
and remitted profits (IMF). Figures for FDI are substantially higher than shown in last year's tables, which were based on OECD estimates
of FDI from member countries only (and included reinvested profits). Profit remittances and reinvestment are included in net transfers for
the first time. OECD deflator: OECD, Development Cooperation in the 1990s, Paris, 1989. Import unit value index from lIF,
International Financial Statistics Yearbook 1990 and World Economic Outlook, Washington, D.C. Oct. 1990
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Table 6-2: THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES' CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICIT AND ITS FINANCING
1989 AND 1995 (PROJECTED)

($ Billions Current Prices)

Percentage
1989 1995 increase

Current Account

Net Exports (Godds & NFS) -4 21
Interest on Long-Term Debt 71 70
Deficit on Current Account3 28 64 128

Financing (Net)

Official Grants 18.6 24.9 33
Official Loans

Bilateral 6.1 9.7 60
Multilateral 11.9 21.0 76

Foreign Direct Investment 22.4 31.8 42
Other Private Long-term 4.3 9.9 130

Ratios

Current Account Deficit/GDP 1.0 1.5
Surplus Goods &
Non Factor Services/GDP 0.8 0.5

Source: World Bank (IECDI) projections

^ Excludes official transfers but includes private transfers and interest on short-term debt and direct investment
income.
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1. This distinction is analogous to the problem of measuring the real value of saving - should the deflator be the
cost of the consumption goods foregone or the cost of investment goods that are purchased with the saving.

2. As used here, the current account excludes official transfers. The developing countries' current account
deficit was US$34 billion in 1989 excluding Korea, which ran large current account surpluses between 1986 and
1989.

3. Collateral was also purchased by Mexico in 1988, as part of a debt conversion operation.

4. The numerous recent reschedulings raise the question of just how fixed are interest and principal payments on
loans. However, cost of rescheduling is certainly more than the contractual debt service on loans, perhaps even
more than the cost of foreign direct investment in the sense that interest is capitalized and increases the amount
of the debt. It is possible to make debt service on loans more pro-cyclical through the use of bonds linked to
commodity prices, as has been done recently by Algeria and earlier Mexico, or even macroeconomic indicators.
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7. Alternative Forms of External Financing for Developing Countries

Stijn Claessens '
World Bank

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the projects. It allows the developing countries'
forms that the external finance of developing countries governments to bypass domestic financial
might take in future years in the light of recent experi- markets, since it does not rely on the alloca-
ence. The paper begins by defining the characteristics tional mechanism of domestic financial mar-
good international finance and notes the shortcomings kets. Furthermore, policy measures necessary
of the current patterns of international finance against to stimulate domestic capital formation can be
these criteria. The paper then identifies alternative neglected.
financial instruments for developing countries, discusses
their benefits and drawbacks, and presents examples of The volatility in commodity prices, exchangze
their uses. In the final section, the paper outlines the rates and interest rates have increased over the
role that international financial institutions (IFIs) can last decade. This has made many developing
play in making some of these alternative instruments countries aware of the risks resulting from
more accessible to developing countries and thereby external transactions and associated with exter-
increasing financial flows to indebted countries.' nal liabilities, and focussed them on the need

for improved liability management. The
1. Background structure of many developing countries' exter-

nal liabilities often gave rise to external debt
Recent changes in developing countries and in service obligations that were not keyed to the

international financial markets highlight the importance resulting fluctuations in their capacity to pay.
for many borrowers of not only an adequate volume of Many developing countries were consequently
external finance but also of an appropriate structure of adversely affected when their debt service and
external finance: net income flows were perversely related,

something which happened, especially in the

Deregulation and liberalization efforts in the early 1980s when commodity prices declined
developing countries aimed at developing a and interest rates (nominal as well as real)
more responsive economy increase the impor- increased.
tance for developing countries of external
financial arrangements which, in addition to At the same time, new financial instruments
providing external resources, are also comple- have emerged in the developed countries'
mentary to domestic developments. An exam- financial markets that allow agents to manage
ple of external finance that is not necessarily some of the external risks to which they are
complementary to domestic developments is exposed. The use of short-term hedging
public and publicly-guaranteed general obliga- instruments, like currency futures and interest
tion finance. General obligation finance relies futures, and long-term hedging instruments,
less than, for instance, portfolio equity invest- like currency swaps and interest rate swaps,
ments on domestic financial markets for the has been growing at an explosive pace.
selection and management of investments and

The author is an economist with the Debt and International Finance Division, International Economics
Department, World Bank. The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily
represent official policy of the World Bank.
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Furthermore, the effects of the debt crisis have attributes of international finance, with a focus on
led to constraints on developing countries' general obligation finance and foreign direct investment.
access to external finance in general and have Section IV discusses other forms of international
hurt a group of developing countries which finance that have a better structure of and which
would probably have had continued access conceivably can also lead to increased financial flows to
otherwise to external finance in general. The developing countries. Section V discusses the role of
needs for external finance have become much international financial institutions (IFIs). The ability of
more diverse across countries. developing countries to better structure their external

liabilities using private markets alone might be limited.
These trends are reflected in the level and In addition, many of the alternative forms of interna-

structure of resource flows to all developing countries tional finance are relatively new and might need to be
in recent years. The amount of private finance in the introduced or promoted by third parties in order to
form of bank lending has declined significantly since become acceptable means of transferring resources to
the start of the debt crisis, while official finance has developing countries. It is therefore a possible, and
remained constant. Most notably is the increase in the worthwhile, role for the IFIs, in addition to extending
relative importance of foreign direct investment as a finance, to facilitate such alternative instruments for
source of financing for developing countries. These developing countries.
trends are even more pronounced when regional or The paper distinguishes two broad groups of
analytical sub groupings are made. [Resource flows developing countries: those mostly in need of financial
during the 1980's are summarized in Chapters 3 and 6 - risk management tools and those affected by their large
ed.] In general, the more successful countries have external indebtedness. Clearly, there are a variety of
diversified their external financing structure in the last forms facilitating alternative financial instruments can
decade to a much larger extent than other countries take and they will need to be tailored to the situations
were able to. Good examples are Turkey, Malaysia, of the country.
South Korea and Indonesia.

There is a clear need for many developing II. Characteristics of Good International
countries to improve and adjust the structure of their Finance
external obligations, and a number are trying to do this.
Countries can either restructure existing liabilities or, International finance can benefit a country in
over time, use new types of external finance or both. three ways: by enabling it to increase its income over
However, many developing countries have not been time; by stabilizing its income over time and by stabi-
able to improve their liability structure significantly, lizing it across circumstances (see Lessard (1985) on
since external finance and risk management instruments which this section draws). International finance allows
have limited accessibility due to institutional barriers the country to undertake investments whose prospective
and by perceptions of private markets regarding their returns are above the cost of finance and which it would
creditworthiness. International financial institutions have had to forego if it depended on its own savings or
may be able to play a useful role in facilitating access foreign-exchange generation. Foreign finance can thus
to new financial (risk management) instruments and increase the level of production and hence increase or
assuring adequate external finance for different groups stabilize income over time. It also allows the country
of developing countries. to increase or postpone its absorption of resources in

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section circumstances where additional consumption or invest-
II analyzes the attributes which international finance ment has a particular high or low value compared to the
needs to have an efficient international distribution of future, either because of expected trends in income or
risk. These are: an appropriate distribution over time because of internal or external shocks.
of debt service obligations; an appropriate incentive Many forms of external finance can serve these
structure for borrowers and lenders; a structure which functions for a developing country. Some, however,
is complementary to domestic financial markets; and an are not suited for all countries. Therefore foreign
adequate enforceability of contracts. Section III dis- capital flows need to be evaluated not only by their
cusses some of the shortcomings of existing patterns of amounts but also by their structures. No universal rules
international finance, in light of the identified desirable exist regarding the appropriate structure of capital
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inflows. Situations regarding internal and external been unrelated (or even perversely related) to the
factors differ from country to country making general- country's ability to pay. Floating rate debt has been
izations difficult. Nevertheless, a number of character- painful for a number of developing countries: the
istics of foreign capital inflows have been identified record high (nominal as well as real) interest rates in
which can help a country achieve its goals of increasing the early 1980s greatly increased the real burden of
and stabilizing its income. (See Lessard and Williamson debt service obligations.2 Other forms of financing,
(1985), Lessard (1985) and the World Bank report on even though more costly in financial terms on average,
Korea (1988).) could have resulted in higher levels of welfare.

In addition to low cost, the following are The objective of a high correlation between
generally mentioned to be desirable characteristics of debt service and ability to pay points towards certain of
foreign capital inflows: the following specific desirable elements of foreign

capital flows:
(a) a positive correlation of payments obligations

with the ability to pay; (a) a proper dispersal of repayments over time;

(b) performance incentives for the borrower and (b) a properly diversified currency composition;
the lender;

(c) a sharing of risks between borrowers and
(c) a positive impact on domestic financial mar- lenders; and

kets;
(d) a diversity of funding sources to promote

(d) contract enforceability by creditors and inves- stability of supply.
tors.

A portfolio of general obligation liabilities, i.e.
Each of the above characteristics has in some bank credit, floating rate notes, bonds, multilateral and

sense an expected cost. The expected cost does not bilateral obligations, etc., could be structured to possess
only include the direct costs paid on the foreign capital some of these elements. However, general obligation
but as well potential indirect costs. Costs should be finance (especially floating rate), provides little ex-ante
interpreted broadly to include not only amount to be sharing of external risks between borrowers and len-
repaid in relation to amount borrowed, but also its ders. As many developing countries are more exposed
timing and coincidence with other circumstances to external factors than the developed world as a whole,
affecting a country's overall income. The expected countries should be able to contract to transfer some
costs of different forms of capital will differ depending risks through financial arrangements to the developed
on the extra payments demanded by investors or lenders world. The comparative advantage of lenders in
for each of the characteristics included. Let us examine carrying risks will be reflected in the fact that the
these characteristics in more detail. premium demanded by world investors for carrying

risks will be' substantially lower than the premium
A. Correlation Between Debt Service and countries are willing to pay to avoid these risks. The

Ability to Pay shifting of risk to parties which have a comparative
advantage in bearing them leads to mutual gains not

In very general terms, external finance giving only in cases of risks arising from world macroeconom-
rise to obligations that are keyed to a country's capacity ic variables, like world interest rates and world com-
to pay, other things being equal, contributes more to a modity prices, but also in the cases of risks arising
country's objectives. Hence a country should be from the success or failure of a specific enterprise or
willing to pay a somewhat higher expected cost for such project.
financing. The experience of the 1980s shows that low Since an important objective for developing
expected costs can be disadvantageous at times. The countries is to maintain a steady flow of finance, within
shift toward heavy reliance on bank credit and less on bounds determined by creditworthiness considerations,
equity and other forms of foreign capital in the 1970s one will also have to evaluate financial instruments and
resulted in a pattern of debt service which at times has sources on their degree of continuity. This objective
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relates to the general supply of funds as well as to the success and may thus result in focusing investors'
availability of those funds specifically in demnand by the incentives on those dimensions. However, in some
borrower in question. Avoiding an overconcentration cases the project's success or failure is largely depen-
of inflows from particular capital markets, investors or dent on the government policy choices. Financial
types of instruments is advisable. An optimal mix of participants might thus be confronted with a moral
various types of financing would probably involve, hazard problem: the risk of a self-serving government
besides lending from financial institutions, a significant might reduce the credibility of the contract. In such a
amount of lending from securities markets and direct case, it can be beneficial to separate these risks in
forms of capital flows. This is also the pattern that contracting through quasi-equity instruments, such as
many successful countries show in their external non-recourse financing, in which the return to the
financing; a highly diversified mix of instruments, lender is tied solely to the project performance, and the
markets and investor bases.3 risks of a self-serving govermnent is dealt with sepa-

rately.
B. Perforrnance Incentives

C. Impact on Domestic Financial Markets
A significant fraction of lending to developing

countries has taken place through government financing International finance will probably be available
and through financing that has been guaranteed ex-post on the best terms and employed most usefully when it
by the debtor country's government. Examples are is accompanied by healthy domestic capital formation.
most of the Latin American and African countries. The relatively poor record of domestic capital formation
Furthermore, international financing has been, to a in many developing countries reflects unattractive
large extent, general obligation finance. As a result of climates for domestic savings and distortions in foreign-
both factors, debt-service obligations have often not exchange markets that create, on one hand, arbitrage
been directly linked to the outcomes of specific projects opportunities that outweigh potential domestic returns
and undertakings, and foreign lenders or investors did and, on the other hand, do not allocate domestic savings
not obtain a stake in the project. A more explicit efficiently. International finance in the form of general
linkage between capital providers and the performance obligation finance bypasses to a large extent the domes-
of the venture financed may improve the performance tic financial markets. Some alternative forms of
incentives of both the providers as well as the recipients international finance, such as country funds of equities,
of finance. It may also reduce risk for both, when depend more on domestic markets and, if designed
lenders and investors have some control over variables appropriately, can therefore contribute to a further
crucial to a projects success and debtor's debt service development of domestic financial markets. Flourishing
is linked to the outcome of a project. For example, if domestic financial markets can contribute to a dispersal
all or part of the yield on an obligation is tied to the of default risks inside the economy itself and avoid the
performance of the project financed, the investor has on concentration of risks in the government that occurred
one hand a greater interest in seeing that the design is in the 1970s and 1980s through the tying together of
appropriate and its management is satisfactory. If the default risks via public guarantees and cross-default
project is not robust financially or economically, clauses.4

investors are unlikely to provide finance if their yield is
tied to the performance of the project to be financed. D. Contract Enforceability
On the other hand, the debtor will have a greater
interest in the outcome of a project since its debt In general, financialcontracts between foreign
service declines relatively as the success of the project creditors investors and sovereign debtors have to strike
increases. a balance between incentive compatibility characteristics

The exact incentive effects of a financial and risk-sharing characteristics. While a contract which
contract depend on its specificity in terms of risk requires the payment of a share of foreign-exchange
sharing. Equity financing is specific to a particular earnings (with high risk sharing characteristics) would
firmn and gives investors incentives to promote that be ideal in matching repayments with capacity to pay,
firms' success. Production-share contracts may link an such a contract would confront serious moral hazard
investor's return to a narrower measure of project problems, since the country's foreign-exchange earnings
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depend to a large extent on its own actions. In domes- credibility largely from the collective response of a
tic finance, such contracts may still be enforced through cutoff of all general obligation funds. Specific contracts
legal mechanisms. In general, contracts across borders depend largely on the ability to impose sanctions in the
are harder to enforce than those between two parties form of seizure of foreign-exchange proceeds or denial
within one jurisdiction. A sovereign can reject claims of further access to critical inputs or information for a
against itself within its own territory and a sovereign specific investment.
has considerable discretion over policy choices that International financial contracts are thus
influence its own or its citizens ability to fulfill the exposed not only to the risks arising from factors
contracts. In addition, lenders have limited scope for affecting a country's ability to pay but also to its
imposing legal sanctions, and moral hazard problems willingness to pay. Especially, financial contracts
are much larger. However, it should be realized that it denominated in local currency are exposed to policy
can be in the interest of debtors to enter contracts which measures the country may adopt in managing its
are more enforceable ex-post as these type of contracts economy and to policy measures of other countries.
will increase the amounts and forms of external financ- There is, in many cases, no clear dividing line between
ing it can obtain. commercial and non-commercial risks arising from the

Contracts across borders will thus have little host country governments actions, which further
economic value unless debtors perceive that it is in their complicates the enforceability of international claims.
long-term interest to honor their previously incurred The viability of the current system depends
obligations. Of course, creditors can impose sanctions partly on the ability of the commercial banks to with-
if sovereign debtors do not honor their contracts. The draw their (short-term trade) financing and the leverage
likelihood that countries will meet their obligations will, of the IFIs vis-a-vis the developing countries. The
therefore, depend on the likelihood that creditors will leverage of the IFIs is partly derived from the fact that
use particular sanctions and on the costs to the country they are a continuing source of finance which serves as
of these sanctions. a signal to other financial institutions whether or not to

The principal sanctions of creditors are with- lend to a particular country. The beneficial role of the
holding of future finance and the blocking of commer- multilaterals and of MIGA will be further discussed in
cial trade transactions. Thus the costs of nonperfor- section V.
mance for a country will depend on the importance of
its access to finance, e.g., does it expect to receive m. Shortcomings of Existing Patterns of
positive transfers from abroad, and the importance of International Finance
future trade with the countries that will honor the
lenders' claims.5 Bank lending could differ from Two forms of international finance have
equity investments in this respect as potential lenders dominated the nonconcessional financing to less devel-
will be under moral and financial pressure from other oped countries over the past decade: general obligation
banks not to lend in cases of default which could reduce finance and direct foreign investment, with the latter
the country's general access to finance and trade, while one a distant second in terms of the magnitude of
in the case of equity investments such a concerted resources transferred. The following sections will
response is less likely. provide an appraisal of both types of instruments in the

Limits to contract enforceability can be over- light of the remarks made above regarding good
come, albeit at the cost of economic inefficiencies. international finance.
Multinational companies, for example, can locate
production facilities in different countries in such a way
that each facility depends crucially on inputs from A. General Obligation Finance
abroad. The debtor country's vulnerability to trade
interruptions enhance the enforceability of its financial General obligation finance - largely in the form
arrangement with multinational companies. The of long term, floating rate bank loans, but also in the
specificity of the contract, in combination with the form of (long-term) buyers and suppliers credits - came
specificities of the country or the project (or both) can to dominate the finance to developing countries in the
be a significant factor in its enforceability. General 1970s (see World Bank (1985)). While borrowing from
obligations lack this specificity since they gain their banks and suppliers and buyers has some clear advan-

tages over other forms of finance, it also has some
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clear drawbacks. Its primary advantages are its appar- the absolute amount of FDI decreased considerably.6

ent low cost, the easy control over the level of financ- It amounted for instance in 1989 to about US$8.1
ing, and the flexibility it has offered (ex-post) in billion, or 62% of total capital inflows, for the SMICs.
restructurings and reschedulings. Its clear disadvan- The motivation for FDI is most often the
tages are its lack of ex-ante risk shifting (e.g., interest return the investor expects from establishing a local
risks, project risks, price risks) from borrowers to facility and linking it with its existing network of
lenders in line with comparative advantages; the absent production or marketing operations. Cost advantages of
or perverse relationship at times between the debt locating domestically or economics of scale in technolo-
service obligations and the ability of the developing gy or marketing increase the attractiveness of FDI.
country to pay; the failure to allocate part of the The level and composition of FDI flows are in general
responsibility for the selection and management of more related to the production or export possibilities (or
investments to the lenders; the tendency to concentrate both) than to the major economic needs of the country.
the risk of default in major commercial banks that Exceptions are cases where investors seek returns from
represent a small part of the world financial markets a highly protected domestic market. There is a tenden-
and, as a result, the increase in the probability of a cy for profits, and for profit remittances (dividends) to
disruption of the international financial system; and the decline in time of economic recessions. This shifts part
tendency to concentrate risk with the government of the of domestic (macroeconomic) risks to foreign investors
country. and can thus benefit the country, since it can lead to a

The two characteristics that have played a key reasonable match between foreign factor service pay-
role in the debt crisis of the 1980s are the nonspecific ments and capacity to pay, and benefit the foreign
nature of bank lending and its concentration in a few investor, since it lowers sovereign risk.
lending institutions. The nonspecificity is related to the The direct stake of the investor in the economy
fact that a large part of bank lending is directly to the has the advantage of a more active involvement with the
government or publicly-guaranteed (often ex-ante and in local venture and can lead to more adequate forms of
several countries after 1982 ex-post with the assumption human resources investments. It can provide the
of private claims bv the government). As a result, country with an important source of knowledge, tech-
governments have been able to have complete control nology and access to international markets. At the
over the borrowings at the expense of removing the same time, it can constitute, in the eyes of the host
lenders or investors from the selection and management country, an undesired control over its economy and
of the projects. The concentration in a few lending could even be viewed as a hampering of the domestic
institutions has, especially in the early stages of the debt development process. There is, further, the possibility
crisis, meant a heightened risk to soundness of the of an inherent conflict between the foreign investor
international financial system. It has, on the other seeking to maximize the foreign exchange value remit-
hand, been a positive factor as it allowed ex-post ted and the desire of the host country to maximize the
significant flexibility in restructuring. Even though not local value added. The exact magnitude of this con-
designed as such, bank lending has provided a reason- flict, and the credibility of FDI as a foreign contract as
able effective mechanism to deal with external shocks a result, will depend on, among others, the reliance of
for most developing countries. However, it has, espe- the local firm on foreign (parent supplied) materials and
cially in the early stages of the debt crisis, meant a foreign knowledge, as well as on the sanctions that can,
heightened risks to soundness of the international directly or indirectly, be imposed on the country.
financial system. It is clear that the debt crisis has led to a

significant reduction in FDI in the developing countries
B. Foreign Direct Investment with debt services difficulties. The drop in FDI is

partly due to the prospects and uncertainties of the
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has tradition- domestic economies in terms of economic growth,

ally been one of the more important mechanisms for consumption growth, tax policies, etc., which are
providing risk capital to the developing countries. In the related to their debt servicing problems and which have
years 1980-1982 FDI represented about US$4.2 billion depressed investment in general. In addition, the large
or 10% of the capital inflows to the severely indebted external indebtedness of these countries have depressed
middle income countries (SMICs). In the later 1980s, the exchange rates at which profits can be converted,
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thereby reducing the foreign exchange equivalent for a. Portfolio Investment in Equities.
parent companies, and casting some further doubts with
investors regarding the ability to remit (sufficient) A major potential source of risk capital is
profits to the parent company. The debt crisis has thus portfolio investment in stocks (equities) quoted on
reduced the attractiveness of FDI on one hand. On the public stock markets. The investor seeks a share of the
other hand, many developing countries have over the profits of private enterprises but does not seek, in
past decade opened up their economies to foreign direct contrast to direct investment, the responsibility of
investment through liberalizing exchange controls, control. Holdings are in general restricted to a small
deregulating domestic industries, making the foreign percentage of total equity to avoid entanglement with
direct investment application process transparent and the management of the firm.
less restrictive, and removing other structural barriers. Portfolio investment among developed and
The increase in FDI in countries which have moved developing countries has seen an increase in recent
ahead aggressively in this field, (for example, Mexico, years, as a result of several factors. Firstly, the sums
Turkey, Philippines and Indonesia) indicates that for of money available to investment pension funds,
many developing countries the scope for increases is insurance companies, and other institutional investors
large. have grown rapidly over the last decade and in many

cases faster that the domestic capital markets' capital-
IV. Types of Alternative Financial ization. Secondly, cross- border information on foreign

Instruments: firms has improved very significantly. Thirdly, theo-
Benefits and Drawbacks ries of risk diversification have become more widely

accepted; it is now well understood that the overall risk

There area a number of financial instruments of a portfolio can be reduced, and its return increased,
alternative to general obligations finance and FDI that by holding an internationally widely diversified portfo-
could augment the flow and improve the structure of the lio, even if some of the securities in itself are individu-
external borrowing of developing countries. They may ally quite risky.
be evaluated on the extent to which they constitute good The bulk of portfolio investment in developing
international finance. We may group alternative countries has taken place through the medium of so
instruments as follows: risk capital; stand-alone finance; called investment funds. Most of these so called
and other forms of external finance (this classification country funds are closed-end funds where the portfolio
is also used by Lessard and Williamson (1985) on is actively managed and shares of the fund are simulta-
which this section draws). Against the background of neously traded on one of the major world securities
alternative financial instruments, we may see how markets. Investors can trade the shares of the funds
general obligations finance can be better structured. among each other without necessitating the country to
Risk capital and stand-alone finance are examined supply foreign exchange. Several country funds have
below. been established over the last few years, many of them

with the support of the IFC. Examples are the Korea

A. Risk Capital Fund, the Malaysian Fund, the Philippines Fund, the
Thai fund, the Mexico fund and the Brazil fund. The
total market value of the funds introduced over the last

In addition to foreign direct investment, the couple years at the time of launching was roughly $5
two primary mechanisms that explicitly involve a billion.
transfer of risk from borrower to lender are portfolio Foreign equity investments could be an addi-
investment in local equities and what may be termed tional future source of capital inflows for developing
quasi-equity investments, where the lender is entitled to countries. Suppose that foreign investors were to
an income stream that depends in a well-defined way on acquire a proportion of 5 % of the value of developing
the success of a project but with a narrow claim to country equities, which would be of the same order of
participate in ownership or control of the project.
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magnitude as the investments by OECD investors in Such forms of transfer of capital would also have
OECD countries other than their own. This would secondary effects that would make them a useful
imply a holding of around $20 billion in 18 developing additional source of external funds.
countries. As market capitalization in developing
countries has risen quite rapidly over the last decades, b. Quasi-Equity Investments
it seems far from unreasonable to expect a future
increase in these holdings over the coming years. Two of the financial instruments mentioned so
Foreign purchases of just 5% of the increases could far, foreign direct investments and equity investments,
then represent a reasonably large additional capital alleviate some of the weaknesses of general obligation
inflow for the developing countries. Furthermore, the finance by increasing the tie of the investor to the
flows would also tend to raise stock prices and thus outcome of the project for which the funds were
feed on itself. borrowed. However, these are not the only alternatives

It is very conceivable that portfolio investment that have been used. Other forms of international
in developing countries will increase. First, returns in investment which are relatively new involve joint
developing countries' equity markets tend to be high. ventures, licensing agreements, management contracts,
Returns measured in terms of dollar were on average turnkey contracts, build-to-operate (and transfer)
32.9 percent a year from 1984 to 1989 for emerging contracts, production sharing arrangements and interna-
securities markets (the 9 countries in IFC's emerging tional subcontracting. These forms of international
market index), as against the world average of 20.3 financing contracts allow the host country to single out
percent. Secondly, the returns tend to be lowly corre- the particular features to be controlled by foreign
lated with the returns in the major developed equity enterprises that cannot be economically obtained
markets, thus making developing markets an attractive elsewhere, and to contract these out, without allowing
medium for portfolio diversification. Thirdly, informa- (full) foreign control of the project or organization.
tion on these market is rapidly improving, largely due These instruments may be called 'quasi-equities". They
to efforts by the IFC. Fourthly, obstacles for flows, can be divided into three forms: production sharing,
such as inferior accounting, auditing and disclosure revenue sharing and profit sharing.
standards, are rapidly being reduced in several develop- Production Sharing. A production sharing
ing countries, including those in highest need of foreign agreement entitles the lender to a specific proportion of
finance. the output of a project in return for bringing in foreign

There are some problems that must be over- capital, technology, marketing or management skills.
come. One is the allocation of funds in developing It has predominantly been used in developing countries
countries' capital markets since some of these markets for the development of mineral resources. Production
lack the necessary liquidity to absorb a large inflow of sharing in cases of limited domestic resources seems a
new capital. Another difficulty is that some govern- natural intermediate solution between nationalization
ments restrict foreign equity investments on the grounds associated with foreign borrowings by the government
that local firms could come under foreign control. on one hand and full foreign direct investments with
Such attitudes exist elsewhere, but they tend to be complete foreign control on the other hand.
stronger in developing countries.7 In addition to these Revenue Sharing. Under a revenue sharing
negative factors, equity investment is often regarded as agreement the investor is entitled to a fraction of the
an expensive form of international finance as the return general revenues generated by the project. This type of
on equity is generally higher than the expected cost of contract could present a moral hazard problem, to the
bank loans. However, given the transfer of risk to extent that revenues can be influenced by the govern-
foreign investors, it rnight well be worth paying a ment's domestic policies once the project is on stream.
higher rate of return. The internal impact on the Adequate pricing formulas, combined with caps and
domestic capital markets and the diversification of floors on the amount to be shared, and surveillance by
funding sources can also easily justify the higher costs an international agency to ensure that the contract is
of equity finance. Examples of successful equity funds respected, might avoid such moral problems.
are the funds of South East Asian countries. Profit Sharing. A profit sharing arrangement

Other forms of equity investments could gives the foreign investor a stake in the net outcome of
include venture capital funds and real estate fluds. the project, but not a share in ownership as in an equity
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claim. It provides investors with the right incentives in government, or say in the project or firm for the
terms of maximizing profits, but it exposes the investor investor, might be necessary to insure that the stand-
to possible distortions in the pricing of inputs and alone financing does not become junior to new claims.
outputs. Compared to an equity claim, a profit sharing
arrangement has three advantages. First, it exposes the C. General Obligation Finance
investor to a narrower risk spectrum with which they
might be more familiar. Second, it requires a less There will always be an important role for
sophisticated capital market in the host country, which general obligation finance, important as risk capital and
would otherwise be needed to price the equity claim. stand-alone finance may become. Even though general
Third, it does not pose to the host country the risk of obligation finance cannot, by definition, shift the risks
foreign control and might therefore be more acceptable. of particular projects or enterprises to foreign investors,
However, profit sharing arrangements do have some it can, nevertheless, be structured to reduce certain
disadvantages since they require a carefully designed, risks that affect the economy as a whole. In particular,
mutually agreeable set of contracts terms. The legal the risks inherent in general obligation finance can be
precedent for the contracts might often not exist and reduced by using international financial markets to
existing institutional and regulatory circumstances in improve the match between the borrowing country's
host and investor countries might prove to be barriers. contractual debt service and its ability to pay. Alterna-

The potential magnitude of quasi-equity flows tive instruments can improve and sustain bank finance;
is quite large as demonstrated by the experience of capital markets can help in providing finance.
Indonesia in its oil and gas development. Almost all of
it has been financed with production shares that provide a. Improved Risk Management
foreign investors with a fraction of output. In general,
oil and gas related investments in developing countries Volatile exchange rates and interest rates
have largely been characterized by quasi-equity types of during the 1980s has affected adversely many develop-
financing. The IFC has been involved in a number of ing countries and has highlighted the need for improved
quasi-equity private sector investments in different management of liability structures. Fortunately, also
countries and acts as a further catalyzer for these during the 1980s, financial markets developed novel
schemes. techniques that allow borrowers in developed countries

to hedge some of the external risks to which they are
B. Stand-Alone Finance exposed, currency, commodity and interest risks, in

particular. As yet, developing countries have not been
Stand-alone finance (non-recourse finance) able to use many of these hedging techniques due to

links the repayment on borrowings to the outcome of institutional barriers, lack of familiarity, and market
particular enterprises or projects without a government considerations regarding their creditworthiness. Sup-
guarantee. Lenders are exposed to the down-side risk port of the international institutions, in the form of
of the undertaking financed, but do not share in the credit enhancement and technical assistance, could play
upside potential as the maximum payment is limited to a vital role in allowing developing countries more
the promised, contractual interest rate. The country access to these instruments.
(transfer) risk is often reduced through the escrowing of The objective of risk management should be to
export proceeds. Stand-alone financing has typically match more closely the terms of loans with the needs of
been employed for large extractive projects. They the borrowing country. The objective of a country in
require a clear understanding and commitment between risk mnanagement will have to be the minimization of
both parties to the contract of provisions and to the lack both the level and the variability of its cost of funds
of guarantee on the part of the government. Stand- relative to its ability to pay. But, a reduction in the
alone finance can involve (implicitly) granting a senior- variability in the costs of funds relative to its ability to
ity status to a certain class of creditors through the pay can sometimes only be achieved at the expenses of
pledging of assets or revenues, which could affect the a higher cost of funds relative to its ability to pay, and
overall borrower's status in financial markets and would vice versa. The country will, therefore, sometimes
often require waivers from existing creditors on certain have to choose risk and cost combination for its liabili-
clauses. At the same time, some guarantees by the ties that match its other economic objectives. Further,
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risk management depends on the country's ability to leaves the intermediating bank with an open financial
pay, which is influenced by the behavior at basic position or, in case of a swap, obliges the other party
macroeconomic variables. to service the original obligation standing in its own

Developing countries can potentially use both name. Clearing houses for certain futures and options
short-term and long term risk management instruments. contracts avoid to some extent the default problem by
Several types of short term instruments are traded on way of (daily-adjusted) margins. Recently, market-to-
organized financial markets: commodity futures and market swaps have been used as a hedging tool which
options; currency futures, forwards, and options; and overcomes some of the creditworthiness considerations
interest rate futures and options. Most of these instru- involved with swaps.
ments are also traded in over-the-counter markets So far most developing countries have made
between financial institutions. In addition, many little use of these instruments to hedge their exposures
financial institutions in developed countries offer their related to commodity price, exchange rate and interest
clients their own hedging products which are either rate uncertainty. There is a general unfamiliarity on the
standardized or specifically tailored to the needs of their part of the developing countries regarding these types
clients. On the long date side of risk management of instruments and their exact properties in terms of
tools, interest rate and currency swaps are the most risk management. Secondly, there does not exist a
liquid instruments intermediated by banks. (See general agreed upon framework with which to evaluate
Masuoka (1990)). the usefulness and appropriateness of these instruments.

Coumnodity futures and options can be used In particular, there is no clear concept of the ability of
either to lock in the price of a commodity or to insure a country to pay, which is crucial for the objective of
a minimum (or maximum) price for a commodity. risk management. Thirdly, banks have been reluctant
They can be used effectively to cap/or floor a future to enter into arrangements with developing countries as
commodity price, and subsequently lead to a form of they resist taking on a counterparty whose creditworthi-
risk-sharing. Similarly, currency futures, forwards and ness is at issue.
options can be used to ensure that a known stream of More recently, several developing countries
export earnings or debt service denominated in one have expanded their use of risk management tools and
currency is converted into another currency at a known have actively used financial techniques for liability
or minimum (or maximum) exchange rate. Interest rate management and capital markets access.8 Approxi-
futures have been actively used to fix, beforehand, the mately 25 % of their external financing from private
floating interest rate at a future point in time, while sources for this group of developing countries was
interest rate options have been used to set bounds for obtained with the use of sophisticated risk management
the interest effectively paid at a point in the future. tools.
Chile has used these instruments extensively to fix the
costs on its floating-rate commercial bank debt. b. Continued Access to Funds
However, futures and options markets have short
maturities (the longest maturities are 24 to 36 months An important characteristic of good intemation-
and are illiquidly traded) and require considerable al finance is a steady flow of finance. Traditionally,
margins or premiums to be paid by the buyers. instruments such as commercial bank lines of credit

The interest and currency swap markets offer have served this purpose and will continue to be an
the greatest potential for risk management for develop- important factor. In addition, a series of instruments
ing countries since they offer the longest maturities. In have been introduced in recent years in the international
essence, two parties agree in an interest swap to service financial markets which are designed to assure the
each other obligations, one of them being a fixed- longer term access of funds for corporate and public
interest rate obligation, the other a floating-interest rate borrowers. Note issuance facilities, revolving under-
obligation. As a result, both parties end up with their writing facilities, and similar arrangements have
preferred interest rate exposure. Similarly, in a curren- become widely used over the last few years. The
cy swap parties agree to service each other obligations essence of these facilities is that the underwriting banks
which are denominated in different currencies. Most of will provide the borrower with assured access of short-
these instruments (short-term as well as long-term) term notes by guaranteeing during a determined med-
involve the risk of default of a partner, since a default ium-term period to take up unsold short term notes at
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each rollover date. So far, the availability of these The principal advantage of linking debt service to
facilities has been limited to the most creditworthy ability to pay as a risk-sharing mechanism should be
developing countries (e.g. Korea, Turkey, Malaysia) as clear. There are important secondary benefits as well.
banks did not want to be left with unsaleable notes. The reduced vulnerability of the country to external

Another form that has emerged recently has factors will decrease the risk of overall debt servicing
been the transferable loan instrument, which has difficulties, increase its overall creditworthiness,
facilitated the transfer of lending commitments from facilitate easier access to funds and reduce the overall
one private lender to another.9 Other forms of assur- cost of funds when risks are shifted to world capital
ing a steady flow of external finance could take place markets in line with comparative advantage.
through a private insurance scheme, which would For instance, an oil-exporting country might be
permit banks to pass the sovereign risk to an insurance able to obtain more financing when it relies on oil-price
facility or company in exchange for a premium. linked financing than when it relies on conventional

types of financing, as the former debt service obliga-
c. Expanded Use of the Capital tions are more in line with the country's expected

Markets ability to pay. In addition, these types of instruments
can give creditors a stake in the developing country

International finance in the 1930s and 1950s access to exports markets and its general economic
took place predominantly through the international bond performance. The disadvantages of indexed instruments
markets. In contrast, in the 1970s and 1980s market are the moral hazards that arise by relating the pay-
finance to developing countries consisted almost entirely ments to a variable that is under partial control of the
of lending. However, there appears to be some room debtor. To date, the demand for this type of instru-
for developing countries to rely more on international ments is still very small. Only the markets for gold
capital markets as an alternative and complement to and oil-price indexed loans have developed considerably
bank lending. This can take place in part through m recent years (see Priovolos and Duncan (1990)).
traditional instruments, such as floating-rate notes, This may represent in part, the reluctance of developing
fixed-interest rate bonds and debentures. These, in countries themselves to consider such instruments and
some sense, would represent securitization of bank also the hesitancy of financial markets to accept innova-
lending. Alternatively, finance can be in the form of tions other than those introduced by the names with the
instruments that explicitly provide a better match highest credit standing. Intermediation by international
between debt service obligations and borrowers' capaci- financial institutions could correct these deficiencies.
ty to pay. Many high income developing countries
have moved in this direction. V. Role of International Financial

Expanded use of securitized forms of interna- Institutions
tional lending has the advantages of broadening the
scope of investors providing funds, reducing the Conceivably, developing countries might be
debtors' exposure to developments in the banking able to achieve their desired external liability structure
sector, and enlarging the set of types of investors over time either through new financing using alternative
providing funds. On the negative side, it reduces the forms of financing or through a restructuring of their
implicit flexibility that has been associated with bank existing external liabilities or both. However, with few
lending through the rescheduling process; a mechanism exceptions, most of the alternative forms of financing
for a collective response to debt servicing problems and the instruments designed for risk management are
does not exist in security market. only available in limited amounts from the financial and

capital markets or they are available at inappropriate
d. Indexed Instruments financial conditions. Furthermore, the debt crisis has

resulted in a lower volume of new finance to develop-
Instruments which are indexed to borrowers' ing countries and financial institutions are reluctant to

capacity to pay are currently largely absent in the take on counterparty risks in restructuring arrangements
international capital markets. Examples are commodi- or risk management arrangements with developing
ty-indexed bonds, trade index-linked bonds, export- countries.
indexed bonds and constant real interest rate bonds.
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In these circumstances, the role of the interna- relate a country's characteristics, in terms of ability to
tional financial institutions (IFIs) in facilitating alterna- pay, domestic opportunities, etc., to a corresponding
tive forms of financial instruments for financing, optimal liability structure. One needs to have a clear
restructuring or risk management purposes could be objective function in order to evaluate the usefulness of
very important. IFIs can assist in five ways: (1) different hedging instruments. For some work in this
technical and institutional advice; (2) direct financial direction see Claessens (1989) and Priovolos and
intermediation; (3) guarantees on a variety of instru- Duncan (1990).
ments; (4) design of their own lending program and
conditionality; and (5) the World Bank's MIGA. When B. Direct Financial Intermediation
examining the potential role of IFIs, we should distin-
guish between the countries heavily affected by the debt Apart from financial intermediation of develop-
crisis and constrained in their new access to external ing countries' general obligation ffance (and the World
finance and those countries that still have access to Bank's direct participation in co-financing), the IFIs
external finance and that are potential beneficiaries of have not been involved in the intermediation of alterna-
risk management instruments. tive forms of contingent financing. As discussed above,

developing countries could conceivably benefit from
A. Technical and Institutional Advice contingent forms of financing, such as commodity-

linked bonds, as they would provide a better match
There is no doubt that the IFIs can play a large between debt service obligations and ability to pay.

role in providing technical and institutional advice to However, developing countries have been unable, so
developing countries as it relates to their external (asset far, to obtain substantial financing in this way on their
and) liability management. The needs of many borrow- own accord. To overcome this, the World Bank could,
ers for this kind of advice are large. Some borrowers, for instance, conceivably change its own borrowing
especially those with higher per capita income, are terms and intermediate in an efficient manner, using its
diversifying and undergoing structural shifts and are credit standing in the international markets, appropriate
interested in more sophisticated liability management forms of contingent finance by issuing and on lending
and non-traditional means of finance, while other such instruments. As an example, the World Bank
borrowers are faced with large risks arising from could issue a commodity-price linked bond in order to
external factors and are in desperate need of financial provide a particular borrower or group of borrowers
methods to hedge these exposures. At the same time, with the debt obligations of its or their choice.
many of these borrowers do not have the institutional
framework and the necessary qualified human resources C. Guarantees on a Variety of Instruments
to tackle the issues of liability management. Even
though many commercial and investment banks have The IFIs could provide credit enhancement for
filled this gap and have provided useful advice on either specific contracts between specific borrowers and
liability management to developing countries in the investors or for a general group of contracts through
past, the IFIs could still play a useful role because of guaranteeing in effect the performance of the contracts.
their neutral status and cooperative nature and their These guarantees could be either unconditional guaran-
broad cross-country experiences. tees of fixed payments or guarantees of (variable)

IFIs are probably best suited to advise coun- payments which would be dependent on specific events.
tries on: the appropriate institutional setup for liability The former includes some forms of the co-financing
management; the necessary data collecting, processing scheme as it currently exists, where the Bank guaran-
and reporting systems; and the necessary staffing and tees repayment of the longer maturities. The latter
technical training of the people involved with the includes the contingency liability financing part of the
various aspects of liability management.'" In addition, co-financing scheme where the payments by the Bank
the IFIs could devote resources to the development of are dependent on other factors and which can serve as
a conceptual and practical integrated liability manage- a means to assure access to external funds. The latter
ment model, with related risk versus costs tradeoffs, would fall under an Expanded Cofinancing Facility
that could be applied to developing countries. At this (ECO) of the World Bank approved in July 1989.11
point in time, there does not exist such a model to
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The Bank could also use guarantees in its leverage over countries encouraging specific types of
negotiations with other creditors about a financing private contracts, but could conceivably do so.
package for a country as leverage to achieve not only In addition to their structural lending opera-
an appropriate amount of financing but also an appro- tions and other lending, the IFIs could in project
priate structure of the financing. The Bank could, for lending introduce and negotiate specific features and
instance, engage in co-financing schemes only if it performance requirements that private lenders require.
deems the claims held by other parties to be appropriate The IFIs could devote more resources to designing
both in amount and forms. More specifically, the Bank projects and project financing in a fashion that would be
might only co-finance (using its normal lending tools) conducive to, for instance, parallel financing. Similar-
an infrastructure project when other investors provide ly, sectoral lending operations could be structured in
financing whose claims are dependent on the revenues such a fashion which is as complementary as possible
(or the profit) of the project. Many other type of to appropriate forms of private financing. The World
guarantees are feasible, such as guarantees on the Bank could also support financial activities that have a
specific performance of a project against transfers risk. specific risk-sharing (or other beneficial) aspect which
Many of these guarantees, particularly those related to it can not finance directly itself. It could, for example,
instruments linked to commodity prices or indexes of make loans whose only purpose is to back private
world economic activity, should be in the interest of financing schemes that have these characteristics.
borrowers as well as investors.

E. Special Role of the Multilateral
D. Design of IFIs' Lending Programs and Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)

Conditionality
MIGA is becoming a powerful instrument for

The IFIs have been able to achieve significant promoting not only the level of private flows to devel-
changes in many developing countries' domestic finan- oping countries but also for enhancing the structure of
cial policies which will, over time, broaden domestic those flows. MIGA has been designed to focus primar-
financial markets and increase the set of opportunities ily on promoting international investments, but it could
which are attractive to foreign investors as far as risk, also serve to broaden the support for other forms of
expected return and liquidity are concerned. The IFIs finance as well. MIGA is able to issue guarantees,
will have to intensify their efforts in this direction as including coinsurance with and reinsurance of, existing
many developing countries still have underdeveloped, political-risk insurers, against non-commercial risks,
undercapitalized and illiquid financial intermediation and MIGA is able to extend a broad array of technical
services and thin financial markets. However, an and advisory services to investors and countries.
increase in the amounts and an altering of the forms of MIGA might also be able to play a role in enhancing
external finance will depend largely on policy changes the security of commercial loans to developing countries
within individual developing countries. through acting as an umbrella organization for publicly

The IFIs have played an important monitoring or privately sponsored guarantees or acting as an
role for other creditors in the implementation of certain administrator for funds that would guarantee bank
type of policies by countries, as for instance agreed loans.
upon in rescheduling and debt reduction operations. MIGA can further broaden the range of
They could further expand on this role and encourage creditors providing flows to developing countries:
and promote alternative financial instruments using an pension funds, insurance companies, and other institu-
appropriate design of their own general lending pro- tional portfolio investors that have largely avoided cross
grams and the specific conditionality that underlies border assets due to their general unfamiliarity with
certain lending programs in the case of Sector and international finance, their institutional and regulatory
Structural Adjustment Loans of the World Bank and the constraints and the perceived risks. Most of these
Use of Resource Arrangements of the IMF. The IFIs investors are, however, better suited than many finan-
have so far used their policy dialogues and the strengths cial intermediaries to provide financing across countries
that they derive from their continued lending programs as they are in a better position to share the inherent
to accomplish beneficial general policy changes within risks because of their greater scope for diversification,
borrowing countries. The IFIs have not extended their their specific knowledge and their longer investments
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horizons. As long as returns in developing countries countries, these groups of investors could conceivably
are attractive compared to the returns in developed provide substantial amounts and appropriate forms of

capital inflows.
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1. The paper draws heavily on Lessard and Williamson (1985) and Lessard (1985) and (1989).

2. The occurrence of high interest rates and low commodity prices might, in the minds of many, not have been
a very likely scenario and the experience in the early 1980s might therefore just be due to 'bad luck". Ex-ante,
however, the relationship between debt service on floating rate debt and a country's ability to pay is unclear, but
the two are not likely to be highly correlated. See Lessard (1989).

3. The South-Asian and Pacific countries have, for instance, a much diversified mix of external financing. See
Herman (1991).

4. Most forms of non-guaranteed (or also called non-recourse) financing requires a clear understanding and
commitment from both parties regarding the respective obligations. Governments have to be committed not to bail
any failed projects and lenders have to realize that they can not resolve to the government.

5. Especially the withdrawal of short-term trade linked finance can be disruptive to a country.

6. However, the relative amount of FDI increased due to the drastic decline
in other sources of external financing.

7. Legislation could, however, be introduced (similar to, say, the Security and Exchange Commission regulations
in the United States) which would limit the stakes of foreigners to certain percentages. Alternatively, separate
classes of shares could be introduced, one with full and one with limited voting rights.

8. This group includes, among others, India, Thailand, Turkey, China, South Korea and Algeria.

9. In this case, centers can reassign their loan to a different borrower and thus limit the balance of payments efforts
of repayment. Brazil and Mexico have used this relending option in the context of their debt restructurings.

10. The World Bank is currently providing such financial technical assistance through units in its Treasury
Department, Cofinancing and Financial Advisory Department and International Economics Department.

11. The World Bank's objective is to adapt its commercial cofinancing program, begun in 1983 with the "B-Loan"
program, to the changes in capital markets, that have resulted in a broader range of instruments for creditworthy
borrowers. The first ECO operation, approved in June 1990, authorized the Bank to guarantee principal payments
on the private placement of bonds in the U.S. capital markets by the Housing Development Finance Corporation
Limited of India. See: World Bank, Annual Report 1990, p.56.
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The issue of foreign direct investment (FDI) in developing countries. The hostility of host countries to
developing countries attracted a lot of interest in recent foreign investors is over; expropriations almost van-
years, especially so in the context of the debt crisis with ished in the eighties. Many countries are eager to
FDI mainly seen as a potential substitute for commer- improve their investment climate by easing their
cial bank lending, which declined rapidly to less than investment restrictions and offering all kinds of special
US$5.0 billion IN 1988.' According to the OECD, incentives to attract FDI capital.
FDI accounted for about 58 percent of total private and The benefits of direct investment capital,
19 percent of total resource flows to developing coun- however, do not come free of charge. Although data on
tries (including off-shore banking centers). Further- earnigs from FDI are notoriously unreliable, recent
more, FDI flows from OECD to developing countries studies showed that the rate of return on FDI stocks
gained in importance not only in relative but also in tends to be higher than the costs of debt finance. The
absolute terms: it almost doubled on average over the IMF, for example, estimated that the average rate of
years 1986-1988 compared to 1983-1985.2 At the same return on FDI in twelve countries over the years 1974-
time, however, FDI in the industrialized world has 1982 was almost 2 1/2 percentage points higher than
grown much faster, especially so in the United States the interest rate on debt.3 Nevertheless, FDI is consid-
and within the EC, where favorable expected rates of ered to be advantageous for the host countries and to
return and the market size gave rise to unusually high play a crucial role in the process of development.
FDI inflows in recent years. As foreign direct investment is one way of

financing the activities of the private business sector in
I. Benefits of FDI the host countries, macroeconomic performance plays

a key role in attracting FDI. For many countries
For the developing countries the main benefit however the empirical relation between the economic

of FDI is not so much the substitution of private determinants and the actual stock and/or inflows of FDI
lending, but the gain in technological knowledge and is difficult to verify. While a major part of this problem
managerial skills, which leads to a higher labor produc- is related to the nature and the rather poor quality of
tivity and an easier access to export markets. FDI is the data, investment restrictions and promotions often
usually a long-term commitment for the foreign investor play a crucial role in determining FDI inflows to a
as well as for the host country. Furthermore there are developing country.
no contractual payments involved, i.e. the repatriation Section II of the paper summarizes the recent
of earnings occurs only, if the invested funds are trends of FDI inflows to developing countries, especial-
profitable. All these advantages are appreciated by the ly some regional aspects, and discusses the economic

'The author is an economist at the Deutsche Bundesbank. This essay was written when she was a consultant
at the World Bank. Some major portions of the paper were drawn from a research project on an empirical
investigation of the determinants of German direct investment in developing countries, conducted at the World Bank
in cooperation with the Kiel Institute for World Economics, and on a project on the outflow of private direct
investment to developing countries at MIGA. The views expressed are those of the author and not necessarily those
of the Bundesbank or of the World Bank.
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factors driving FDI. Section III addresses the issue of ple compiled in Germany, indicate that this effect is
investment policies, a topic that has been well covered substantial in some of the major recipient countries such
as far as host countries' policies are concerned, but as Brazil. Second, FDI flows to the 17 highly indebted-
source countries' policies received less attention. middle income countries (HICs), which roughly halved

after the outburst of the debt crisis, started to rise again
in 1985 and amounted to $6.1 billion in 1987. This

II. Recent Trends in FDI Flows to increase is partly associated with the implementation of

Developing Countries debt/equity swap programs, especially so in 1987.4

As mentioned before, the two different data A. Regional Trends
sources for FDI flows somewhat disagree on the
development of inflows to developing countries. Both Along the lines of a general surge of FDI in
the IMF and OECD data bases show an increase of FDI recent years there is also a shift between regions, both
flows to developing countries until 1981/1982, which as with respect to recipient and with respect to source
then was reversed until 1986, when FDI started to rise countries. As can be seen from the table below, Asia
again to about $19 billion in 1988. Two qualifications gained in importance over the last few years. Also the
to this rising trend have to be made. First, according distribution within this region has changed, as China
to the OECD a large amount of total FDI flows was developed very quickly into the most important single
received by off-shore banking centers. These, however, recipient country in the world. Nearly 85 percent of
play a significant role as intermediaries for investments FDI flows to China have come from Hong Kong. The
directed to other developing countries. The "net effect" other two major recipients in the region are Singapore
of the off-shore centers is, of course, unknown. Stocks (with a declining portion) and Korea, which developed
statistics on FDI in developing countries, as for exam- into a major recipient within only a few years. Latin

Table 8-1: FDI INFLOWS OF THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: REGIONAL SHARES
(percent)

Region 1982 1984 1986 1987

Latin America 24.5 20.4 24.6 46.4
Africa 6.9 6.7 5.6 5.6
Asia 17.6 28.8 32.8 51.6
Middle East 48.1 38.5 30.8 -13.8
Europe 3.0 5.7 6.2 10.3

Source: IMF, BOP

America's share, which used to be the highest until the The above mentioned shifts in the regional
early eighties and still is in terms of stocks, declined in distribution of FDI inflows of the developing countries
the recent past although this process came to halt in have their counterparts in a rather pronounced shift in
1985-1987. The leading role as a recipient within Latin the regional distribution of FDI outflows from OECD
America is taken over by Mexico (from Brazil), which countries to developing countries. The United States
received about 50 percent of total inflows to Latin used to be by far the most important source of direct
America in 1986/87. capital for the developing countries. They still are, but
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their share has significantly declined. At the same time from major source countries in Europe (UK, France
Japan became a major foreign direct capital exporter to and West Germany) showed a relatively reduced
the developing countries (see table below). Investors interest in the developing countries in recent years.

Table 8-2.: FDI OUTFLOWS FROM MAJOR SOURCE COUNTRIES TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

(percent of total outflows to developing countries)

Country 1979 1982 1985 1986 1987

United States 60.5 44.1 14.4 27.9 40.3
Japan 10.4 18.9 15.5 27.8 32.7
West Germany 6.2 8.0 -2.2 3.7 3.4
United Kingdom 5.2 10.5 32.6 17.1 9.5
France 5.1 7.6 9.0 5.5 3.5

Source: OECD

The changing regional pattem of the source countries is supports export-oriented globalization of production.
to some extent due to the preference of the MNEs to Many developing countries realizing this try to attract
invest in countries geographically and culturally close investment by establishing export processing and free
to them. As Asia in general has been the more promis- trade zones. To some extend the upswing of FDI in
ing area for economic development than Latin America Mexico since 1985 can be explained by the new regula-
in recent years, Japanese companies got relatively more tions that significantly extended inbond production in
involved than those from other industrial countries. The the whole country.
same kind of argument applies to US investment in
Mexico and also explains the declining share of the C. Determinants of FDI Flows
European countries.

The description of the regional and sectorial
B. Sectoral Trends pattern of FDI flows to developing countries already

gave some indication of what the major determinants of
Aggregate numbers on the sectoral distribution FDI are. The most well established result in the empiri-

of FDI in developing countries are even more unreliable cal research on FDI is that market-size is the most
and outdated as those on the regional pattern. Neverthe- important single argument to acquire production facili-
less, a few major observations can be drawn from the ties in developing countries. The classical example is
data published by the major source countries. Histori- Brazil, a more recent one is China. The large size of a
cally, i.e. until the sixties, most foreign direct invest- country (measured by its GDP) becomes even more
ment was devoted to the extractive and primary sectors. attractive, if the domestic market is protected. Smaller
The seventies were characterized by particularly buoy- countries, on the other hand, cannot afford trade
ant investment activities in manufacturing. This devel- barriers, as foreign direct investors tend to "explore'
opment is related to two different phenomena occurring their markets by exporting first. Market size is not
in two different regions. FDI in Latin America was restricted to national boarders, but refers to a whole
attracted by big domestic markets, while FDI in Asia, area as for example in the case of FDI in electrical
most notably in the NICs, has been oriented towards engineering in Singapore.5

exports. With a growing product differentiation in Another important factor is hypothesized to be
manufacturing more and more exports markets are low production costs, which is in most cases associated
characterized by monopolistic competition, which with low labor costs. Empirical evidence is difficult to
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obtain, as one needs comparable labor cost data in Im. Policy Issues
absolute levels. There are a few countries for which
estimated time series exists.6 Although FDI flows roughly follow the relative

This data was used in a study on German FDI economic performance among countries, there are
in developing countries to investigate the hypothesis.7 countries with similar characteristics but different levels
Based on the data of a limited number of countries a of FDI inflows. As mentioned before market size is the
significant positive impact on foreign labor costs on the single most important determinant of FDI inflows. The
change in FDI stocks in manufacturing was found. The ratio of FDI to GDP for the two largest economies in
change of FDI stocks can on an aggregate level be the developing world, Brazil and India, however deviate
considered as a proxy for the adjustment of an existing substantially from each other (considered on the basis
capital stock abroad to its optimal level, which increas- of an 18 years average): 0.93 percent for Brazil and
es with rising foreign labor costs due to a substitution 0.04 percent for India." A major cause for this dis-
effect between capital and labor. If the data could be crepancy is host countries policy; India has traditionally
disaggregated into new projects and extension of been rather restrictive with respect to FDI. Brazil's mix
existing ones, the results would probably look quite of investment and trade policy on the other hand
differently. Labor productivity which changed little over attracted import substituting FDI. However it is not
the relatively short sample period had no significant only host countries' policy that influences FDI but also
impact in the case of German FDI. source countries' policy. Brazil, for example, is well

FDI can, however, in itself be an important known for having attracted a lot of German FDI in the
driving force to increase labor productivity not only in past; gross FDI outflows from Germany to Brazil have
the foreign but also in the locally owned companies in been 0.15 percent in relation to Brazil's GDP on
the developing countries. This is the result of a recent average between 1976 and 1988. What is less well
study on US American FDI in Mexico, which found out known is that a country attracting even more gross FDI
that not only do US companies contribute to increase flows from Germany, 0.21 percent in relation to GDP,
the labor productivity in Mexico, but also that the is Egypt. Both countries have roughly the same degree
productivity gap in manufacturing between the two of openness with respect to their investment regulations,
countries diminishes.8 According to a study of the and Egypt has been rated on average less creditworthy
UNCTC foreign affiliates in Latin America played the than Brazil in the past. On the other hand an unusually
key role in the surge of exports of the region.9 FDI high amount of federal guarantees has been approved
however is not a necessary condition for export growth. for German projects in Egypt. Thus source countries'
In fact in the Asian NICs The increase of manufactur- policy can substantially alter the general risk behavior
ing exports was driven by locally owned companies. of foreign investors from different countries.

Another crucial element in attracting FDI is
considered to be economic stability as it is reflected in A. Host Countries' Policies
low inflation, positive reol interest rates, stable ex-
change rates, and stable expected growth rates. 1 The regulations and policies of the developing
Although it is obvious that long term investment countries to influence the inflow of foreign capital can
commitments are not feasible in an unstable environ- be quite complex and are often inconsistent. When
ment, it is very difficult to assess this issue quantitative- relating the actual size of FDI stocks or inflows of
ly. Aggregate FDI data is compiled in value terms only; single countries to the countries's regulatory frame-
thus valuation and volume effects cannot be properly works one has to keep in mind that in many cases FDI
separated. In general, countries which failed to stabilize is the result of decisions of a few companies only, for
their economies, have a high debt overhang and conse- which a particular component of the regulatory frame-
quently a low credit rating also faced a decline in FDI work might have - at that particular point in time -
inflows. The same applies to countries that are per- outweighed all the others. On an aggregate level,
ceived to be politically unstable, measured by the however, there are a few components of the rules and
number of changes in the government, strikes and regulations that are generally considered to be crucial
lockouts, etc.. There are however differences in the risk and will be described below.
behavior of foreign direct investors from different A major obstacle to FDI is the restriction on
source countries as will be discussed below. ownership. Companies have a strong preference for 100
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percent ownerships, as it eases the decision process the FDI stock was registered many years ago, often
inside the company and allows for better control over only a small proportion of the actual profit can be
intangible assets such as technology, product quality remitted. This gives an additional strong incentive to
and credibility. 12 It has to be mentioned, however, that invest in form of a loan rather than in form of equity
joint ventures have their particular advantages too. capital, because remittance of interest earnings on
Country specific aspects of production and distribution foreign loans is geared to market rates.14

can be more easily handled with a local partner sharing According to an older survey on German
the risk burden. Especially small and medium-size firms' investment behavior in developing countries 'the
companies appreciate these advantages ofjoint ventures. most important individual factor for German investors

Some countries have codified limits varying is the difficulties in dealing with the state authorities
from sector to sector with complete foreign ownership (bureaucracy) in developing countries."" Obtaining a
being the exception, often approved particularly to complete picture of this issue is, of course, beyond the
export-orientated companies (for example in Malaysia). scope of this paper. There are countries which are
Other countries decide on a discretionary basis (like known to have a particular tedious approval procedure,
Thailand), and others require a gradual increase in for example Nigeria and Kenya. On the other hand
national participation (for example Peru). An important there are a few countries which have a codified, straight
qualification to the above described regional pattern of forward approval process; in Korea for example many
shares has however to be made: most developing investment projects are approved automatically. Some
countries, especially in Asia, liberalized their invest- countries which used to have a very bureaucratic
ment policies substantially. In 1988 and 1989 in particu- administration shortened their approval procedure, for
lar many countries eased their ownership restrictions example Kenya and Indonesia. In the discussion on
allowing a 100 percent participation in many sectors improving the investment climate in developing coun-
(Argentina, Mexico, and Indonesia). tries some emphasis was given to the establishment of

Another important factor influencing the 'one stop" agencies, which would be the only institu-
investment climate of a developing country concerns tions the foreign investor has to deal with. Whether this
restrictions on the repatriation of profits and capital. will help to actually reduce the implementation costs of
This issue also involves the access to foreign ex- the investor depends more on how the approval is
change."3 Even if the repatriation of profits and capital handled in practice than on the way the procedure is
is granted under the investment code of the country or formally institutionalized.
by a bilateral investment treaty, this is not of much use, Apart from the three issues discussed above
if access to foreign exchange is restricted. This is there are other disincentives which are crucial for the
especially true for companies which mainly operate in investment climate in a developing country such as
the domestic market. Most countries with severe debt quotas mandating employment of host countries'
problems restrict repatriation of profits and capital. In nationals (as for example in Malaysia) and performance
Argentina, for example, emergency legislation used to requirements like local content requirements (as for
prohibit the repatriation of capital, and capital acquired example in Venezuela). On the other hand most coun-
under the debt/equity conversion program cannot be tries offer at least some special FDI incentives such as
repatriated for ten years. Other countries, for example tax concessions, duty free imports or inputs, protection
Kenya, restrict the repatriation of capital gains. against local and foreign competition, and export

Although no country completely prohibits the processing zones. Highly indebted countries subsidize
repatriation of profits, many countries have restrictions investments via debt/equity swap programs. Some
that distort optimal financing conditions. Many coun- countries, like Chile and Korea, rather opt for a more
tries restrict, for example, the repatriation of profits to even treatment of local and foreign investors. Joint
a certain percentage of the registered capital. Earnings ventures often receive preferential treatment and the
repatriated above that amount are highly taxed. Brazil pattern of incentives and disincentives often varies
restricts the repatriation of profits to 12% of the substantially between different sectors. Multinational
registered capital (in foreign currency) calculated over Enterprises (MNEs) nowadays take some special
a three year average. Although this regulation might treatment, at least some tax exemptions, in all the
appear harmless at first sight, it turns out to be a major developing countries for granted; this reduces the
source of difficulty because registered capital is usually impact of FDI inflows to single countries or makes
not allowed to be adjusted for inflation. As much of them rather costly.
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B. Source Countries Policy rather efficient instrument to promote FDI in develop-
ing countries. The case of German FDI in developing

Instead of asking the developing countries to countries was recently investigated in more detail.2' In
put up with foregone tax revenues in order to subsidize a regression equation estimated with pooled time series
private companies from abroad (which will at least in and country data explaining FDI gross outflows it was
the short run lead to an increasing need of other foreign found that the amount of acquisitions in developing
funds), it might be more effective to support the foreign countries is significantly positively influenced by the
direct investor in the source country. In the recent amount of new approved guarantees (corrected for
discussion on how to attract more FDI in the develop- country risk and country size), but it is not significantly
ing countries it is often concluded that it is mainly the negatively influenced by the country risk (measured by
host countries which can create favorable investment countries' credit rating). This result supports the view
conditions, while source countries' policy instruments that public guarantees can indeed play an important role
have only a marginal effect. The reasoning is that there in promoting FDI in developing countries. It also
is nothing to deregulate in most industrial countries as contrast earlier findings that a decline in the creditwor-
there are no restrictions to invest abroad. Promoting thiness of a country also lowers its FDI inflows.
investment in developing countries is rather a matter of
subsidizing projects; most industrialized countries do IV. Summary
that, although the actual amount of funds spent is rather
low. This however does not mean that their effect is Although the sluggishness of FDI flows to
negligible. In fact as will be argued below this conclu- developing countries has ended and might even have
sion has to be modified. been reversed, increases have been lower than in the

Most industrial countries have a set of policy industrialized world leaving the developing countries
instruments to promote FDI in the developing world on with a reduced share of the cake. Along with this
a national level as well as they support similar instru- development there have been major shifts in the region-
ments on the international level. The direct ingredients al distribution with an increasing weight of Asia, both
of this set are usually bilateral investment treaties,16 with respect to inflows to host countries as well as with
public insurance against non-commercial risk,'7 finan- respect to outflows from source countries. Many host
cial participation of official or publicly owned institu- countries took major steps to reduce restrictions in their
tions,8 amd information and consultant services."9 investment regulations and implemented special incen-
Several industrial countries have other measures that tives to attract more FDI. However, some of these
indirectly support FDI, most notably subsidized credits measures were taken only recently and will need more
for exports of investments goods to developing coun- time to be fully perceived by the investors, before they
tries and export credit insurance. To assess the overall will generate additional inflows. Debt/equity swap
effect of these instruments is very difficult, as many of programs helped to increase FDI in certain highly
them are complementary.' indebted countries, even in some of those, which have

The most important single instrument, howev- otherwise not managed to improve their general invest-
er, is a public guarantee. Roughly 50 percent of Japan's ment climate, for example Argentina. One problem is
FDI and about 20 percent of Germany's FDI is covered that the special incentives granted by the host countries'
by public guarantees. Although the amount covered is governments can be quite costly, and developing
high, the amount of public funds actually used may be countries might end up in entering into a rather expen-
very low. In the case of Germany, for example, final sive competition among each other in order to attract
defaults are very rare (about one percent of the total FDI. On the other hand, govermments of the industrial-
amount covered). ized countries can help to enhance FDI outflows to

The purpose of a guarantee scheme is to drive developing countries by establishing public guarantee
a wedge between the general perceived country risk and schemes, assuming that there is a need for some
the individual investor's risk. If this objective can be subsidized support for FDI in developing countries in
successfully reached, public guarantees would be a the first place.
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1. FDI in the context of this paper is defined as an investment involving ownership in a local company high enough
to have an effective voice in the management. Other types of "FDI" like quasi-equity arrangements such as
licensing, franchising, etc. are gaining importance, especially so for small and medium-size investors. Nevertheless
ownership participation is still by far the single most important form of FDI.

2. Numbers on aggregated FDI flows give only a rough indicator of the underlying development. Data from OECD
is compiled by aggregating FDI outflows from OECD countries to single countries (sometimes these numbers are
even based on stock values, i.e. are distorted by capital gains and losses), while the Balance of Payments Statistics
of the IMF aggregates FDI inflows as reported by the recipient countries. The numbers from the two sources depart
substantially from each other, especially so with respect to single countries.

3. IMF: "Foreign Private Investment in Developing Countries", Occasional Paper No. 33, 1985

4. Authorized conversions, however, do not translate directly into FDI inflows, as only a fraction is equity
investment and there is a lag between authorization and realized investment. According to the UNCTC more than
half of Latin America's inflows in 1988 involved debt/equity conversions.

5. Some decline of FDI flows to countries that have built up an FDI stock over a longer period of time is, of
course, "natural" due to the dynamics of investment behavior.

6. See L. A. Riveros. "International Differences in Wage and Nonwage Labor Costs," PPR Working Papers, no.
188.(1989)

7. J.P. Agarwal, A. Guebitz and P. Nunnenkamp: "The Determinants of German Foreign Direct Investment in
Developing Countries," forthcoming.

8. M. Blomstr6m and E. N. Wolff, "Multinational Corporations and Productivity Convergence in Mexico,"
Economic Research Reports, C.V. Center for Applied Economics ( New York: New York University, 1989)

9. M. Blomstrom. "Transnational Corporations and Manufacturing Exports from Developing Countries," UNCTC,
(April 1990)

10. IFC, "Prospects for the Business Sector in Developing Countries," IFC Discussion Paper no. 3 (Washington
DC: 1989)

11. In recent years India gained importance as a recipient country. FDI numbers for India are based on the OECD
statistic, i.e. they cover only FDI from the OECD countries and thus probably underestimate the actual amounts.

12. Studies investigating the behavior of US American and German MNEs in developing countries strongly support
this proposition; see C.D. Wallace (ed.): "Foreign Direct Investment in the 1990s: A New Climate in the Third
World", Nijhoff, 1989, and H.-E. Scharrer and H. Krigenau: "Die Finanzierung deutscher Direktinvestitionen in
Ausland", study conducted for the German Ministry of Economic Affairs, 1988

13. For detailed information on single countries see IMF: "Exchange Rate Arrangements and Exchange
Restrictions".

14. For a detailed discussion see K. Rosenn, "Regulations of Foreign Investment in Brazil," The World Bank,
Internal Paper (Washington, D.C.: 1989)

15. C. Pollak, J. Riedel, "German Firms' Strategy towards Industrial Co-operation with Developing Countries,"
Ifo-Forschungsberichte no. 65, (1984)
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16. The Federal Republic of Germany, for example, has 63 bilateral investment treaties, the United States 10.

17. Public programs are, for example, in the USA: OPIC, GRIP, in Germany: the federal guarantee scheme, in
Japan: MITI, and on the international level: MIGA.

18. These are, for example, in the USA: OPIC, in Japan: JAIDO, JICA, in Germany: the DEG and KfW, and on
the international level: the EIB and IFC.

19. These are, for example, in the USA: Bureau of Private Enterprise (within the AID) and TDP, in Japan: same
institutions that provide financial support also offer technical assistance, in Germany: DEG, the Agency for Foreign
Trade and the BK-Program, and on the international level: the Center for Industrial Cooperation of the EC,
UNCTC, UNIDO, and FIAS

20. For example, to obtain financial support from a public financial institution, it is often required to cover the
project by a public guarantee.

21. A. Guebitz, "Impact of Investment Policies on German Direct Investment in Developing Countries: An
Empirical Investigation," (paper presented at the seventh conference of the EARIE, Lisbon, September 1990)
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9. The Management of the External Debt -
The Approach Taken by the Swedish National Debt Office

Bengt Rddstam
Swedish National Debt Office

With borrowing requirements declining, the (c) change in the market value of the debt due to
Swedish National Debt Office (SNDO) has shifted its interest rate movements.
attention from raising new money to an active manage-
ment of the outstanding debt. In the following, I will B. The Planning Horizon
give a brief description of how the SNDO manages its
external debt portfolio in order to achieve the lowest Even if the MOF views its debt as an ongoing
possible cost, subject to an acceptable level of risk. concern and thus has a long horizon, it usually reviews

the performance of the DM on a frequent basis. The
I. A Framework For Performance performance of the SNDO is reviewed as often as

Evaluation quarterly. From the DM's perspective, this review
period is the relevant horizon. The MOF's dilemma of

An active management of a large multicurrency conveying its long-term perspective in the context of a
debt portfolio would not make sense without a frame- short review period can be resolved by measuring
work for performance evaluation in terms of a cost performance relative to a benchmark portfolio.
measure, planning horizon and a benchmark portfolio
that conveys the notion of risk. Who should be respon- C. The Benchmark Portfolio
sible for the establishment of such a framework? Here
we distinguish between the sovereign, represented the Choosing an appropriate bench-mark portfolio
Ministry of Finance or a similar high-level Government is not an easy task. Should the benchmark portfolio
office, on the one hand, and his agent, the debt manag- contain only domestic only foreign currency denominat-
er (DM), on the other hand. Clearly, it is the MOF ed instruments or a mix between the two? As long as
that should define the cost measure, the planning the DM has the option of substituting domestic financ-
horizon and the benchmark portfolio. (In practice, the ings for foreign financings, it would seem logical to let
MOF might require a lot of assistance from the DM in the benchmark portfolio contain only domestic instru-
this process.) Using these definitions, it is then up to ments. When the DM does not have that option, the
the DM to try to optimize performance within the benchmark portfolio should presumably contain only
framework provided and to report to the MOF on a foreign currency denominated instruments. In the latter
regular basis the performance of the debt portfolio case a decision on the currency composition of the
relative to the benchmark portfolio. benchmark portfolio has to be taken.

Then, there is the question of whether the
A. The Cost Measure benchmark portfolio should be weighted towards short-

term instruments, medium-term instruments or long-
With the external debt consisting of public term instruments. Clearly, the benchmark portfolio

issues trades daily on the secondary market, the SNDO must reflect MOF's strategic objectives. A possible
uses a cost measure which corresponds to the concept objective may be debt service stability, because it
of total return used by a global fund manager. For a facilitates internal planning and budgetary efforts. If
given period of time, the total cost of the debt portfolio the MOF perceives risk as debt service fluctuation and
is defined as the sum of three different cost compo- thus views floating rate exposure unfavorably, the
nents: appropriate benchmark would logically be a portfolio of
(a) periodized interest payments long-term, fixed-rate bonds. If instead of debt service
(b) change in the market value of the debt due to certainty, the MOF is primarily concerned with stabiliz-

currency movements ing market value of the outstanding debt, the bench-
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mark should be short-term funds. In that case, floating- emnent's external debt should be based on two factors,
rate instruments which, experience minimal market viz. the Central Bank's currency composition identical
price fluctuation, are riskless, while long-term bonds to that of the currency reserves. The remainder of the
are risky. debt, i.e. the net external debt of the Government and

The key in each case is to specify the appropri- the Central Bank taken together, then to be given a
ate benchmark and to measure cost in terms of the currency composition close to the Krona basket.
deviation from the cost of the benchmark. Within this Subsequently, the monetary authorities have decided
framework, 'risk" refers to the probability that the that the currency reserves should have a currency
actual debt portfolio will underperform the benchmark, composition close to the Krona basket. Consequently,
making the benchmark, by definition, risk free. the currency composition of the SNDO's benchmark
Portfolios that deviate from the benchmark in terms of portfolio is now the same as that of the Krona basket).
currency or interest rate risk introduce exchange rate To what extent should the currency composi-
and interest rate risk, respectively. tion of the actual debt portfolio be allowed to deviate

from the composition of the benchmark portfolio? The

II. Minimizing Currency Risk SNDO has divided the 15 currencies in the Krona
basket into five currency groups, each group consisting

As already stated, the SNDO periodically of currencies whose movements are perceived to be
reports to the MOF the actual performance of the reasonably closely correlated. (The SNDO may have
Government's foreign currency denominated debt both limited access to some of the currencies in the Krona
in absolute terms and relative to a multicurrency basket. The currencies where the problem of limited
benchmark portfolio. What is the rationale behind the access is most acute are the Finnish Markka and the
currency composition of the benchmark portfolio? Norwegian Krone. However, since those two curren-

cies are managed on a basket basis, the Swedish Krona

A. Actual and Benchmark Portfolios basket can be expressed without explicitly referring to
the Finnish Markka and the Norwegian Krone.) The

Ideally, the weight for a currency of a certain Swedish Krona basket-weighings for the individual
country should reflect that country's importance as a currencies within each currency group are then added
competitor to Sweden both bilaterally and in third together to give the benchmark weighings for the five
markets. To try to construct a weighing scheme that currency groups on an aggregated basis. These bench-
really fulfills that requirement is certainly not an easy mark weighings could be thought of as the normal
undertaking. Fortunately, it has been shown that, as far positions to be held in the various currency groups.
as Sweden is concerned, a weighing scheme along these The SNDO also faces binding restrictions as to how far

lines will not be significantly different from a much the actual positions may deviate from these normal
simpler and easier-to-calculate scheme based Sweden's positions. The purpose of the restrictions is to under-
total trade with different countries. Furthermore, the score the desire for diversification, to insure that
Swedish Krona is tied to a basket of 15 currencies, with underperformance risk is limited, and to provide ample
each currency having a weight based on the total trade scope for superior performance via active management
between Sweden and the country in question. Clearly, of the debt portfolio. The latitude to take on more or
by letting the actual debt have the same currency less currency risk relative to the benchmark norm is set
composition as the Krona basket, one can minimize the out in Table 9-1 at the end of this paper.
scope for fluctuations in the value of the debt caused by As shown in Table 9-1, the currency composi-
alterations in exchange rates. Under these circumstances tion within a particular currency group is not subject to

it was not difficult to decide that the SNDO's bench- any explicit restrictions. A net asset position in an
mark portfolio should have the same currency composi- individual currency would, however, probably be
tion as the Krona basket. (Actually, at the outset, it regarded as unacceptable.
was decided that the currency composition of the Gov- To what extent, then is the SNDO making use

of its relative freedom in managing the currency
composition of the external debt portfolio?
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B. Managing Currency Composition tently upwards until the first quarter of 1989 when the
present downtrend, still in full swing, began.

Before looking at some examples of how the The SNDO could of course decide to maintain
SNDO manages foreign exchange risk, it may be useful either a low or a high exposure (relative to the normal
to consider the merits of managing foreign exchange position) in a certain currency without that currency
risk at all. The traditional argument against managing necessarily having to be identified as either undervalued
risk is that markets are efficient and that liabilities in or overvalued. For example, the SNDO has tried to
other currencies because these currencies are expected profit from the following, characteristic feature of the
to appreciate in value over the life of the liability. The European Monetary System (EMS): The interest rate
amount of the appreciation should be just about equal to differential between a country with a high rate of
the difference in interest rates. Very long term studies inflation and a country with a low rate of inflation has
have supported this theory. These studies have tracked tended to be wider than the inflation differential be-
the levels of inflation differentials eventually show up tween the two countries, i.e. the interest rate differen-
in foreign exchange rates. Strict adherence to this view tial has tended to be wider than the expected rate of
of management would leave one with nothing to do depreciation of the former country's currency vis-a-vis
from one quarter century to the next. These studies the latter country's currency. In other words, interna-
also suffer from the common use of inflation differen- tional investors have required a risk premium, on top of
tials rather than yield differentials. While there is a the expected rate of depreciation, in order to invest in
large degree of correlation between real rates of return a more inflation-prone currency. (By investing in such
across bond markets, real returns are influenced signifi- a currency, an investor with a short- to intermediate-
cantly by economic policies and short term currency term time horizon is of course running a risk that the
problems. These aberrations in real rates of return next realignment will take place sooner that expected
certainly create opportunities to trade foreign curren- and/or that the realignment will be more sizeable than
cies. Let us now look at some examples of how the expected.)
SNDO tries to exploit these opportunities. Accordingly, for a borrower, borrowing in a

The SNDO tries to identify currencies that weak currency has tended to be more expensive than
could be viewed as either grossly undervalued or borrowing in a strong currency (provided that both
grossly overvalued. The identification of such curren- currencies were reasonably valued at the outset).
cies is primarily based on an analysis of the underlying Consequently, the SNDO has for long time maintained
fundamentals, but there is also some use of technical a relatively low exposure in the more inflation-prone
analysis in order to capture long-term trends. For EMS-currencies and a relatively high exposure in the
example, when the 1-week moving average of the stronger ones. However, the continued presence of this
Deutschemark/U.S. Dollar exchange rate went through feature of the EMS during the 1990s should certainly
the 52-week moving average from above in the second not be taken for granted. As already stated, the curren-
quarter of 1985 (see Figure 9-1), that was perceived as cy composition within a particular currency group is not
a significant piece of evidence that the long, overdue subject to any explicit restrictions (see Table 9-1).
correction of the U.S. dollar was going to occur. At Consequently, the reward from identifying the
that time the SNDO decided that a high exposure in cheapest currency (form a borrower's point of view)
U.S. dollar should be maintained until there was within each currency group could be quite substantial.
evidence of a change in the long-term trend of the U.S. With long-term interest rates significantly lower in
dollar. As shown in Figure 9-1, no such evidence was Switzerland than in Germany (or Holland) and with the
visible until the second quarter of 1988, Since then the scope for an appreciation of the Swiss Franc vis-a-vis
SNDO has gradually reduced its exposure in U.S. the Deutschemark seen as very limited, the SNDO has
dollar. for a long time regarded the Swiss Franc as the cheap-

Another example of the value of disciplines use est currency among the strong European currencies.
of this kind of technical analysis is shown in Figure 9- Obviously, the SNDO has tried to take advantage of
2. Evidently, there was a pronounced, downward trend this perceived anomaly by opting for an overweight
in the Deutschemark/Pound Sterling exchange rate from Swiss Franc position and an underweight Deutschemark
the third quarter of 1985 to the second quarter of 1987. position. In the same way, the Belgian Franc has been
After the second quarter of 1987 the trend was consis- identified as the cheapest currency within the group
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"Other European currencies". Clearly, anomalies like In effect there are 5 zero coupons bonds all
these are not going to last forever. packaged together. The present value weighted average

maturity of these 5 zero coupons bonds is:
m. Minimizing Interest Rate Risk

9.1 x 1 + 8.3 x 2 + 7.5 x 3 + 6.8 x 4 + 68.3 x 5
A commonly used measure of interest rate 100

sensitivity of a debt portfolio is the proportion of the 4.17 per year
debt held at floating rates. A problem with that mea-
sure is that it does not take the average maturity of the
fixed rate debt into account. Clearly, a 3-year bond This is the duration of the bond.
does not carry the same interest rate risk as a 10-year
bond. A more comprehensive and more accurate Now, the concept of duration has certain properties:
measure of a debtor's exposure to interest rate volatility
is the duration or modified duration of the portfolio. - longer the final maturity of a bond, the longer the

duration;

A. Basic Concepts - the higher the coupon, the shorter the duration (an

Duration is a measure of the average remaining investor gets his money back sooner on average
life of a loan's present valued cash flows. It differs
from the maturity of the loan in that it also takes into - the higher the yield, (discount rate) the shorter the
account the interest rate payments and amortisations duration (later payments are less important).
made during the life of the loan. Modified duration is
linked to the concept of duration and shows the percent- Without going into more numbers, modified duration is:
age change in the market value of the debt when the
prevailing interest rate alters by one percentage point. modified duration = duration/ (1 + yield)

Consider the cash flows of a bond: In the above example:

Payment modified duration = 4.17 (1 + 0.10) = 3.79

End-Year 1 10 i.e. for a 1 percentage point movement in yields, the
2 10 bond price will move 3.79%.
3 10 Let's now return to the composition of the
4 10 benchmark portfolio. What could be said about the
5 110 modified duration of the benchmark portfolio?

If the modified duration of a debt portfolio is
low, the market value of the debt will not be very

The bond has a PV (present-value) of 100 based on a sensitive to alterations in interest rates. At the same
discount rate of 10%. The PV is of course the sum of time, with short intervals between interest rate resets,
the PV's of all the flows: the borrower faces a high repricing risk. (If the debt

has a modified duration close to 0%, the impact of
Payment P.V. higher interest rates will be felt almost immediately by

the borrower.) On the other hand, if the modified
End-year 1 10 9.1 duration of the debt is high, the repricing risk will be

2 10 8.3 low but the market value of the debt is high, the
3 10 7.5 repricing risk will be low but the market value of the
4 10 6.8 debt will be quite sensitive to interest rate fluctuations.
5 110 68.3 To strike the right balance between the repric-

100.0 ing risk and the market value risk is obviously a very
delicate problem. However, as far as the benchmark
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portfolio is concerned, this balancing of risks should not SNDO's benchmark portfolio has been set at 2%. At
be the concern of the debt manager. As stated before, the same time, to insure that underperformance risk is
the benchmark portfolio should reflect the MOF's limited and to provide ample scope for superior perfor-
strategic objectives. In Sweden, the most important mance via active management of the debt portfolio, it
objective is that the total cost of the external debt has been decided that the modified duration of the debt
should be as low as possible in the long run. Should should never be lower than 1 % or higher than 3 %.
the modified duration of SNDO's benchmark portfolio There is, however, an argument to the effect
be low, high or in between to be consistent with the that the modified duration of the SNDO's benchmark
objective? portfolio should be set at a lower level than 2%. The

In retrospect, the best performing debt portfo- argument is based on an assumption that they yield
lio during the 1980s is easily calculated. With a falling curves will be upward-sloping for most of the time in
trend in interest rates during the 1980s, a portfolio with most of the markets. The assumption certainly seems
a low modified duration has obviously performed much reasonable from a theoretical point of view. Further-
better than a portfolio with a high modified duration. more, it is supported by empirical evidence. For a
Looking ten years ahead is a different matter. Long- borrower, the optimal long-term strategy should then be
term projections of interest rates are highly uncertain. to borrow at floating rates with the shortest possible
If the MOF either lacks or does not want to express a interval between interest rate resets. By actively using
firm view about the most likely trend in interest rates different debt management instruments it would certain-
during the next ten years or so, the benchmark for the ly be possible to keep the modified duration of the debt
modified duration of the debt portfolio should be at 0% (or lower still). However, as already stated,
compatible with that posture. (The MOF could of such a strategy could easily give rise to excessive
course ask the debt manager to provide long-term fluctuations in the cost of servicing the debt. In
projections of interest rates. However, if the benchmark Sweden, such a development would be seen as unac-
portfolio is based on the interest rate view of the debt ceptable by the MOF.
manager, to what extent should the accuracy of the debt To insure that underperformance risk is
manager's forecast be taken into account when his limited, the interval 2 + 1% applies not only to the
performance is evaluated?) total debt but also to each of the five currency groups

With total uncertainty, about the future trend shown in Table 9-1. (Since it is highly unlikely that the
in interest rates, the debt manager should adopt a modified duration of the debt will be kept at the mini-
strategy of risk minimization. Clearly, a debt portfolio mum [maximum] allowable level in all currency groups
with half of the loans at floating rates and half at fixed at one and the same time, the effective interval for the
rates will always show an average performance regard- whole portfolio could be thought of as somewhat more
less of the trend in interest rates. In other words, the limited than 2 + 1%.) However, for an individual
risk of underperformance will be minimized. currency group, the interval will be adjusted upward or

Let's now try to calculate the modified dura- downwards depending on the currency exposure in that
tion of such a portfolio, beginning with the floating rate currency group relative to the currency benchmark.
component. If, on an average, the next interest rate Thus if the SNDO's currency position in an individual
reset will take place in 3 months, the duration of the currency group is smaller (larger) than the normal
floating rate debt will be 3 months and the modified position in that currency group (see Table 9-1), the
duration just below 1/4%. The fixed rate debt can be interval for the modified duration of the debt in that
considered as consisting of a series of 10-year financ- currency group will simply be scaled up (down) by the
ings, which have been executed on a regular basis ratio between the normal position and the actual posi-
during the last 10 years. (In some markets it might tion. That is, if the actual currency position in Japa-
have been possible to obtain maturities beyond 10 nese yen is 5.2% of the total debt (currently the mini-
years. In other markets, however, the maximum mum allowable currency position in yen) and the
maturity might have been limited to 5 years.) The normal position is 8.2% of the total debt, the maximum
average remaining maturity of the fixed rate loans will allowable modified duration of the debt in yen will be
then be 5 years and the modified duration approximate- set at (8.2/5.2) x 3 % = 4.7 %. In the same way, the
ly 3 3/4%, as is shown in the above example. The minimum allowable modified duration will be set at
whole portfolio will then have a modified duration of 1.6%. Clearly, this adjustment will have no effect on
about 2%. Consequently, the modified duration of the the minimum and maximum allowable modified dura-
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tion in Swedish Krona terms. The minimum (maxi- better than 8%. In order to preserve flexibility the
mum) allowable modified duration in Swedish Krona SNDO may also decide to buy a swaption (an option on
terms will still be 1 % (3 %) of the normal currency a swap) giving the SNDO the right but not the obliga-
position (also measured in Swedish Krona terms) in the tion to enter into a let's say 5-year interest rate swap
currency group in question. within let's say 3 mont;s (the exercise period) as a

payer of a predetermined fixed rate. Obviously, the

B. Dynamic Management of Interest Rate higher the fixed rate is set, the lower the (premium)

Risk cost of such an option will be.
Interest rate swaps are but one instrument used

Since it is impossible to catch the bottom or to change the modified duration of the debt. For

top of the interest rate cycle on a consistent basis, the example, if the SNDO had decided to lower the modi-
approach taken by the SNDO is to set target rate levels fied duration of the debt, an alternative to an interest
over a range of rate movements, rather than attempting rate swap (receiving the fixed rate) would be to issue
to catch one level. Although the target rates are meant new floating rate debt and then use the proceeds to

to foster a necessary discipline, they must be used repurchase outstanding fixed rate debt. Another
cautiously, since the SNDO must be ready to quickly alternative would be to buy interest rate futures (call
change the strategy if rates move in the opposite options on Govermnent bonds) either on a futures

direction. Normally, however, once targets are set, the exchange like LIFFE in London or over-the-counter.
SNDO waits on the sidelines until either the markets However, the choice of instrument is of minor impor-
reach the targets or the targets are revised. tance in comparison with the decision to increase or

To illustrate this, let's assume that with the 10- decrease the modified duration of the debt.
year U.S. Treasury at 8%, the SNDO has come to the
conclusion that U.S. interest rates are now low relative IV. Performance Measurement
to the most likely, average level during the next couple
of years and that although rates may continue to creep The SNDO's management of the debt portfolio
downwards for another quarter or two, the next signifi- during both the last 3 months and the last 12 months is
cant change (1 percentage point or more) will be reviewed at the beginning of each quarter. To start
upwards. Under these circumstances the SNDO may with, the total cost in Swedish Krona terms of the
decide to start increasing the modified duration in U.S. actual debt portfolio has to be calculated. The total cost
Dollars by entering into interest rate swap agreements has to be set against the average (time-weighted) market
paying the fixed rate (receiving the floating rate). With value of the debt portfolio during the review period in
one such swap done with the 10-year U.S. Treasury at order to arrive at the total cost in percentage terms.
8 % the next target rate may be set at 7.85 %, then at When the total cost of the benchmark portfolio has been
7.70%, 7.55% and so forth. If rates eventually reach calculated along the same lines, the performance of the
a bottom at 7%, the average level of the 10-year U.S. actual portfolio vis-a-vis the benchmark portfolio can be
Treasury captured by the SNDO will be close to 7.5%, assessed. Obviously, if the debt portfolio consistently
which, though not as favorable as 7%, certainly is outperforms (underperforms) the benchmark portfolio,

the SNDO's latitude to take on risk relative to the
benchmark portfolio could be increased (decreased).
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Table 9-1: THE CURRENCY COMPOSITION OF THE SNDO'S
MULTICURRENCY BENCHMARK PORTFOLIO, 30TH NOVEMBER, 1989.

(Percentages)

Minimum Normal Maximum
Currency Bloc Position Position Position

North American 19.6 24.6 29.6
of which: USD 23.3

CAD 1.4

Strong European 30.7 35.7 40.7
of which: DEM 24.1

NLG 3.5
CHF 6.3
ATS 1.8

UK pounds (GBP) 8.6 11.6 14.6

Other European 14.9 19.9 24.9
of which: FRF 5.0

BEC 3.8
DKR 7.1
ITL 2.9
PTA 1.1

Japanese Yen (JPY) 5.2 8.2 11.2
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Figure 9-1
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10. Management of Currency Composition of Debt:
Malaysian Experience

Hadenan Abd Jalil
Malaysia

The purpose of this presentation is to share the total volume of yen-debt, with some result evident
Malaysia's experience in managing its foreign debt, at the end of 1989. In March 1990, Malaysia prepaid
especially in termis of currency composition. A full 30 billion of yen debt to further reduce the share of yen
description of Malaysia's debt management system is debt in total external debt.
given in Chapter 21.

Table 10-1: CURRENCY COMPOSITION OF
I. Borrowing Policy Parameters MALAYSIA'S EXTERNAL DEBT

(Percentages; end-year values)
An appreciation of Malaysia's ability to

manage its foreign debt must be seen in the light of its Currency 1984 1987 1989
political, legal, economic and monetary policies work-
ing closely together. The Malaysian Government has US dollars 66 41 42
financed development in part through foreign borrow- Yen 13 35 33
ing. The main reason being that the excess of Govern- All other 21 24 25
ment current revenue over current expenditure (e.g.
salaries, pensions, etc.) leaves only a small balance for Total 100 100 100
development expenditure.

The amount of borrowing is planned over a Malaysia feels the following factors make it
period of five years, and is related to the Government's necessary for managing the currency composition:
5-year plan. The Sixth Malaysian Plan is now being
prepared. Development programs and projects must be (a) Not to be exposed solely to certain
given allocation in the Plan before they can be imple- currencies especially "hard curren-
mented. cies";

A total loan ceiling (both Domestic and For-
eign) of the Federal Government is set by an Act of (b) To enable the country to balance its
Parliament. The current level is set at M$30 billion for obligations and debt service require-
foreign loans and M$60 billion for domestic loans. At ments;
the end of 1989, outstanding foreign loan's were only
M$25.3 billion. However, the ceiling may be changed (c) To balance off any drastic movement
if needed. The major proportion of borrowings by of one currency against another.
Malaysia is from domestic sources. At the end of
1989, 72.6% of Federal Government outstanding debt
was from domestic sources, i.e. Govemment Securities II. The Possibility of Currency
and Treasury Bills. Management

The currency profile of Malaysia's external
debt has changed over the years. (See Table 10-1). It is possible to control the currency composi-
Between 1984 and 1987, yen-denominated debt in- tion of loans from financial markets. For example, the
creased from 13 to 35 percent of the total, and US government may have the option of either issuing bonds
dollar-denominated debt fell from 66 to 41 percent of in the form of 'Samurai bonds' in Yen, 'Yankee
the total. To reduce the impact of the appreciation in Bonds" in US dollars or 'Bulldog issues" for Pounds
the value of the yen, an effort has been made to reduce Sterling. Alternatively, a syndicated loan in currency
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of choice can be raised. [Malaysia had used these of most commodities including oil is priced in
approaches in the past. We have issued Samurai bonds U.S. dollars while imports for Japan is in Yen.
last year, and we are planning to issue Yankee Bond Thus, we have a mismatch that needs to be
this year]. constantly watched.

However, it is not possible to control the
currency composition of loans from official sources. (c) Interest rates related to specific currencies may
Project loans provided by multilateral institution such as provide the reason for choosing that currency.
World Bank and ADB have the amount of the loan
stated in agreement as US dollars equivalent. The (d) Historical/past relationship especially for
actual currency exposure will only be known once the bilateral loans.
loan is fully disbursed.

Bilateral loans, i.e., loans provided on a B. Methods of Management
government-to-government basis either in the form of
soft loans or export/suppliers credits are normally The Malaysian government has been able to
contracted in the currency of the donor country. Thus, manage its external debt effectively due to a combina-
we have Japanese OECF loans in Yen, British ODA in tion of factors. However, it needs to be highlighted
Pound Sterling and even India providing suppliers credit that the commitment and prudent financial policies
in Indian Rupees. IDB members such as Kuwait and adopted by the government over the past few years has
Saudi Arabia provide soft loans in their currencies. significantlycontributedtowardstheobjective. Further-
However, some countries are now willing to provide more, the economic performance over the last two
other currencies for their loans. years has made it easier for government to manage its

foreign debt.
A. Determinants of Selected Currencies The management of the currency composition

of external debt in Malaysia is made possible through
It is worthwhile noting that foreign borrowing the following methods:

brings along with it an exchange risk. Nobody can
predict the movement in the exchange rate and as such (a) To prepay the existing loans. From 1987-
borrowings from the financial market are based on the 1989, the government has prepaid M$6 billion
best assessment of future value of currency in question. of its external debt with a major proportion
In the case of Malaysia, the Central Bank [Bank Negara involving debt denominated in Yen;
Malaysia], being the government's banker and institu-
tion that monitor and analyse movement of exchange (b) To refinance some of the existing loans;
rates, works closely with the Treasury in drawing up
the loan program for the government. (c) To begin using currency swap arrangements.

However, it is generally true to say that choice
of currency may be determined by the following: All the above methods have been possible due

to the following factors:
(a) Currency composition of government reserves.

A viable proposal will be to have the debt (a) Availability of domestic funds. The size of
profile linked closely to the reserve composi- funds from domestic sources especially that of
tion. Any increase in the debt service due to the Employees' Provident Fund is sufficient
appreciation of a currency may then be offset not only to finance current need for develop-
by corresponding increase in the reserves. ment expenditure but also to prepay the for-

eign loans. Funds in the form of domestic
(b) Trading partners of the country. With trade loan has been used to purchase foreign curren-

being conducted with a country, it is natural cy of prepay outstanding external debt.
that we should try to borrow in the currency
with which our products had been sold. (b) Malaysia's financial credibility has made it
Malaysia is an oil producing and exporting possible for the government to carry out refi-
country, especially to Japan. However, price
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nancing activities in terms of improving inter- HI. Conclusion
est rate and currency profile.

The issue of managing the foreign debt will
(c) Terms and Conditions of loans that allow remain critical in 1990s. With an open economy and

prepayment and refinancing. exports that are subjected to fluctuations and declines in
price, the Malaysian government needs to manage its

(d) Changes in the intemational financial market in debt make it more sensible for funds to be generated
terms of decline in interest rates of some intemally for purposes of implementing development
currencies has been taken advantage of by programs and projects.
Malaysian govemment.
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11. Managing Currency Composition of Turkey's External Debt

Yacel Irgat
Turkey

As a developing country, Turkey has been, The characteristics of Turkey's foreign debt
since the early 1960's, an important user of foreign are:
funds that until recently were provided by international
organizations and governments on concessional terms. (a) The total external debt of Turkey was $41
These funds, mostly from member countries of the billion as end of 1989. Of this, 86% consisted
OECD Consortium for Turkey, and from the World of medium-and long-term debt.
Bank, the International Development Association, and
the European Investment Bank, had the basic objective (b) In the period of 1984-1989, the share of con-
of assisting development, coping with balance-of- cessional bilateral credits and of OECD Loans
payments difficulties and enhancing investments. Later, decreased to 24 percent and to 23 percent from
during the 1970's, both the sources and the types of 29 percent respectively. At the same time, the
loans were diversified. Weak access to international share of borrowings from commercial banks
markets went along with short-term borrowings essen- and financial markets increased to 24 percent
tially from commercial banks. from 17 percent.

Official rescheduling operations were repeated
in the consecutive years 1978-1980. A stabilization (c) The currency composition of external debt
program was instituted in early 1980, and some positive changed as follows from 1984 to 1989: The
results were already achieved at the beginning of 1981; share of US dollar decreased to 34.5 percent
higher exports and workers' remittances and slower from 42.7, mainly due to the adjustment of
growth of imports resulted in a reduction of the current IBRD's Currency Pool, and the share of
account deficit. These improvements allowed Turkey Japanese Yen increased to 14.1 from 6.6. The
to enter the international capital markets in 1981-1982. share of DM shows increased from 22 percent

In line with these improvements, the Turkish to 34.4 percent.
Government has started to implement a program
beginning from 1984 aimed at reducing the rate of Regarding the currency composition of new
inflation and improving external performance by borrowings, dollar denominated borrowings constituted
emphasis on export growth by improving balance of 52 percent in 1986 and 44 percent in 1987, while dollar
payments performance and regaining international denominated borrowings were about 60 percent and
creditworthiness. One aspect of this program has been non-dollar borrowings about 40 percent 8 of total 1988
managing the currency composition of the foreign debt. and 1989 borrowings to change the currency composi-

tion of funds away from yen-denominated towards US
I. Background dollar and other currency-denominated funds. In

contrast to this, the proportion of Yen borrowings
After the reschedulings in 1981, Turkey's debt declined between these two years, as did borrowings in

service was projected to be small until 1986, but to Deutsche mark.
jump in 1986 due to the expiration of grace periods. The shift from Yen and DM loans to US-dollar
Also, with the increase in total amount of external debt loans contracted in 1988 and 1989 which was 8.9
due to the new borrowing to cover principal payments percent pushed up the average interest rate on outstand-
and the gradual replacement of concessional credits by ing debt. At the end of 1989, the average interest rate
normal market borrowing, Turkey's debt burden has was 6.5 percent and the average maturity was 15 years
increased substantially in the past few years. Neverthe- as compared with 5.3 percent and 18.8 years in 1984.
less, Turkey was able to meet its debt service obliga- The percentage of floating rate debt in total
tions on a timely basis medium-and long-long-term external debt reached 37.3

percent in 1989 and 38.2 percent in 1988. Turkey's
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floating rate debt has mainly occurred in the last three A. Objectives of External Liability
years through expansion of commercial borrowings in Management
financial markets, when interest rates were relatively
low. The Government intends to manage its extemal

liabilities with respect to Turkey's overall economic and
II. Managing the currency Composition financial exposure and thus the non-interest current

of the Debt deficit. The currency composition of Turkey's capacity
to generate foreign exchange will be related to the

The principal strategy of Turkey over medium- following four factors:
and long-term is to match currency composition of
official reserves according to that of external debt (a) the composition of the currency basket with
through new borrowings and debt management tech- respect to which the Government manages the
niques. domestic currency;

The large proportion of non-dollar currencies
in Turkey's portfolio of liabilities resulted in large (b) the country's external trading pattern, exports,
movements in the dollar measured debt service over and imports, as well as the pattern of other
1980-1988, and in the dollar measures external debt goods and services flows including workers'
stock. As a result, total external debt measured in the remittances but excluding interest payments);
dollar increased $9 billion during 1985-1989 because of
the cross-currency exchange rate. (c) the currency composition of the country's non-

On the other hand, Turkey has imposed interest current account flows;
excessive foreign currency exchange risk in the IBRD
loans due to the World Bank Currency Pool composi- (d) the relation between the country's term of
tion. As the Bank's currency pool consisted in large trade movements and cross-currency exchange
part of non-US dollar currencies, outstanding debt to rate changes.
the World Bank increased by $2.7 billion between 1985
and 1988, whereas net borrowings were only $1.2 Within the framework of these factors, Turkey
billion. The $1.5 billion component was due to the has some imbalances with respect to the US dollar, the
cumulative exchange adjustments. Japanese yen in her currency composition of external

The trend in the currency composition of debt stock. For this reason, Turkey intends to limit or
Turkey's external debt is shown in Table 11-1. Be- reduce the share of Japanese yen liabilities and increase
tween 1984 and 1989, the proportion of yen and DM- the share of US dollar liabilities. Taking into account
denominated debt has risen and in 1989, the share of the slightly high US dollar share of medium-and long-
US dollar and other debt has declined. The DM term debt service compared with the US dollar share in
component became equal to the dollar component. the medium-and long-term debt stock Turkey has a

currency mis-match over the long term.
Table 11-1: CURRENCY COMPOSITION OF Beyond 1990, the currency mis-match in debt

TURKEY'S EXTERNAL DEBT, 1984 AND 1989 service increases as yen and other non-US dollar debt
(end-year values) service payments will be coming due. Thus, it be-

comes important for Turkey to pursue one or more of
Currency 1984 1989 these objectives: (a) achieve a better diversified

trading pattern and currency composition of non-interest
U.S. dollar 42.7% 34.5% current account flows, (b) improve the net trade posi-
Yen 6.6 14.1 tion with Japan or (c) limit, and possibly reduce, the
DM 22.0 34.4 share of Japanese yen in medium-to long-term borrow-
Other 28.7 17.0 ings.

Turkey's gross foreign exchange earnings from
Total 100.0% 100.0% merchandise exports and workers' remittances, is

largely with the EC and the Middle East, the economies
of which are predominantly based on the US dollar.
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The balance of Turkey's trade and other goods and (b) new borrowings designed to adjust the existing
service flows with the EC (as a whole) and German stock of debt toward a wider diversification
individually is in surplus, while the balance with Japan and expansion of markets and instruments;
and the United States is in deficit. On the other hand,
the shares of US dollar and Japanese yen in the external (c) training to enhance the technical capacity of
debt stock are relatively large. Therefore, Turkey staff;
wants to offset her currency composition according to
her trade pattern. (e) swap transactions.

B. Achievements To support these objectives a new computer-
ized system debt management system was introduced in

In order to hedge or limit its exposure, the 1984 to monitor medium and long-term loans. This
Treasury tends to structure its external liabilities to system, the "External Debt Information System", is
match that of its external assets. Therefore, the Trea- capable of computing exact debt-service payments,
sury aims at accomplishing the management of external collecting data, and providing projections on medium-
debt as focusing on the following topics: term and long-term liabilities. It also provides analysis

on such topics as the impact of new borrowing on the
(a) a more detailed annual borrowing plan, taking structure of debt-service obligations, on foreign ex-

into account expectations regarding debt ser- change rate changes, or a comparison of borrowing
vice payments, pipeline disbursements, trade costs. The data base is now regularly updated. The
and other flows, market opportunities, export quality and also coverage of data have been advanced
and import trends within the harmony of the continuously. A description of this system is given in
five year plan and its annual program; Chapter 26.
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12. Borrowing from International Capital Markets:
the Turkish Experience

Galner OfoA'
Turkey

Over the past three years Turkey has success- one or two of these goals will be given priority over the
fully pursued a borrowing policy directed to diversify- others; and, perhaps, some other goals will be disre-
ing its sources of funds in international capital markets garded for the better attainment of one particular target.
and to improving the terms of borrowing. The borrowing program is designed at the

Throughout the 1980's Turkey had, on a beginning of the year taking into consideration the
number of occasions, made use of traditional syndicated availability of the markets for Turkey. A typical
loans for both balance of payments purposes and project program for $1 billion would include two bond issues
finance. It was only in 1987 that fixed rate DM bonds in the London Eurobond market, one bond issue in the
were issued in Frankfurt. Since then, another seven DM market, one dollar syndication and one public
issues totalling DM 2.3 billion were completed in placement in either the US or Japanese market. The
Frankfurt while seven further issues amounting in total program is not disclosed to the lenders except for the
to $1.4 billion were done in the London Euromarket. annual global amount. With the degree of volatility
Concurrently, dollar and Yen syndication markets also present in the markets, it is essential to remain flexible
made the borrowing of approximately $350 rmillion in the selection of the instruments and markets through-
possible. out the implementation of the borrowing program. A

In addition to the continuing goal of maintain- good example of the changes in the borrowing environ-
ing and enlarging the sources of financing, Turkey ment has been the effects of the political factors in
sought to reduce its cost of funding and to extend Japan this year and the announcement of the unification
maturities. At present, every loan offer submitted to of Germany. It was totally unpredictable that such
the Treasury is assessed in the light of the following events would take place only a few months before they
criteria: did.

Bond issues are likely to remain in Turkey's
(a) improvement of the spread (over LIBOR or borrowing program for a number of years. This is not

US Treasury rate) over previous transactions; only because of the advantages of having a large
investor base but also because bond markets usually

(b) improvement of the maturity (longer maturity, require the recurrent presence of the issuer in the
longer grace period or absence of put option); market to maintain a minimum level of liquidity. The

absence of the issuer from the market for two consecu-
(c) the amount of the transaction; tive years may narrow down the investor base.

In addition to the above criteria, due consider-
(d) improvement in other terms and conditions ation is given to keeping the market clear for one

(e.g., prepayment, reduction in expenses); another among the borrowing entities of the Republic,
i.e. the Treasury guaranteed parastatal transaction or

(e) the entry to a new market; and the Central Bank. Similarly, development banks do
private placements in the Tokyo market one at a time to

(f) the establishment of a new instrument. avoid competing with one another.
As the result of the determined observance of

It is obviously not possible to meet all of these these targets. Turkey was able to go a long way in a
criteria for each transaction. However, in most cases, relatively short period of time. In the DM market,

I The author is Department Head, International Capital Markets Department, General Directorate of External
Economic Relations, Undersecretariat of Treasury and Foreign Trade (Turkey).
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maturities went up from 5 to 7 years while the issue Two exogenous factors supported the Turkish
amount increased from DM 125 million on the first team's efforts to achieve these targets. First, the
issue to DM 400 million on the 4th issue. Also, while creditworthiness of Turkey was improving in the light
the spread over LIBOR was 300 basis points on the first of indications that the economy was strengthening. In
5 year issue, and 320 basis points on the first 6 year particular, Turkey registered a current account surplus
issue in 1988, in 1989 a 7 year issue could be conclud- both in 1988 and 1989 after long years of continuous
ed at LIBOR plus 140 and yet another at 65 b.p. deficits. Secondly, after a sizeable increase in fresh

To date, Turkey has concluded seven issues in borrowing in 1987, this trend was reversed; and Turkey
the London Eurobond market. A similar pattern reduced its annual borrowings both in 1988 and 1989.
occurred in this market, i.e. Turkey had to pay higher While Turkey was asserting its place in the
spreads for lower amounts and shorter maturities at first Eurobond market, other alternatives were studied.
but gradually improved its status. The first issue in Particular emphasis was given to public placements
1988 was for a 10 year maturity which had put options (i.e., the Yankee market in the US and the Samurai
on the 3rd and 6th years. On subsequent issues the put market in Japan). Floating rate notes, ECU bonds,
option was extended to the 5th year and a reduction of Euro yens, options and swaps were studied and evaluat-
5 basis points were achieved each time. At the end of ed in terms of their appropriateness for Turkey.
1989, Turkey paid 150 b.p. over LIBOR for a 7-year Acquaintance with these markets made it evident that
issue which had no puts at all. By March 1990, it was Turkey needed credit assessments from the US rating
possible to do a 7-year bond, this time at a price of 135 companies. Standard and Poor's was invited to Turkey
b.p. over LIBOR. in October 1989 and Moody's in early February 1990.
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13. Finance for Development

Summary of the Discussion

Rapporteurs:

- Mr. Abdul Hameed Zakariyya, Maldives
- Mr. Said Mahmoud Hammoud, Palestine
- Mr. Jameel Abdulla Mukushaf, Yemen (PDR)
- Mr. Alaa Mohie Eldin Abdo, Sudan

A presentation was made by Dr. Ishrat Husain while growth is essential to service debts and regain
of the World Bank on "External Loan Financing creditworthiness.
Sources, Terms, Direction and Prospects'. Although several countries have successfully

It was noted with emphasis in the presentation sought rescheduling of their debts, the World Bank has
that the available extemal financing in the 1990s would not rescheduled any of its debts fearing that its role as
be insufficient to meet the financing requirements of the an intermediary in borrowing would be affected ad-
developing countries. The gap would be mainly due to versely. World Bank rescheduling, it was argued,
contractions in commercial bank lending as compared would push up costs and affect amount of its borrowing
to levels that existed in the 1970s. It was underlined from other institutions.
that the 1970s was an exceptional period, as the com- Donor countries and intemational financial
mercial banks then had extraordinary deposits which institutions are, at present, more inclined to offer
were created by increases in oil prices. Unserviceable financial resources to those countries exhibiting policy
huge foreign debts of the developing countries had changes and potential for accelerated growth. In this
eroded their creditworthiness which adversely affected context, it was recognized that there exists severe
the flow of finance from the multilateral institutions and competition of the limited resources. Lenders have
contributed to the financing gap. become selective, it was acknowledged. Thus, the need

The aggregate net transfers to the developing for a certain set of policies to attract funds was under-
countries had been negative since 1985, and at the end scored. The argument was illustrated by the allocation
of 1988 stood around $9 billion. It was revealed that at of Japan's ODA mainly to India, China, Turkey,
the beginning of the 1980s private flows had exceeded Philippines and Indonesia. This concentration on
the ODA, with private flows accounting for 59 per cent preferred countries, it was maintained, had led to the
and ODA for 41 per cent of the total finance flows. call by some developing countries for disbursement of
The private flows, however, continued to decrease until ODA through multilateral channels.
1988 when a new trend with ODA flows in the lead set Countries need to spend their borrowings
in. ODA has, however, remained stagnant and is wisely and in projects with quick and high rates of
expected to increase by an insignificant 2 per cent return.
during the period 1990-1995. It was pointed out that the financing gap

A resumption of finance flows to the original would, in the short run, be adjusted by reducing
volumes, it was argued, would require policy changes imports, or through import substitution measures and
by the developing countries. Several countries have increasing exports. These measures, it was expressed,
rescheduled their debts and have instituted austerity should, however, be complemented by seeking altema-
measures in order to buy time, revitalize their growth tive forms of financing such as direct investments,
and restore creditworthiness. portfolio investments or project finance. Domestic

The change in the origin, amount and type of borrowing and privatization were also noted as mea-
capital flows continues, nonetheless, to impede the sures providing resources and relieving pressure on
economic growth of these countries thus dragging them government financing respectively.
into a vicious circle. Excessive borrowing has created The financial crunch, it was recognized, has
an environment which has made growth more difficult, awakened the developing countries, which, until recent-

ly were inclined to look at direct private foreign invest-
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ment with suspicious eyes. They are now vying for margins. Gradually the spreads were cut by half while
such investment as well. With the emergence of maturities were extended from 5 to 10 years. Turkey
Eastern European countries as potentially attractive has diversified its economy, and borrowing takes place
candidates for foreign investment recipients, the compe- with due attention to the currency composition of
tition among the developing countries has become more existing debts.
acute. The prospects for increased financing appear Malaysia's policy, it was stated, is to borrow
dim, and in the wake of enhanced competition, several for development. Its revenue, it was disclosed, sufficed
references to the contribution to growth by the private only for operation. Much of the borrowing is domestic
sector were made. with a considerable portion coming from the Employees

Discussions among the participants noted that Provident Fund for which borrowing a variable interest
Turkey had been able to make timely repayments of its rate is applied. There are ceilings for internal and
loans after rescheduling, thus maintaining its creditwor- external borrowings, but the ceilings have not been
thiness unharmed. Turkey has also successfully pene- reached yet. Borrowing is sought seriously for imple-
trated international financial markets, offering a variety mentation of projects in the Malaysian Development
of instruments. The borrowing strategy of Turkey at Plan, which is a 5-year Plan the budget of which is
present is diversification of markets and instruments so reviewed annually.
as to open up the way to as many alternatives as It was concluded that the problem of debt is
possible. At present the focus is to prolong maturities huge. It cannot be solved by technical measures alone.
while narrowing down the spreads and improving the In the view of some participants, the debt problem has
terms. The first issues in the Euromarkets had been for to be tackled at political levels in the framework of a
relatively small amounts, and Turkey had to pay higher serious specialized international conference, because

real development seems to be impossible under the
current circumstances.
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Part III - Organization for Debt Management

14. Introduction

The problem of debt management is largely and multilateralaid agencies (for concessional loans),
one of effective organization. While the precise from export credit agencies and from financial markets.
institutional arrangements for debt management differ To use diverse sources of finance most effectively, the
between countries, all countries face similar problems. ministries of finance and plan, and the beneficiary
Ishrat Husain presented his paper, "Functions and agencies, must be able to evaluate the benefits of
Organization of a Debt Office" (Chapter 15), pointing alternative financial packages, to negotiate effectively
out that there are five elements of debt management and with lenders and to execute and service loans after they
that explicit arrangements must be made for carrying have been signed. Accordingly, for each type of credit,
out each of them. This includes coordination, a task there must be a staff and a review process appropriate
that is often neglected. During the discussion period, for each major type of external finance. In addition,
representatives of Yemen, the Maldives, Kuwait, Sierra and most importantly, there must be a central unit - a
Leone and Turkey explained what arrangements were foreign finance committee - that establishes overall debt
made for debt management in their respective countries. management policy and coordinates its execution.

The seminar examined in detail problems in the The rapporteurs for this section of the seminar
administration of foreign borrowing. Thomas Klein led emphasized the importance of recognizing each of the
this session, basing his remarks on a paper contributed various elements of debt management and emphasized
by Lars Kalderen, former Director of the Swedish the significance of the classification scheme presented
National Debt Office. In this paper (Chapter 16), to the seminar (Chapter 17). They noted that it provided
Kalderen pointed out that govermments must establish an useful tool for evaluating the effectiveness of nation-
separate groups to arrange for borrowing from bilateral al debt management systems.
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15. Organizing for Efficient Debt Management

Ishrat Husaini
World Bank

External Debt Management refers to the The exact manner of such units or a combination of
technical and institutional aspects of organizing the each unit may also vary but there are a few units that
external liabilities. The technical aspects focus on the are a 'must". The inter-relationship of these units is
need to determine the level of external resources shown in Chart 15-1 at the end of this chapter.
required and to ensure that terms and conditions of The first unit is the policy making and approv-
those borrowings are commensurate with the future debt ing body that not only coordinates the activities of
service capacity of the country. The institutional different government agencies dealing with external
aspects deal with the administrative, organizational, debt. This body, comprising of heads of economic
legislative, accounting and monitoring of new borrow- ministries, such as Finance, Planning, and Central Bank
ers as well as the total stock of debt. decides how much should be borrowed in a particular

year, indicates broad parameters about the type of
I. Operational Units borrowing, gives general guidelines about foreign

borrowing policy to other borrowing entities, including
The assessment of level of extemal borrowing, private borrowing if this function is decentralized, and

its composition and the terms and conditions at which approves the annual borrowing program of the govern-
new resources are borrowed is usually related to the ment and/or public enterprises.
macroeconomnic goals and balance of payments projec- Private debt is not subject to prior approval in
tions. In the session today, we would talk about the a few developing countries which only require ex-post
institutional aspects of external debt management, i.e. registration with the Central Bank or the Ministry of
the current practices as to how the national debt office Finance. In most other countries, it has to be approved
is organized vary from country to country and are a by the Central Bank on a loan-by-loan basis. In some
function of historical precedent, constitutional division instances, approval may be automatic if the loan meets
of responsibility between various tiers of governments, conditions of minimum maturity and size, and/or if it is
the relative role and limits of decision-making provided for certain types of projects.
to the private sector, the internal organization of the The second unit is a control unit that usually
government itself and the importance of external debt in performs staff function or the secretariat for the policy
the overall economic management. Thus, to argue as body. It usually approves the direct government
if one particular model of organizing a national debt borrowing or delegates the powers up to certain limits
office is superior to others would be tantamount to or for certain projects to other tiers of the government,
fanciful thinking. But there are a number of known chosen public enterprises financial intermediaries or
functions and processes in the management of debt that other specified entities. This unit carries out analysis
have to be performed irrespective of the particular and makes recommendations about the sustainable level
mode of organization. For example, there should at of debt servicing burden and the composition of the
least be several units with clear and distinct terms of foreign borrowing appropriate to that level.
reference, manned by personnel with different types of The control unit also ensures that guidelines
skills. These units should also be able to interact or and instructions issued by the Policy Committee to the
feedback into each other's work in a coherent manner. Operational Units (to whom the powers to borrow are

' The author, at the time of the seminar, was Chief, Debt and International Finance Division, World Bank.
The views expressed in this paper are th personal views of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the
World Bank.
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delegated) regarding negotiations of loans or guarantee tion and providing for the timely payment of amortiza-
agreements, on-lending terms etc. are carried out and tion and interest due are entrusted to the fifth unit i.e.
implemented. the Statistical and Accounting Unit. The Unit also

The control unit also continually assesses the keeps track of all government guarantees provided for
impact of new borrowing on overall debt structure, private debt.
makes projections of payment obligations so as to The unit establishes a loan working sheet for
coordinate the draw-down of loans with reserve man- each loan negotiated, and signed by the Operational
agement, and also the risk of private capital outflows Unit and registered with the Statistical Unit. Transac-
and guarantees being invoked. It may decide to prepay tions against each loan are recorded as they take place
or refinance to take advantage of new loans at better and for planning purposes, projected disbursements
terms or in more desirable currencies, or avoid accumu- against undrawn balances and repayment of principal
lation or bunching of debt servicing by altering the and interest as due are made.
commitment and disbursements patterns of various types At the disbursement stage, evidence from
and from various sources e.g. delaying certain public lenders such as statement of account, debit advice,
sector commitments, slowing down private sector withdrawal authorization or notice of disbursement is
approvals or regulating short-term borrowing in an recorded. The repayment schedule for the loan is
effort to extend average maturities. drawn up and recorded on the loan working sheet.

The third unit is an advisory unit which acts as After the operational unit the Ministry of Finance
a central focal point that follows trends in international (MOF) or the Central Bank makes the repayments
financial markets, interest rate and currency develop- according to the schedule, these are recorded on the
ments and analyzes and appraises different types of loan working sheet and the outstanding balance of each
financial instruments and their relevance, applicability loan calculated.
and use by the country. The unit monitors the market The Statistical and Accounting Unit then
access and capacity, lender characteristics, volume, cost prepares a monthly or quarterly status report on the
of borrowing, time to enter the market and advises the overall debt situation of the country and projections for
government on the best available borrowing opportuni- the near term. The report usually contains the follow-
ties at most favorable and acceptable terms. This unit ing summary information:
is particularly useful for the market borrowers who (a) Outstanding debt at the end of the preceding
float bonds, syndicated loans and other commercial fiscal year and at the end of the preceding
papers in the international financial markets. quarter (by currency debt instrument, interest

The operational unit, i.e., either the financial rate, maturity, type of borrower, type of
intermediary that borrows abroad, the parastatal, the creditor).
State Government or other authorized borrowing (b) Cumulated interest payments in the current
entities, should appraise all proposals concerning fiscal year through the preceding quarter.
external debt to be raised with respect to the type of (c) Cumulated gross borrowings and debt repay-
lenders, interest rate, currency of disbursement and ments in the current fiscal year through the
repayments, maturity, grace period, fees and commis- preceding quarter.
sions, prepayment options, default options and other
characteristics of the loan. On the basis of this apprais- II. Location of Debt Office
al, it either makes recommendation to the control unit
for approval by the Policy Committee if the amount is The location of a debt office in the appropriate
beyond its ceiling or approves the proposal if it falls Ministry or the Central Bank of a country is an impor-
within its purview. The unit then either selects the lead tant issue but for which no general satisfactory answer
manager for commercial floatation or directly partici- can be found. This will be determined on a case-by-
pates in the negotiations of all loan contracts. It reports case basis depending upon the distribution of functions,
all transactions, drawdowns, interest and repayments of delegation of authority and the configuration of respon-
principal to the Statistical Unit. sibilities among various government ministries and

The important functions of registration of all agencies. In essence, there are two parallel sets of
agreements and contracts negotiated by each authorized considerations. The first one is how the various
borrower, collection of detailed loan-by-loan informa- functions relating to management of debt are allocated.
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The general pattern that can be discerned is that at least may not be feasible to combine all these functions and
four entities are involved in varying degrees. The responsibilities and centralize them in one debt office.
power to negotiate, approve the amount of new debt The more pragmatic approach is to establish a central-
incurred and identifying the sources of external finances ized statistical unit that coordinates and integrates the
usually rests with the Ministry of Finance. The alloca- data gathered by the various decentralized participants
tion of foreign resources among various development of the system and prepares a comprehensive report for
projects and investments and monitoring of its utiliza- the high-level policy committee. If this unit has the
tion are performed by the Planning Ministry. The analytical capacity, it would be an added advantage but
integration with balance of payments and reserve the same data can be analyzed from different perspec-
management, foreign exchange approvals and remittanc- tives and viewpoints for different purposes by the
es for servicing the debt fall within the domain of the MOF, Planning and the Central Bank and their findings
Central Bank. Among countries with access to intema- presented to the policymakers.
tional markets, the Central Bank also manages the However, if a country concludes that the
amount, timing, currency, instruments and modalities of balance of convenience lies in the creation of a central-
participation in the markets. The actual transactions, ized debt management then it should be ensured that
i.e., receipts and payments in local currency on obliga- sufficient legal and administrative powers are vested in
tions due on loans to public sector, are handled by the the office to carry out its functions. If the debt office
Accountant General. Finally, the statistical function is is to be held ultimately accountable for the accuracy,
either centralized or fragmented among the various timeliness and comprehensiveness of the data and
agencies. efficient management of the country's debt it should

Besides the functional divisions, there is the have the commensurate authority, status and powers.
division of responsibilities across the types of external The ready access to the higher echelons of the govern-
financial flows. In some countries, the flows from ment can reinforce the perception among the concerned
multilateral development banks are handled by the agencies that the debt office has the support of the
MOF; the Central Bark deals with the IMF, private authorities in eliciting and enforcing compliance of the
non-guaranteed and short-term debt; the Ministry of reporting requirements.
Economic Cooperation or Planning is responsible for To summarize, effective debt management
bilateral grants and loans while commercial bank requires that several important functions are performed.
lending is restricted to a select group of borrowers. In some countries, where the debt is limited to official
T-his can be illustrated with the example of China. The concessional sources it is quite conceivable that one or
MOF has the responsibility for the World Bank; the two units can combine the above described functions.
Peoples' Bank of China for the Asian Development In other cases, where a whole array of borrowing is
Bank and the IMF; the Ministry of Foreign Relations carried out, all the five units may be needed. The
and Trade for bilateral loans and grants; the Bank of choices of the particular organization is determined by
China, CITIC and a few provincial Investment and trust the peculiar circumstances of each country.
companies for commercial bank loans, international The functions and appropriate organization are
bond flotations and private placements. The State a necessary but not a sufficient condition for good debt
Administration of Exchange Control records, maintains, management. The quality and skill mix of personnel
compiles and publishes comprehensive data on the manning these units and the procedures and methods
country's external debt situation. adopted are equally important. Also the status of the

The diversity in assignment of responsibilities debt office in the bureaucratic hierarchy and thus its
across functions as well as types of borrowing do not access to the policymakers are also important ingredi-
make it easy to provide an unambiguous answer to the ents.
appropriate location for the debt office. In practice, it
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Chart 15.1: THE ORGANIZATION OF DEBT MANAGEMENT
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16. Institutional Aspects of External Debt Management,

Lars Kalderen 2
Sweden

The present paper aims to sketch out the Most developing countries have obtained
demands of effective management of a country's credits on concessional terms from governments and
external debt on the organization and staffing of the multilateral development institutions for many years,
government units involved, and on the relationship and have set up units in their government to manage
between them. It assumes that the government has the such debt. They have also contracted export credits
ambition not only to conduct proper debt management and developed ways to negotiate and administer such
policies at the macro-economic level, but also to be debt. In recent years, and particularly during the two
informed of and control the details of debt owed by the oil-price increases of the 1970s, many countries have
government and - to a greater or lesser extent - by the borrowed, extensively on commercial terms from
private sector. This will enable the government to international banks and capital markets. This has added
project future debt levels and debt service payments a new dimension to their debt management responsibili-
with accuracy, and to work with and improve debt ties, and put new demands on a number of government
portfolios in order to smooth out amortization profiles, agencies and on the coordination of their activities.
reduce costs and spread exchange and interest risks.' In the following paragraphs, to simplify

Obviously, there is no universally accepted presentation, we shall consider the three kinds of
textbook model for the institutional arrangements most finance - concessional aid, export credits and market
suitable for external debt management. Each country loans - and their institutional demands as successive
will have its own set-up, determined by historical stages of development in debt management.
evolution and the circumstances of today. But some
factors are common to all countries that have been I. Concessional Loans
reasonably successful in managing their debt.

First, the main agencies concerned should all Most developing countries are clients of
have a clear idea what the government's debt manage- multilateral development institutions such as the World
ment policies aim to achieve and their own role in this Bank and the regional banks, and they also contract
endeavor. To understand and execute that role requires grants and bilateral loans on soft terms from govern-
staff units of high competence in each agency. But ments in other countries. Development loans are of
successful debt management also entails developing and many kinds, from largely untied balance of payments
maintaining well-defined and smoothly functioning finance (IMF credits, structural adjustment loans, etc.)
relationships between the agencies. The more plentiful to loans that are closely tied to major projects included
the players are, the more difficult this will be; and the in a long-termplan for the country's economy, or to the
complexity of the system will also depend on the kind execution of a sector program. Special variants are
and volume of debt contracted and its rate of turnover commodity credits, tied to purchases in the country of
and increase. When these are low, debt management the lender, and institutional credits to local development
can be fairly simple and unsophisticated because the banks for on-lending to many small borrowers. Major
costs of faulty decisions based on insufficient informa- project loans are often made not to the government
tion and mninimal staff work are also low. itself but to independent public or private corporations

I This paper was originally published as World Bank, External Debt Division. Division Working Paper No.
1986-03, October 1986.

2 The author was Director General, Swedish National Debt Office, 1977-86.
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and companies, with a state guarantee. Different types of the funds. These should be on commercial terms, to
of finance require different administrative set-ups and promote the development of local financial markets.
procedures for borrowers, and a variety of techniques Debt service schedules on concessional loans
are applied in most borrowing countries. The following should be designed to ensure, as far as possible, smooth
remarks and suggestions are therefore neither compre- repayment curves for the country's total debt in future
hensive nor universally applicable. years, and an even spread of interest payment dates for

A common characteristic of concessional loans public sector credits throughout the year. This will
is that the preparation and disbursement stages are often avoid peaks in the outflow of funds and in the workload
very long and laborious, whereas the repayment phase of Ministry of Finance and Central Bank staff. Conces-
is generally rather uneventful and gives little scope for sional loans may not leave much choice to the borrower
deftness on the part of the debt manager. The financial with regard to the currency in which they are paid and
terms of concessional loans are more applicable to must be serviced, but if some flexibility can be negoti-
developing countries than straight commercial finance, ated, particular attention should be paid to matching
and loan procedures associated with concessional loan service with the currency streams that the project
borrowing encourage a more thorough initial assessment is expected to generate, in order to minimize foreign
of their usefulness for the national economy than is true exchange exposure.
for straight commercial finance. Loan offers must thus
be judged against the expected return on projects that B. Who Participates?
they are intended to finance, or against the financing
needs of a particular sector of high priority. Ideally, Concessional loans should stem from close
whatever commercial finance from banks and the collaboration between the Ministry of Development
international credit and capital markets is required and Planning, a spending agency, the Ministry of Finance
is available as an addition, should be attached as co- and the Central Bank. In the planning process, a
finance to the concessional loans. spending agency will propose new projects and pro-

grams to the Ministry of Development Planning, which
A. Preparing the Ground will assign priorities and decide on the size, timing and

cost of new activities. These will be determined within
As with other types of finance, a concessional the limits set by the projected growth of real resources

loan is easier to manage - particularly in the drawing and the amount of imported capital likely to be avail-
stage - if the agreement has been carefully thought able (according to the Ministry of Finance and the
through and negotiated, emphasizing flexibility in Central Bank). The Ministry of Finance should advise
drawdown procedures as well as in repayment so as to the Ministry of Development Planning on the financial
keep financial flows in line with the actual development aspects of projects and programs - are they likely to
of the project. The borrower will need good lawyers, attract external finance and how should they be present-
capable of preparing a first draft of the loan agreements ed? - while reserving contacts with lenders to itself.
and related documents (notwithstanding the fact that the The advice of the Central Bank should normally be
lender probably wants to base the negotiation on his channeled through the Ministry of Finance rather than
draft), drawn up according to the laws of his country.2 brought to bear directly on projects. Once properly
Commodity credits should be treated with special prepared and included in a plan, a project will be
caution by the borrower; if tied not only to sources of submitted to the Ministry of Finance for final approval,
procurement but to projects as well, they may turn out with a request for financing, part of which could be
to be difficult, costly and time-consuming to use. external while part will be domestic budget funds.
Loans to local development banks need carefully drafted After the loan agreements have been signed (and
agreements to avoid being encumbered with on-lending documents distributed as widely as necessary to reach
restrictions. Borrowers should also try to avoid restric- all concerned), disbursement will be watched by the
tions on the use of amount generated by differences Ministry of Finance and progress in project implemen-
between the terms of the loan to the country (which tation discussed with the spending agency. The Minis-
should be soft) and those of the loan from the govern- try of Finance will retain strong control over the use of
ment to the bank or from the bank to the ultimate user funds, and the budget process should release foreign
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loan money at the rate at which projects are actually the government accounts with the streams of payment
implemented. from the three kinds of external finance referred to in

Many countries have found it useful to have an the previous paragraph. For prepayment, the external
external finance unit in the Ministry of Finance, as f-nance unit may have to check that receipt of foreign
liaison between foreign lender and national spending funds - normally by the Central Bank - leads to a quick
agencies. Staff of that unit must be familiar with their release of domestic funds to spending agencies and does
own planning process and a number of spending not delay progress in project execution. For reimburse-
agencies, so they can present their financial needs to the ment, the problem may be the slowness of the spending
lenders. They must also - as their main specialty - agencies to prepare requests for foreign exchange to the
know the policies and procedures of major lenders of lender, after they have spent the local currency.
concessional finance. Their tasks are to maximize the During the life of the loan, the lender wants to
volume and optimize the use of each lender's agreed receive reports on how funds are spent and on the
volume of lending, by mastering the peculiarities and progress of any project financed by the loan. Such
constraints of individual lending agencies. Their reporting requirements, which often vary from lender
knowledge (largely derived from personal contacts with to lender, can be quite onerous and the borrower should
lending country officials) will be used to advise the encourage the lender to accept standard government
Ministry of Development Planning on the amount of agency reports. Accurate and timely reporting is,
external finance available and for what kind of projects however, important to the lender and should be equally
or programs, and to assist the spending agencies to so to the borrower, since it will inspire confidence
prepare projects for concessional borrowing. Their among the lenders and encourage them to increase the
advice will also be of use to the budget department of volume of finance they are prepared to offer on conces-
the Ministry of Finance whose task it is to allocate and sional terms. It is, therefore, particularly important
release domestic and foreign funds to individual budget that the external finance unit makes every effort to have
items, and which therefore needs to know precisely how spending agencies fulfill their reporting obligations
much loan money will be available for a particular without delay.
period.3 Procurement of goods and services for projects

and programs can affect the way foreign loan funds are
C. Other Tasks used and the ability of the project to generate debt

service. This is a science in itself and is not dealt with
The loan provisions for accounting and report- in this paper.

ing must create a system which allows the Ministry of Increasingly, debtor countries are registering
Finance, the spending agency and Ministry of Develop- debt data in computer systems. Again, this is a science
ment Planning to follow the progress of project execu- in itself and will not be further dealt with here, except
tion and loan disbursement. Accurate reporting will to make one point.4 Computers can process an enor-
help the government determine its budget, and also mous amount of data, but it is still worthwhile for
prepare new projects, extend ongoing programs, and borrowers servicing many smallish loans with long
canvass for additional funds. This is important because maturities to consolidate their debts from the same
concessional funds can be made available by the lender lender into one big loan. The savings in administrative
either as advance payments, as reimbursement of effort can be substantial and will also facilitate debt
expenditures made, or as direct payments by the lender management by speeding up various processes such as
to a supplier. Since the difference between an early simulations, etc. An opportunity to streamline often
advance and a delayed reimbursement for a particular arises during rescheduling when there is a dialogue with
item of expenditure can be a matter of years, the each lender about the full range of bilateral financial
accuracy of bookkeeping and accounting is crucial for relations, but need not be limited to such an extraordi-
proper budget management whenever external loan nary state of affairs.
finance is involved. Good records will be needed for
making adequate projections, preparing timely requests II. Export Credits
and checking the actual disbursement of loan funds.

The external finance unit should help the Although the distinction between concessional
accountant general of the Ministry of Finance reconcile loans and export credits is not always clear, since the
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mixed credit is becoming more common, export credits ever, the guarantor may require a transfer guarantee
are a well-defined concept that has evolved over the from the Ministry of Finance or the Central Bank in
past fifty years. Public or officially recognized lending order to provide cover for a particular transaction. In
and/or insuring agencies exist in all major exporting such cases cooperation is more easily achieved.
countries, with networks of international cooperation
among them: the Beme Union for guarantors and the A. Shopping Around
Arrangement of Guidelines for Officially Supported
Export Credits (the Consensus) supervised by the Raising export credits often involves a tradeoff
OECD, for subsidized finance. The importance of between the best buy and the best credit terms. Pur-
export credit flows, and the behavior and attitudes of chasers of imported goods should shop around for
ten major official export credit agencies and their goods that suit their needs at the lowest possible prices.
national authorities, have been described in a study by But, because of the strong competition between export
Brau and Puckahtikom (1985). A similar study of credit agencies (ECA's), they should try at the same
borrowers of export credits would be most welcome; in time to evaluate the various credit terms being offered
its absence, the following remarks are somewhat by the supplier, its bank, or the ECA. This is particu-
impressionistic. larly true when the seller is the resident of a non-OECD

Generally speaking, export credits should be an member country which, not being bound by the Con-
attractive form of finance to borrowers who are able to sensus, is free to promote its export industries and
negotiate and handle them properly. They provide favor borrowers with lower interest rates and other
fixed interest funds (if the borrower so wishes, but benefits. On the other hand, the buyer must beware of
floating interest rates can also be arranged), diversifica- accepting attractive financial terms offered for goods
tion of currencies, longer maturities, and lower cost and projects of no long-term value. While export
than direct capital market financing (because of the credits have enabled developing countries to achieve
element of government support, which is particularly striking progress in many areas (notably industry),
attractive when it takes the form of a subsidy of fmanc- many white elephants testify to a lack of resistance to
ing costs). They are an additional source of funds to such promotional efforts.
concessional loans as well as to commercial banks and
the bond markets, and are normally available as long as B. Who Participates?
the borrower is prepared to buy goods and services
from the country of the lender and the borrower The argument so far speaks in favor of a
maintains its creditworthiness. strong central authority with good current knowledge of

Like concessional loans with a project or ECA policies and practices being involved in negotiat-
commodity content, export credits involve spending ing a country's major export credits. This is especially
agencies in borrowing countries as well as central true in light of the opportunities that have been shown
government authorities like the Ministry of Finance and to exist for borrowers to negotiate individual deals.
the Central Bank. In addition, ministries of Commerce Those opportunities include stretching the Berne Union
and Industry may be involved for a number of reasons; rules or the OECD Consensus, for example, by includ-
perhaps because export credits are used to finance ing local costs, front-end fees, even insurance premi-
imports of industrial inputs or consumer goods against ums, in the contract; and substituting soft-term govern-
licenses, or because such credits are the concern of ment credit or other 'side-financing" for the 15 percent
offices responsible for the country's own export lend- share of the financing that the buyer is supposed to
ing. The 'peripheral forces" against which the central contribute. Success in credit negotiations is thus based
financial authorities (Ministry of Finance and Central on intimate knowledge of the policies and modus
Bank) have to struggle are usually stronger than in the operandi of individual ECAs - and not least of their
case of concessional loans, particularly because the funding costs.
spending agencies concerned are likely to be either But most countries imports are the concern of
private companies or public corporations, which are many firms and public sector agencies that must take
more sophisticated financially and may be less inclined the decision to assume an export credit and carry the
to accept Ministry of Finance/Central Bank "meddling" exchange risk and the risk of a rise in interest rates. If
than the regular spenders of concessional funds. How- the government requires importers to arrange their own
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financing and carry the risks entailed, then the minis- strategic importance obviously requires the greatest
tries concerned should encourage and assist them to tap expertise that the country can muster and a total over-
the best sources of export credits. The ministries can view that is seldom found outside the Ministry of
provide transfer guarantees to the lender, and assure a Finance and the Central Bank.
lender that the project concerned has government
support - for instance by being included in a develop- C. Setting Up a Specialized Unit
ment plan. Also, these authorities can help present the
importers as good commercial credit risks to the The growing prominence of export credit
lenders. Sometimes these interests are best accommo- financing, its increasing complexity, and the delicacy
dated if export credits are handled mainly by a few with which such finance must be handled by central
major development banks, import agencies, or project authorities in countries engaged in rescheduling, all
administrations able to give additional guarantees or speak in favor of having units of competent staff,
security to the lenders, and to build up financial depart- specializing in export finance, in the Ministry of
ments with substantial expertise and negotiating capacity Finance and the Central Bank (in addition to local
for export credits. development institutions such as industrial banks, etc.).

Export credits will still often require the active An obvious place to find the required expertise would
participation - and not just advice, registration and be within the external finance unit of the Ministry of
control - of central authorities. Thus the overall Finance, since such a unit is already justified by the
national relationship with each ECA, and their share in country's concessional borrowing; additional compe-
the country's portfolio of export credits, is clearly a tence in commerce and banking - and especially in
concern of those authorities.5 They usually have good export lending - should be centered there. Maintaining
reason to communicate freely with ECAs, just as they good contacts with the authorities in charge of provid-
do with multilateral development institutions and major ing export finance to other countries is clearly an
commercial lenders, because it gives them access to important task of the section. It will also have a direct
inside information and can be used in enhancing the relationship with a number of spending agencies in
country's credit rating. addition to those with which the concessional loans staff

Moreover, the central authorities may see are dealing, and with different parts of the Central
opportunities to arrange financial packages with contri- Bank. The staff should also maintain contacts with
butions from several ECAs that add up to longer private sector banking, trade and industry. Like the
average maturity and lower total cost than the individual concessional loans staff, they will interact with econom-
parts if those had been negotiated by a number of ic planners, and generally will have good reason to
project managers. Some countries have established participate in the interagency planning and control
special project groups with the mandate to find use for system already outlined and further elaborated in the
export credits - particularly from new sources - and to final section of this paper.
integrate them with other types of funds.

Finally, the growing business of currency and I. Market Finance
interest swaps with regard to export credits is best
handled by, or in close collaboration with, the Central A government experiencing - or headed toward
Bank and the Ministry of Finance (particularly the - a growing balance of payments deficit beyond that
department or agency responsible for state borrowing). covered by direct investment flows, concessional grants
Borrowers are increasingly attracted into raising export and loans, and government-guaranteed export credits,
credits denominated in high-interest, depreciating will need to determine the size and duration of the
currencies from ECAs that provide heavy government deficit before it can take appropriate steps such as
subsidy, and then swapping such liabilities, to the extent promotion of export earnings or restrictive action on
possible, for debt denominated in stable, low-interest imports to reduce it. This analysis will indicate the
currencies such as Swiss Francs or other currencies to amount and kind of borrowing activity required. A
match their exchange flows. Transactions of this kind first step should be a review of the analytical capacity
can be made at a floating or fixed rate of interest and of the Ministry of Development Planning and the
can be "defensive" or opportunistic. This sort of Central Bank: are they able to do balance-of-payments
business, which can be quite profitable, or even of forecasts adequately? The review might lead to a
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strengthening of the capacity to make judgements on set about building channels of communication with the
interest and exchange rate developments for major other agencies concerned. The output of papers will
international currencies, or to undertake more sophisti- steadily increase - statistics, reports, policy memoranda,
cated analysis of demand trends for the country's export etc., - and it is essential that all such material reach the
commodities, for instance.6 other Rarts of the system and be available for their

decision-making. This is not a plea for collective
A. Who Participates? decision-making with all agencies agreeing on every-

thing being done by any one of them. It is making the
In many countries, private sector capital flows point that it is far easier to develop a policy involving

- both long-term investment and short-term trade credits several agencies working in reasonable harmony if they
- will initially play a crucial role in bridging a growing not only share the same values (as laid down in general
balance-of-payments gap. The government will then government policy) but also the same information. To
have to devise policy measures to increase private facilitate this process there should be machinery set up
sector activity in raising funds abroad. This may for consultations on borrowing policies and programs
require improvement in the technical competence of the for the private sector. This point is further elaborated
Central Bank to carry out comprehensive macro-poli- below.
cies, in cooperation with the Ministry of Development
Planning and other parts of the government that have B. The State as a Borrower
responsibility for sectoral development (especially
industry). It may also require a greater ability on the Another dimension will be added if the state
part of the Central Bank to orchestrate a comprehensive itself enters the international markets as a borrower.
borrowing program involving private sector companies, Constitutionally, it may do so without much legal
parastatals and municipalities, using a blend of incen- preparation but it will always be concerned with the
tives and coercion, including exchange control and constitutional and legal aspect of its loans. It will
other similar measures. therefore keep in close touch with the highest legal

Already in this model there is need for regular authority in the country - for instance, the Solicitor-
contact between the Ministry of Development Planning, General's Office - and may even see fit to put some of
which is concerned with growth-oriented, medium- to the Solicitor-General's lawyers into the borrowing
long-term perspectives, and the monetary authority, agency.7

which is naturally more inclined toward solving short- The state will have the choice of raising funds
term problems that threaten the external and internal in its own name or guaranteeing other public or private
stability of the economy. Most likely the Ministry of sector borrowers. In the latter case, the agency's
Finance, too, will be an active partner in the process function is fairly limited, but it must still have financial
because of the effects of private sector foreign borrow- competence to negotiate the guarantees and to review
ing on tax revenues and on the domestic financing the underlying financing so that it would be acceptable
needs of parastatals, which may have to be at least to the state, should the guarantee ever have to be made
partly covered through the budget to the extend that good. The agency - normally the Ministry of Finance -
external funds are not available. must inform the planning agency and the Central Bank

All in all, the agencies concerned - including of its actions, distribute statistics on its activities
perhaps the ministries of Commerce and Industry - will regularly, and be prepared to report not only on guaran-
need new staff resources with an awareness of, and tees issued and outstanding but also on the amount of
even a flair for handling, financial matters at the firm liabilities against those guarantees at any particular
level (exchange exposure problems, for instance). They time.
will also need some understanding of international Should the state decide to enter international
financial markets, particularly the Euromarkets, and of markets as a full-fledged borrower, external debt on
how the banking system works in other countries. commercial terms will become a new preoccupation of

The units responsible for operating the system the agency or unit serving as the government debt
in each agency must organize an adequate chain of manager. The government may have prior experience
decision-making within the agency so as to be able to only in selling domestic, internal debt. Some manage-
process loan applications expeditiously. They must also ment functions are common to domestic and to foreign
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debt. Both kinds of debt provide funds to the state also be "plugged in' to bank economists at home,
budget and they share certain common technical fea- research institutes, government and private libraries,
tures (a bond is a bond, whether denominated in local universities, etc. The knowledge thus gained will be
currency or in US dollars). Familiarity with domestic used in advising the debt manager on the choice of
debt and domestic financial markets therefore is a good borrowing currency, maturity, method of calculating
starting point for handling foreign debt, and experience interest, timing of loans, etc.
with the latter can in turn lead to improvement in the Another macro-economist is equally necessary,
government's handling of its domestic debt. The in the proper conduct of external debt management, for
attitude and approach of debt managers should be the the presentation of the borrower to the international
same in both fields, because the characteristics of good financial community, that is, banks, investors and
debt management, and the instruments available, are possibly rating agencies. This economist should be
similar.8 It is thus a clear advantage if the top decision- well-versed in the economic data and projections
makers at the ministry are responsible for both kinds of produced on the country, at home and abroad, and also
debt, and if the staff managing the foreign debt include in the policy issues concerning the government and in
on or two people with experience of domestic debt the current public debate. He or she should build up
management. It is also useful to set up a number of good working relationships with desk officers of lending
common services such as economic research, informa- institutions covering the country, and the other govern-
tion systems, and computer hardware. But unless the ment agencies who will assist in the preparation of
domestic debt is fairly small and borrowing aborad is presentation memoranda. This economist should be
sporadic, the same staff should not handle both foreign close to the debt manager in order to give support as
and domestic debt at the operational level; they should necessary in the daily contacts with inquisitive bankers,
specialize in their respective fields. questioning rating agencies and regulatory authorities

who demand status reports on the economy from time
C. What Skills are Needed? to time. This economist will also be very useful when

IMF and World Bank missions visit to gather materials
The size and composition of the government's for their economic reports.

unit for managing external debt on commercial terms A central function is performed by what might
will depend on the volume and diversity of foreign be called the market grouip. These officers correspond
borrowings, including loans raised to refinance old to the loan officers of banks and other lending agencies.
debt. Provided the government is active in most They will work closely with the macro-economist for
markets open to a sovereign borrower the unit will need the international markets, whose judgement will point
a good macro-economist to follow international capital to which markets will be profitable to tap, in terms of
markets, particularly developments and projections of likely movements in exchange or interest rates. Each
interest and exchange rates, from a borrower's point of will follow a particular market or group of markets day
view. by day, watching for trends in interest rates and fluctua-

Ideally, this officer should have at least a tion in lender preferences so as to be able to advise on
master's degree in economics and fairly extensive the exact timing and other characteristics of particular
experience in analyzing financial market trends and in operations. They will take note of new borrowing
assessing the effect of major disturbances such as the devices, changes in government regulations and the
global debt crises, changes in US monetary policy, etc. fortunes of banks and individual bankers.
It is important that the economist be given the opportu- One of their tasks will be to meet with visiting
nity to relate to and communicate with the many bankers and communicate with bank offices by letter,
excellent bank economists who freely offer their advice telex and telephone. Once a preliminary decision has
to clients (actual or potential), and who between them been taken to borrow in a certain market, the group
exert a significant influence on market sentiment and will analyze and evaluate the loan offers that may come
expectations. in, in order to judge and compare their true cost, their

Keeping in touch may require visits every likely reception in the market, and what a particular
second year or so to chief financial centers like Lon- mandate would mean in terms of "banking diplomacy",
don, New York and Tokyo, in order to get a full etc.
briefing on economic trends. The economist should
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The market officers will carry important manger must be devoted to cost-cutting on the govern-
responsibilities in the negotiations with lenders, and ment debt portfolio, and always on the lookout for
represent the debt manager on working committees opportunities to arrange favorable transactions without
consisting of economists, lawyers and treasury people jeopardizing the good standing of the country in the
from their own side as well as "loan officers' from the marketplace. The task is demanding. It requires
bankers' team. The market officer will see the transac- stamina, self-discipline and excellent judgement. It
tion through to the point where, after the contract has requires the ability to be original and creative on the
been signed, the treasury people take over the task of one hand, and a stickler for financial detail and verbal
drawing on the loan and of paying debt service. The precision on the other.
market officer will continue to be involved in debt The manager will need the full confidence and
management decisions during the life of the loan; for support of his or her superiors in order to act directly
instance, in choosing interest periods under roll-over and decisively, especially because the business conduct-
credits and deciding whether or not to buy bonds for ed can be quite risky (but also rewarding) to the
sinking funds, or prepay old loans that appear expensive government. Therefore, the debt manager must be
compared to what is currently available in the market. sufficiently high in rank to report directly to the head of

the agency. Clearly, the ability to relate well and to
Staff for this kind of job should ideally have a cooperate with senior levels of the Central Bank and

background either in domestic debt management or in other government entities is essential.
banking. While international experience and excellent
language ability are necessary, an extrovert personality IV. Coordinating Arrangements
may be more of an asset than high academic degrees.
An ability to listen well, to sift through massive quanti- Where should the Government put the unit for
ties of information and to take quick, well-balanced the management of external market debt and what role
decisions is essential. should it play in coordinating interagency arrange-

A Treasury Group is needed to be in charge of ments? Most countries who are major borrowers have
the payments to and from the debt agency under loan put the external debt management unit in the Ministry
contracts - withdrawals of funds, and payments of of Finance and combined it with staff resources already
interest, amortization and fees of all kinds. Its staff engaged in the management of concessional loans and
should be in touch with paying agencies - and daily export credits. The head of the external finance unit,
with the Central Bank - to sell foreign exchange ob- or the senior officer to which he or she reports, acts as
tained as loan proceeds and to arrange for outgoing the government debt manager. Certain functions, such
payments. The group's participation in loan negotia- as the banking contacts of the market group, or moni-
tions is valuable because they will know the problems toring the international markets, may be performed by
involved in treasury operations and can make sure that the Central Bank.
loan agreements take them into considerations.
Good administrative officers with some economic and A. Setting up a Forum
financial training as well as experience in handling
accounts are needed to do the job. Fluency in English The main players in the area of external debt
will be necessary, as much of the work consists of management are therefore the Ministry of Finance, the
reacting to signals from banks interpreting loan agree- Central Bank, the Ministry of Development Planning,
ments and other documentation. This group must be and other ministries or agencies with a special interest
able to move quickly to avoid any failure in observing in particular kinds of finance like export credits. It is
due payment dates, etc. Their speedy reporting of debt among them that the state's - and indeed the country's -
data and projections is also crucial to good decisions on foreign debt policy will be hammered out. The
new loans and debt restructuring. experience of many countries strongly suggests that a

A Senior Debt Manager is needed to coordinate forum should be established in which they all contribute
the team and to negotiate loan transactions. He or she their special knowledge derived from their own unique
should possess a good background in govemment circles of contacts, and where policy guidelines as well
finance and have - or be able to acquire - a thorough as major financial ventures are agreed.
understanding of how international markets work. The
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This body, which we may call the foreign foundation for formal decisions by all the agencies
finance committee, should meet about once a month, in concerned, and in particular the external finance unit.
order to determine for the 6-12 months ahead the The work of the committee should thus be concentrated
external financial needs of the economy as a whole; by on the broad aspect of debt management, such as
how much the private sector will increase or reduce its composition of the debt in terms of currencies,
foreign debt (medium- to long-term, as well as short- fixed/floating interest rate and maturity structure, etc.
term trade credits); what amounts will be available from In order for its recommendations to carry
loans already arranged and being drawn down; the size weight, the foreign finance committee should be the
of scheduled repayments; the scope for favorable forum to which each participating agency submits its
prepayment of older, more expensive loans; and the policy papers on subject matters bearing on external
possible need of the central bank or other parts of the debt management. These should be discussed before
government to replenish their foreign exchange hold- they go to ministers, governors, or boards. The
ings. committee should be the place where the Central Bank

From the committee's discussion, the Ministry gives monthly accounts of how the trade balances and
of Development Planning will receive indications of currency reserves have performed and are expected to
factors that will influence the size of the external deficit perform in the coming months; and where the external
in future years (partly the effect of interest costs) and finance unit presents its past accomplishments and
the ease with which it can be financed. The Central future plans.
Bank will get guidance on the need for policy changes
to induce a higher or lower level of borrowing by the B. Running the Foreign Finance Committee
private sector. The Ministry of Finance will be in-
formed, among other things, of the local currency effect To run properly, the foreign finance committee
of foreign borrowing and will contribute information on needs a chairman and a secretary from the same
its guarantee business (if any). And the external agency. There should also be a deputy chairman so
finance unit will receive endorsement of its ongoing that meetings can be held as scheduled even if the
borrowing program and an opportunity to discuss debts chairman is called away at the last minute by the
characteristics such as currency composition, maturity minister. From each participating agency there should
structure, and the floating/fixed rate mix with the be two or three officers as permanent representatives.
macro-economic experts of the Ministry of Develop- The level of representation should be high; in many
ment Planning and the Central Bank's financial and countries a deputy minister of finance is chairman with
currency experts. the deputy governor of the Central Bank, the head of

Some countries have found it useful to attach the Ministry of Development Planning and the head of
to the foreign finance committee representatives of the the external finance unit as members. Other ministries
banking sector to advise on technical aspects of markets or agencies can sit in as the need arises.
and transactions, particularly when new instruments are As so many key people with tight schedules are
introduced in the world's financial markets. The likely to be involved, meetings of the foreign committee
foreign finance committee may also make it a practice must be called well in advance, and dates for future
to consult from time to time - say, once or twice a year meetings should be set at the end of each meeting. The
- with other national, public or private sector borrow- secretary should be responsible for distributing all
ers, with whom experience and ideas could be ex- documents and for keeping minutes, which should be
changed and who could be given guidance from the cleared by all participants before being finalized for the
foreign finance committee about government policy and official record. But, apart from this central function,
practices. the secretariat services to the foreign finance committee

The foreign finance commnittee need not, and should ideally come from the agencies concerned and
probably should not, take and put on record fonnal from the group's own members, who between them
decisions, for instance, about raising a particular loan, would have most of the expertise available. Many
as this might encroach on the prerogatives of one or the minor issues can be settled, and major ones better
other of the participating agencies. Rather, it should prepared for high-level discussion, in small working
function as an advisory group whose consensus recom- committees consisting of a middle-level officer from
mendations could be relied upon as the best possible each agency.
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C. Sharing Ideas for external debt management. They should also
promote new policies for borrowing, and try to incorpo-

In this context it is worth mentioning that a rate external debt management in the country's long-
UN-ECA meeting of African debt managers in June, term development strategy. This would ensure that
1984 concluded that in each country there ought to be appropriate debt servicing capacity is created through
a "national body for external debt management" consist- sound investment projects. Finally, this body should
ing of senior officials with experience in development exchange information with similar bodies in other
economics, banking and finance, legal matters, etc. to countries and with regional development banks on the
exert some quality control in defining the purpose of current state of the markets, on terms of rescheduling,
foreign loans, to assess debt service issues, and to and other common problems.
contribute to strengthening the govemment machinery

Chart 16-1: COMPOSITION OF FOREIGN FINANCE COMMITTEE

A. Ministry of Finance
Minister or Deputy Minister, Chairman
Director of External Finance Unit
(will also provide secretariat services)

B. Central Bank
Govemor or Deputy Govemor
Director of Foreign Department
Director of Research

C. Ministry of Development Plan
Director of Plan

D. Ministry of Commnerce and Industry
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Central Bank as a member, to make sure that the budget is financed even if there are temporary shortfalls in
concessional finance, for instance. General coordinating arrangements for external finance are discussed in the final
section of this paper.

4. For a review of the state of the art, see The World Bank (1985). [Since this paper has been prepared, a second
Systems Conference was held in 1989. - ed.]

5. This becomes overwhelmingly clear if and when the country has to go to the Paris Club for rescheduling; then
all foreign debt, public and private, becomes a concern of the Ministry of Finance/Central Bank.

6. In particular, estimates of future interest costs and external loans, under various assumptions, will take on added
importance in the balance-of-payments projections.

7. This point is further developed in Kalderen and Siddiqi, op.cit.

8. For a full description of government management of domestic debt, see OECD (Paris 1982 and 1983).
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17. Organization for Debt Management

Summary of the Discussion

Rapporteurs:

- Mr. Mamat Bin Ali, Malaysia
- Mrs. GUlnur Of ok, Turkey
- Dr. Jawad Naji, Palestine

This segment of the seminar was based on two (c) An Advisory unit has a central function by
presentations. The first, by Dr. Ishrat Husain of the following trends in international financial
World Bank, set forth a model of debt office organiza- markets.
tion. The second, led by Dr. Thomas Klein of the
World Bank, explained Mr. Lars Kalderen's approach - It monitors interest rates and currency devel-
to the administration of foreign borrowing. Following opments, and analyzes and appraises different
this, several participants explained various aspects of types of financial instruments and their rele-
debt management in their respective countries. vance applicability and use by the country.

I. The Organization of Debt Management - The unit monitors the market access and
capacity, volume, cost of borrowing, time to

In an idealized model of debt management, we enter the market and advises the governrment
can identify five discreet functions. Each can be on the best available borrowing opportunities
visualized as being performned by a separate unit: at most favorable and acceptable terms. In

short, the advisory unit analyzes financial
(a) A Policy unit decides on the needs of public markets and advises where and how much to

and private sectors. It coordinates the activi- borrow.
ties of different government agencies dealing
with external debt. (d) An Operational unit negotiates loans with the

creditors and oversees debt servicing. It could
(b) A Control unit analyzes the impact of borrow- be located in the Ministry of Finance.

ing.
(e) A Statistical (Accounting) unit registers agree-

- It provides guarantees when required. ments and contracts negotiated by each autho-
rized borrower, collects detailed loan-by-loan

- It decides on repayment and refinancing. information and provides for the timely pay-
ment of amortization and interest due.

- It also ensures that guidelines and instruc-
tions issued by the policy committee to the -This unit keeps track of all direct government
operational units regarding negotiations of guarantees as well as contingent guarantees
loans or guarantee agreements, on-lending provided for private debt. In short the statisti-
terms. cal unit continuously monitors the debt situa-

tions of the country for all types of debt.
- It also acts to avoid the accumulation of debt
service over sustainable levels is to control the This model can vary from country to country
commitments and disbursements of various according to the decision making structure of each
types and from various sources. country.
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II. The Administration of Foreign Loans requirements of Maldives are determined by the Minis-
try of Finance. The President has to give permission

The model suggested by Lars Kalderen for the for borrowing. The private sector in Maldives is not
achievement of efficient management was summarized. allowed to raise its own loans, except for a few parasta-

It was pointed out that Kalderen is advocating tals. As an example the shipping industry is allowed to
in administration model based on the types of loans negotiate for market financing.
rather than the functions within the process of debt The parastatals report to the debt management
management. office which keeps a tab on their borrowing levels.

Loans are classified basically as:
Kuwait. The Kuwait representative from the

- Concessional loans Kuwait Investment Bank explained that as a creditor
- Export credits country Kuwait was facing problems of collecting bad
- Market finance. debts issued by the Government, but the number of

such loans are not many. Besides this, Kuwait ad-

There should be specialized agencies dealing ministers the Kuwait Fund which is responsible for
with those particular types of loans, particularly in the loans.
case of export credits.

In order to pursue effective commercial bank Malaysia. Malaysia is actively involved in
borrowing, the Market Finance Unit should have market financing. It has a special unit for handling
advisors well trained in macroeconomics. For contacts every type of loan. The authority to negotiate loans is
with the banking community and rating agencies there with the Ministry of Finance, in cooperation with the
should be one advisor who knows the market and a Central Bank and the Economic Planning Unit of the
second advisor who knows the country economy. Prime Minister's Dept.

The coordination between the Ministry of
Finance, Planning Department and the Central Bank is Sierra Leone. It is the Ministry of Planning
very important, Kalderen suggests that a Foreign that has the responsibility for decisions on borrowing.
Finance Committee meet each month to carry out this However, the Ministry of Finance has to give approval
coordination function. for repayments and the Central Bank has to give

approval for release of foreign exchange. Only loans

III. Debt Management in Selected on concessional terms are presently accepted.

Countries Turkey. The authority to negotiate and

conclude new borrowings is with the Treasury (under
Yemen (PDR). Yemen has a standing reso- .

lution to accept only soft loans. It is the decision of the the State Minister). Reporting on loans in the public
sector has to be ex-ante, while that of the private sector

present cabinet that no commercial (hard loans) will be i nye-ot
accepted. IS only ex-post.

The pesentboffwingson cocessonal ermsThe Treasury has given its guarantee to State
aretypically ofp2years maturity withon -on yearssgrace Economic Enterprises (parastatals) in the past; but,

period andl at the most 3 m5. presently, guarantees are accorded less frequently. The
p T the M onstr o P data base system also allows the control of the borrow-
The Ministry of Planning has the authority to

appraise the project for which the loan is requested and, ing methods.
' ~~Coordination exists between the Treasury, the

if approved, direct It to a fund (Abu Dhabi Fund, Saudi oriaineit ewe h rauy h
iFuaprd, direct iund,etc.)o to a fundn(Abu biound, Siaul Central Bank and the Planning Department. All project
Foun,uiFnecotocnsoaba loans have to have the initial approval of the Planning

Department.

Maldives. The policy is to accept only loans In addition to country presentations it was
on concessional terms. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs underlined during the course of the discussion that
is responsible for negotiating the loans. However, loan concessional assistance should be readily accepted.
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Part IV - Debt Information Systems

18. Introduction

To manage external debt, one must know the agement is divided between the Ministries of Plan,
debt. A government must keep detailed records of its Foreign Affairs and Finance and the Maldives Monetary
own foreign borrowings so that debt service obligations Authority, as was explained by Mr. Mohamed Ahmed
are paid when they fall due. The national debt office Didi. Information on external debt, in all its aspects,
must also collect summary data on the debt of public is centralized in the Maldives Monetary Authority.
corporations, state and local governments and of the Data are complied using the Commonwealth Secreta-
private sector so as to have comprehensive information riat's computerized debt management system. (See
on the external debt of the nation as a whole. These Chapter 22).
entities manage their own debts; the national debt office Mr. Saeed Ahmad described Pakistan's debt
does not need transaction-by-transaction records. From monitoring system, which was established in 1960 in
the government's accounting records and reports from response to the need to monitor large foreign aid
other borrowers, the national debt office must be able receipts. Debt management has evolved into a coopera-
to produce timely and malleable statistics in order to tive arrangement between three agencies: the Extemal
support debt management decision-making functions. Finance Wing of the Ministry of Finance, the State

In this segment of the seminar, the participants Bank of Pakistan and the Economic Affairs Department
from six countries explained how their respective debt (see Chapter 23). Extemal debt monitoring is carried
information systems worked and what problems they out by the Debt Management Unit of the Economic
encountered. Thomas Klein introduced the discussion Affairs Department. The work is largely computerized,
by presenting his paper, "External Debt Information using the UNCTAD system as its core. (See Chapter
Systems" (see chapter 19). It described how data are 30 by S. S. Hussain Zaidi below.)
collected on government, public enterprise and private Mr. Ernestus Coker described the debt moni-
debt. An important feature of the paper was a diagnos- toring system of Sierra Leone (see Chapter 24). There,
tic framework that showed how one can identify the record keeping is split between the Ministry of Finance
underlying problems behind deficient national debt and two units of the Bank of Sierra Leone (the Public
statistics. Mr. Klein went on to describe efforts by the Debt Section and the Foreign Department). Debt
IMF and the OECD and the BIS to develop creditor- monitoring is done manually, using record cards. The
source debt information systems, but concluded that Ministry of Finance must keep track of all government
they can serve only as a proxy and not a substitute for loans and see that debt service payments are monitored;
debtor-country data. the Bank of Sierra Leone must execute payments.

Turning to the descriptions of national debt Because it must forecast the balance-of-payments, it
management systems, Messrs Essa and Hassan of must maintain detailed records of external debt.
Babrain pointed out that their country has large bal- There is little new foreign borrowing taking
ance-of-payments surpluses and limited need for foreign place now. In view of the continued adverse balance-
borrowing (see Chapter 20). The Government obtains of-payments situation, the major problem today is
long-term loans from Arab development institutions to deciding what debt service payments can be made with
finance infrastructure. There is some external borrow- the limited foreign exchange resources available. With
ing by the Bahrain Monetary Authority, by commercial three separate operational centers for debt monitoring,
banks and by private enterprises. The Ministry of a national debt office would be desirable.
Finance limits its supervision to direct government At the time of the seminar, the Government of
borrowings. At this time, there are no comprehensive Sudan had just created a new Debt Monitoring Unit that
statistics on external borrowing, but this is being combined functions being performed by several differ-
contemplated so as to have a better understanding of ent units in the Ministry of Finance and Economic
development trends. Planning. It is expected that debt monitoring within

In the Maldives, responsibility for debt man- these governmental units will be centralized. The Bank
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Planning. It is expected that debt monitoring within for Public Finance of the UTFT. Private sector debt
these governmental units will be centralized. The Bank and all short-term debt is monitored by the Central
of Sudan monitors short-term debt and assembles Bank. The UTFT has developed a computer system for
information on total debt using a computer. Mr. external debt monitoring.
Eltahir explained the work of the Bank of Sudan and In the discussion, the participants concluded
Mr. Alaa Abdo the work of the Government (see that it is important that there be a single office with
Chapter 25). responsibility for recording comprehensive information

In Turkey, the control of debt resides with the on external loans, disbursements received and debt
Undersecretariat of the Treasury and Foreign Trade service paid. However, it is still necessary that various
(UTFT). How this system works was explained by Ms. functions of debt management be allocated to different
Yucel Irgat (see Chapter 26). The Treasury coordinates government agencies within the Ministry of Finance,
borrowing by the central government. In principle, it the Treasury and the Central Bank. Careful coordina-
also must approve long-term borrowing by public and tion of their respective individual responsibilities is
private enterprises, but in practice enterprises are free essential for effective debt management.
to obtain long-term financing abroad.

Debt transactions of the government and public
sector entities is monitored by the General Directorate
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19. External Debt Information Systems in Developing Countries

Thomas M. Klein'
World Bank

Developing countries face serious debt manage- For developing countries as a whole, it is the central
ment problems for many reasons. One common cause government that is the major debtor, and the importance
of difficulty is that countries, when faced with the of central governments as debtors has risen despite the
decision whether or not to take on substantial new growth of private sector activity in East Asia and Latin
debts, are not aware of the amounts of existing debts America. In the 1970s, central governments held less
and of the debt service obligations entailed. Timely and than one-half the debt of developing countries, but their
accurate knowledge of external debts is an essential share rose to 65 % by 1987. There are two reasons for
feature of debt management. this development. First, during the early 1980s, many

This paper provides a diagnostic framework governments, particularly in Latin America, borrowed
that managers can use to evaluate the quality of their heavily from commercial banks for balance of payments
country's external debt information system. It also support. Secondly, during the debt rescheduling
explains what is the role of the World Bank and other process in the late 1970s and 1980s, liability for
international agencies in developing internationally rescheduled foreign debt was transferred from public
comparable statistics on external debt, and it describes enterprises and private firms to the central government.
technical assistance programs available to developing The share of private sector debt in total
countries designed to help them improve their control developing country debt has declined from about 25%
of external debt. We begin by examining the structure in 1970 to about 10% in 1987, although the absolute
of developing country debt, then go on to examine the size of private sector debt has grown. In a few Latin
institutional framework for debt management, the American countries private sector debt remains a large
sources of external debt data and the problems in percentage of total debt. With the privatization of
assembling this information. public enterprises taking place throughout the develop-

ing world, we can expect the share of private sector
I. Structure of External Debt debt to rise during the early 1990s.

Public enterprise debt continues to remain
Table 19-1 shows the structure of developing significant: 22.5% of total debt in 1987, not much

country external debt by creditor type and by debtor below the 1970 share. Much of public enterprise debt
institution. Looking at debt by creditor source, we can is guaranteed by the central govermment.
see that the distribution of debt between official and Not shown in Table 19-1 is the growth of debt
private lenders is just about equal. However, this that has been affected by debt restructuring. For
proportion varies considerably between countries. For countries that have had to seek debt relief in the 1970s
low-income countries, the share of private-source debt and 1980s, a very high proportion of debts to foreign
is relatively low, and the share official-source debt governments (OECD countries in particular) and of
higher. South Asian and Sub-Saharan African countries debts to commercial banks represent obligations result-
(other than Nigeria) owe the 75% of their debts to ing from rescheduling agreements. Original debts
official creditors and only 22% to financial institutions. eligible for rescheduling are subject to special account-
In Latin America, almost 60% of external debt is owed ing treatment and occupy a significant part of the stock
to commercial banks and only 30% to official lenders. of government, public enterprise and private sector

It is important to know who are the borrowers. obligations.

'The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and are not necessarily those of the World Bank.
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II. Monitoring External Debt B. Sources of Debt Data

A. Institutional Arrangements for Debt The source of information for government
Monitoring direct debt is invariably the ministry of finance, because

it is this agency that initiates the instructions to make

There are several alternative institutional payments on the obligations of the government. When
arrangements for monitoring exteral debt in developing the national debt office is located in the central bank, it

arragemets fr moitorng eternl det inmust obtain information on government debt from the
countries, but all have many common features. Since . .
central government debt is the largest component of mi Ystry of fnance.
external debt for virtually all developing countries, a Next in importance is the debt of public

dtbe built around the work enterprises. A few national debt offices monitor the
df thebt gency that has day-to-day monitoring stmttransactions of public enterprises in detail and thus have

managing the govehdment's debt. Thus, in some continuous knowledge of this category of debt. But, for
managing~~~~~~ th oenetsdb. Tu,isoe most countries, the national debt office must request

countries, the agency in the ministry of finance that . . .
manages the goverment's debt evolves into a national periodic reports from the individual enterprises on new
debt office. A national debt office situated in the loans contracted, disbursements received, debt service
ministry of finance, accordingly, must develop channels paid and amounts outstanding. Semi-annual surveys are
morobtainisr oinane,acononnor ngly, mmusttdevelop channls most common, although some countries require quarter-
for obtainig information on non-government debt so as
to have comprehensive information on the totality of the lY reports.
country's external liabilities. Private sector debt is significant for many

However, in many countries, the national debt Latin American countries and elsewhere where private
office is located in the central bank rather than in the economic activity is significant. A few private sector

.iinistr of finance. .he central bank of a country is in debts are guaranteed by the central government, and the
mnimstry of finance. The central bank of a country IS In
a position to record and classify external remittances, national debt office can require periodic reports on their
particularly if exchange control is in effect. Also, status. However, the bulk of private sector obligations
central banks usually have better staffs and physical consists of relatively small export credits that are not
facilities, because their administrative costs are met out guaranteed by the goverment. There also may be
of the central bank's earnings rather than through the financial credits of considerable size to countries with
national budget. National debt offices located in central large individual borrowers. When the debtor country
banks must make arrangements for the regular transmis- has exchange controls, the national debt office can use

sion of information frmthe exchange control data as a source of information on
sion of information from finance ministries of data on

govemment direct debt, private non-guaranteed debt. This has been done
goenmthen Franc Zone,themost common institu- successfully in Mauritius, Sri Lanka, and Zimbabwe. In

.nteFan oe th mst como .nt the absence of exchange controls, banking data or
tion for monitoring external debt is the 'Caisse Auto-
nome d'Amortissement", a quasi-independent agency company financial surveys can be used as a source of
charged with repaying government obligations. Howev- information.
er, Caisses Autonomes generally restrict their attention The above categofres of debt are long-term

to cntra govmmen dirct ad guranted dbt. debt (with a maturity of more than one year). Short-to central government direct and guaranteed debt.
Irrespective of where the national debt office term debt is compiled by only a few developing coun-

is located, there must be inter-agency coordination with tries It IS done ivarably by the central bank, and it
repc toteueo.xenl etdt.Ohrie requires close cooperation between the central bank andrespect to the use of external debt data. Otherwise, cimrilbns

information on debt-related flows (disbursements
received and debt service paid) produced by the national HI. Debt Rescheduling Issues
debt office will not be consistent with information used
in the balance-of-payments and in budget documents
(more of a problem with respect to monitoring the Since 1975, more than 50 countries have had
execution of the budget than with preparing budget to restructure theirdebts throughmultilateral debtrelief
estimates). Timely reviews of data must be made to agreements. Because of the persistence of balance-of-
avoid inconsistencies. This coordinating function is payments difficulties, many countries have had to
rarely performed well in developing countries. reschedule their debts several times through a series of
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1-2 year accords. This has had major consequences for the government as well as of enterprises) are reduced
the monitoring of external debt. accordingly.

A. Identification of Eligible Debts C. Beneficiaries of Relief

The first problem is to identify debts eligible If the debts rescheduled have been in arrears
for rescheduling. Only debts meeting specified criteria (the restructuring agreement covers obligations due
can be rescheduled. They are either loans from those prior to the signing of the debt relief agreement), the
creditor country governments or they are export credits debtor will have made payment in his national currency
which are guaranteed by an export credit guarantee to his commercial bank as required under the original
agency in the creditor country. The loans or credits loan obligation. What happens when the eligible
must be committed prior to a specified date (the "cut- maturities are due in the future? The common proce-
off date"). dure is that the debtor submits his payment on the

Some loans covered by rescheduling agree- normal due date in national currency, discharging his
ments are easily known to the national debt office, such obligation. The central bank or the treasury acquires
as loans from foreign governments. But export credits the funds against which to purchase foreign exchange
from private lenders pose problems. That an export when interest and principal is due on the consolidated
credit may have been insured by an export guarantee debts. The foreign exchange risk is that of the govern-
agency in the creditor country is a fact that is not ment.
always known; some export credit guarantee agencies Alternatively, some governments have permit-
keep the guarantee confidential. A separate problem is ted the ultimate debtor to submit payments to the
that many credits that are eligible for debt relief will government on a schedule following that of the consoli-
have been made to public enterprises and to private dation agreement. The debt relief operation would then
firms, and the national debt office is not likely to have provide financial assistance to the debtor enterprise.
details on many of these loans. Most governments that have tried this method have

In the course of the debt negotiations, the abandoned it, because the results of the debt relief
creditor country representatives will present a list of agreement have benefitted the budgets of the enterprises
claims presumed eligible for rescheduling. The debtor at the expense of the central government.
country representatives will be asked to agree that these
are, in fact, valid claims. It is essential that debt IV. Debt Monitoring Difficulties
record keeping be complete and accurate so that both
the existence of the debt and the amount can be veri- If a developing country's debt data are incom-
fied. plete or very late in being assembled, one can find the

source of difficulty by examining each of the above
B. Transfer of Obligations categories of debt separately. Table 19-2 sets forth a

general diagnostic of debt data difficulties.
The maturities covered by a rescheduling

agreement are consolidated and become an obligation of A. Monitoring Government Direct Debt
the central government to the creditor government
lending agency or export guarantee agency. This task The common symptoms of difficulty are: The
creates special record-keeping problems. Suppose that total of govermment debt is not known or is believed to
the rescheduling agreement covers principal and interest be incomplete; the amount of undisbursed balances (the
falling due during the year 1990. Maturities of the pipeline) is imperfectly known; the government incurs
eligible debts falling due in 1990 owed by individual late charges on debt service obligations even when there
public and private enterprises are transferred to the is no foreign exchange shortage; the country is not able
central government, lowering the foreign debts of these to service its debts fully because of foreign exchange
enterprises and increasing the debt of the central shortages, but the debt office has great difficulty in
government. The central government finds itself with assembling information on arrears. Let us examine
a new debt, representing the consolidated maturities these problems in turn.
eligible for restructuring, and the individual debts (of
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a. Total Loan Commitments Unknown. Here, we have another problem of data central-
ization, this one more intractable than the problem of
centralizing commitment data. Most lenders send

This is a problem of centralizing data. Loan disbursement advices to the beneficiary agency, not to
contracts, after they are signed, should be passed on to the national debt office. Some lenders can be induced
the debt office, but occasionally they are not. This was to send a copy to the national debt office (Ethiopia
a common problem of newly independent countries refuses to service debts to lenders who do not).
during the 1960s and 1970s when many government Intemational organizations and most bilateral lending
departments had independent borrowing authority. The agencies send summary accounts of loan disbursements
ministry of finance would not learn about the debts until to the national debt office at regular intervals. But,
the first request for payments arrived from the credi- when the loan comes from a commercial bank or a
tors. With the advent of serious debt servicing difficul- supplier, the national debt office must obtain the
ties in the late 1970s, most countries began to require required disbursement data from the beneficiary agency
that the minister of finance, or somebody he designates, itself
sign all foreign loans. Thus, the loan contract automat- There are two problems here. First, the debt
ically would reside in the ministry of finance, and, in office staff does not attempt aggressively to secure the
principle, the national debt office would be informed. required information. Secondly, the minister of finance

Failure to centralize debts is still a problem for is unwilling or unable to require the necessary coopera-
military loans. Often, to preserve the confidentiality of tion from the beneficiary agency. And finally, the
external financing of mnilitary purchases, only the accounting office in the beneficiary agency may be so
mninister of defense is privy to the contract - until, of disorganized that it is unable to keep track of the
course, the first request for payment arrives in the individual disbursement advices. There are a number
Ministry of Finance. of countries in Africa (and a few elsewhere) that suffer

It is not enough to centralize all loan records from the latter problem. Whatever the cause, the
in the ministry of finance: there must be orderly record- inability to centralize disbursement data means that the
keeping as well. But today even the poorest countries national debt office is not able to know the size of the
are in the process of establishing computerized debt pipeline or to assemble information promptly on
recording systems, and all software systems provide file disbursed debt for active loans.
space for recording the essential details of government
loan contracts and for summarizing the total commit- c. Existence of Late Charges
ments. Some counties still have deficient accounting
systems, but the problem today is more one of access The only valid excuse for late charges is that
to information than one of accounting procedures. the government unexpectedly finds it does not have

foreign exchange to cover the required payment. In the
b. Available Loan Balances Unknown absence of foreign exchange difficulties, the existence

of late charges is a symptom of a disorderly debt
The record keeping requirements for active payments system. Debt offices normally prepare

loans (i.e., loans in the process of disbursing) are very monthly schedules of debt service due, so that the
simple. The debt office must create a disbursement agency managing the government budget (a treasury or
record file for each new loan. In this file, one records an accountant general's office) can verify the validity of
the original commitment value of the loan, supplements the payment well in advance of the due date, and the
(to cover contract extensions or cost over-runs) and central bank can assure that the foreign exchange is
cancellations (if undisbursed balances remain after the available. Thus, when the payments notice from the
project is completed). Disbursements are recorded in creditor arrives, there should be an orderly movement
this file individually, as they take place. With these of documents, first from the debt office to the treasury
figures, both the disbursed and the undisbursed balances or accountant general and then to the central bank or
can be known. The loan record file can be either part other government paying agent, and the debt service
of a comprehensive computerized debt management payment should be made on, or just before, the due
system an accounting card or a ledger page in a manu- date.
ally-operated system.
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The specific causes of late charges are, accord- the stock of arrears. Keeping such records manually is
ingly, the failure of the debt office to prepare payment difficult, but is not a difficult task when a computer is
orders sufficiently far in advance, failure to respond to available. What remains is to reconcile the central
these notices promptly in the treasury or accountant bank's records of arrears with the records of the
general's office, or deficiencies on the part of the national debt office. Even with computerized systems
paying agent. Correcting this problem is within the in both the national debt office and the central bank, a
power of the minister of finance - if he is interested in periodic reconciliation process is required. But,
doing so. surprisingly, it is not carried out.

d. Current Status of Arrears Unknown B. Monitoring Other Public Sector Debt

The common difficulty is an inadequate The government debt office must keep transac-
accounting system. Tracking arrears is complicated. tion-by-transaction detail on direct government debt,
There are two possible sources of information: the loan because it is responsible for making payments when due
record files maintained in the ministry of finance's debt and it must also integrate transactions data into budget
office and the foreign office of the central bank where and budget-implementation reports. However, the
payments orders pile up in the absence of foreign government debt office does not require such detail for
exchange. On the side of the national debt office, it the debt of public enterprises, state government debt
must note on a debt service record file for each loan (a) and the debt of other public sector entities not serviced
the schedule of debt service payments due, (b) the through the central government budget. What is
ordering of each payment and (c) the actual payment. required is knowledge of the overall debt situation of
Arrears arise when a payment falls due and is not these entities and the schedule of future debt service
made; arrears decline when debt service is paid outside payments. Specifically, the debt office should know the
a due date, or when there is a debt consolidation. debt outstanding at various time intervals (say, quarter-

One reason why arrears are not known is that ly), commitments made, disbursements received and
the records of the national debt office do not reflect this debt service payments made during each accounting
basic accounting relationship. Initial accounting forms period. It also should know the stock of debt, arrears,
for debt service payments, set-up many years ago and if any, and the schedule of debt service due on the debt.
not revised when debt servicing difficulties arose, failed Under the World Bank's Debtor Reporting
to allow for the possibility of arrears. In addition, a System (explained below), countries must submit loan-
number of first-generation commercial computerized by-loan detail on all debt guaranteed by the government
debt monitoring packages failed to make adequate as well as on government direct debt. Since most
provision for the accounting of arrears. public enterprises cannot borrow abroad without a

A second possible source of difficulty on the government guarantee, the World Bank Debtor Report-
part of the national debt office is that the staff may not ing System helps set standards for the centralization of
keep records curFent. Another problem is that the flow data on public enterprise and other public sector non-
of documents between the government paying agent and government debt.
the debt office may be deficient. The debt office To obtain the needed information, most
cannot up-date its accounting records unless there is an governments require that public sector entities file
orderly flow into the debt office of information regard- periodic reports to the national debt office. If the
ing payments actually made. reports are submitted promptly and are consistent from

The alternative source of information is the one accounting period to the next, the government debt
record of unpaid obligations that should be maintained office will have comprehensive information on those
by the foreign department of the central bank. It must debts. Gaps in the debt office knowledge of non-
register the payment orders when received and note government external debt suggests that the debt office
when they are paid, and, at the same time, keep is not insisting on securing regular reports from the
detailed records of the payment orders due but not paid. entities concerned and possibly also not verifying the
Thus, whenever required, it should be able to compile quality of the reports received.
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C. Monitoring Private Sector Debt banking data and on short-term-debts not reflected in
commercial banking statistics.

Tne level of detail desired on private sector The Philippines, following a serious debt-
debt is the sarne as for non-government public sector servicing problem in 1969, organized comprehensive
debt. However, data on private sector debt is much reporting of short-term debt. Such information has
more difficult to obtain, particularly since only a very been an integral part of its total debt statistics for many
small part carries a government guarantee. The bor- years. What has been achieved in the Philippines could
rowings comprise mostly relatively small export serve as a model for other countries.
credits. Thus, there can be many borrowers with
numerous loans. The data collection process is not V. Role of the World Bank
inherently difficult if the country has an exchange
control system, for the information required by the The World Bank requires that all member
exchange control authorities (to avoid capital export in countries that would like to borrow must file compre-
the guise of overpaying foreign debts) can serve the hensive reports on their external debt. Aside from
need of the government debt office. If a country with providingWorldBank economistswithinformationwith
exchange control does not have comprehensive data on which to assess the creditworthiness of countries, the
its private sector debt, that is probably because it has data base created with reports under the World Bank's
not fully exploited the exchange control system. Debtor Reporting System (DRS) provides the primary

The data collection process is much more source of internationally comparable statistics on the
difficult in the absence of exchange control. Direct external debt of developing countries. The DRS is
surveys must be made of private enterprises. If private based on loan-by-loan reports to the Bank of long-term
enterprises do not traditionally cooperate with govern- public and publicly guaranteed debt (i.e., with a maturi-
ment statistical enquiries, success will be problematic. ty of more than one year). In addition, countries report
But some developing country governments have suc- long-term private sector debt in aggregate.
ceeded in organizing excellent company financial Initially, the World Bank requested only
surveys (e.g., C6te d'Ivoire, Malaysia). Where private summary information on debt from borrowing member
sector activity is significant, an effort is required on the countries. Even for countries with relatively good
part of the govermment debt office. statistical services, reports were not comparable be-

tween years, and it was very difficult to maintain
D. Monitoring Short-Term Debt comparability of data between countries. Furthermore,

aggregated data could be collected in only one format,
The above discussion of debt monitoring and it was not possible to re-organize country debt data

problems has concerned long-term debt. Short-term for different analytical purposes. Consequently, in
debt (maturity of one-year or less) can be volatile, and 1951, the Bank moved from an aggregated to a loan-by-
its unobserved build-up has created monumental prob- loan data collection system.
lems for many countries (The Philippines in 1969; The legal basis for collecting data from coun-
Turkey in 1976; Nigeria in the early 1980s). Accord- tries lies in the Articles of Agreement, to which all
ingly, it should be monitored. The bulk of short-term countries subscribe when they join the Bank. Article
debt is trade-related, and the credits are mostly ar- III, Section 4, states that ". . . the Bank shall pay due
ranged through the commercial banks. Thus, a prereq- regard to the prospects that the borrower. . . will be in
uisite for statistics on short-term debt is the standardiza- a position to meet its obligations under the loan." The
tion of commercial banking accounts so that reports on 'General Conditions Applicable to Loan and Guarantee
banking activity can be submitted to the Central Bank. Agreements" state that borrowers must furnish informa-
Very few developing countries have attempted to tion with respect to financial and economic conditions
prepare external debt data from banking statistics, but in their countries, including data on external debt.
with the spread of computerization, this is quickly The reports required by the Bank under the
becoming technically feasible. What remains is appro- Debtor Reporting System are as follows:
priate organization of debt-related accounts. Informa-
tion is also needed on non-trade short-term debt in Form 1: Description of individual loans. This

form shows the amount of the loan, terms of
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repayment, names of the borrower and lender categories as debtor type (central government, public
and descriptive detail. If the amortization enterprises, etc.), by economic sector, or by status of
schedule does not follow a regular pattern, debt rescheduling.
then a supplementary form, Form I-A, is also Information on individual creditor/debtor
submitted. relationships is kept confidential. Summary information

is published in an annual statistical compendium, The
Form 2: Annual report on the status of public World Debt Tables. In addition, special tabulations can
and publicly-guaranteed debts. This report is be prepared for the national debt office subnitting DRS
filed three-months following the end of the reports for special analytical uses or as a basis for
reporting year (normally the calendar year). It checking data submitted to the World Bank against
includes figures, for each public and publicly- internally-generated summary reports.
guaranteed debt, regarding amounts outstand-
ing, arrears, disbursements received, debt VI. Creditor-Source Information on
service paid and debt relief received. Data are External Debt
normally reported in currency of obligation.

Information on certain key elements of devel-
Forn 4: Annual report on the status of private oping country debt have been available from creditor-
non-guaranteed debt. This is a summary sources for many years. The most important such
report showing data on the same indicators as source are figures on cross-border banking statistics
F orm 2. However, data are not shown loan- compiled initially by the Bank for International Settle-
by-loan, but are aggregated by type of debtor. ments and now by the International Monetary Fund as

well. In addition, the OECD collects data on export
The information received on Formn 1 is used to credits and inter-governmental loans extended by DAC

set up a loan record file in the Debt and International member countries as part of its Creditor Reporting
Finance's computerized debt data monitoring system System.
(known as 'RXD"). The data on each year's Forn 2
is used to record an historical record for each year. It A. Creditor Country Information
is then possible to prepare summary data for a coun-
try's external debt. The Form 2 data provide figures The OECD and the International Monetary
for the debt outstanding as of the year of the report and Fund have each explored how to assemble figures on
for each previous year. Form 2 also provides data for the debt of developing countries, making use of avail-
the flow variables: commitments received, amounts dis- able creditor-source information, so as to produce more
bursed, debt service paid, etc. In the event Form 2 comprehensive and more timely figures on developing
data is missing for any historical year, the RXD pro- country external debt than can be compiled exclusively
gram will extrapolate data. (Many countries no longer from debtor country sources. The merit of their work
fill out forms but report the information requested on is that it is possible to compensate for two major
DRS reporting forms on computer tapes or diskettes.) deficiencies of debtor-country data sources: (a) the lack

The schedule of future debt service payments of data on short-term indebtedness a volatile compo-
on public and publicly-guaranteed debt is not stored in ofdt on sot-term inetedness,n il cmpo-
the World Bank's computer but are projected by RXD during the 1970s and (b) the time-lag in assembling
each time a debt table is requested. This iS done on the debtor-country data through the World Bank's Debtor
basis of the terms information reported on Form 1. Reporting System. This latter problem, as we have

Because the underlying information is on a noted above, is the problem of late-reporting by key
loan-by-loan basis, it is possible to organize summary countries and the time required after receipt of the
tables in a wide variety of formats. Each type of report to edit it and process the data. (Periodically, the
information requested on Form I can be used as a staff of the Debt and International Finance Division
classification criterion in preparing tables. The stan- estimates the debt indicators for the current year and
dard format for debt tables is by creditor type (multilat- projects values for a few succeeding years; but these
eral organizations, bilateral official, private sources), estimats arues for a ctadata particuarl

but tables cn aestimates are not substctutes for actual data, particularly
but able ca als beprepredorgaize by uch when certain components, such as short-term debt and
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disbursements of credits from financial institutions, are b. Creditor Reporting System Data
volatile and are difficult to predict.)

The Development Assistance Committee of the
a. Cross-Border Banking Statistics OECD (DAC) monitors aid and other capital flows

from its 17-country membership to developing coun-
The BIS has been collecting figures on intema- tries. The objective was to monitor both the volume

tional banking since 1963. Data are collected from the and terms of assistance following DAC country pledges
central banks of Group of Ten countries plus Austria, to enhance the volume and improve the terms of
Denmark, Ireland and Switzerland. These figures are lending of official development assistance (ODA). Two
based on balance sheet data for external liabilities and types of statistical reports are prepared by DAC mem-
assets of commercial banks vis-a-vis individual coun- ber countries. One is the Annual Aid Questionnaire
tries outside the BIS reporting area. There is a quarter- that summarizes financial flows to developing countries
ly reporting system and a semi-annual reporting system. during a calendar year. The second is the Creditor

The quarterly system is based on the resi- Reporting System (CRS) loan-by-loan reports on loans
dent/foreigner principleof balance-of-payments account- and export credits. (information on export credits with
ing: claims include the claims of banks on their foreign a maturity of less than five-years is reported in aggre-
branches. The semi-annual system is based on a world- gate.) These reports provide a mirror image to the
wide consolidated balance sheet basis. This means that DRS reports submitted by the recipient countries. (The
claims between the banks of reporting countries and CRS was initially a joint World Bank/OECD exercise.)
their foreign branches are netted-out, and the report The information contained in these two sets of reports
includes claims of foreign branches on borrowers provides creditor-source information on DAC member
outside the BIS reporting area. The semi-annual system country flows and claims on developing countries.
provides some breakdown by maturities: claims matur-
ing in less than one year, between one and two years, B. The OECD Synthesis
and more than two years. (One should note that the
BIS figures for debts maturing in less than one year do The OECD prepares two documents for
not correspond to DRS-type short-term debt, because publication that build on creditor-source information on
the BIS data is on a residual maturity basis.) developing country debt. One is the annual publication,

Summary data obtained from the quarterly External Debt Statistics. It is preceded by a document
system is available within 3-4 months after the balance containing preliminary and estimated data, Financing
sheet data, data from the semi-annual system within 56 and External Debt of Developing Countries. A sample
months. Thus, figures on banking claims on developing page for India is reproduced in Table 19-3, below.
countries are available quickly and can provide indica- Under long-term debt, the section, "OECD Countries
tions of major changes in commercial bank lending and Capital Markets', is based on CRS and Aid Ques-
activity towards particular countries. tionnaire reports to the OECD plus the semi-annual BIS

The International Monetary Fund's Bureau of reports. Since the CRS reports on export credits
Statistics collects international banking statistics from 31 represents export credits extended by banks as well as
countries: the 25 countries reporting to the BIS plus 6 directly by suppliers, the BIS-source data are adjusted
additional countries. From these reports, three ele- to avoid double counting.
ments of debt information are presented with respect to The BIS semi-annual reports have been used to
cross-border banking claims: estimate the stock of short-term debt to banks, and the

figures are shown separately. The section of the table
(a) Liabilities of deposit banks to deposit banks in on long-term debt to non-OECD creditor countries

the rest of the world; incorporate information comnpiled by the OECD on
claims of OPEC and Eastern European countries to

(b) Liabilities of deposit banks to non-banks in the developing countries. The balance of the table uses
rest of the world; information collected by the World Bank under the

DRS.
(c) Liabilities of non-banks to deposit banks in the A second report by the OECD is a semi-annual

rest of the world. publication, Statistics on External Indebtedness: Bank
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and Trade-Related External Claims on Individual individual countries. A difficulty with the OECD
Borrowing Countries and Territories. This document summary data is that the figures are available only in a
brings together the BIS semi-annual report on cross- fixed format. Useful as is this format, the analyst
border banking statistics and the OECD CRS data on would like to re-organize debt data for various purpos-
export credits. It appears about one month after es; this is not possible with creditor-source data.
publication of the BIS semi-annual report. Finally, what does one do when one discovers

Statistics on external debt are produced by major discrepancies between creditor source data and
several international organizations. Statisticians from the debtor country's own records? If a re-examination
each agency have been in contact with one another over of the debtor country's data does not reveal any errors
the years, but in 1984 they began to meet regularly to or suggest any major omissions, one would like to turn
promote the convergence of debt recording practices. to the creditor source data for a clue. But since the
This group, the International Group on External Debt information is available only at a very high level of
Statistics, comprises representatives of the World Bank, aggregation, it is not possible to find specific detail
the IMF, the OECD and the BIS. In 1988, it published which can be used to line up against the debtor coun-
a booklet, External Debt.: Definition, Statistical Cover- try's records. Given the complexity of banking statis-
age and Methodology, containing chapters describing tics, one cannot presume that the creditor-source data,
the debt statistics produced by each member agency simply because they originate in the economically
plus a chapter on the 'core definition of debt". For advanced countries, are necessarily superior in quality
further information on the creditor-source statistics to the debtor country accounts. Useful as creditor-
described above, the reader is referred to this mono- source data are for providing quick insights into chang-
graph. es in developing country external finance, progress in

better measuring international indebtedness lies in
C. Limitations of Creditor-Source Debt perfecting debtor country debt data.

Data
VII. Technical Assistance on External

The IMF's International Banking System data Debt Management
provides monthly information on banking claims on
developing countries; the OECD's report on Statistics In an effort to help developing countries
on External Indebtedness brings together banking and improve the quality of external debt statistics, the
export credit data at six-month intervals; and the OECD World Bank, the IMF, the UNDP and other organiza-
document, Financing and External Debt of Developing tions all offer technical assistance programs. Technical
Countries provides comprehensive estimates of develop- assistance may be provided by a resident advisor, a
ing country debt six months after the end of the report- consulting firm, by short visits of experts or by training
ing period. programs for national debt office staff. Technical

However, there are some limitations of these assistance programs on external debt contain some or
data. First, the banking data is based on residual all of these elements:
maturity rather than on original maturity. A ten-year
loan with less than one-year to final maturity is record- (a) Debt policv: Establishing control over bor-
ed along with 180-day credits. Another problem is that rowing decisions, analyzing the budgetary or
the banking data provide stock figures only; flows must balance-of-payments impact of proposed new
be inferred from changes in stock figures. However, borrowing and choosing the appropriate meth-
the dollar value of claims denominated in currencies ods of finance.
other than US dollars fluctuate in response to exchange
rate shifts; given the wide swings in exchange rates (b) Debt monitorine: Improving a country's ability
during recent years it is hard to assess the extent to to maintain records of its external debt data
which changes in the stock of banking data reflect and to develop statistics. This includes design-
capital flows as opposed to revaluations. ing or improving the accounting system for

The creditor-source data do not incorporate recording figures on external borrowing;
schedules of debt service payments, and so they do not monitoring debt service obligations to assure
provide any knowledge of the debt service profile of prompt payments; centralizing the flow of
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information into the debt accounting office; management, but rather combine a number of technical
developing summary statistics from detailed assistance needs into a single project. The Bank staff
debt records. must identify the various components, draft terms of

reference for the individual advisors and estimate the
(c) Computerized data systems: Computerizing an costs, in consultation with the beneficiary country.

existing manual debt accounting and statistical Such loans and credits are approved by the Bank's
system or installing an entirely computer Executive Board, as all other loans and credits. During
operated system. Technical assistance projects implementation, World Bank staff periodically supervise
will finance the purchase of computer equip- the projects to assure that they are being executed as
ment, software and the services of an expert planned.
team to install the system.

b. Executing Agency for UNDP
(d) Training: Developing expertise in debt moni- Programs

toring techniques. Technical assistance pro-
jects normally provide on-the-job training as Funds for technical assistance are available
well as advisory services, because the object of under the United Nations Development Program
technical assistance is to enable the country to (UNDP). Because the UNDP does not have its own
manage and monitor its debt without outside technical staff to implement or supervise these projects,
assistance after the foreign advisor has com- other agencies, including the World Bank, are invited
pleted his tour of duty. to do so in a capacity of 'executing agency". Such

projects are established in a 3-way agreement between
A. Assistance from the World Bank the UNDP, the World Bank and the beneficiary govern-

ment.
Technical assistance from the World Bank The beneficiary country must propose the

Group is made available through several channels: (1) program, and the channel of communication is through
IBRD loans and credits are extended to finance advisory the country's designated liaison officer to the UNDP
services, purchase of computer hardware and software resident representative. Thus, should the manager of a
and training; (2) The World Bank may serve as the debt office wish to secure UNDP funds for assistance
executing agency for UNDP-financed projects; (3) the on debt management, he must prepare a detailed project
World Bank provides direct training through technical proposal and provide justification for the project. The
assistance missions by staff members and through possibility of having the World Bank be the Executing
special training seminars and courses; and (4) the Agency is discussed by the UNDP resident representa-
Treasurer's Office offers financial technical assistance tive and the local liaison officer. As Executing Agen-
on the use of international capital markets, asset man- cy, the World Bank assists the beneficiary country
agement and liability management. define the scope of technical assistance, prepare terms

of reference and review potential resident experts or
a.Assistance through Loans and Credits consulting firms. The Bank must supervise such

projects just as with its own loans and credits.
World Bank loans and IDA credits make it

possible for the borrowing country to hire experts or c. Direct Assistance by World Bank
purchase advisory services and equipment from private Staff
sources. The borrowing country is responsible for
recruiting, and must make the decision on whom to This is carried out by field visits and through
hire. The Bank must approve the terms of reference of special training seminars and courses. Debt specialists
for the expert, or the firm. The Bank staff may from the Debt and International Finance Division will
provide advice during the recruitment and selection visit a country to assist in the preparation of statistical
process, but the selection is done by the country; the reports under the Debtor Reporting System, often as
Bank's role is mainly to provide financing. part of a larger Bank economic mission. In this course

World Bank technical assistance loans and of this exercise, the debt specialist can assess the
credits do not deal with a single issue, such as debt country's debt accounting procedures and computeriza-
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tion system, offer some immediate suggestions for B. Assistance from the International
improvement and define longer-term technical assistance Monetary Fund
needs.

Formal training is carried out through one- The Central Banking Department of the
week seminars and three-week training courses. The Intemational Monetary Fund has provided a technical
seminars bring together heads of national debt offices to assistance program specifically for debt management
discuss common problems of external debt manage- since 1982. Between 1983 and 1988, 26 countries have
ment. Separate seminars are held for policy issues and benefitted from this service.
for debt monitoring issues. Normally, these seminars Upon request from the Minister of Finance or
are on a regional basis. The three-week training the Governor of the Central Bank, the IMF's Central
courses are for debt office technical staff. They cover Banking Department will recruit a person to serve as a
debt accounting and organizational procedures, improv- resident advisor. The initial assignment is for a period
ing data sources and making efficient use of computer of up to one year, but extensions are liberally granted
facilities. up to a total of three years (and, in exceptional circum-

The Debt and International Finance Division of stances, longer). The IMF recruits the expert from
the World Bank is developing a computerized debt other IMF member countries. They are normally on
management system that can be used on a micro- the staff of central banks, finance ministries or other
computer. When completed, it will provide state-of-the agencies with primary responsibility for external debt
art methods of computerized debt accounting proce- mnanagement. The program presently is very small:
dures. It is presently being made available to a few there were resident advisors only in three countries as
countries for testing. of end-October 1990.

d. Financial Technical Assistance C. Assistance from Other Sources

Developing countries are exposed to financial Technical assistance on debt management is
risks through interest rate and exchange rate fluctua- also offered by the United Nations Conference on Trade
tions. When managed skillfully, such risks can be and Development (UNCTAD) and by the Common-
reduced through currency and interest rate swaps. The wealth Secretariat. Both groups have centered their
Treasurer's Office of the World Bank has started a assistance around the installation of their own special-
program of financial technical assistance to enable ized debt management software, which is offered to
developing countries to use these new instruments of beneficiary countries at no charge
risk management. The approach is to help with institu-
tion building, i.e., working with a liability management a. UNCTAD
team, composed of 3-4 people in the ministry of finance
or central bank, who need further training in technical The UNCTAD system, known as 'Debt
and market skills. The Bank's FTA team will work Management and Financial Analysis (DMFAS) was
closely with such a group, helping to identify training introduced in 1981. Twenty-seven countries have
needs and to arrange for market orientation or trading installed DMFAS or are in the process of doing so.
experience in New York or London. The UNDP has provided most of the funds for system

During the 18-36 month institution buildinDurngthe FTA teamwillprovide gtutidanc wing development and installation, but there has been some
period, the FTA team will provide guidance when additional support from Belgium, Germany, the Nether-
needed to assess risk management options. Computer lands and Norway.
programs and technical literature will be made avail- When a country requests assistance by
able. There may also be risk management seminars for UNCTAD, an evaluation mission is mounted to estab-
the country's senior financial managers. lish the needs of the country, and the project is defined

in a UNDP-financed technical assistance project.
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Training of debt managers is an integral part of each ment of the project is in the hands of the local debt
project. UNCTAD has a staff of computer experts that office. The services of the Commonwealth Secretariat
are engaged in continuing developments of the DMFAS limited to Commonwealth member countries. There are
system. There is also a small staff of experts to assist a few projects for non-Commonwealth countries that are
countries with problems of installation and system run on a cost-recovery basis, but staff constraints limit
maintenance, but support is limited by the size and the number of such activities.
duration of the UNDP grant the individual beneficiary
countries. VIII. Summary and Conclusions

b. Commonwealth Secretariat The primary source of information on the
external debt of developing countries is accounting

This program is carried out by the Technical information on loan commitments, disbursements and
Assistance Group of the Commonwealth Fund for debt service payments organized by national debt
Technical Cooperation. The staff includes computer offices. Summary information can be compiled on
experts who are engaged in both long-term software many key elements of developing country external debt
development and special modifications to adapt the from creditor sources. However, for detailed analysis,
software for individual countries. In addition, there is one must turn to debtor country information. Should
a senior advisory staff that makes a careful assessment this information be deficient, the debt office manager
of the debt management system of a country before must diagnose the problems at the level of each type of
agreeing to install the Commonwealth Secretariat's debtor: the central government, public enterprises, and
software, "Commonwealth Secretariat Debt Recording private borrowers. The paper presented a framework
Management System (CS-DRMS). for identifying the probable cause of observed prob-

The Commonwealth Secretariat staff direct the lems. Correcting these problems requires an under-
preparation of a debt inventory, and then provide standing of the difficulties faced at each stage of data
training in London for key local staff on the preparation collection and special problems of accounting proce-
of data input and on how to use CS-DRMS. Common- dures. It is also necessary to make a critical evaluation
wealth Secretariat staff review the data input figures of the institutional arrangements for debt monitoring.
and provide training in the field to the entire local In an effort to help developing countries
office staff. When the system is running, there is improve the quality of their debt information systems,
further training in the management tools of CS-DRMS. the World Bank, the IMF and some other multilateral

In some countries, where the project leadership organizations provide technical assistance. This takes
is weak, the Commonwealth Secretariat will provide a the form mainly of financing the cost of consulting
resident advisor to direct the changes in the institutional experts, but there is also some direct assistance by staff
arrangements, the installation of software and the members.
training of local staff. Wherever possible, the manage-
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Table 19-1: EXTERNAL LONG-TERM DEBT OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1970, 1980, 1987
(US$ billions)

1970 1980 1987
Amount % Amount % Amount %

By Creditor Type
Official sources:

Multilateral 7.7 11.6% 52.6 11.9% 176.5 17.7%
Bilateral 25.8 39.1% 114.8 25.9% 259.7 26.1%

Private sources:
Public and publicly
guaranteed debt.

Financial markets 8.3 12.6% 175.0 39.5% 430.5 43.2%
Suppliers and others 7.8 11.7% 25.9 5.8% 38.5 3.9%

Private non-guaranteed
debt 16.5 25.0% 75.0 16.9% 90.4 9.1%

TOTAL 66.1 100.0% 443.3 100.0% 995.6 100.0%

By debtor institution

Central government 31.6 47.7% 200.4 45.2% 653.5 65.6%

State and local government 0.6 0.8% 4.4 1.0% 11.9 1.2%

Public enterprises 17.2 26.0% 148.0 33.4% 224.0 22.5%

Private enterprises
Publicly guaranteed debt 0.3 0.5% 15.4 3.5% 15.7 1.6%
Private non-guaranteed debt 16.5 25.0% 75.0 16.9% 90.4 9.1%

TOTAL 66.2 100.0% 443.3 100.0% 995.6 100.0%

Source: World Bank, World Debt Tables, 1989/90 Edition.
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Table 19-2: DEBT MONITORING DIFFICULTIES

Type of debt Monitored Problems Observed Probable Cause

A. Government
direct debt

- Assemble loan - Total debt unknown - Failure to centralize
contracts information

- Monitor loan - Available loan balances - Failure to centralize
disbursements unknown information

- Order debt service - late charges - Disorderly payments
payments system

- Deficient paying
agent

- Monitor arrears - Current status - Accounting system
unknown design

B. Parastatal Debt - Data incomplete - Failure to obtain
or very late cooperation

- More aggressive effort
required

C. Private Sector Debt - Data incomplete - Need to exploit
or unknown exchange control data

- Need for company
financial survey
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Table 19-3: INDIA VS S Million

1975 1981 1982 1982 193 1994 198S

GROSS DEBT
Long term

1. OECD countries and capital markets 8126 9858 10106 10324 1026$ 10730 13706
ODA 7274 8751 7940 7899 7728 6726 8255
Official/off. supported 841 955 1635 1467 1127 1900 2063

Official export credits 204 260 733 906
Guaranteed supplier credits 761 494 668 610
Guaranteed bank credits 502 373 498 546

Financial markets I1 132 491 959 1413 2105 3388
Banks 9 100 45 927 1383 1975 3120
Bonds 2 32 41 32 30 130 268

Other private - 20 40 - - -

II. Multilateral 3245 6720 9126 9126 10355 11253 12746
of which: concessional 3063 6050 7909 7909 8756 9481 10754

non-concessional 182 670 1217 1217 1599 1772 1992

Ill. Non-OECD Creditor countries 1100 1604 1305 1258 1207 1272 1501
CMEA 364 311 256 256 302 294 401
OPEC 706 1252 1027 980 885 861 819
Other countries and unspecified 30 41 21 21 20 117 281

Subtotals Long term debt 12471 18183 20537 20708 21829 23256 27953
of which: concessional 11356 16332 17117 17076 17599 17291 20166

non-concessional 1114 1851 3420 3632 4230 5965 7787

Short term
Subtotal: Short lerm debt 2397 2049 2434 3605

Banks 1513 1437 1811 2747
Export credits - 884 612 623 858

Total external debt excluding lIMF credit .. 23105 23878 25689 31558
Total extetfal debt including IMF credit . 25334 27576 29610 35760

Other identified liabilities 422 447 470 623
Total identifid debt 25806 28023 30080 36383

SERVICE PAYMENTS
Loong term

1. OECD countries and capital markets 656 1003 1162 962 1145 1100 1422
ODA 283 520 458 466 439 443 420
Official/off, supported 371 450 644 301 575 409 777
Financial markets 2 30 50 195 132 248 225
Other private - 3 10 - - - -

11. Multilateral 113 193 252 252 341 391 481
of which: concessional 70 92 98 98 118 140 180

Ill. Non-OECD creditor countries 92 199 235 235 240 189 213
Subtotal: Service payments. long term debt 861 1394 1649 1450 1726 1679 2116

of whkh: concessional 433 788 773 781 762 720 600
Total service payments excl. IMF credit 861 1394 1649 1644 1948 1918 2363

Amortization, long term debt 802 1065 898 1749
Interest. long term debt 647 661 781 867
Interest, short term debt 194 222 239 247

Total service payments lnl. IMF credit 1714 2173 2377 2857

Source fnancing and Extww ODbt of Devkoping Counlnes.
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20. External Debt Management in Bahrain'

Essa Ahmed Ebrahim
Hassan Abdulla Moh'd

Bahrain

The total external debt of Bahrain, even II. Bahrain Monetary Agency and
including foreign liabilities of the domestic banking Commercial Bank Debt
system, is relatively small when compared with that of
many developing countries. It is also small in relation The foreign liabilities of the BMA and com-
to GDP. In fact, Bahrain enjoys a substantial net mercial banks, as can be seen from Tables 20-2 and 20-
creditor position vis-a-vis the world. In view of this, it 3, have fluctuated over the years. This is much more
was not considered necessary to have a centralized so in respect of the BMA. These liabilities form a
agency for external borrowing. However, the Govern- fraction of their foreign assets. The BMA keeps a
ment and the Bahrain Monetary Agency monitor close watch on foreign liabilities of commercial banks.
developments in the external debt situation of the
country. m. Commercial Enterprises Debt

The four main categories of boffowers are:
the Government, the Bahrain Monetary Agency (BMA), A few enterprises have had recourse to foreign
commercial banks and non-public pnvate sector enter- b m f
prises (commercial enterprises). All of these entities boffsore bain arocm. Therchic b oft suc

bofow ndeendntl. Sncethenumer f bffoers offshore banks in Bahrain. The choice of the sourceborrow independently. Since the number of borrowers
who can raise resources abroad is limited, the authori- depends on the volume of borrowing, the terms and
whotcai raiseresoures abroadois lmted, the. conditions relating to borrowing, besides other facilities

ties a a ioffered by these lending institutions. No firm data are
available regarding total external debt of these enter-I. Government Debt prises, but it is believed to be small. As there are no

restrictions in Bahrain on the inflow and outflow
Most of the Government of Bahrain's foreign foreign money, it is not easy to determine outstanding

borrowing have been contracted to finance infrastruc- external debt of these enterprises. External borrowing
ture projects such as electricity generation, water and repayments flowing through the domestic banking
plants, road construction, etc. It was relied on develop- system get recorded in the balance of payments to the
ment credits and long-term loans mainly from the Arab extent the system can identify the purpose of transac-
lending agencies such as the Abu-Dhabi Fund, the tion. Some large enterprises like Alba have recently
Kuwaiti Fund, the Saudi Fund, the Arab Fund for gone in for substantial foreign borrowing, highlighting
Economic and Social Development and the Islamic the need for formalized and centralized monitoring of
Development Bank (please refer to Table 20-1). The such external borrowing, by the authorities.
total of such debt was only $111.2 million at the end of So far, annual external borrowing by commer-
1989. As the terms and conditions thereof are favor- cial enterprises has been small, and debt servicing has
able, the ratio of extemal debt servicing to GDP is very not created a problem. As a result, individual enter-
small. There has been no borrowing for balance of prises have had considerable freedom to decide how to
payments financing as such.

' This paper does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Bahrain Government or the Ministry of Finance and
National Economy, but represents the personal views of the authors.
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structure their financing. Their position is not expected debt of Bahrain. This work will also be computerized
to change significantly over the medium term. As if such a need is felt.
mentioned earlier, some large external borrowing are in The Ministry of Finance and National Econo-
the pipeline. However, contractual debt servicing will my has the responsibility for the Government budget
be will covered by the prospective foreign exchange and the management of the extemal debt of the Govem-
earnings from the project. As a cautionary an measure, ment. The Ministry provides details on the Govern-
the authorities are seriously considering to formalize the ment's debt regularly to the BMA for recording of the
arrangements in respect of centralize monitoring of balance of payments transactions. Thus, so far as the
external debt developments of the country. extemal debt of the Government is concemed the

The extemal debt situation of Bahrain is not intemal consistency of balance of payments, budget and
such as to require setting up of a global ceiling on debt office is well ensured. Data on foreign liabilities
external borrowing. At present, therefore, no agency of the BMA and interest thereon are available monthly
has the responsibility for establishing ceilings on foreign for balance of payments compilations by the Economic
borrowing. As the external borrowing by enterprises is Research Directorate of the Agency. Similarly the
essentially project related, the choice of finance is same Directorate receives monthly data on foreign
determined by the phasing of foreign exchange require- liabilities of commercial banks; the interest thereon is
ments, the expected flow of exchange earnings from the at present estimated. Regarding relevant data for other
project and the terms and conditions of the finance. enterprises the coverage in balance of payments is

limited to a few large ones from whom these data are
IV. Debt Monitoring specifically obtained for balance of payments purposes.

The intention is to cover some more of these. Besides,
T'he Bahrain Government's extemal debt is commercial banks report such transactions flowing

administered by the Ministry of Finance and National through them and they could identify the underlying
Economy. The BMA manages its own debt and has purpose. There are some problems in ensuring full
detailed information about commercial banks' external coverage of these data relating to commercial enterpris-
borrowing. Information regarding extemal borrowing es in balance of payments as external transactions could
of these debtors is available regularly and with a short be freely effected. Though the coverage relating to
time lag. extemal debt and debt servicing in balance of payments

In the case of commercial enterprises, data on is not complete in respect of debt pertaining to non-
their external borrowing are generally available in their bank commercial enterprises, efforts are being contin-
balance sheets. No effort has been made so far to pool ued to improve the same.
these data, as external debt, to data, has not been an In conclusion it can be said that the extemal
important issue. There are, however, indications that debt of Bahrain and the debt servicing amounts have
steps would be taken soon to build up these statistics in been relatively small so far by any standards. These
a systematic manner. are likely to grow in the near future in view of borrow-

While external debt management for the state ing envisaged by some enterprises. Borrowing by non-
as a whole is not computerized by a centralized agency, bank enterprises are expected to be for project purposes
the accounts of many individual enterprises including only and based on proper assessment of servicing of
those which have extemal debt are, however, computer- such debts through exchange earnings of the project. In
ized. As the volume of debt is small and no single view of the expected growth in extemal debt, serious
agency is charged with the responsibility to monitor to thought is being given to centralize the monitoring of all
developments therein and to take necessary decisions aspects of these transactions so that the authorities
pertaining thereto, the necessity for centralized comput- would be in a position to influence the development
er system to facilitate information gathering and dissem- therein, if necessary. Obviously the objective would be
ination, as well as for decision making was not been to maintain the high creditworthiness of Bahrain and not
felt strongly so far. As the size of debt and the number to do anything which would even remotely affect the
of borrowing enterprises increase, appropriate measures growth of the economy and of Bahrain as an offshore
will be taken to have complete details of all external financial center.
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Table 20-1: BAHRAIN GOVERNMENT OUTSTANDING EXTERNAL
DEBT TO DEVELOPMENT FUNDS, 1988-1989

(in US$ millions)

Financial Funds 1988 1989

Islamic Development Bank 10.2 18.2

Abu Dhabi Fund 14.3 12.0

Saudi Fund 27.3 24.7

Arab Fund 13.4 12.4

Kuwaiti Fund 50.6 43.9

TOTAL 115.8 111.2

Source: Bahrain Ministry of Finance and National Economy
Directorate of Economic Relations.
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Table 20-2: BAHRAIN MONETARY AGENCY, FOREIGN ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES, YEAR-END VALUES 1980-89

(US$ millions)

Year Foreign Foreign
Assets Liabilities

1980 650 101

1981 863 48

1982 797 22

1983 811 43

1984 741 3

1985 838 27

1986 843 25

1987 1,023 0

1988 845 75

1989 1,097 116

Source: Bahrain Monetary Agency - Quarterly Bulletin - December 1989.
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Table 20-3: BAHRAIN COMMERCIAL BANKS' FOREIGN ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES, YEAR-END VALUES

(US$ millions)

Year Foreign Foreign
Assets Liabilities

1980 848.7 626.0

1981 910.1 325.8

1982 949.8 332.1

1983 1,246.8 397.6

1984 1,156.0 278.5

1985 1,556.5 338.6

1986 1,842.5 402.1

1987 1,841.8 389.2

1988 2,270.2 424.7

1989 3,104.7 865.2

Source: Bahrain Monetary Agency - Quarterly Bulletin - December 1989.
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21. Debt Management In Malaysia'

Hadenan Abd Jalil, Mament Bin Ali, Wan Salamah Wan Sulaiman
Ministry of Finance, Malaysia

This paper provides a brief analysis of Ma- ment. It is also stipulated that any Loan Agreement
laysia's debt position and the debt management strate- signed by the Government needs to be tabled in the
gies adopted by the Government in the 1980's. The Parliament (in the form of statute papers).
following areas will be covered: (a) Power and legal Through legislation, the Parliament sets the
framework under which borrowing is undertaken; (b) ceiling on the debt level of the Federal Government.
Profile of outstanding debt; (c) Debt management At present, the maximum level of loan from each
system in Malaysia; (d) Prevailing issues related to debt source as stipulated in the relevant Acts as indicated in
management; (e) Public policies on debt and its man- Table 21-1.
agement.

The emphasis of this paper is on public sector Table 21-1: PARLIAMENTARY CEILINGS ON
debt management. As in any other developing country, FOREIGN BORROWING
the Government of Malaysia has been the main driving
force behind the country's development efforts. This Maximum
trend will be reversed in the future with the private Legislation Loan Permitted
sector assuming a greater role and ultimately to be the (M$ billion)
main "engine of growth". Accordingly, attention is
also given to the problem of monitoring private sector External Loans Act, 1963
debt. (covers all foreign borrowings 30

of Federal Government)
I. Legal Framework

Loan (Local Ordinance) 1959
Malaysia's Federal Constitution provides the (covers loans in the form of 60

legal framework under which the Government can Government Securities)
undertake borrowings both from domestic or foreign
sources. As stated under Article 111 of the Constitu- Treasury Bills (Local) Act,
tion, the Government "shall not borrow except under 1946 (Revised 1977) 5
the authority of Federal Law". Being a Federation, the
Constitution does not authorize State Governments to Extended Credit (Amendment) Act,
borrow except from the Federal Government, or from 1973(covers external Suppliers' 3
financial sources approved by the Federal Government Credit)
or with Federal Government guarantee.

Appendix A lists some relevant legislation Govemment Investment Act, 1983
governing the power and procedure to borrow either (covers the issue of non-interest 1
through domestic or foreign sources. As such, there investment certificates)
are laws and legal requirement related to loan activities
with international financial institutions such as the The legislative acts also identify the objective,
World bank, Asian Development Bank and Islamic or purpose, or loans. A guiding principle of Govern-
Development Bank. Even loans taken within the ment finance is that expenditure for development
country are governed by specific legislative require- purposes will be financed through borrowing and

' Figures quoted in this paper are in Malaysian Ringgit in which one Malaysian Ringgit was equivalent to
US$2.705 as of December 1989.
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surplus available from revenue. Authorization for implemented in the past. For the First Malaysia Plan
borrowing is given in section 2(1) or the External (1966-70), actual development expenditure was only
Loans Act, 1963: M$4.2 billion. However, the development expenditure

has increased nearly twenty times by the end of fourth
The Federal Minister (that is to say, the Feder- Malaysia Plan (1981-1985) period, i.e. M$81 billion.
al Minister for the time being charged with However, given the unfavorable economic scenario for
responsibility for finance) may from time to the Fifth Malaysia Plan (1986-1990), the total public
time raise loans outside the Federation:- sector development expenditure is estimated to be less

than M$50 billion.
(a) for the purposes of the Development The ever increasing size of development plans
fund or someone or more of those purposes; or over the years has resulted in an increase in the level of

both domestic and foreign borrowing. For the first
(b) for the repayment or amortisation of Malaysia Plan (1966-70), public sector borrowings were
loans raised outside the Federation, whether small, i.e. M$0.5 billion from foreign sources and
under this section or not. M$1.9 billion from domestic sources. For the Fourth

Malaysia Plan Period (1981-85) the level of public
The respective Acts of Parliament have provid- sector borrowings increased substantially - a total of

ed a very important limitation to the extent of debt that M$27.1 billion drawn from foreign sources and M$24.3
can be committed by the Government. They have billion from domestic sources. Under the Fifth Malay-
restricted public sector debt at a manageable level. sia Plan (1986-90), it is estimated that public sector net

I foreign borrowings will be M$ 16.7 billion and domestic
II. Debt Profile borrowings will be M$16.7 billion and domestic

borrowings to be M$30.9 billion.
The current level of debt in Malaysia is closely

linked to the size of various Five year Plans that were

Table 21-2: PUBLIC SECTOR BORROWING
(M$ billions)

External Internal

Amt. % Amt. % Total

1st Plan 0.5 21 1.9 79 2.4
2nd Plan 2.1 32 4.4 68 6.5
3rd Plan 3.9 29 9.6 71 13.5
4th Plan 27.1 53 24.4 47 51.5
5th Plan 16.7 35 30.9 65 47.6

As at the end of 1989, the total outstanding (a) As at the end of 1989, domestic debt consti-
debt of the Malaysian Government was estimated to be tutes 70.5% of the nation's GNP whereas the
M$92.4 billion. An analysis of the outstanding debt external debt represents 26.6% of the nation's
highlights the following features: GNP (M$95.2 billion);
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(b) Domestic debt accounts for 72.6% of the pub- level of external borrowings and to overcome issues
lic debt outstanding; and related to external debt.

(c) Market loans (i.e., loans from financial institu- a. Federal Government Direct
tions) turned out to be an important source of Loans.
foreign borrowing, accounting for 67.8% of
Federal Government outstanding external debt. The direct loans of the Federal Government

consist mainly of market borrowing, project loans and
A. Federal Government Domestic Debt suppliers credits.

Government securities are mainly held by the Market borrowing of the Federal Government
social security and insurance institutions, accounting for was the fastest growing category of external
M$36.9 billion or 62% of total securities outstanding. debt in the early 1980s. At the end of the
Out of which the Employees Provident Fund (EPF), the 1980, market loans comprised only M$2.2
single largest institutional investor, held M$34.7 billion billion of 21.8% total external debt. By the
or 58.3 % of the total. The holdings of the banking end of 1989, the market loans, which comprise
sector was M$9.2 billion or 15% of the total. of syndicated loans, bonds and Floating Rate

The outstanding Treasury Bills (M$4.3 billion) Notes (FRNs) total to about M$17.1 billion or
at the end of 1989 were held by the banking system and 38.8 % of total external debt.
the discount houses for liquidity purposes. It is sig-
nificant to note that a major portion of the non-interest
bearing Investment Certificates outstanding of M$1 Proiect loans obtained from multilateral sourc-
billion were held by one of the commercial banks. es (i.e. World Bank, ADB and IDB), bilateral

It is an indication that the Government has and miscellaneous project loans used to ac-
been relying mainly on domestic resources to implement count for the largest share of external debt.
various development projects and programs. In addi- Malaysia's access to cheap official or multilat-
tion, the Government also tapped the largely non- eral loans with long maturities is limited
inflationary domestic resources to prepay external loans because Malaysia was classified as being more
from financial institutions. developed than other developing countries. As

at the end of 1989, project loans amounted to
B. Long Term External Debt M$7.6 billion or 17.2% of total external debt.

Malaysia's long-term external debt amounted Suppliers' credits are a fairly recent source of
to M$44.1 billion at the end of 1989. The Federal funds for the Government. At the end of
Government accounted for 57% of the total, non- 1989, such credits amounted to M$0.47 billion
financial public enterprises 34 % and private enterprises or 1.1 % or total external debt.
9%.

In 1987-88, Malaysia's net external borrowing b. Non-Financial Public Enter-
tumed negative (-M$9.8 billion) following new initia- prise Debt.
tives to reduce the absolute size of the debt through
selective prepayment of external loans by both the The debt of non-financial public enterprises
Government and the private sector. Consequently, (NFPEs) with and without Government guarantee have
Malaysia's outstanding external debt declined to grown in importance in recent years due to the increase
M$47.3 billion at the end of 1988. This was the first in external borrowings by these enterprises in the early
decline in external debt in more than a decade. In 1980stofinancetheirlargeinvestmentprograms. Total
1989, it further declined by 6.2% to M$44.1 billion, loans amounted to M$14.9 billion, 33.8% of total exter-
Nevertheless, Malaysian has to formulate appropriate nal debt, as of end-1989. The debt comprised of
economic, monetary and fiscal policies to control the syndicated loans, project financing from bilateral and

multilateral sources as well as suppliers' credit.
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c. Private Sector Debt. tasks, supervises, records and monitors all
foreign exchange flows, and approves the

Private sector external debt increased markedly foreign currency borrowings of residents and
from M$2.7 billion at the end of 1980 to a peak of the local indebtedness of non-resident con-
M$7.5 billion at end of 1986. It decreased to M$5.2 trolled companies in Malaysia.
billion at the end of 1988; and, in 1989, it further
decreased to M$3.9 billion or 8.8% of total external The Bank also maintains records on the foreign
debt. assets and liabilities of the financial institutions

At the end of 1989, the currency profile of under its supervision.
external debt is fairly well diversified. About 46.9 % of
the total external debt was denominated in United States The Bank assists the Government in the raising
Dollars, 30.6% denominated in Japanese yen and the of foreign currency loans from the financial
balance in Sterling, Deutsche Mark, French Francs, markets and is also the banker for the servic-
Swiss Francs, Canadian Dollars, Dutch Guilders and ing of the outstanding foreign loans on behalf
Singapore Dollars. of the Government.

The current level of external debt needs to be
closely monitored so as to the ensure that debt servicing Economic Planning Unit (EPU), which is the
is contained within sustainable limits. It is to be noted planning agency of the Government and is in-
that since 1986, Malaysia has not drawn on the IMF. volved in the process of drawing up the coun-

try's foreign exchange budget each year.

lI. Debt Management System in
Malaysia The relationship among the above agencies is

shown in Appendix B. The involvement of several
agencies in debt management has resulted in some
differences in interpretation among them. This relates

Government are responsible for debt management. to the terms of g
Thyare: tion andtrmo coverage, timing as well as classifica-

T'heyare tions and definition. To improve on the system, the

Federal Treasury, specifically the Finance, Government has established a Debt Management Unit
Debt and Loan Management Division, which in the Finance Division of the Federal Treasury, to
has the responsibility for approving all public design, manage and monitor the overall public sector
hasethe respowinsibili for appvingal public d debt, including the Medium and Long Term (MLT)
sector borrowig and for meetin public debt external obligations of the Government as well as its
payment obligations, 4guaranteed debt. The Central Bank will cover the

Office_of_the_Accountant-General_which main- private MLT debt. This institutional establishment is in
Office GofvthemAcontacnt-Grenater whc publ accordance with a recommendation of World bank

tains Government accounts related to public Miso 195
debt and executes all debt payment transac- M Ma i h 19 a.

tions. ~~~~~~~~~Malaysia has achieved a certain level oftions.
progress in the usage of computer-aided approach in

Bank Ne2ara Malaysia (Central Bank of Ma- debt management. The Treasury itself has succeeded in
laysia). developing a Public Debt Monitoring System (PDMS)

using Micro-computers. Detailed description of the
PDMS used by the Treasury is given in Appendix C.

TheBank undertakes the iovemm'sdesu c ande The Central Bank also developed a computer-aided
ment of the Government's domestic debt. It
also services and maintains records of the system for debt management and the details are given

public debt for the Government; m Apendix D.
To further streamline the collection of statis-

In addition, theBankadministerstheExchange tical data on debt between the different agencies in-

Control Act, 1953 on behalf of the Goveng- volved, the Government has developed a common data
Control Act, 1953conbeh ofits cn the GoErn- base system described in Appendix E. The system,
ment. In the discharge of ItS functon, the Ex- . .
chneCnrlDprtet mn te which IS called "Investment and Loans System" (ILS),
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is housed in the office of the Accountant General. The (f) Determine the level of foreign debt under
first stage of this process involved only the public varying circumstances;
sector debt which is already in operation. The second
stage will incorporate the private sector debt. With the (g) Set guidelines on publicly guarantee loans; and
establishment of the system, there will only be one
source of data namely that of the ILS. (h) Monitor and control private sector operations

which have an impact on the balance of pay-
V. Debt Management Issues ments.

It is recognized that debt to a nation means The ERC will be renamed External Debt
economnic and social costs to the country at large. As Management Committee (EDMC) as soon as the Debt
such funds available from loans have to be utilized for Management Unit is fully established. The EDMC is
productive purposes. Loans should be invested in expected to be given more authority to mange the
projects that ensure adequate retums that can service country's debt when its role is reviewed.
their own loans and also projects that can generate Malaysia will continue to borrow mainly from
growth in the economy so that the country will be able non-inflationary domestic sources. However, the
to service its debt commitment. Government has taken steps to ensure that in the

Malaysia in recent years has been monitoring process of getting domestic funds, the private sector
the level of debt service closely in order to ensures that will not suffer or be unable to obtain local resources for
the debt service ratio of Malaysia increased from 4.3 % their activities. the recent amendments to the Employ-
in 1980 to 18.9% in 1986. It moderated significantly ees Provident Fund Act that allow EPF to invest its
to 16% in 1987 and declined further to 13.3% in 1988. funds with the private sector is to achieve the above
In 1989, the ratio was 8.9%. The improvement in the objective. the external borrowing will be contained at
debt service ratio in the last three years is due mainly prudent levels in order not to jeopardize the Govem-
to the country's effort to minimize external borrowing, ment's future access and its favorable standing in the
initiative to refinance and prepay external loans as well international markets, as well as to ensure that the debt
as the strong growth in the country's exports of goods service ratio is within manageable limits.
and services. The Govern}ment continuously monitors devel-

With a view to coordinating debt management opments in the international capital markets for refi-
policies within the Malaysian Government, an External nancing opportunities. This is in line with the objective
resources Comrnittee (ERC) has been established in the of lengthening the maturity profile of the extemal debt
Treasury. Its objectives are to: in order to smooth any 'bunching" or repayments and

to achieve cost savings. Reflecting this policy, the
(a) Formulate policies and strategies on foreign Government took advantage of the easier conditions in

borrowing; the international capital markets to obtain new loans.
Since 1984, it has prepaid a total of M$14.0 biflion.

(b) Study the impact of foreign financing on Malaysia had also been successful in maintain-
Balance of payments, ordinary budget and ing its high credit rating in the intemational markets
development budget; through careful management of its "presence" in

individual markets and by employing diverse financial
(c) Explore the traditional sources as well as new instruments. the Government had over the years

sources of foreign financing; diversified its borrowings in terms of currency, in-
struments, markets and sources. This is to achieve a

(d) Review and assess the effectiveness of external better balance in the currency and maturity profile of its
assistance received in terms of project imple- external debt.
mentation; The Govermment will, in the future, give

special attention to sectors that can eam foreign ex-
(e) Monitor foreign exchange and external debt change. As such, the implementation of the Industrial

arising out of the need to finance large public Master Plan will focus itself to projects/sectors that are
sector projects; export-oriented. Industries and local producers have
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been encouraged to increase their productivity and cessing and dissemination of debt-related information.
reduce cost of production so as to enable Malaysian With such information, the Govermment can determine
products to compete in the world market. the level and structure of debt and the servicing obliga-

tions, maintaining them within acceptable limits and
V. Conclusions managing them to meet the country's best interest.

Hence the monitoring and management of public sector
The Malaysian Government recognizes the debt will continue to be an important Government

importance of proper debt management. In its efforts, policy in the future.
priority is given to the creation, maintenance, pro-
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Appendix A

List of Legislation Related to Domestic and Foreign Loans

(1) Financial Procedures Act 1957

(2) Development Fund Act 1966

(3) Loans (World Bank) Act 1958

(4) Loans (Asian Development Bank) Act 1968

(5) Loans (Islamic Development Bank) Act 1977

(6) External Loan Act 1963

(7) Extended Credit (Amendment) Act, 1973

(8) Loans Guarantee (Bodies Corporate) Act 1965

(9) Treasury bills (Local) Act 1946

(10) Loan (Local) Ordinance, 1959

(11) Loan Guarantee Act, 1972
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Appendix B

Administration of Debt Management

Ministry of Finance

Treasury

Economics & Finance and Accounting
International Loan management Division
Division Division (Accountant General)

External Section Internal Section Investment Section

Market loans &
Guarantee Loans

Economic Sectors_
(Users of loans)

Bank Negara Malaysia

Public Debt Division Exchange Control Economnics Department
Accounts Department Division

Economic Planning Unit
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Appendix C

Public Debt Monitoring System (IPDMS) 2.2. Hardware

Malaysia The present hardware in use consists of Hew-

lett Packard Vectra Model 45 with internal memory ofI. Provider Characteristics 640KB, enhanced color graphics monitor, 40MB of

hard disk storage each and 2 near letter quality printers
capable of 200 cps and at least 240 print positions.

1.1. Name and background of system provider

Financial Management System Unit (PMSU) is M. Functions of the System
the financial management research and development 3.1. The PDMS can monitor the current and pro-
unit in the Federal Treasury, Ministry of Finance, . . .
Malaysia. It is responsible for the modermization of the
financial management of the Malaysian Government. various scenarios. It answers the "what if" questions:

The Unit's electronic Data Processing Section
(EDPS) operates a Sperry 1100/61 El computer to (asIeterti a chang in interst
provide computer services to all the divisions in the
Federal Treasury. It is responsible for the design, (b) If there is a change in the exchange rates of
development and implementation of the Public Debt loan currencies involved; or
Monitoring System (PDMS).

1.2. Origin and evolution of the current vision of (c) If a new loan is added or is under consider-
the system ation for commitment by the country.

T.he steep increase of foreign debt liabilitiesm 3.2. The PDMS also provides an early warning
1981-1984 prompted the Malaysian Government to look system to the external debt managers as to the due

rP . . E s ~~~~~amount on interest payment; principal repayment, andfor a more efficient means to monitor the country's toutl reamnt.
debt. At the end of 1984 a team of EDP personal from total repayment.
the EDP section, FMSU developed the PDMS. This The above reporting can be monitored f
was designed to run on an IBM PC/AT using Dbase III individual loan, loan currency groups, in foreign orase. l ocal currency; on a yearly, quarterly or a monthly
The prototype system was found satisfactory and since
has been used by the Finance Division in the Treasury. basis.
The system consists of three modules: the external 3.3. The PDMS can keep track of actual transaction
project loans, the internal loans and the market loans, for debt servicing and these historical data can be used

to generate statistical reports.

II. Hardware/Software Characteristics of n. Features
the Systems

4.1. The PDMS is an on-line system. Data can be
2.1. Softwvare ~ entered as and when transacted and status reports can

be produced within minutes.
The Public Debt Monitoring System is devel-

oped using Ashton-Tate DBase III Plus. The design
philosophy used is that the PDMS must be easy to use. 4.2. It has comprehensive full-screen data manipula-
End users need only select from the menu screen to tion capabilities. Unlike a line by line editing system,
execute desired operations. 'Help' screens are incor- on can view the information on a full screen and makes
porated and function keys used to facilitate job han- amendments on any items in display by just over
dling. striking that item. This makes it easy to operate.
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Appendix C

4.3. It is menu-driven. Whatever functions desired 5.2. Loan transaction
of the system can be selected from a menu. This
makes it user-friendly for non-data processing person- (a) capturing transaction of loan repayments and
nel. draw-downs.

4.4. Ease of backup: To diskettes or cartridge tape. (b) editing, updating and printing transaction
records.

4.5. System security: physical equipment lock,
software lock, and locked in a room. 5.3. Reporting

V. Capacities (a) projections of loans (with new interest rates)
by year.

5.1. Loan creation
(b) projections of loans (with new exchange rates)

(a) creation of new loans by year.

(b) editing loans (c) disbursements of loans as of DD, MM, YY

(c) enquiry of any individual loan (d) status of market loan debt as of DD, MM, YY

(d) updating any existing loan (e) interest payment of loan as of DD, MM, YY

(e) printing detailed information of any loan (f) principals and outstanding repayments of loans
as of DD, MM, YY

(g) loan outstanding, disbursements and repayment
as at end of DD, MM, YY

(h) any other ad-hoc reports on existing data can
be produced with ease since it uses a 4th
Generation Language.

Note: This appendix was prepared by the Finance
Division, Federal Treasury, April 17, 1989.
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Appendix D

The Bank Negara Malaysia Debt Manage- H. External Debt of Private Sector
ment System

The bank administers the Exchange Control
Act, 1953 on behalf of the Government. In the dis-

The Bank Negara Malaysia (Central Bank of charge of its function, the Exchange Control Depart-
Malaysia) is responsible for data management of the ment (ECD), among other tasks, supervise, record and
Government's domestic debt; of the medium and long- monitor all foreign exchange flows; and approves the
term debt of the private sector and of the non-financial foreign currency borrowings of residents in excess of
public enterprises (NFPEs) that are not guaranteed by M$1 million, the domestic borrowings of non-resident
the Federal Government, as well as the short-term controlled companies in excess of M$10 million, and all
external liabilities of the financial institutions. Second- guarantees given by residents to foreigners.
ary data on direct and guaranteed loans of the Federal Chart D-1, at the end of this appendix, gives
Government are also maintained by the Bank. a summary description of the debt information manage-

ment and control system.
I. Government Domestic Debt The Department is also responsible for moni-

toring and maintaining a complete record of private

Acting as fiscal agent of the Government, the sector external borrowing as well as external loans of
Bank is empowered under the Loans (Central Bank of NFPEs not guaranteed by the Government. Information
Malaysia) Act, 1960 to undertake the issue and man- are derived from exchange control forms (ECM10 and
agement of the Government's domestic loans, namely Form KPWP). The ECD maintains a dual data system.
Government securities, treasury bills and non-interest All basic data on individual loans are recorded manually
bearing Investment Certificates. The Bank also services on control cards as well as stored in a Lotus-123 micro-
and maintains records of the public debt for the Gov- computer system. Information are maintained on the
ernment. Such records, which include information on name and country for lender, the borrower, the date of
loan issues, registration of subscribers, transfers, agreement, the amount and currency of borrowing, the
transmissions, interest payments and redemptions, are detailed repayment terms, interest rates, including the
stored in the Bank's mainframe computer. The data are first and last interest payment dates, and frequency of
updated regularly. The program was developed in- the payments, the type of credit facility and the
house to be used on the Bank's IBM hardware. Re- purpose of loan. Any changes in the terms and con-
ports are provided on a "batch" basis (e.g. a specified ditions of the loan as approved are also recorded.
program is run automatically at the end of the month or All borrowing entities are also required to sub-
week) by the Computer Center to the Public Debt mit on a quarterly basis (not later than 10 days after the
Division and the Banking Department, the primary end- end of each quarter) all transactions pertaining to the
users. However, any other reports or data requested foreign borrowing, such as the actual outstanding
will require the development of additional programs. balance of each loan, disbursements, principal repay-
As the program is not a pre-packaged software, it is not ments and interest payments, and any payments in
menu driven. arrears. The maturity profile of the loans are also

The Elank has recently invested in a new required. The loan processing unit would then verify
software to provide the necessary logistics for scriptless the information derived from these reports against the
trading. As the Bank is the central depository for the basic loan terms and conditions and record them on the
domestic securities, there would be no necessity for appropriate loan cards and on the PC.
sellers and buyers to physically withdraw and deposit Reports on aggregate loans outstanding, includ-
scripts whenever a transaction occur. This will reduced ing the flows of repayment and interest payments by
substantial administrative work as changes in holders foreign currencies and conversion to ringgit equivalent,
following any transaction will be done within the as well as the maturity profile of the loans are generat-
computerized system. the Bank is currently working on ed on a quarterly basis. However, some modification
this project and it is likely to be ready for implementa- is required to incorporate additional information while
tion later this year or early 1990.
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additional programs will need to be written to generate Similarly, the Department also attempts to project the
other debt reports. domestic borrowing requirements of the Federal Gov-

emment as well as the absorptive capacity of the major

m. Short-Term External Liabilities subscribers to the government loans (e.g. the Employ-

of the Banking System ees Provident Fund and the banking system).

The financial institutions comprising commer- V. Data Processing Resources
cial banks, merchant banks and finance companies
which fall under the supervision of the Central Bank are The Bank Negara's data processing operations
required to submit information on their foreign assets involve three mainframe computers: an IBM 4341
and liabilities on a regular (weekly, monthly and system, dedicated to check clearing, and IBM 4361
annually) basis, along with other types of statistics. model 1 system for other data processing work and an
This is a legal requirement under the Banking Act, IBM 4381 system for back-up and end-user purpose.
1973 (Section 21) and the Finance Companies Act, Software products available for these systems include,
1969. A large part of the external liabilities of the among others, Easytrive Plus, DL1, M204, SAS,
commercial banks represent borrowing from head DBase III and Mantis. The staff at the Bank's comput-
offices, branches and associates abroad to comply with er center are well-trained, professional individuals,
the net working funds requirement (in lieu of capital) competent to carry out the design and implementation
for the branches of foreign banks operating in Malaysia. of sophisticated systems.

Information from individual financial institu- Recognizing the increasing cost effectiveness
tions are submitted to Bank Regulations Department by of microcomputers and their usefulness in many statisti-
way of diskettes and these are subsequently transferred cal and economic analyses, the Bank has acquired a
to the mainframe using the M204 system. The same large number of microcomputers, especially the IBM-
data base management system is used in the IMF. PC, for all the Departments in the Bank. While the

major systems application are on the main frame
IV. Consolidation of National Debt computer, many statistical reports and economic

Statistics and Projections of analyses are generated on personal computers.

Borrowing and Debt Servicing VI. UNCTAD Debt Monitoring and

The Economics Department undertakes the Financial Analysis System
consolidation of the public sector external debt data
compiled by the Treasury with private sector data The Bank installed the Debt Monitoring and
compiled by the Bank to generate the total national Financial Analysis System (DMFAS) package designed
external debt statistics. The department also generates by UNCTAD on IBM PC-AT in the Economics and
the maturity profile of all committed medium and long- Exchange Control Department in 1985 and the enhanced
term loans as well as project the debt service schedule package in 1987. However, neither Department has
of these loans. The Department also attempts to project made use of the system to maintain the external debt
the external borrowing requirements of the nation. the data information because of some limitations in data
Department works closely with the other Departments entry and data editing. The system appears to be slow
in the Bank as well as in the Treasury, the Accountant and cumbersome.
General's Office and the Economic Planning Unit to Considering the number of private sector loans
enhance the external debt management system. The and the volume of data involved, the PC version of the
data are maintained in IBM-PCs and debt reports are DAS does not seem feasible as it would take more than
generated using micro-based spreadsheet software 24 hours for the PC to process the 1,500 private sector
(Lotus-123). loans. Besides, as our exchange control policy become

The Department also generates the maturity more liberal, less information may be required from the
profile of the outstanding domestic debt as well as borrower and thus the information cannot be imputed
project the interest payments schedule of the loans. into the UNCTAD system. Reports cannot be generat-
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ed from the system if data input is incomplete. Also VII. Conclusion
many of the private sector loans (especially those
borrowed from the head offices and associates abroad) The establishment of a good debt monitoring
normally have not definite repayment schedules, thus system has enhanced the Bank's management of both
making it impossible to monitor them in the rigid the domestic and external debt. The Bank will continue
UNCTAD system where you need to specify the to step up its effort to further improve the debt manage-
disbursement and repayment schedules. In addition, ment system.
UNCTAD has also not developed a system whereby
loans captured through DMS on the mainframe could be Note: This appendix was prepared by: Jabatan Ekono-
downloaded to the PC versions of the DAS for aggrega mi, Bank Negara Malaysia, April 17, 1989.
tion and generating reports. Though UNCTAD has
made some enhancements to the system, the processing
time for loans is still 50 loans per hour.
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Chart D-1, Private External Debt Management and Control System of Bank Negara Malaysia

Exchange Control Department

Process and approves loan
applications b company

Letter of approval/rejection
sent to company

If loan approved, company to Any change in terms and
provide quarterly report to ECD conditions of loans
on all transactions of the loan seek permission

ECD record all information and ECD to update any changes
transaction on control cards and on all records
PC-Lotus 123

All transactions are consolidated and tabulated in a report
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Investment and Loans System 0 Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM)
° Economic Planning Unit, Prime

I. Overview of the Investments and Minister's Department
Loans System (3) To ensure proper accountability through main-

The investments and Loans System (ILS) cur- taining appropriate historical records of move-
re Tlyhbeingvelpenad bthe Accountant General ments (including approval, disbursement and

rently being developed by ~~~~subsequent repayment) and status of all loans;
Department comprises of 4 "modules". They are:

movements and status and income/dividends
earned from investments made by the Federal

(a) The External Loans Module (ELM); GvnetGovernment.

(b) The Federal Government Loans Module (4)
(FGLM i.e. loans given out by the Federal To prmt oprtoa efiinynla
FGLMv.er.e loans given out by the Federal administration and documentation through

Government); automating of relevant processes/tasks, e.g.,

interest and dividend calculations and prepara-
(c) The Domestic Loans Module (DLM); and tion of relevant advices.

(d) The Investments Module (IM). (5) To establish the information base to assist the

System development and implementation have Federal Government in the overall manage-
been phased, and the External Loans and Federal ment of the nation's financial risks.
Government Loans Modules are targeted for imple- (6) To establish appropriate interfaces and im-
mentation around July 1989. Thereafter system devel- prove integration and co-ordination with other
opment and implementation of the other two systemssystems in AGD.
will commence.

The systems are currently being developed on IH. Hardware/Software Features
A-Series Unisys computers using the 4GL tool, LINC.

H. Objectives of the System (1) Environment

(a) ILS runs under Unisys' LINC envi-
The investments and Loans System is being ronent

developed with the following objectives in mind:

(1) To enhance management effectiveness by - it is therefore transportable across
(1) gand timely management the entire family of Unisys (bur-

generating essential adtmlmngentroughs) mainframes
and operational information for the proper
control, monitoring and follow-up of all loans - advantages of a 4GL language in
and investments. maintaining applications systems can

be realized(2) To minimize duplication in establishing a
common data base on loans which will gener-
ate necessary information and meet the report- real-time processig in
ing requirements of all common users of the

system viz: (c) Any configuration of network con-

• Accountant General Department (AGD) nected to the mainframe can be han-
° Treasury dled by the application.
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(2) Security tion etc., can be handled without any
program modifications.

(a) Special routines control the access to
menus, screens, reports and func- (b) Use of a data dictionary reduces the
tions. impact that changes of definition of

data will have on the programs.
(3) Decentralization

(c) Reports and enquiries are built using
(a) Specification of the above control is the building block concept. They are

designed to be decentralized. That is, put together using well tested library
while the computer center controls routines to perform standard functions
access to applications and systems for data access and calculations. This
resources, the designated person(s) in makes development and maintenance
the Investments and Loans Section very simple. Any system change will
will control the specific ILS func- be completely transparent to most
tions. report programs.

(b) Operation of the system is also de- (6) Audit
signed to be decentralized. Functions
such as data entry, verification, re- (a) The systems have been rationalized to
porting, updating etc. will be carried unify the data structures required for
out by the ILS staff as an extension of the FGLM and ELM. This is mainly
the work they are currently doing. to ensure the consistency of the sys-

tem. It also eliminates the duplication
(c) The computer operator will only be of effort and simplifies the processing

called upon to do installation related of relending loans and other interfaces
activities such as 'powering on', for reconciliation with non ILS appli-
'backing up', controlling the printer cations.
etc.

IV. Functions of the System
(4) Time Independency

(1) Recording
(a) The system is designed to be time-

independent. That is, reports can be (a) Capability for on-line updating of the
run for any period specified provided, system.
of course, the information is relevant
and the data is available. (b) Maintain detailed and summarized

records in various currencies at vari-
(b) The system is designed to obviate the ous loan and sub-loan levels and with

need for special programs to be run at capability to convert foreign currency
fixed times - daily, monthly, yearly, balances to Malaysian Ringgit equiva-
etc. lent at selected rates of exchange.

(5) Program Maintenance (c) Automated posting of accounting and
loans/investments transactions to the

(a) The system is entirely parameter system by the use of assigned codes.
driven. Most changes, such as addi-
tion of new departments, classifica-
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(d) Generate posting/transaction list- - Loan/investments static information
ings/reports and trails of all up-dates - Foreign exchange and interest rates
to the system. - Outstanding balances

- Loan Amount disbursed/repaid
(2) Reporting - Loan Repayment schedules, etc.

(a) Generate detailed operational reports (4) Special Calculations
up to transaction level.

(a) Capability to calculate and apply
(b) Output programmatically detailed and various interest structures (including

summarized management reports in capitalization), charges and other
foreign currencies with the Malay- fees.
sian Ringgit equivalent, if required, at (b) Ability to convert foreign currency
specified rates of exchange with loans balances to the Ringgit equiva-
capability to analyze the loans and lent at various rates of exchange.
guarantee portfolios in accordance
with specific classifications. (c) Ability to calculate the effective cost

of foreign currency loans (all in cost).
(c) Identify delinquent loans and guaran-

tees in accordance with predetermined (d) Provide the information to calculate
aging periods. the cost of redeeming a loan earlier

when there is a need to reschedule
(d) Provide forward projections of loan loans.

principal repayments and other charg-
es payments to assist the management (5) Other Productivity Aids
of the foreign currency, interest and
liquidity exposures. (a) Generation of reminder letters/reports

to end borrowers of guaranteed loans
(e) Identify loans falling inactive in ac- to effect repayments in accordance

cordance with predetermined parame- with agreed schedules.
ters

(b) Generation of warning letters/reports
(f) Generate statements of loans accounts to end borrowers of guaranteed loans

both periodically and on demand that their repayments in accordance
with agreed schedules.

(g) Provide flagging to be used only by
authorized officials to monitor (c) Ability to generate subsequently
loans/investments requiring special graphics (additional hardware/-
supervision. software will be required for this).

(3) Enquiry (6) Interface

(a) Facility for on-line enquiry at prede- (a) Computerized accounts reconciliation
termined reports with ability to output with the main AGD Accounting Sys-
such screen on hard copy. tem.

(b) Such facilities to provide information
on:
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(b) Interface between External loans and (7) Security Features
Federal Government Loans regarding
re-lending loans. (a) Restricted access to the system by

authorized users at AGD, the Trea-
(c) Subsequent interface with Domestic sury, BNM and the Prime Minister's

Loans System. Department.

(d) Subsequent interface with SWIFT at
BNM, when approved.
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22. Maldives - External Debt Management

Mohamed Ahmed Didi
Maldives

As in other small economies, external hand, the Ministry of Finance, in terms of the official
financing is of critical importance and has been the Business Rule, has the responsibility for the
pivotal force for the development of the Maldives. The maintenance of all accounts and records of the debts of
country's national account data shows that total the State. The existing arrangements hardly facilitate
consumption is larger that its gross domestic product the discharge of these responsibilities - as even basic
and additionally larger than its gross national product. loan details are not often transmitted to the concerned
In the face of reduced national resources, it is the net agencies as a matter of course when a loan is
inflow of external resources that has to finance the concluded.
whole of investment. In such a setting, coordination of The position in regard to disbursements is
external finance in respect to both mobilization and similar. Withdrawal claims are sent by the following
utilization is certainly an important task. However, at agency to the lender. They are routed through of only
present, there are some deficiencies in the institutional where loan agreements so require, as in the case of
setup with regard to the flow of external finance. loans from Asian Development Bank. Disbursement

External financing is negotiated by the Ministry advices are not always sent to the MOF, though some
of Foreign Affairs (MFA)/External Resources Section. lenders provide copies. However, service payments
Foreign loans, since they have to be repaid, are have to be made by the MOF though the MMA out of
allocated among various national entities through the its own budget. The Office of the President has to
Ministry of Finance (MOF). Hence, information on authorize every payment of principal and interest. Such
such loans is maintained by the MOF. The Ministry of approvals are conveyed to the MMA to effect
Planning and Environment has focused mainly on the payments, with a copy to MOF.
estimation of the requirements of external finance, for With regard to Government borrowings, all
the country as a whole on the basis of submission by agreements are presently kept by the borrower. The
individual Ministries or Departments. The Maldives MOF has built up a database by obtaining loan
Monetary Authority (MMA) is responsible for agreements and data on disbursements from the
compiling the balance-of-payments data, reserve concerned agencies. On the basis of the information
management and to some extent analysing the external contained in loan agreements, MOF projects repayments
debt. and interest payment schedules. Repayment requests

According to the terms of Law No. 21/76, no are made by the MOF of to the Office of the President
government agency or department in the Maldives can which in turn advises the MMA and the MOF to effect
borrow funds from abroad without the approval of the the payments when they become due. On receipt of the
President of the Republic. However, requests for necessary approval, the MMA effects the payment in
approval are not processed through the Ministry of the loan currency and notifies the MOF of the exact
Finance. Once a project or a programme is included in date of payment and the exchange rate. The MOF then
the Development Plan and approved for foreign makes the necessary accounting entries and transfers the
financing, the department or agency responsible for the equivalent Maldive Rufiyaa to the MMA.
project or programme is free to approach the Ministry The MMA has also built up a parallel database
of Foreign Affairs/External Resources Section to on external loans. The information is gathered from
arrange external financing. The MFA sounds out various departments of the government, and parastatals
possible donors and, in association with the executing who have borrowed externally. Based on these data
/ implementing agency, proceeds to negotiate and and that on service payments available within, the
conclude the loan agreement. The Ministry of Finance MMA has set up a separate file for each loan. It uses
is not always consulted in advance before a loan is these data to compile the statistical tables containing
contracted. Quite often, MOF comes to know of the various tables analysing external public debt. The
loan only after it has been concluded. On the other information collected is also used for reporting to
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various international agencies such as the World Bank. -respond to specific enquiries and forecast debt
Many of the reports and tables are produced using the service payments, both individually and in
CS-DRMS software package developed by the aggregate.
Commonwealth Secretariate for Management of Debt in
Small Countries. - produce standard reports, write and add

The procedure for contracting parastatal special reports (country specific) to the menu.
concerned. Guarantees for the loans are issued by the
MOF, where required. These loans are, however, - monitor loan/grant utilization covering both
serviced directly by the concerned parastatal. delays in the effectiveness of loan and delays

As for short-term debt, data is available only in disbursements /reimbursements.
with respect to the overdraft facilities availed by the
State Trading Organization from various commercial - carry out sensitivity analysis of the effect of
banks. It appears that no other department or interest rate and exchange rate variables on
parastatals has short-term credit facilities. debt service indicators.

No data is available on private sector
borrowing. In the absence of exchange control, private - test the implications of different volumes of
sector entities are free to borrow from abroad or from new borrowings, based on different
foreign Banks located in Maldives and to repay these assumptions regarding currencies and
loans out of the foreign exchange accounts they are free repayment terms.
to hold. To the extent these loans are provided by
foreign Banks located in Maldives, the Maldives - determine the grant element and effective
Monetary Authority has some information, as it rate of interest of loans, evaluate different
monitors the level of foreign liabilities of these Banks. proposals for refinancing or rescheduling

Even though the Maldives has no serious debt loans.
problem, there is certainly an awareness for the need
for setting up alternative arrangements to coordinate the - use the output from CS-DRMS with
contracting, recording and monitoring of external debt. exogenous economic data to project critical
Presently there is no ceiling on the total amount of economic indicators.
foreign borrowing that can be undertaken during any
given period of time. Approval for borrowing depends - capture domestic loans and on-lending to
largely on the degree of priority given to the projects parastatals.
that needs to be financed. It is worthy to note that
given the small size of Maldives, the unit cost of a The reports generated by the system is
project is relatively higher. Since the country is extensively used by MMA for policy decisions and in
relatively underdeveloped, it is the policy of the advising the Government. Although the Maldives
Government to borrow only from official sources, on Monetary Authority is also responsible for compiling
very soft terms. However, due to the essential nature the balance-of-payment data, the information on the
of some projects, and only if concessional financing is capital accounts side, especially with regard to foreign
not possible, it is necessary to resort to commercial private capital (and to some extent with respect to
borrowing. foreign official grants) is deficient.

The sole responsibility of analysing external The flow of information between MMA and
debt of the country lies with the Maldives Monetary the Ministry of Finance is quite substantial. As
Authority. For this purpose, the computer package mentioned earlier, the MMA effects the payments of
developed by the Commonwealth Secretariat has been principal and interest in the currency required and
in use since 1987. The CS-DRMS software, designed notifies the MOF of the exact date of payment and the
to record debt data and assist in the management of exchange rate. The MOF then makes the necessary
debt, has the capability to: accounting entries and transfers the equivalent funds in

local currency to the MMA. Hence, it is assured that
- maintain a complete inventory of all loans the accounts generated by MMA and MOF on debt
and basic details of loans. transactions are consistent. However, since the MMA
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produces its debt statistics expressed in U.S. Dollars debt management. Hence, the flow of information
and the MOF uses the Maldives Rufiyaa in preparing its between the agencies is ensured. The MMA should be
budget documents, the two sets of figure are not always given the extra responsibility of monitoring foreign
comparable due to variations in the exchange rate used. private capital inflows, whereby, systematic data on the

It is critical for the MOF to play a major role total debt of the country could be obtained. Such
in channelling and utilizing foreign finance to ensure extensions and some streamlining of present
systematic accountability. By acting as the focal point Government procedures could result in improved
of official funds, the MOF could ensure rational use mobilization and utilization of foreign resources, and
and generate adequate and timely information which, in thus the present institutional setup need not be
turn, could be used by other agencies. A committee dismantled.
consisting of senior officials from the relevent agencies The stages of external debt management in the
should be entrusted with the task of overseeing national Maldives are illustrated in the Annex.
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ANNEX

Stages of External Debt Management

1. Incorporation of the project Ministry of Planning and Envi-
in the Plan for External ronment and line ministries
Financing and determining concerned with the approval of
priorities for financing. President's Office.

2. Seeking External Finance Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
for the Project from differ
ent sources/donors.

3. Negotiation with donor Ministry of Foreign Affairs
countries or specialized fi- and line ministries.
nancial organizations and
signing loan agreement

4. Disbursement of funds Ministry of Finance and line
under Loan Agreement ninistries.

5. Monitoring of utilization of Line ministries and agencies
loans under different agree- concerned, Ministry of Finance
ments; systematic mainte and Maldives Monetary Au-
nance of loan files thority.
(computerization process).

6. Repayment of Principal and President's Office, line minis-
Interest; Amortization tries, Ministry of Finance and
process Maldives Monetary Authority.

7. Recording, Analysing and Ministry of Finance and Mal-
Evaluation of all loans and dive Monetary Authority.
grants; reporting to Inter-
national agencies; input to
Balance-of-Payments com
pilation.
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23. External Debt Management in Pakistan

Saeed Ahmad and S. S. Hussain Zaidi
Pakistan

The problem of external debt management A. Organizational Structure
must be examined with reference to the steady growth
in foreign economic assistance to Pakistan since 1950. At the present time, debt management is being
Up to June 1989 Pakistan has contracted $36.7 billion dealt with by the External Finance Wing of the Ministry
($28.3 billion in loans and $8.4 billion in grants) of of Finance with respect to commercial borrowings, the
which $27.6 billion including $7.1 billion of grants State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) relating to private sector
have been disbursed leaving an undisbursed (pipeline) borrowings and obligations to International Monetary
balance of $8.5 billion. The external debt profile of Fund (IMF) and the Economic Affairs Division (EAD)
Pakistan as on 30th June, 1989 is summed up in Table concerning Public Sector borrowings. The SBP is
23-1. responsible for controling and monitoring borrowing by

The long term external outstanding debt of the private sector, for compiling the balance-of-pay-
Pakistan as of June 30, 1989 stood at 35.2 percent of ments statistics and formulating and monitoring ex-
GNP and 188.5 percent of foreign exchange earnings, change control procedures. The External Finance Wing
while debt servicing ratios come to 3 percent and 16 of the Ministry of Finance monitors and controls the
percent, respectively. Pakistan is receiving aid under commercial borrowings of the Federal Govern-
both bilateral and multilateral arrangements. Pakistan ment/Public Sector, supervises external borrowing by
is the receipient of foreign economic assistance from the private sector, negotiates agreements with IMF,
nearly twenty countries and eight multilateral agencies prepares and monitors the foreign exchange budget and
largely on concessional terms. The assistance to exchange control policies as well as overall policies
Pakistan has been provided in the form of project aid, regarding external borrowings.
commercial aid, food aid, balance-of-payments support The EAD is responsible for negotiating and
and technical assistance. implementing aid agreements for both loans and grants

with the bilateral donors and with multilateral agencies
1. External Borrowing Procedures and (except the IMF) the EAD monitors foreign aid utiliza-

the Coordination of Debt tion, foreign aid budgeting and projections. It main-
Management tains external debt profiles, manages public sector

external debt, including authorizations of remittances of
The Economic Affairs Division (EAD) was all external debt service. It also make recoveries.

created as a full-fledged Ministry in 1948, but it was The EAD comprises nine units: i) the Admin-
merged with the Finance Division of the Ministry of istration Unit, (ii) the Technical Assistance Unit (iii) the
Finance in 1960. Subsequently, with the formation of International Economic Relations Unit, (iv-vii) the four
the Aid-to-Pakistan Consortium in early 1960 and with policy units dealing with (a) World Bank and Asian
the increased quantum of aid inflow, it was felt that Development bank (b) Aid Consortium countries other
there should be a separate organization to deal with debt than the USA, (c) the USA and (d) Economic Coopera-
management. As a result Economic Affairs Division tion with African, Eastern European Asian and Islamic
was separated from the Finance Division in 1963, and countries, (viii) the Research and Statistics Unit (ix) the
the monitoring of foreign economic assistance was Debt Management Unit. The four policy units of EAD
entrusted to this Division. Its responsibilities covered are responsible for programming external aid and for
both the inflow of aid and the outflow of debt service the negotiation and signing of aid agreements. Copies
payments.
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of the signed agreements are supplied to the Debt (e) Research and Statistics Unit. It consists of
Management and Research and Statistics Units. The three sub-units: (i) the Foreign Exchange
four policy units also monitor aid utilization with a view Budgeting Section, (ii) the Commitment,
to removing bottlenecks and simplyfing disbursement Disbursements and External Debt Disbursed
procedures in the light of the deliberations of "Project and Outstanding Section, and (iii) the moni-
Review Meetings" held with the World Bank the Asian toring of Aid Utilization Section.
Development Bank and with bilateral donors. These
meetings are attended by representatives by Pakistan B. Foreign Aid Negotiations
executing agencies as well by EAD.

The Debt Management Unit is responsible for Pakistan's annual external borrowing require-
debt monitoring. It consists of four subunits: ments, are presented in the document, "Memorandum

for the Pakistan Consortium", prepared jointly by the
(a) The Directorate of Coordinations and Budget. Planning and Development Division of the Ministry of

It is responsible for preparing estimates of debt Finance and by the EAD. It is presented to the Annual
service payments, monitoring expenditure Aid to Pakistan Consortium meeting that is generally
against the budget allocation on monthly basis, held each April in Paris. In addition, a list of aid-
monitoring disbursement advices from credi- worthy projects is also compiled and is furnished along
tors for each loan and issuing debt service with the documents. At the meeting, the consortium
payment authorities to which remits; members, after reviewing the overall economic position

of the country, normally allocate their pledges by
(b) The Directorate of Accounts. It monitors the project and commodity aid. However, the specific

utilization of commodity loans and the genera- projects to be financed from the pledges are identified
tion of the corresponding rupee accounts; it later on.
monitors the utilization of all grants; it issues The programme for utilizing these pledges is
debt service payment authorizations for all drawn up by EAD in consultation with Ministries,
loans from USA, Canada and commercial Provincial Governments and the Planning and Devel-
lenders to the State Bank of Pakistan for opment Division. Priority projects are identified. The
remittance of the relevant foreign exchange; programme is then negotiated by EAD with donor

countries/agencies and may undergo modifications in
(c) The Directorate of Payments. It maintains this process. The non-Consortium and Islamic coun-

departmental accounts of foreign loans and tries do not make any formal pledges; aid from these
credits contracted by the Federal Government sources is arranged through bilateral talks or through
with creditor countries/agencies with respect to Joint Ministerial Commission meetings.
disbursements, repayments, interest payments
and other charges in the currency of the m. The Integration of Debt, Budget Pre-
loans, both in US $ and in Pakistan rupees; paration and Balance-of-

(d) The Debt Relief and Rescheduling Section. It Payments Accounts
negotiates debt relief arrangements with credi-
tors countries, analyzes the terms and condi- Information on debt service payments made and on
tion of consolidation arrangements to see that disbursements received is collected by the EAD and is
the grant element (concessionality level) envis- carefully reviewed to insure consistency between the
aged in the consolidation relief arrangements external debt, budget and balance-of-payments records.
are within the framework of multilateral ar- The Debt Management Unit is responsible for figures
rangements agreed to with Aid Consortium. on debt service payments; the Research and Statistics
This section has also been assigned responsi- Unit assembles disbursement datas.
bility for computerizing external debt, since
the last debt relief agreement was negotiated in A. Integrating Data on Debt Service
1981.

The Debt Management Unit is the primary
source of information on debt service payments with
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respect to bilateral and multilateral aid loans to the There is a time lag of about six weeks following the
Pakistan public sector. It prepares payment authori- receipt of information on aid utilization from the
zations in accordance with the amortization schedules of concerned executing agencies.
the loan agreements. They are sent to the State Bank The SBP uses this information when compiling
of Pakistan for authorize remittances of the relevant the balance-of-payments statistics. The resulting estimates
foreign exchange to the concerned creditors. The SBP, discussed by the "Standing Committee on Balance of
after making the payments, so informs the Debt Man- Payments" before they are released for use by the
agement Unit. The debt service payments data with concerned agencies and for outside users.
respect to commercial loans to the public sector and All this data work in the EAD has been done
with respect to all private sector borrowings are ob- using a manual accounting system. While the collec-
tained from the External Finance Wing and from the tion, compilation and presentation of external debt data
SBP. Agencies that make debt service payments from has been very accurate, reliable and efficient, there is,
overseas assets such as PIA, report these remittances to however, a need to have a Central Coordination Unit
the Debt Management Unit. especially when each of the three units involved (SBP,

The Debt Management Unit consolidates all the EAD and Finance Division) are in the process of
information on debt service payments and sends sum- computerizing their systems.
mary monthly and quarterly reports. These figures are
discussed in Joint Minsterial meeting and are reconciled IV. Computerization of External Debt in
before being released for use by the concerned agen- Pakistan
cies.

Computerization of External Debt in EAD is
B. Intergrating Data on Disbursements being carried out with the assistance of United Nations

Received Development Programme (UNDP) as a part of United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNC-

The Research and Statistics Unit receives TAD) system project. UNCTAD, being the executing
copies of all loans/grants agreements pertaining to agency, has provided necessary computer hardware and
direct government borrowing from the relevent policy software and training facilities to establish the computer
units and from the External Finance Wing. It obtains system. The main software package used is known as
copies of loan agreements pertaining to public sector the Debt Monitoring and Financial Analysis System
agenices guaranteed by the Federal Government, (DMFAS). It is developed by UNCTAD and is opera-
directly from the individual borrowing agencies. The tional in several Asian and African Countries.
utilization of individual loans and grants is monitored Registration of foreign loans in the computer,
through disbursement advices sent by the creditors. being the immediate objective of the project, has been
These reports are supplemented by information obtained achieved. This has resulted in a reliable data base
from the executing agencies on special forms designed facilitating the preparation of annual budget regarding
by the Research and Statistics Unit. The information so the repayments and the evaluation of the future repay-
received is assembled on a monthly basis for purposes ments. EAD is in the process of verifying the data
of monitoring the foreign exchange budget. Quarterly base in order to improve its reliability regarding actual
reports concerning commitments and disbursements are repayments and disbursements.
circulated to the Debt Management Unit of EAD, State Further information on the computerization of
Bank of Pakistan, and to the Finance and Planning & debt management in Pakistan is presented in the paper
Development Divisions. These reports cover each loan by Mr. S.S. Husain Zaidi, 'Use of Computers in Debt
and grant and also each aid-financed project. Data are Management - the Experience of Pakistan".
also available by creditor and by executing agency.
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Table 23-1: PAKISTAN EXTERNAL DEBT TRANSACTIONS
1950 - JUNE 1989

(US $ billions)

Repayable Repayable in
in Foreign Pakistan
Exchange Rupees Total

1. Loans contracted 27.6 0.7 28.3

2. Loans disbursed 20.5 0.7 21.2

3. Loans repaid 6.8 0.3 7.1

4. Debt disbursed
and outstanding 14.2 0.4 14.6

5. Undisbursed debt 7.3 - 7.3
(Pipeline as
of 1.7.89)
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24. Debt Management in Sierra Leone

Ernestus Coker
Sierra Leone

External debt monitoring and analysis is government borrowing has been limited mostly to
presently undertaken both in the Ministry of Finance concessional loans from international organizations.
and the Bank of Sierra Leone using files and registers
maintained manually. This type of collection of infor- II. Debt Monitoring Procedures
mation cannot be made use of conveniently in this
modem age, in order to foreast external payment The Ministry of Finance, as the agency respon-
obligations, when, for example, exchange rates and sible for the management of all government debts,
international interest rates vary, since a manual system keeps full records of all local and foreign government
lacks flexibility. Similarily, flexible aggregations of loans. It is also responsible for ensuring that proper
external debt data which are required for balance-of- provision is made for loan repayment in the budget
payments analysis and foreign exchange budgeting, are estimates. Information on each individual loan is
cumbersome and time consuming to prepare. As such, recorded in an index card which contains all the rele-
this system needs improvement. vant data on that loan. These index cards are updated

regularly. Disbursements on government loans are
I. Borrowing Policies recorded in a ledger as and when they are counter-

signed by the Ministry of Finance and on confirmation
Sierra Leone maintains a general policy of from the creditors that the disbursement forms are

relating all government and government guaranteed acceptable.
loans, especially project financing, to the overall When a payment of principal or interest on a
economic performance of the economy and, in particu- loan is to be made, the normal procedure is for the
lar, to the availability of foreign exchange to repay Ministry of Finance to instruct the Bank of Sierra
loans. At the beginning of each financial year, a Leone to make a specified payment to a creditor. In a
foreign exchange budget is prepared by the Bank of few cases, such as where payment orders with respect
Sierra Leone. It is the basis for incuring additicnal to promissory notes have been issued, the Bank of
foreign exchange expenditure for a particular financial Sierra Leone has blanket authority to make payments as
year. and when they fail due, without specific instructions.

Over the past few years the government has It notifies the Ministry of Finance of the payment
relied on mainly foreign financing for its development retrospectively. When the Ministry of Finance is
programme. It is very difficult to match the require- notified of such payment, an entry is made on an index
ments for foreign financing to foreign exchange earn- card.
ings. One reason is the unreliability of Sierra Leone's The Bank of Sierra Leone, as the government's
foreign exchange earnings. If prices of agricultural banker, is responsible for effecting loan payments. It
produces would be constant, one could reliably budget is also responsible for finding the foreign exchange to
foreign exchange earnings; but, taking into consider- make payments on foreign currency loans. The Public
ation the fluctation of prices of agricultural produce, Debt Section within the Bank of Sierra Leone keeps
preparing a foreign exchange budget becomes very records of debt transactions undertaken by Bank of
cumbersome. This difficulty is not unique to the Sierra Sierra Leone on behalf of the government, draws up
Leone economy but is characteristic of most agricultural debt profiles to assist in the forward management of
exporting developing countries. loan payments, particularly in foreign currency, and

The shortage of foreign currency has over the advises on debt policy generally. The records kept by
years created difficulties for the government of Sierra the Bank of Sierra Leone are similar to those of the
Leone to meet its external obligations. Consequently, Ministry of Finance. The use of index cards by the

Bank of Sierra Leone has recently been complemented
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by the use of individual loan files. The Public Debt received, coordinated and processed; it lacks a fast,
Section keep its own copies of loan agreements from effective and self-checkdng means of recording, moni-
which information is transferred to the files and pay- toring, updating and processing debt data; and it is not
ment schedules calculated. If loan agreements are not able to produce rapid forecasts of the effects of possible
available, the Ministry of Finance provides the details. changes. These shortcomings could be rectified by the
Actual payments are entered on each index card and on establishment of a National Debt Office and by the
a payments file as payments are effected by the Foreign computerizaton of the whole system.
Operations Division within the Bank of Sierra Leone
and communicated to the Public Debt Section. m. Proposed Changes

The coding system used by the Bank of Sierra
Leone for numbering the loans is different from that of The Present Debt Management System has
the Ministry of Finance. The cards and files are been discussed at length among interested parties, and
updated periodically; but the information on the it has been established that there is a need for a Nation-
individual cards and files are not normally consolidated al Debt Office that would act as a central repository for
into a single schedule covering all government debt, all information on national debt and that would be
though monthly debt profiles are produced and quarterly responsible for coordinating the activities of the Minis-
payment schedules are drawn up. ter of Finance, the Public Debt Sector and the Foreign

Payments in foreign currency of principal and Operations Division at the Bank of Sierra Leone.
interest on foreign loans are effected by the Foreign
Department of the Bank of Sierra Leone. In principle, A. A National Debt Office
these payments are made on specific instructions from
the Ministry of Finance. But, as mentioned above, the The first task of the National Debt Office will
Bank of Sierra Leone has blanket authority to make be to complete the creditor reconciliation of the invento-
payments on loans and notify the Ministry of Finance. ry of the public sector foreign debt and to ensure that

Because of Sierra Leone's foreign exchange the information available in the three operational centres
difficulty, there is hardly ever sufficient foreign ex- is accurate and consistent. The establishment of a
change available in any given month to enable the Bank National Debt Office would not eliminate completely
of Sierra Leone to meet foreign payments in fUll. An the functions of the three operational centres. The
ad hoc system has therefore developed under which the Ministry of Finance would continue to bear responsibili-
Foreign Department makes a weekly list of outstanding ty for meeting the obligations incurred by the govem-
critical payments in order of priority. The priority ment.
order is decided by the Foreign Department in consulta- Specifically, the office would need to ensure
tion with the Govemor of the Bank and the Minister of that loans are contracted when needed, that the proceeds
Finance. Once the list has been agreed upon, payments are applied to their proper purpose and that the govem-
are then effected by Foreign Department according to ment funds the local currency needed to meet al
the amount of Foreign Exchange available. payments obligations. The Banking Department of the

The main drawback of the present system is Bank of Sierra Leone would continue to advise the
that none of the three operational centres, i.e., the govemment on its debt payments, and the Foreign
Ministry of Finance, the Public Debt Division and the Department would be responsible for the foreign
Foreign Department at the Bank of Sierra Leone, has exchange requirements resulting from the govemment's
complete information on the current state of individual debt obligations, and for meeting those requirements
loans. This is partly because there is an inadequate within the framework of the overal foreign exchange
flow of information between the three operational policy.
centres. The aggregation of debt statistics under the Because the Bank of Sierra Leone is responsi-
present system is cumbersome and time consuming ble for making actual payments, and therefore has a
task. As a result, there are drawbacks as to the type of constant need for accurate information, I believe that
information supplied for adequate debt monitoring and the National Debt Office should be located in the Bank
policy formulation. of Sierra Leone.

This present system, therefore, lacks a central
clearing house for information, where all debt data are
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B. Computerization Proposals centralized at the Bank of Sierra Leone. A copy of the
updated data based could be transferred to the Ministry

At present, the three operational centres in the of Finance on, for example, a daily or weekly basis.
Ministry of Finance and the Bank of Sierra Leone are Thus, the reporting and analysis function would be fully
in the process of adopting a common integrated system available for both institutions. At the same time, data
for automated debt monitoring. This would enable the integrity would be guaranteed by the centralized data
three centres to conduct regular and instant checks on entry.
the compatability of their debt records and to identify The computerization of the public debt would
areas where differences in data or assumptions need to provide Sierra Leone with up-to-date status reports on
be reconciled. It would also allow each centre to external debt. The recording of actual disbursements
provide full information about the implication of policy and debt service payments (loan ledger) will be comput-
alternatives to management within its own sphere of erized as well as data on loan terms, debt servicing
responsibility. schedules and other characteristics of loan agreement.

To this end, an exploratory mission was A computer system would also permit frequently
undertaken by a Senior Systems Analyst of the United reviewed projections of existing debt to be made with
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNC- a considerable improvement in flexibility and accuracy.
TAD) to assess the needs of the Government and the In the process of computerizing the register of existing
Bank of Sierra Leone in the area of debt management loans, a registration certificate will be assigned in order
including the installation of computer system. It is to verify that the loan has been registered. This will
hoped that, after securing the necessary funds, the constitute a permanent machanism in the sense that all
UNCTAD Debt Management System (DMFAS) would future loans will be assigned a certificate upon being
then be installed in both the Ministry of Finance and the registered.
Bank of Sierra Leone. All data entry would then be
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25. External Debt Management in Sudan

Syed Omar Ibrahim Etkahir
Sudan

Sudan, being a less developed economy, has a The Bank of Sudan is responsible for the
continuing need for development finance from abroad. management of its own short-term foreign debt. Due
During the initial growth of the country, public foreign to the present severe shortage of foreign exchange in
debt was increased to meet development needs, and by Sudan, decision on the servicing of any sector of the
fiscal year 1978/79 Sudan was faced with a prohibitive public debt must take account of the other sectors, and
foreign debt-service burden. Now, the public foreign there is close consultation between Bank of Sudan and
debt of Sudan is currently in excess of 12 billion the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning.
dollars, and the management of the debt is one of the
central components of the national recovery program. II. The Ministry of Fmance and

I. Organization of Debt Management Economic Planning
Since the passing of the Finance & Accounts

The principal units dealing with external debt Procedure Act greater coordination was needed between
are located in the Ministry of Finance and Economic the different sectors and departments involved in
Planning and in the Bank of Sudan. The responsibility external finance. A Directorate General of external
for the management of Sudan's external debt is vested finance is being established to perform the function
in the Ministry of Finance & Economic Planning under headed by a Director General who will report to the
the Act of 1977. Prior to the passing of this Act, Minister. The Director General will be responsible for
individual govemrnment units and public bodies could the computation and presentation of comprehensive data
make foreign exchange commitments, without the on all aspects of Sudan external finance. This will
approval of the Minister of Finance, even though such include the extemal financial position on behalf of the
commitments ultimately became liabilities of the Govermment, with particular emphasis on the manage-
government. The practice led to uncoordinated borrow- ment of Sudan's foreign exchange borrowing require-
ing by public bodies and a lack of control over future ments and debt servicing obligations. The Directorate
commitment that was not acceptable once the overall will advise the Minister on all matters pertaining to
level of external debt become significant. external finance, and it will be required to develop

policies, strategies, procedures and controls for extemal
H. The Bank of Sudan finance. The Directorate will consist of following

Departments:
The Bank of Sudan is responsible for the

management and allocation of the extemal reserves of (a) Loan Administration & Technical Assistance,
the country and is empowered to borrow in its own Planning Department, Ministry of Finance.
name up to one year under the Bank of Sudan Act. In
general, foreign borrowing during a given period of (b) Loan Repayment Section, Finance Department,
time is not determined by the actual foreign exchange Ministry of Finance.
requirements. It is rather determined by the availability
of concessional aid, by lines of credit extended by (c) Commodity Aid Department.
foreign commercial banks and by the availability of
acceptable collateral (mainly produce contracts). (d) External Finance Foreign Exchange, and
Because of the continued severe shortage of foreign Budget, Economy Department, Ministry of
exchange in Sudan decisions on foreign debt service can Finance.
not be made without reference to the immediately
availability of foreign exchange.
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At this time, there is no computer system in should contain details of all transaction on each account
the Ministry for managing extemal debt. One is interest and capable repayment schedule to the maturity
needed, in a special directorate for this purpose, that is of loans and be suitable for use as a data base for the
capable of holding accounting type records of all public preparation of debt reports & projections.
foreign exchange borrowing and grants. These records
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ANNEX

Reorganization of External Debt Management
Functions in the Ministry of Finance and

Economic Planning

Thomas Klein and Alaa M.E. Abdo

Shortly after the preceeding note was written fourth unit, the Disbursement Unit, monitors drawings
by Mr. Eltahir, the Ministry of Finance and Economic on foreign loans and is responsible for maintaining
Planning announced a major revision in its organization- statistics on all loans.
al arrangements for external debt management. The Prior to this reorganization, these functions
main feature was the establishment of a Debt Manage- were carried out by four separate departments. In the
ment Unit in the Planning Wing of the Ministry. This Finance Wing of the Ministry, there was an External
unit and four companion units are now placed in the Finance Department and a Repayment Section. In the
General Department for Economic Cooperation. The Planning Wing there was a Loan and Technical Assis-
head is an Undersecretary who reports to the First tance Department. The Commodity Aid Department
Undersecretary of Planning. In turn, he reports to the existed independently of the other units. It is visualized
Minister of Economic Planning (see Chart 1). that the functions of these groups will be carried out

The Debt Management Unit is responsible for more smoothly, now that they are linked in the General
ordering repayments of all government loans and for Department for Economic Cooperation. This Depart-
renegotiating debt on behalf of the government. Three ment will be working closely with the Foreign Aid
units are responsible for negotiating new loans and Department and the Rescheduling Department of the
implementing the agreements (the Project Aid Unit. Bank of Sudan.
The Commodity Aid Unit and the Food Aid Unit). The
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Chart 25-1: DEBT MANAGEMENT IN THE MINISTRY OF
FINANCE AND ECONOMIC PLANNING

The Minister of
Finance and
Economic Planning

First Undersecretary
of Planning

General Department for
Economic Cooperation

- Debt Management Unit - Orders repayments of
all loans; participates
in debt rescheduling
negotiations

- Project Aid Unit)
)
)

- Commodity Aid Unit ) - Loan negotiation and
) implementation
)

- Food Aid Unit)

- Disbursement Unit - Monitors disbursements
for all loans
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26. Debt Management in Turkey

Yacel Irgat, Gulnur O9ok and Mansur KiaVok
Turkey

I. External Borrowing Procedures prior approval, but need to be reported to the External
Debt Follow-up Department.

The control of debt and the management of
borrowings are principally centered in the Undersecre- II. Monitoring External Debt
tariat of the Treasury and Foreign Trade (UTFT),
attached to the Prime Minister's Office. The UTFT is The General Directorate for Public Finance of
authorized to borrow in the name of central government UTFT has the responsibility of monitoring the long-
and to negotiate with the foreign lenders. The General term direct debt of the central government and other
Directorate for External Economic Relations of UTFT public sector entities. Public sector borrowers must
is responsible for formulating the external borrowing register new loans and their repayment schedules with
program. It follows developments in the international this Directorate. Borrowers also must report disburse-
capital markets, analyzes the terms and conditions of ments received. Data reports are submitted monthly.
agreements, and negotiates the various loans. This The Directorate also assembles available creditor
Directorate may also assist in loan negotiations involv- information on loan disbursements and repayments.
ing municipal governments and State Economic Enter- Short-term debt is monitored by the Central Bank. The
prises. CB also monitors its own medium-and Long-term

The Treasury exercises a key role in the liabilities, the Dresdner Scheme and related matters
formulation of the Budget and the Annual Economic concerning liquidity and reserve requirements. The CB
Programs, working closely with the State Planning monitors some disbursements of bilateral and other
Organization (SPO), the Central Bank (CB) and the official credits. It effects the public sector's debt
Ministry of Finance and Customs (MOF). The Trea- servicing, acting on instructions from the Treasury.
sury is responsible for decisions on the level and The CB, together with the Treasury, collects from the
composition of borrowings, the sources of such borrow- banking sector information on commercial bank external
ings and the sequencing of borrowings from capital debt.
markets. The Treasury is responsible for reporting

The total foreign borrowing requirements of budget-related external debt information to the Exche-
the public sector are formulated in the context of both quer and Audit Department and to the Government
five year development plans and annual programs. The Accounting Office of the MOF. To verify internal
Treasury determines the foreign financing needs for the government information on debt, the Treasury assem-
current year in line with the annual program, in accor- bles available creditor data.
dance with the budget. The External Debt Follow-up Department of

There is little control over external borrowing the General Directorate for Public Finance produces
by parastatal enterprises, and by private enterprises, due statistics and analysis the External Debt of Turkey for
to the liberalization of the foreign exchange control debt and liability management purposes. This Depart-
regime. However, all direct borrowing by public ment registers the new loans to the External Debt
enterprises and all private sector borrowing exceeding Information system and tracks all disbursements and
one year maturity are subject to the Treasury's approv- debt servicing and updates the data information system.
al. All borrower's are obliged to register new loan The External Debt Follow-up Department generates
agreements to the External Debt Follow-up Department annual and semiannual external debt reports that cover
'of the General Directorate for Public Finance. After debt outstanding, disbursements, amortization and
the signature of loan agreements, borrowers are obliged interest payments. Some debt statistics are also month-
to report disbursements and repayments on a monthly ly.
basis. Borrowings of less than one year do not require
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III. Debt Monitoring Problems The computerization project is ongoing, and
has been implemented in two phases, with the support

Turkey has a large number of outstanding of World Bank and IMF staff. Two separate teams
loans, contracted by diverse borrowers and managed by work on this project, the design team and the program-
several government agencies. Problems of data compi- ming team.
lation are inevitable. A few of these problems are: Phase one covers the entering of all public,

publicly guaranteed and private medium-and long-term
(a) The large number of loans and complex nature debt. It includes entering and retrieving data from the

of data elements of each loan. database through a local area network, instruction and
training of data managers, and preparation of documen-

(b) There is a need to produce both aggregated tation. Phase two includes more output reports and
and detailed data. increased control of data. The collection of data being

the core of a good working system, legal and adminis-
(c) The computerized information of debt service trative measures have been taken to permit a continuous

payments based on Turkish debtors' records flow of information: the registration of new loans, the
often differs from information available from centralization of debt management cooperation between
creditors. units and good quality control.

In phase one, urgent and simple reports are
(d) Notice of allocation and payment orders are produced, such as debt service payment time tables and

normally sent to the Central Bank of Turkey projections, medium-and long-term debt outstanding,
10 days before due dates. But, sometimes, a disbursements, repayments and interest payments during
payments are delayed because of the payment a specific period. In phase two more detailed reports
advices are not received on time. will be produced such as "alert' reports on payment

delays.
(e) Data are not reported to the General Director- We have an IBM 4341, which will be upgraded

ate for Public Finance on time. to a 4381 with a larger capacity for memory and for
disk storage. We have approximately sixty-four

(f) Borrowers keep their accounts in Turkish Lira terminals, of which about fourteen are reserved for the
as of the transaction date, and the precise external debt system. For software, the existing
foreign exchange equivalent is not known. operating system was chosen as the basis for the
This causes differences between the creditors' external debt system and Pl/l Language for writing the
accounts and those of the Turkish debtors. programs. For database management the SQ1/SD

Language of IBM was chosen.
IV. Computerization The principal users of EXDIS are selected staff

of in the Treasury and the Central Bank. There are no

The data-base of medium-and long-term loans direct linkages between the Treasury's EXDIS and
has been computerized within the External Debt Fol- computer systems of agencies that serve as data sourc-
low-up Department. Work on the External Debt es. The information from different sources must be
Information System (EXDIS) started in August 1983. entered manually, with reports coming either by mail or
Borrowers are obliged to file monthly reports on by messenger.
disbursements and repayments to the External Debt
Follow-up Department. The Treasury assembles V. Coordination
figures on certain debt related flows from both debtor
and creditor sources, and the Central Bank prepares The General Directorate for External Economic
inputs on debt data based on banking information. All Relations is responsible for foreign borrowing, and the
these data provide inputs to EXDIS, which was de- General Directorate for Public Finance is responsible
signed to cover medium and long-term public and for external debt management. Both Directorates are
publicly guaranteed debt, private debt and also short- under the Undersecretariat of the Treasury and Foreign
term debt. Trade, and there is close collaboration between these
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two departments. The Treasury conducts analytical
studies. International capital markets are followed by
General Directorate for Foreign Economic Relations.
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27. Debt Information Systems

Summary of the Discussion

Rapporteurs:

- Dr. Munir Z. Abu-Ghazaleh, Jordan
- Miss Yacel Irgat, Turkey

Debt Management requires accurate and
adequate statistics and information on debt. One way to delay on-time repayments indicating the lack of
of reporting the debt is based upon its type i.e. classify proper timely data more than the lack of proper timely
debt according to the status of borrowers. The discus- data more than the lack of sufficient funds.
sion emphasized the necessity of coordinating the Considering the burden of debt, the financial
statistics on various types of loans managed by various resource providing is the important aspect of the debt
officers or sources. management. Thus among the participant countries,

It is very important to have a designated loan Ministry of Finance, Treasury Department and the
office to be responsible for all foreign loans; parties Central Bank have the vital role in the repayments of
involved, interest rate, maturity etc., in order to principal and interest according to the accurate informa-
accurately express their annual burden and thus plan tion and to allocate the currencies for this purpose with
their service. close relations regarding the currency composition and

Countries often encounter the problems that currency management information about debt.
disbursement are less than complete execution.

Because disbursement advice is received by Read Chapter 19 by Thomas Klein, "External
beneficiary and not by central loan agency. Countries Debt Information Systems in Developing Countries",
often pay additional charges on deferred payments due particularly the table summarizing the difficulties of

debt monitoring.
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Part V - Use of Computers in Debt Management

28. Introduction

As in nearly all other disciplines, the computer Main-frame computer records of accounting
revolution of the 1980s has transformed external debt records were of limited value. Filling out coding
management. At the beginning of the decade, the work sheets meant duplicating the data entry functions of the
of the debt accountant, the statistician and the debt manual process, and the computerized output was
manager was largely a pen and ink operation aided by available only with a time lag. The value of the main-
adding machines and calculators. A few countries frame computer was more in preparing statistics on
supported accounting and statistical operations with external debt than in maintaining accounting records.
main-frame computers. In the mid-1980s the micro- Transactions recorded in many currencies could be
computer appeared, and "user-friendly' software converted into a common currency quickly. The use of
packages soon followed. During the remainder of the foreign loans during a month, a quarter or a calendar
decade, micro-computers became more powerful, and year could be compiled quickly, as well as the amount
their prices fell. Even low-wage countries have found of debt service paid. Amounts of debt outstanding
it cost-effective to use micro-computers in debt manage- could be calculated definitively, and projections could
ment. At the end of the 1980s manual processes were be made of future debt service due. Figures could be
rapidly giving way to computerized technology. As the prepared either in a common foreign currency, such as
decade of the 1990s opens, we are seeing all countries the US dollar, or in the national currency.
with some level of computerization in their external While the main-frame stage of computerization
debt management and all countries seeking ways to did not replace day-to-day manual accounting opera-
using micro-computers more effectively. tions, it did enhance the timeliness and quality of

Debt accounting was initially done by making summary statistics on external debt. The major draw-
entries in ledgers or on debt record cards, each card back was that the format of statistical presentations was
representing one or more aspects of the accounting fixed. If a different type of presentation was required,
process required for each loan. For example, account- the debt office manager had to secure the help of a
ing clerks would make an entry for individual loan programmer in the central computing office. Since
disbursements. They would then calculate manually the such skilled staff was scarce, there was always a delay
amount of disbursed debt created and the amount of the in obtaining special tabulations.
loan remaining to be drawn down. When advices from The micro-computer's impact on debt manage-
creditors were received regarding debt service due, ment was revolutionary. Because the machines were
these amounts, too, were recorded manually on debt inexpensive relative to main-frame systems and did not
record cards, and the totals of debt outstanding remain- have to be operated in special air-conditioned, dust-free
ing were calculated. Schedules of debt service pay- rooms, it was possible to place them in the debt office.
ments due during the life of each loan were calculated Also, they could be operated by the regular debt office
by hand and copied on to the debt record cards. staff and did not require computer specialists to perform

Form a technical point of view, these debt routine work. Some work was best done on specialized
accounting procedures could be transferred easily from software created for debt management, but there
manual record cards to computer files. However, early remained much manipulation of data that could be
computer systems were mounted on main-frame com- performed by "off-the-shelf" software, such spreadsheet
puters that were normally operated in a central govern- packages like Lotus 123 or data base packages such as
ment computing bureau. Data on transactions had to be DBaseIII.
copied on to coding sheets and punched cards prepared. The benefits of the micro-computer for debt
The central computer bureau processed the information management are substantial with respect to the work of
and returned a tabulation of the reports required. the debt accountant, the debt statistician and the debt
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manager himself. The accounting records of each loan necessary to secure the answers required. Now, the
can be kept on-line by the clerks in the debt office who debt office manager can pose questions and obtain the
formerly had to enter information on loan-card records. answers quickly by himself.
There is no longer a need to enter information once in In the seminar, Mr. Klein described the
a manual record and then copy it on to a form for entry changes in debt management that have been made
into a main-frame computer. Reports could be printed possible by the micro-computer and micro-computer
at will. Regarding statistics, summary information can based software. He reviewed the impact on debt
be obtained at frequent intervals from the accounting accounting, statistics and on managerial functions. He
records (once they are all up-to-date). The format of referred in his lecture to a paper by Robed Valantin,
output can be varied. 'Computer-Based Systems to Meet Debt Management

What is totally new is the possibility of the Information Needs". Following his presentation, Mr.
debt office manager himself using the computer for Hussain Zaidi of Pakistan described how micro-comput-
analysis. The manager can obtain general statistics on ers have been used in debt management in his country.
debt from the standard computer output and extract Mr. Khanani of the Islamic Development Bank dis-
information required using his own micro-computer. cussed the use of micro-computers as a management
He can compose reports directly using word-processing tool, demonstrating his points with Lotus 123 applica-
software and input summary statistics. He can make, tions.
on his own, broad simulations of the consequences of The Valentin and Zaidi essays are reproduced
proposed foreign borrowings or of external shocks in this section (Chapters 29 and 30). The reader is
created by changes in foreign exchange rates or of referred also to the essay on Malaysia's debt informa-
interest rates. Before the micro-computer, the debt tion system in Chapter 21, which desribes how comput-
office manager required a staff of technicians with ers are used for debt management in the Ministry of
clerical support to obtain and manipulate the data Finance and in the Central Bank.
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29. Computer Based Systems to Meet Debt
Management Information Needs

Robert Valantin 1

Canada

The debt crisis has heightened awareness experiences in the UNDP Debt Management Review.
within developing countries, and within the technical Finally, the third will be the author's views of what
assistance agencies which help them, of the need for may be missing form debt management information
better information upon which debt management systems today - or, as seen in a slightly different way -
decisions can be made. An important and highly visible where the opportunities are for some interesting and
part of the response to this need has been the develop- useful systems work in the future.
ment of a number of computer-based debt management
systems (CBDMSs). Indeed, such systems have been I. External Debt Management
seen by some as a panacea for the problems involved in Information Needs
providing a usable information base for debt manage-
ment decision-making. However, it is well known that A. Functions of Debt Management
such systems do not operate in a vacuum, but depend
upon effective communication and cooperation amongst According to Mehran (1985, p.10), the man-
the data suppliers and the users, the availability of agement of a country's external debt has five basic
trained staff, and the existence of appropriate legal and fgmtnt ofia country' exeralidebt asofivbsinsttutona arageet .A.etrrqie w functions: policy, regulatory, operational, accounting,

main and statistical. Each function has its own particular
resources for successfully dealing with its debt: an information requirements, and these can be assisted to
adequate source of funds for servicing the debt, and a

well-oganize, timey suply of nformaion toenabl greater or lesser degrees by the use of computers.well-organized, timely supply of informnation to enable Traditionally, the term "debt management
it to develop and implement the necessary policies and Trationally, he term t management

tostructure an adiise it deb potfli efetvly information systems" has referred to systems supporting
to trutur an adiiistr is dbt orfolo efecivey. the latter two complementary functions (accounting and

Unfortunately, there is not much that we as systems .the alatter t osomple enryftions (account and
people~~~~~~~~~~~~, ca doaottespl.f ud odmns h statistical), and most of the software development andpeople can do about the supply of funds to diminish the technical assistance to date has been in these areas.

debt burden, but we can do something to help improve This is not surprising given that these functions support
the supply of information to assist with better, more the day-to-day management of a country's external debt
effective debt management. and its servicing, and provide the database upon which

This paper consists of three parts. The first all operational actions and policy decisions are ultimate-
will be a 'theoretical', or perhaps 'conceptual', 1y made. They are also required to meet the reporting
extrinaldebt af the efor unation needs of managers of demands of lending agencies such as the World Bank,
external debt and of the functional composition of an tendsoPaiClbegitos. Inasneand the needs of Paris Club negotiations. In a sense,
Computer-Based Debt Management Systems (CBDMSs) the information requirements to support these functions
which have been developed or which could be devel- and the types of systems needed to meet them are
oped to help meet these needs. The second will be a already well understood, and there is significant experi-
summary of some of the main problems experienced by ence with them. However, there is ample scope for
developing countries with the use of CBDMSs as we technical assistance agencies to explore the possibilities
know them today, based upon the author's recent

I The author is Associate Director, Information Sciences Division, International Development Research Centre,
Ottawa, Canada. This paper is an abridged version of a presentation to The World Bank Debt Systems Conference,
held in Paris, France in April 1989. It incorporates selected portions of the work undertaken by the author as part
of the UNDP Debt Management Review. He would like to thank UNDP for allowing him to use this material, but
would like to emphasize that he takes sole responsibility for the opinions expressed in this paper.
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for computer-based tools to assist in the other three - restructuring and refinancing agreements
functions, particularly in the area of collecting, storing, - extemal grants
distributing, and sharing information and experiences - domestic borrowings
from various developing countries. - domestic on-lending of extemal borrowings

The accounting function consists of creating - domestic instruments (e.g. Treasury Bills, local
and implementing a framework to record and control inscribed stocks, etc.)
data on the status of a country's indebtedness, and the - bonds
transaction flows related to it. Much has been written - equity investments.
about the scope of information to be included in a
country's external debt management information Information may be required at various levels
systems. Mehran (1985) points out: of aggregation, depending on the type of debt instru-

ment and the borrower. This aggregation can apply to
The commonly-used narrow definition both basic information on individual loans and informa-
of external debt includes all medium- tion on individual transactions related to a loan. (Note
term and long-term debt (of one year that henceforth the term "loan" will be used for any
or more) owed by the public sector to sort of debt or debt-related instrument from the above
non-residents. A broader definition list). The accounting function is also directly related to
adds short-term public-sector debt, administrative control; for example, information may be
direct investment, and private-sector derived from or may be used by other administrative
debt (both short-and long-term). systems in place, such as for authorizing foreign
Definitions become complicated be- exchange transactions.
cause the distinction between different The statistical function (or, as it is sometimes
types of extemal obligations such as referred to, the statistical and analytical function)
loans, grants, and direct investment is converts the data contained in the database which has
not always clearly discernible. been constructed for accounting (and control and

monitoring) purposes into meaningful information for
Many developing-country debt managers would management. Generally, summary figures are provided

view the basic minimum of information to be captured for a set of variables aggregated across a particular
by an external debt management system to include subset of loans selected according to particular criteria
medium- and long-term debt owed by the public sector and produced with given periodicity. In addition to
(including direct government borrowing, Central Bank providing information based on historical data and the
borrowing, and parastatal and private-sector borrowing current stock of debt, projecting statistics is an impor-
guaranteed by the govemment) to non-residents of the tant aspect of this function. Analytic tools to provide
country. Obviously, any institution or country develop- sensitivity testing (for example to determine the effect
ing or implementing a debt management system requires of changes in interest or exchange rates, or to deter-
it to be able to handle the debt stock and instruments mine the potential effect of a particular borrowing
which fall within its mandate or interests. From the strategy) can provide a basis for day-to-day portfolio
systems point of view, this relates to the capabilities of management as well as for developing future borrowing
the system to structure and store particular types of data strategies. Thus, the information generated is of use
elements and their characteristics. For example, a debt not only to debt managers, but also for larger macro-
management information system could be called upon economic purposes such as government budgeting and
to include information on the following (not all neces- balance-of-payments planning. In addition, the statistics
sarily mutually exclusive): generated can be of great use for fulfilling reporting

requirements, both intemal and extemal to the country.
- medium- and long-term loans Mehran's first three functions (policy, regulato-
- short-term loans (including suppliers' credits, ry, and operational) depend on the latter two (account-

trade and non-trade, short-term credits, notes, ing and statistical) for accurate data on a country's
etc.) indebtedness, but have broader requirements as well.

- syndicated credits
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These include: (disks, tapes), terminals, communications
devices, etc. The specific configuration de-

(a) current legal administrative guidelines (e.g. pends on: local requirements, such as the
laws, procedures, regulations) and documenta- scope of the application (types of loans, num-
tion (e.g. existing policies); ber of loans, level of transaction detail re-

tained); the number and locations of users; the
(b) relevant legal documentation (e.g. agreements); operational environment (online, batch); hard-

ware and related systems already in place; and
(c) interpretations and examples of past experience the CBDMS software to be used.

(e.g. current international practices, recent
negotiations); 2. Software. This includes both the system

software (operating system, programming
(d) published literature on debt management; and languages, system building blocks and utility

packages such as database management sys-
(e) market information and sources of finance. tems, spreadsheets, word processors, report

generators) and the applications software, i.e.
Much of this is currently scattered and dupli- the debt management software. It is the latter

cated through various files in different ministries and which is the focus of attention in this confer-
agencies, or is retained in the heads of officials. It is ence, and indeed is often seen by users as the
generally not organized into a coherent information CBDMS. Debt management software can be
system which would permit easy access by a variety of written locally by a developing-country institu-
users. In some cases, much of the information that tion to meet its specific needs -- with or with-
would be highly pertinent never reaches the officials in out outside technical assistance -- or it can be
charge at all, although it may be available in the taken as a package from a software supplier,
country, as it may be held, for example, in the private either a technical assistance agency or a com-
(and partly foreign-owned) banking system. It should mercial organization, and adapted to varying
be emphasized that a good deal of relevant information degrees to meet local needs.
can come from sources outside a particular country, and
that South-South exchanges of information and experi- 3. Database. This includes the definitions and
ence can be particularly useful. Efforts by the U.N. structure of the data to be stored and used by
Regional Economic Commissions to establish informa- the system, as well as the data itself (both
tion networks on more general development and plan- input by the user into the system and generated
ning infornation, such as ECA's PADIS and ECLAC's by the system). Typically, a CBDMS contains
INFOPLAN, are a start in this direction. the following types of data (Hunsberger

[1985], pp. 5-8):
B. Computer-Based Debt Management

Systems (CBDMSs) (a) the basic loan register, containing the principal
elements taken form the loan agreement (bor-

For the purposes of this paper, a Computer- rower, lender, date of signature, commitment
Based Debt Management System (CBDMS) is taken to amount, use of funds). This information
be a computer-based tool used to record, process, normally does not change unless a refinancing
manage, analyze, and report on debt-related data. In or rescheduling operation occurs;
particular, the systems considered focus primarily on
managing external debt of developing countries. Such (b) planned transaction schedules, including sched-
systems consist of the following components. ules for future disbursements, amortization and

interest payments, and fees. In some systems,
1. Hardware. This refers to the physical equip- planned events are entered manually transac-

ment on which the system operates: The tion by transaction, while in others descriptions
computer (microcomputer, minicomputer, or of periodic transactions (e.g. semi-annual
mainframe computer), data storage devices principal repayments, quarterly interest pay-
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ments based on a specific interest computation C. Functional Capabilities of CBDMSs
formula) are entered;

CBDMSs vary a good deal in sophistication,
(c) projected future transaction schedules, generat- complexity, and flmctional capabilities. The following

ed by some systems based on the descriptions list represents classes of flnctions found in many
of periodic transactions in (b) above. These current CBDMS implementations, with the order
projections depend on the availability of esti- roughly approximating increasing sophistication and
mates for future interest and exchange rates power, as well as the historical evolution of many
and assumed profiles of disbursements; systems. Note that the classes are not necessarily

mutually exclusive. Functions include:
(d) actual transaction data, in a historical file

containing details of transactions which have 1. Data entry, validation, and editing, in order
taken place (usually at the individual transac- to create and maintain the components of the
tion level, although transactions may be aggre- debt database (as generally defined above).
gated for various reasons); This includes what is commonly referred to as

debt registration/recording and debt transaction
(e) debt relationships, including linkages between accounting.

individual loan agreements under frame agree-
ments, loan syndication, rescheduling or 2. Generation of projected transactions, based
refinancing exercises, and parallel agreements on rules for periodic disbursements, payments
for domestic on-lending; and fees.

(f) exogenous data, including financial market 3. Production of standard reports, with varying
data such as interest and exchange rates (his- degrees of user parametrization for record
torical, current, and in some cases projected); selection, aggregation, computation, and output
market conditions (e.g. for portfolio manage- formatting. Reports can be based on debt and
ment); and national macro-economic indicators exogenous data entered by the user, extracted
such as GNP and export earnings. Some of from external systems, and/or generated by the
this data may be derived from other systems CBDMS. Reports can include single loan
operating in the country or elsewhere; summaries and histories, ledger accounts,

arrears notices, creditor exposure, external
(g) utility information, such as codes used for debt outstanding, debt service projections,

institutions and currencies, and creditor ad- country reports for the World Bank, various
dresses and contact information; statistical aggregations, utility reports, etc.

(h) administrative data used to control the flow of 4. Querying and ad hoc reporting, including an
work related to debt management (e.g. new interactive query program to enable selection
loan authorizations, data validation, payment of records meeting specified criteria and a
authorizations, budget allocations); and reporting language or report generator permit-

ting easy user definition of reports. Note that
(i) interfacing data, used to explicitly link data if user parametrization is sufficiently general-

within the debt database to other systems (e.g. ized, the "standard" reports in function 3 may
corresponding record/transaction numbers, be able to meet many of these requirements.
budget coding).

5. System utility and maintenance functions,
4. Docunentation. This includes system and including file backup, security, parameter

user documentation, manuals, training materi- initialization, etc.
als, standard data entry forms, and standard
operating procedures.
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6. Analytic/management tools, to support: (e) reporting debt data in machine-readable form
to external agencies (e.g. the World Bank);

(a) sensitivity testing, to determine the effect of and
variations in exchange and interest rates on
future debt servicing; (f) accessing external financial or statistical infor-

mation sources (e.g. Reuters, IP Sharp).
(b) new loan testing, to evaluate loan offers or

possible borrowing strategies; 9. In the case of a supplied CBDMS package,
facilities for customizing data structures,

(c) calculation of exchange rate gains and losses in processes, and reports or for developing new
multi-currency loans; functions which can be integrated with those

already provided in the package.
(d) calculation of the grant element in loans;

10. Decision-support systems and tools, to assist in
(e) monitoring loan utilization and, to a limited policy formulation; evaluation of alternative

degree, the use of loan funds in specific pro- strategies; development of negotiation strate-
jects; and gies; and portfolio management and optimiza-

tion of composition, maturities, and interest
(f) integration of debt data and exogenous macro- and exchange rate exposure. Such systems

economic data. would be sophisticated extensions of the tools
included in functions 6 and 7 and would use

7. Facilitation of structural changes to the debt the collective expertise contained in the infor-
portfolio and database, resulting from: mation sources in functions 11 and 12.

(a) refinancing, rescheduling and restructuring 11. Access to information sources (both within a
exercises; developing country and from other countries)

for policy formulation, regulatory functions,
(b) debt servicing optimization, via currency and and debt coordination, including;

exchange rate options and swaps; and
(a) laws, regulations, procedures for authorization,

(c) on-lending operations. contracting and administration of loans;

8. Interfacing to external systems, for the (b) foreign exchange regulations and procedures;
purposes of:

(c) examples of workable institutional arrange-
(a) importing debt data (e.g. transaction informa- ments;

tion from an accounting system, exogenous
data); (d) economic and financial policies impacting on

external debt management;
(b) exporting debt data (e.g. aggregate data to a

spreadsheet for inclusion in a macro-economic (e) current international loan practices (e.g. what
model); creditors can and cannot require, sample

agreement clauses);
(c) sharing of common debt database elements or

files with another system; (f) new financial techniques and their implications
for developing-country debt strategies;

(d) administrative and operational control (e.g.
passing payment information to an authoriza- (g) detailed experience in previous negotiations;
tion tracking system);

(h) training opportunities; and
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(i) sources of technical advice (including consul- clearly in systems terms, or, because of unfa-
tants). miliarity with the capabilities of systems,

unsure of what they reasonably can ask for.
12. Access to information sources for operation- Exchange of information and experiences,

al portfolio management, including: through conferences and workshops such as
the ones organized by the World Bank in Paris

(a) market conditions including availability, instru- in 1985 and 1989 can play a very useful role.
ments, maturities, etc. (see also function 8 Selecting a system or technical partner can

require specialized knowledge and skills be-
yond those available in some developing coun-

(b) sources of finance; and tries and may necessitate the use of impartial
outside advice (Hunsberger [1988]). In many

(c) undrawn amounts in existing loans. cases, the choice is heavily influenced by
considerations that have little to do with the

13. Access to networking facilities for informa- relative advantage of the CBDMS software
tion exchange amongst debtors, including itself. The point is, however, that once the
electronic mail and computer conferencing. choice has been made and the results become

visible as the system is installed, there is little
Note that functions 10 - 13 are not currently chance to compare with alternative systems

considered part of CBDMSs or of other operational and a natural tendency to uphold the decision
support systems used by debt managers. Such func- made. In reviewing the experiences of the
tions, or, as in the case of 12 and 13, the related countries visited, the author did not feel that
information sources, would be labour-intensive and system selection was one of the major impedi-
demanding to construct and maintain. In addition, ments to progress, either in the past or at the
functions 11 -13 would partly depend on the develop- present time.
ment of TCDC arrangements to identify, classify, The selection of an approach as dis-
process, and share the information amongst developing cussed above will usually directly determine
countries. See also Section III. the hardware to be used for debt management.

For example, if a CBDMS package is selected,
II. Problems with the Implementation the range of hardware (and operating systems)

and Use of CBDMSs in Developing on which it will operate, and the mode of

Countries operation (single-user or multi-user), will be
determined by the capabilities of the package

The introduction of any technology-based tool (both current and expected in the near term).
into developing countries can be impeded by a number In most cases, this has been an IBM-compati-

ble microcomputer under MS-DOS, although
of potential problemns. CBDMSs are certainly no at least one package is available under XENIX
exception, and many of the standard lessons of comput- with multi-user access.
er-based information applications apply. The principal It is likely that packaged systems will
problems encountered during the UNDP Debt Manage- evolve to support operation in Local Area
ment Review in which the author recently participated Network environments as well as full multi-
include: user access. If custom-built software is to be

developed for debt management, this may be1. Needno identiecaioneof the to utilize existing (mainframe and minicomput-

systcalselems iand of userrequirem and/theer) hardware, or to become a component of anlogical selection of an approach and/or exstn fiaca inomto sytm
specific hardware and software. This is a
classical data processing problem, with local 2 Need for the development of a detailed plan
systems staff often unfamiliar with the set of for coordinated debt information manage-
applications (in this case debt management) . .
and users unable to express their requirements ment in a country. This is closely related to
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point a, as it involves identifying all of the separately (perhaps on a different computer)
potential sources and users of debt informa- from the other financial system, and data is
tion, as well as existing systems in place, and exchanged in a pre-defined format, usually on
developing a rational approach to sharing the an extemal medium such as diskette or tape
overall task of debt information management. (although it may be via direct file transfers
This is often done as part of the initial assess- using data communications), at regular inter-
ment by technical assistance agencies, although vals. Software is required to extract the
potential overlaps identified at this stage may required data from one system, to reformat it,
not be resolved prior to system implementation and to load it to the other system, although it
because of pressures from one or several of is generally not a problem to prepare such
the institutions. It is evident that such a de- software. In some cases, only specific data
tailed plan for coordinated debt information elements will be exchanged (e.g. actual loan
management should be developed and prob- repayment transactions extracted from a sys-
lems of mandate, overlap, information flows, tem at a Central Bank and used to update the
and data standards should be resolved prefera- payments file in a CBDMS); in others, entire
bly before any system implementation work is records are transferred (e.g. when private and
started in a developing country and at any rate public debt are handled by different agencies
before the system starts producing regular and merged into a national database). On the
reports. other hand, the case of direct systems integra-

tion usually implies that databases or data
3. Duplication of effort. One specific problem elements and functions related to debt manage-

which may be identified as part of the process ment are added to or built as part of a custom-
in point b is duplication of effort, especially in built financial management system operating
situations where resources are limited. In a on a central minicomputer or mainframe
number of cases, traditional rivalry between computer (e.g. for handling all operations
the Central Bank and the Ministry of Finance within a Central Bank). Data may be shared
has resulted in some overlap and thus in wast- by different applications as part of a common
ed efforts. In the worst case, one runs the risk database, or may be extracted in real-time or
of ending up with conflicting sets of debt data. at fixed intervals by a program running on the
It is important that clear operational guidelines computer.
for institutional cooperation and a mechanism The "connection" between a CBDMS
to coordinate the many aspects of debt man- and another system requires clear technical
agement (including the use of CBDMSs) be specifications to permit the appropriate ex-
developed as part of each above-mentioned change of information, synchronization of
developing-country debt information plan. The updates, and coordination of functions. Obvi-
effectiveness of this mechanism should be ously, the task is enormously easier if both
reviewed periodically as part of the process of systems are using the same CBDMS software.
monitoring debt management projects by The specific local requirements and conditions,
donors and technical assistance agencies. as well as cost and benefits, must be taken into

account when planning any interface with a
4. Difficulties with interfacing to related com- CBDMS. Although the technical difficulties

puterized systems. A CBDMS may be con- involved should not be minimized, often the
nected to other financial applications and main problem is the lack of will to carry out
systems (both within an institution and out- the interfacing because of disagreements be-
side), either via the transfer of data to and tween the operators of the systems being
from the CBDMS (this is the most common connected.
method with standard CBDMS software pack-
ages) or via direct systems integration (usually 5. Inadequate resources. Debt management
only with custom-built systems). In the case projects can suffer from a lack of resources
of data transfer, the CBDMS is operated allocated locally or in external assistance
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projects. Human resources, equipment, and m. Present Gaps and Future Directions
technical support seem to be the three main for CBDMS Development
areas for which inadequate provisions are
sometimes made. It is important that the Developers of CBDMSs (or indeed of any
design of debt management information pro- computer-based system) are faced with a constantly
jects be reviewed carefully in the light of moving target. User requirements, other related
similar experiences in other countries to ensure systems operating in the same institutional environment,
adequate resource allocations. financial practices and instruments, government policies

and approaches, and computer technologies - all of
6. Lack of expressed political will. In some these evolve and make new demands on their systems.

cases, the main problem seems to be a lack of Technical assistance agencies which supply CBDMS
appropriate direction from authorities to ensure packages receive feedback from their users in debtor
that debt management activities are accorded a countries, form their resident advisors, and from their
properpositionininstitutionalpriorities. This, staff, and attempt to satisfy sometimes conflicting
of course, is related to the question of local demands within an overall system evolution framework.
resources allocated for debt management Sometimes changes are dictated as well by internal
mentioned in point e. Theren is a need for system demands, brought about by the need to improve
sensitizing senior government officials as to performance, reduce system overheads, replace obsolete
the benefits which can accrue if appropriate development technologies or tools, and so on.
attention is given to debt management informa- In the author's view emphasis in future systems
tion activities. development work should be in three main areas.

7. Staffing. Another common problem is recruit- t Facilities for customizing data structures,
ing and retaining adequate technical staff, processes, and reports or for developing new func-
especially given financial conditions within tions which can be integrated with those already
many government departments. Incentives provided in the package.
such as opportunities for training, technical
exchanges, and study tours abroad cSan be To date, most users of CBDMS packages have
used, and efforts to match renumeration to been satisfied with using the package more or less in a
responsibility and productivity can be useful in turn-key modality, although in some cases they have
this context. required additional functionality from the system

supplier before fully implementing the software. In
8. Training. Problems seem to arise more addition, the principal CBDMS packages provide some

frequently with respect to basic or introductory facilities for user customization, mainly during system
training related to computers, information installation. However, it is generally not easy to add
systems, and debt than with more advanced, data elements, for example, to the loan file data defini-
product-specific technical training. tion, if a user wants to write a separate application

program to access or manipulate the loan record. As
9. Hardware and software maintenance. more developing-country users begin to use computer-

Generally, these are not major problems, based tools in all aspects of their work, the demand for
although in some cases hardware failures do customized solutions or for interconnections between
occur. Software problems tend to focus on applications will grow. In the case that a CBDMS is
missing functionality from systems (i.e. fea- based on an underlying database management software
tures which were promised but which were not package, which comes with applications development
present or delivered on schedule), rather than tools, it should be relatively easy for the system devel-
on 'bugs" in the systems.
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oper to document the steps necessary for the user to problem being addressed. The problem itself must be
develop special programs and to provide the necessary capable of being clearly defined and given appropriate
"hooks" into the system to facilitate this. limits, and of solution via a structured problem-solving

approach. The existence of case studies is necessary to
2. Decision-support systemns and tools, to assist check the validity of the results obtained (O.I.I., 1985,
in policy formulation, evaluation of alternative p.16). It would be difficult, for example, to produce an
strategies, development of negotiation strategies, and expert system to advise on the best way to structure a
portfolio management and optimization of composi- country's economy to service debt, but it might be
tion with regard to maturities and to interest and possible to write one to suggest improvements to a
exchange rate exposure. given debt portfolio. At least one bank is already

working on a system to help forecast exchange rates.
Currently, CBDMSs provide the user with An expert system depends on knowledge and

relatively limited facilities for constructing different experience experts to tell it how to approach a given
scenarios and determining the effects of changes to type of problem (Applied Al Systems and Cognos
various parameters on critical variables computed by Advance Technology, 1985):
the system. At its simplest, the user must generate the To create an expert system, an expert in the
required variables (for example, by printing the associ- chosen field is selected and debriefed. The knowledge
ated reports or by computing and then exporting the engineer searches for rules that associate facts about the
variables to a spreadsheet), save the contents of the expert's domain. This is a lengthy process of inter-
database, modify the parameters in question (often one- viewing, codifying, testing and verifying, then rewriting
by-one), recompute the variables, and compare the to ensure that the knowledge in the system is indeed as
results. This can be a time-consuming and tedious the expert intended. When the system is completed, it
process (although not as tedious as doing the entire can be used as an assistant to less-experienced users, or
analysis manually!). Determnining optimum scenarios in place of the expert, depending on the particular
may require multiple iterations of this procedure. Also, application. A user querying the system will get the
more senior or less frequent (and less technical) users required solution, and can demand an explanation of
may require higher-level, more user-friendly interfaces how the system arrived at its conclusion. There are
to the system than are currently available for asking immediately obvious benefits in training, advisory, and
such 'what-if' questions. The construction of appropri- warning systems, as well as longer-term ones once
ate scenarios may also involve accessing external data various ancillary technologies mature.
sources or models, or indeed may require exporting Research would be required to determine the
data from the CBDMS for processing by external extend to which such techniques could, for example,
processes. There is great potential for interesting work advise a debt manager on hedging interest rate exposure
in this area with existing CBDMS-created databases and through swaps based on the database contained in the
software. country's CBDMS and the knowledge base and infer-

One set of techniques which may be extremely ence rules (containing other expert debt managers'
useful in building on the power of existing CBDMS practice under comparable circumstances) in the expert
analytical tools, financial models, and the cumulative system. Current portfolio theory may be a starting
personal experience of debt managers are those referred point for work on some specialized tools for this class
to as expert systems techniques (Feigenbaum and of problem.
McCorduk, 1983):

An 'expert system' is an intelligent computer 3. Access to information sources for policy
program that uses knowledge and inference procedures formulation, regulatory functions, debt coordination,
to solve problems that are difficult enough to require and operational portfolio management and to net-
significant human expertise for their solution. working facilities to update the content of these

The expert system program contains or access- sources and to exchange information amongst
es appropriately coded and structured data, and facts debtors.
(i.e. general knowledge and experience), as well as
rules, models, and heuristics, and applies these, in There are a number of specific needs for
interaction with the user, to propose solutions to the information for policy formulation, regulatory func-
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tions, debt coordination, and operational portfolio varying degrees), and via new electronic-based methods
management which could be better met by the systemat- such as electronic mail and computer conferencing,
ic collection and organization of specific type of infor- could greatly facilitate information exchange and
mation. Examples of these types of information are sharing, as well as access to organized information
listed above, (see section I.C., paras 11 and 12). sources at the national, regional, and global levels.

There could be a number of different modali- Some measure of coordination may be required
ties for providing access to such information, depending to facilitate technical aspects of these information
on the source of the information and the existence of activities (e.g. standards for database records, net-
related systems and services already in place or works, interconnections, etc.), but this need not be a
planned. For example, a database of laws, regulations, monolithic structure. Indeed, there is potentially a role
and procedures for authorizing, contracting, and for all of the relevant actors, including national debt-
administering loans might be part of a national, legal or related bodies, UN agencies, development assistance
administration information system. Information may donors, technical assistance agencies, the World Bank,
also come from external sources, such as commercial, regional development banks, possible developing-
financial or statistical services, and then may be ana- country debt-related resource centers, and so on.
lyzed and repackaged by a national service to meet
local needs. At the regional or global level, there may
be opportunities to establish or to participate in existing IV. Conclusions
infornation systems and networks. Country-specific
information can be shared via contributions to coopera- Some debt managers dream of having
tive databases, newsletters, and referral services. Thus, a computer terminal on their desks with access to all of
for example, documentation (i.e. publications, working the national debt information (from the local CBDMS),
reports, etc.), on workable institutional arrangements other relevant national information systems (economic,
for debt coordination might be deposited with an administrative, etc.), and regional and global informa-
existing regional development information system (such tion sources, as well as the tools to locate, analyze,
as PADIS in Africa or INFOPLAN in Latin America) process, and repackage this information on demand.
for analysis, indexing, and inclusion in the system's The realization of this dream is still some time to come,
databases and information products. There may also be but there are steps that we can aU take to bring that day
relevant specialized global information services, like closer.
UNITAR's nascent Resource Centre on Debt Manage- As can be seen, there are many opportunities
ment Training, which could be tapped. In the case of for interesting systems research and development work
cooperative database construction or exchange of to expand the capabilities of existing systems, build new
information records in computer-readable form, stan- tools and new types of tools, better organize and
dard methodologies may have to be created or adapted facilitate access to all sorts of information which is
to format and index the information. Of course, some presently difficult or even impossible to find, and share
of this information (such as experiences during previous experiences at all levels. Although there are limits to
negotiations) can be quite sensitive, yet potentially very what even a perfect information supply can do, it can
useful to other developing countries in similar situa- make a difference to debt management, and hence
tions. ultimately to socio-economic progress in developing

In addition, networking among developing countries.
countries, both at the personal level (as is done today at
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30. Use of Computers in External Debt Management
The Experience of Pakistan

.S. Hussain Zaidi
Pakistan

The government of Pakistan is in the final management system itself but only an adiunct to the
stage of installing the UNCTAD computerized debt system. The computer is useful only for countries that
management system, the 'Debt Management and already have the necessary elements of a good manage-
Financial Analysis System' (DMFAS). It has been ment system in regards to both its structure and its
placed in the Economic Affairs Division of the Ministry staffing. If these necessary elements for the system do
of Finance, financed within the framework of a 1987 not exist, a computer will not help. Automation cannot
UNDP technical assistance project. Until that time, precede or be a substitute for the development of an
Pakistan had maintained debt records manually. In effective management system.
view of the complexity of debt management and the To appreciate the complexity of debt manage-
need to have reliable and timely statistics, Pakistan ment in Pakistan, one must note that Pakistan has 1,300
decided to move to a computerized debt management long and medium terms loans outstanding 4,000 repay-
system. ment schedules. The total debt outstanding at the end

of June 1989 was $14.2 billion. The amount of princi-
I. Background pal and interest paid on long-term debt during the year

1988-89 was $1.2 billion.
The objectives introducing computers in There are three agencies in Pakistan that are

Pakistan's debt management are: responsible for managing external debt: (a) The State
Bank of Pakistan, (b) The Finance Division of the

(a) To provide information needed for macroeco- Ministry of Finance, and (c) The Economic Affairs
nomic policy making; Division of the Ministry of Finance.

(b) To assist in the budgeting and control of (a) The State Bank of Pakistan regulates private
foreign exchange resources; sector borrowing, which is very limited.

Annual repayments of private sector debt
(c) To provide an accounting record of transac- amount only to around $25 million per year.

tions related to foreign borrowings; The repayment is made directly by the State
Bank of Pakistan.

(d) To analyze alternate sources of funding;
(b) The Finance Division is responsible for con-

(e) To track the use of external resources by tracting short-term commercial/cash foreign
economic sector and project; loans with maturity ranging between one year

to three years. Loan repayments are made by
(f) To give information needed for the day-to-day the Economic Affairs Division, except that

management of foreign obligations; and payments to the IMF are made directly by
Finance Division.

(g) To provide periodic reports to the World Bank
and other foreign aid agencies. (c) The Economic Affairs Division is responsible

for contracting all foreign loans from Aid
The Pakistan government is aware that many Consortium countries, financial institutions,

computer systems in developing countries have not non-consortium and The Islamic countries and
produced satisfactory results. The main reason for this short term borrowing from Islamic Develop-
lack of success is that a computer system is not the debt ment Bank. The Economic Affairs Division is
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thus responsible for repayment of foreign loans machines with similar characteristics. In addition, the
to the extent of 97 % of the total repayments. UNDP financed one relatively high-speed laser printer.

The basic DMFAS package, prepared by the
The Pakistan Government has reviewed its UNCTAD staff, consists of three modules. The first

overall debt management system parallel with the module (DMS) enables the debt office to record loan
computerization project. A special technical mission terms and other information required to project repay-
from the World Bank was invited to Pakistan, and it ment schedules, to record actual transactions (the loan
made a number of specific recommendations: ledger) and to select pre-formated reports for control

and management. The second module, the Debt
(a) Improve coordination amongst key agencies, Aggregation System (DAS), is a flexible table generator

such as the Economic Affairs Division (EAD), written in dBASE-III Plus. This module provides the
the Finance Division and the State Bank of debt office with the capacity to design specific tables
Pakistan. and reports that can produce summary debt data from

the loan-by-loan detail. The user can select the period-
(b) Establish a Data Coordinating Unit. icity required for projections of debt service payments,

and the currency in which the report is presented and
(c) Establish a Commercial Borrowing Unit. the data of payments. The third module, the Debt

Projections System (DPS), provides projections of debt
(d) Concentrate the monitoring of disbursement of service payments. It is written in Lotus 1-2-3.

aid in the Debt Management Wing. The computer cell in EAD has have supple-
mented the DMFAS core system with its own software

These recommendations are all under various applications to perform the following functions:
stages of implementation. Further information on
Pakistan's external debt management system is present- (a) Monitor Aid Utilization. This program is
ed in Chapter 23. written in dBASE-III.

To centralize the monitoring of the total
external debt of Pakistan, a Data Coordination Unit has (b) Report debt to the World Bank semiannually
been formed in the Economic Affairs Division which on Debtor Reporting System Form 2.
will facilitate the Computer Cell to generate the reports
containing the total external debt profile of Pakistan (c) Record day-to-day repayments of foreign
using UNCTAD software. To assist with the monitor- loans. This is related to the monitoring of
ing of foreign aid, UNCTAD has been asked to en- Pakistan's foreign exchange reserves.
hance its software so as to provide the Debt Manage-
ment Wing with a computer facility to record aid (d) Calculate the grant element of loans calculate
utilization, including technical assistance. present worth and generate repayment sched-

ules.
II. The DMFAS

m. Implementation Problems
The DMFAS software has been designed to

fulfill the operation, statistical and analytical needs of The installation process, as of mid-1990 is
a wide variety of users within govemment with respon- largely complete, and it is considered one of the best
sibilities for different aspects of debt management and applications of the UNCTAD system. All of the basic
external financial planning. The system consists of data necessary to analyze the existing debt portfolio are
three modules, the core of which is the Debt Monitor- available on the system. However, three major issues
ing System (DMS) written in COBOL. This may be must be resolved for the UNCTAD system to become
installed on mainframe, minicomputer or microcomput- fully operational.
ers. The DMFAS system in Pakistan is designed to run
on microcomputers. The UNDP project financed two (a) The present system is managed in unit set
IBM PC-AT machine with printers plus two Compaq apart from the main stream work. This ar-

rangement tends to reinforce the general resis-
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tance of the accountants using the system. A further suggestion is that the scope of the
Resolving this problem will take a lot of system should be expanded to incorporate short-term
careful management and will require machines debt, private sector debt and transactions with the IMF.
on the desk of those staff members actually Clearly, further system development will be required,
compiling the data. particularly if Pakistan is to have a complete manage-

ment information system and if a meaningful analytical
(b) The project implementation has been done use is to be made of the data base. These improve-

under the guidance of a locally hired consul- ments may be made either directly in the DMFAS or
tant funded by UNDP and whose contract will "off-line" by down-loading data from DMFAS and
eventually expire. EAD would clearly need writing special application programs to solve problems
services of a full time system analyst a person individually. Discussions have been held with
who will be a permanent staff member. UNCTAD officials about resolving the above issues and

incorporating the enhancements desired.
(c) The UNCTAD (DMFAS) system is essentially

a tool for external debt accounting, and its
present design does not permit easy manipula-
tion of data to provide the type of reports
required by policy-makers.
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31. The Use of Computers in Debt Management

Summary of the Discussion

Rapporteurs:

- Mr. Etrnestus E.A. Coker, Sierra Leone
- Mr. S.S. Hussain Zaidi, Pakistan

It was the general view of the participants that comes to computerizing French loans. It was generally
computerized debt management system should be accepted that developing countries should themselves
recommended to all developing countries for the fact prepare their own software according to their need,
that it helps to speed up debt data processing and allows possibly using a standard system as a core.
decision makers to use debt information more easily Pakistan and other countries who are presently
than manual debt management. It was clear that using the UNCTAD [DMFAS] system have proved that
computer systems are complex and need trained and modules like DMS [Debt Aggregate System] and DPS
qualified officers to operate the system for the prepara- [Debt Projection System] can be used successfully and
tion of data base to produce effective results. Even this system could be modified to meet the requirements
small errors in entering data will cause the system to of individual countries.
produce erroneous results. In the last few years emphasis has been put on

At present about fifty developing countries the use of computers for management purpose, in
have attempted to install computer systems for the addition to accounting functions Pakistan has developed
recording of their external debt data; but, to date, most the following programmes of its own to meet the data
of these efforts have not produced satisfactory results. requirement for policy-makers and agencies.
The main reason for this lack of success is attributed to
an error in perception. A computerized operation is not (a) Aid utilization written in d BASE-Ill
the debt management system itself but only an adjunct Plus.
to the system.

There are two widely used systems; the (b) Form 2 [Debt position of each loan]
UNCTAD [DMFAS] and the Commonwealth [DMRS] of The World Bank. The report is
system. The participant from Maldives explained the being submitted semi-annually.
working of commonwealth [DMRS] system. After
some discussion of how the two systems work, it was (c) Day-to-day repayments of foreign
generally accepted that although both systems have loans to watch foreign exchange
shortcomings, the Commonwealth system is more reserves.
suitable for small countries with few loans. There is a
general shortcoming with both the systems when it (d) Calculation of grant element and

payment schedules.
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VI - Macroeconomic Policy Issues

32. Introduction

How much foreign debt can one's country projected well into the future: the growth of export
prudently contract is perhaps the single most vital earnings, the growth of expenditures on imports and
question that external debt managers must answer. In domestic savings and investment. Borrowing require-
this portion of the seminar, Constantine Michalopoulos ments can be disaggregated into concessional and non-
of the World Bank presented a macro-economic frame- concessional borrowing. Thus, the debt service pay-
work for assessing debt servicing capacity. The basic ments required by future borrowing are a consequence
relationships in his presentation may be found in the of the type of borrowing undertaken as well as the
paper by John Underwood, "Debt in a Macroeconomic evolution of production and expenditure.
Context" (Chapter 33). Debt and debt service payments can be scaled

The starting point of the analysis is the basic against GNP and against exports. When the debt
national income and expenditure accounting identities service ratio climbs above 20-25%, one must be aware
that relate consumption and investment, savings and that debt will become a constraint on domestic activity.
investment, and imports and exports. The framework When the debt service ratio reaches higher levels, the
can be expanded to identify the role of the government economy will clearly become vulnerable to shocks
in economic activity. Consumption, investment and having an adverse impact on net export earnings. The
savings are separated into private and public compo- development strategy, in that it has an impact on the
nents, and taxation is introduced into the system. The balance-of-payments must be reviewed to see if modifi-
framework illustrates the point that if investment is to cations could constrain imports. Also, the choice of
exceed savings, financing must be available to make borrowing would have to be reviewed to see if less
possible an excess of imports over exports. This gap reliance on non-concessional financing would reduce
represents the current account deficit. More explicitly, significantly debt service requirements. With high
the current account deficit represents private savings projected debt service ratios, budgetary policies must be
less private investment plus the amount by which re-examined to see if it is possible to increase public
government expenditures exceeds government revenues. sector savings (current revenue less current expenditure)
The current account deficit represents external borrow- so as to reduce external borrowing needs.
ing during a given accounting period. The economic planning process similarly

The model is extended over time, and net requires that the projected evolution of the economy
borrowing is cumulated into a stock of debt. When take into account the changes in macro-economic
borrowing requirements are positive, the stock of debt variables over time that their impact on the country's
grows and so does interest obligations. In order to debt servicing capacity be assessed. Similarly, propos-
estimate a country's future debt servicing capacity, the als for external borrowing, or changes in the country's
variables impacting on the balance-of-payments must be borrowing strategy need to be assessed in the same

fashion.
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33. Debt in a Macroeconomic Context

John Underwood'
World Bank

The basic reason for extemal borrowing by a decline in consumption. In return, it will repay when
sovereign country is consumption smoothing over time. crop production retums to normal. Countries that
Out of its own income, the residents of a country have suffer temporary terms of trade losses--declines in the
a choice between domestic consumption and domestic prices of their exports relative to their imports--can
investment (or foreign investment, which should be borrow to smooth consumption. The IMF's Compensa-
small in most developing countries). If the country is tory Finance Facility is an example. Unfortunately,
at a relatively low level of development, the level of countries sometimes mistake long term declines in the
consumption is likely to be low. Each unit of foregone prices of their exports for short term price declines.
consumption is extremely costly. Extemal borrowing They borrow to smooth consumption only to find that
allows a country to invest more now with less of a their income remains low when the debt comes due.
sacrifice of current consumption. The cost of the Countries are well advised to borrow only to partially
extemal borrowing is a sharing of the future returns compensate for what they perceive as a temporary
from the investment with the foreign lenders. shock to income.

Countries also borrow abroad to take part in
i. Why Borrow Externally intemational trade at a reasonable cost. They do so by

taking on short term trade credit. Without trade credit,
Most countries that have moved up the ladder countries would have two choices: barter trade or cash

of development have followed a pattem of reliance on transactions. Barter trade is inherently inefficient and
external capital at the early and middle stages of their expensive. The chance that the firm or country that
development. Often, these countries themselves wants to buy a country's exports is also the firm or
become capital exporters at a later stage of develop- country that is the best source for a country's imports
ment. The exceptions, countries that financed their is extremely small. Trade credit allows a country to
development without reliance on extemal capital, have conserve on scarce foreign exchange rather than having
normally been countries with very strong central it tied up in the purchase of imports or the production
governments that could impose the necessary hardship and shipment costs of exports. Countries (or firms or
on their citizens that was the counterpart of high levels govemment agencies within countries) sometimes are
of domestic investment financed out of domestic tempted to use short term trade credits to finance long
savings. The social optimality of this approach can be term projects. In order to avoid this situation, debt
questioned. managers must monitor trade credit and keep it in line

Extemal borrowing must be matched, of with the volume of trade transactions.
course, by external lending. Lenders in more wealthy Extemal resource movements to support
countries are willing to lend because projects in capital investment take two major forms: extemal debt and
poor developing countries tend to have higher rates of foreign direct investment (FDI). (Official development
return than project in capital rich countries. External assistance, another major source of foreign capital, will
lending and borrowing allows capital to be used where be discussed below.) The two have different attributes.
it is most productive. External debt poses the higher risk for the borrowing

External borrowing also allows countries to country but promises the higher retum. If an invest-
smooth consumption across output or income failures. ment financed by extemal borrowing turns out badly,
If a country suffers a serious crop failure, for example, the country (assuming the debt carried a government
it may decide to borrow abroad to avoid a serious guarantee) faces the same external claim as if the

' The author is Lead Economist, Debt and Intemational Finance Division, World Bank. The views in this
paper and the personal views of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the World Bank.
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investment had turned out well. If an investment of the determinants of these ceilings. In the discussion
financed by FDI turns out badly, the recipient country below outlining the evaluation of a borrowing program,
shares the loss with the investor. If the same invest- most of the data considered are the same data that
ment financed by FDI turns out extremely well, the lenders would use in setting a credit ceiling.
country must share some of that good fortune with the
investor. Through the 1970s and early 1980s external m. The Macroeconomic Evaluation of a
borrowing eclipsed foreign direct investment. As some Borrowing Plan
of the risks of external debt have become apparent,
many countries are reconsidering the merits of foreign In general, if a country is to benefit from
direct investment. external borrowing, its economy must grow so that an

adequate amount of new resources becomes available to
II. Sovereign Debt and Domestic Debt service to debt. The growth must be sufficient to

provide increase consumption and increased debt
Sovereign borrowing and lending is different service.

from domestic borrowing and lending for one reason. Some simple identities are useful in relating
Sovereign borrowing, by definition, does not take place growth to external debt:
under the jurisdiction of a single legal system. Domes-
tic borrowers face domestic lenders that can pursue well (1) (D,-D,1 ,) - (R, - R,..) = iD,.1-iR,.1 + M, - X,
defined legal rights in cases of default. In the extreme, where:
a lender can use the courts to liquidate the borrower. -D is year-end debt;
Sovereign lenders can impose sanctions on defaulting -R is year-end external reserves;
sovereign borrowers, but these sanctions are often of a -I is the average interest rate on debt and
kind that do not directly benefit the lender: withdrawal reserves (assumed for simplicity to be equal);
of trade credit and disruption of the external trade of -M -is annual imports of goods and all services
the defaulting country. except interest on the external debt;

Because sovereign lenders know of this differ- -X is annual exports of goods and all services
ence, they do not lend as much to sovereign borrowers except interest on reserves;
as they would to the same borrowers in a domestic
setting. Sovereign borrowers face credit ceilings. Note that the subscript t refers to year t. All
Because of credit ceilings imposed on account of variables except interest rates and growth rates are
sovereign risk, not enough capital ever moves interna- measured in nominal dollar terms; we abstract from
tionally to actually equalize its rate of return in devel- changes in exchange rates among major currencies.
oped and developing countries. Ironically, sovereignty For simplicity, we will call (M-X) the trade deficit.
is detrimental to capital flows in support of develop- Identity (1) ignores any capital flight, which could add
ment. to debt without any corresponding trade deficit or

Credit ceilings create a second potentially interest payment deficit. (Debt service on all debt is
important distortion in borrowing countries. The cost assumed to be paid on an annual basis, as is interest on
of a loan to a borrowing country is more than the reserves.
interest rate on that loan. Since a new loan moves the We can simplify further by discussing net debt,
borrowing country closer to its credit ceiling, it has an (D-R). The above equation becomes:
added cost that is not necessarily paid by the borrower.
The additional debt makes the country less creditworthy (2) D, - D,., = iDM, + M, - X,
and pushes up the average cost of borrowing for all
borrowers. One policy open to a borrowing country is If we divide both sides of (2) by D,,, we have:
to impose a tax on external borrowing to equate the cost
to the borrower with the true cost to the country. The (3) d = i + (M - X)/D;
difficulty countries face in the determination of the
appropriate tax rate. Here we have, for added simplicity dropped

Many factors influence credit ceilings. Coun- the time subscripts. "d" is the rate of growth of debt.
tries that want to borrow internationally must be aware
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If we multiply and divide the last term by Y, where Y decrease government expenditures; or (d) increase
is Gross Domestic Product (GDP): government revenues--all relative to GDP. If GDP is

growing rapidly, the changes are less onerous. Coun-
(4) d = i + (Y/D)[M/Y - X/Y]. tries that have maintained high levels of G in the face

of a rise in i and an imposed decline in d have often
This identity bears some examination. Exter- generated the necessary revenue through inflationary

nal debt grows rapidly ("d" is high) if (a) the interest money creation.
rate is high or (b) imports are a much bigger share of The choices faced by a country that must adjust
GDP than are exports. As debt becomes higher, are likely to have a differential impact on the rate of
relative to output (D is large relative to Y), the interest growth of GDP. For example cuts in private invest-
rate becomes the most important determinant of the rate ment or in the investment component of government
of growth of debt. Stated differently, if creditors expenditures are likely to decrease GDP growth. A
impose a ceiling that keeps d (the rate of growth of very rapid decline in d can lead to a downward spiral;
debt) low, countries facing a high interest rate must it may be in the interest of creditors, collectively, to ask
generate a large trade surplus, relative to GDP when for a slower moderation in the rate of increase in
their debt is large relative to GDP. external debt in order to preserve investment and

We can usefully introduce another identity at growth.
this point, the GD identity: Eventually the rate of growth of debt, "d,"

must be less than the rate of interest. This can be
(5) Y = C + I + G + X - M = C + S + T, shown by contradiction. If any one country's external

where: debt grew forever faster than the world rate of interest,
-C is domestic private consumption; at some point the country would no longer be small in
-I is domestic private investment; terms of the world credit market; its external borrowing
-G is government expenditures; would drive up the world rate of interest. If we look at
-S is domestic savings; equation (3) we see that the implication of this eventual-
-T is government revenues. ity is a trade surplus; at some point, X must be greater
The other variables have been defined above. than M if d is less than i. No country can borrow
This is the familiar identity relating the de- forever to finance trade deficits. Eventually, it must be
mand for final product to the uses of income. service, through trade earnings, a share of interest

payments coming due. If we look at equation (7), we
By simplifying (5) we derive: see that a country must eventually run some combina-

tion of private savings surplus or government surplus in
(6) M - X = (I - S) + (G - T). order to generate the necessary trade surplus.

Substituting for (M-X) in (4), For countries that are large recipients of
official development assistance (ODA), these identities

(7) d = i + (Y/D)[(I - S)lY + (G - T)/YJ must be interpreted slightly differently. ODA grants
and the grant equivalent of ODA loans should be

We can see from this equation the possible subtracted from the trade deficit (M-X). These grants
reasons for a rapid debt build-up. If private investment finance net imports without adding to the country's
is high, relative to private savings, the country's external debt. The debt stock should include nonconce-
external debt will grow rapidly. Alternatively, if ssional loans and the present discounted value of
government expenditures (for consumption or invest- concessional ODA loans.
ment) are high relative to government income--and this
deficit is not offset by an excess of private savings over IV. The Need to be Forward-Looking
private investment--the debt will grow rapidly.

This identity is also useful to identify the In order to evaluate the macroeconomic aspects
choices available to a country that must adjust to a of a borrowing plan, policymakers must be forward
higher interest rate or to a decline in "d' imposed by looking. Borrowing is inherently a dynamic activity.
creditors. Countries can (a) cut private investment; (b) Borrowing today increases resources available today but
increase private savings (cut private consumption); (c) it also affects resources available in the future and
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increases the call on future resources. A policymaker borrow at international interest rates for any
must take into account the use of funds, in terms of the length of time.
likely rate of return on the increased investment, the
policies the borrowing country intends to follow, and (b) ICOR; The incremental capital output ratio
the external environment the country is likely to face. measures the efficiency of investment. It is
The policymaker must also take into account the risks the ratio of investment to the change in output,
that the outcomes, in terms of returns, internal policies, usually measured as cumulative investment
and external environment, will differ from those relative to the change in output over a period
deemed to be most likely. of five years or more. A 'good' ICOR is on

From the above analysis, three points emerged the order of five or less a very high ICOR is
which are worth repeating. First, growth is the key to an indication that a country cannot use capital
creditworthiness and the relaxation of credit ceilings; efficiently and should avoid market borrowing.
and investment is the key to growth. A high rate of Note that ICOR is not a constant but will
investment is a necessary but not sufficient condition change with policy changes. The policymaker
for creditworthiness. (Investment must also be effi- must, however, avoid the temptation to assume
cient. Borrowed resources invested unwisely are worse unrealistic ICOR's in projections.
than no borrowing at all.) Second, debt should grow
consistently faster than exports only when debt is small, (c) Growth rate of exports: (dependent on the
relative to exports. Third, the interest rate is not the growth rate of output, consumption, imports,
only cost of an external loan. Each loan pushes the external conditions) exports are the only source
borrower nearer to credit ceilings, a cost in addition to of funds to service external debt (other than
the interest rate. new borrowings or ODA).

A fourth point is worth considering with regard
to a forward looking evaluation of a borrowing plan. (d) Growth of external liabilities, related to ability
Be careful in using the present exchange rate between to pay:
the local currency and a basket of foreign currencies in including:
an evaluation of a borrowing plan. Large borrowings - likely disbursements from debt already com-
tend to appreciate the local currency above its long term mitted;
time trend. When payment obligations build up and the - likely new commitments and disbursements
country needs more foreign currency, downward from these commitments;
pressure is exerted on the local currency. - assumed changes in reserves;

The policymaker must make forecasts based on - debt service (principal payments separately
the best current data available and on alternative from interest payments) on old debt and as-
assumptions about each of the macroeconomic compo- sumed new debt;
nents identified above. Some of the most useful data - interest/export ratio--a fairly good measure of
elements to be calculated and projected in the evaluation the "burden" of debt on an economy;
of a borrowing plan are outlined below. - debt service ratio: (DSR--debt service divid-

ed by exports--historical series projections)
V. Data Needs for the Evaluation of a useful in identifying potentially problematic

Borrowing Program bunching of debt service payments. Note that
this ratio is best used in the context of a med-

A. Data Related to Economic Growth ium term forecast; export booms can lead to
"debt service ratio euphoria" and terrible

Since growth is the key to avoiding debt mistakes in borrowing policy; there is no right
servicing difficulties, some of the most important data debt service ratio; countries have been forced
requirements for the evaluation of borrowing plan are rule of thumb, a DSR above 25 should be a
related to growth. These include:

matter of concern.

(a) Investment/GDP: Investment must be consis-
tently high, relative to output if a country is to
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Note that the interest service used in the B. Data Needed to Measure Country
interest service ratio should include interest on all Vulnerability
external debt, including short-term and private nonguar-
anteed long-term, and charges on IMF purchases. Borrowing countries need to recognize their
Amortization should exclude short-term debt but include vulnerability to external factors that could reduce their
IMF repurchases and amortization of all public, public- ability to support external debt. Some of these factors
ly guaranteed private external debt. include:

(e) Debt to Exports Ratio: this is also a good (a) Export Concentration: if a country is depen-
measure of the burden of debt to an economy dent on one or two exports for a major share
and of the ability to service debt. Again, of its export earnings, it should be wary of
while no debt to export ratio is necessarily an taking on as large a debt burden as a country
upper limit for any country, a debt to export with a diversified export base.
ratio above 150 is a cause for concern; and
few developing countries have avoided re- (b) Vulnerability to exchange rate changes: coun-
scheduling with debt to export ratios above tries should project the effects on dollar debt
200. Note that exports should include work- service of plausible appreciations of other
ers' remittances if these are a large and rea- major currencies and relate these effects to
sonably stable source of foreign exchange likely changes in export receipts and import
earnings. costs from the same exchange rate patterns.

(f) Debt to GDP: this ratio is potentially the (c) Reserve Levels: countries that are vulnerable
truest measure of a debt burden, but its use because of export concentration or exposure to
can be problematic because of the difficulty of interest rate or exchange rate risk should
determining the correct exchange rate to use to maintain higher levels of reserves. They
convert domestic currency GDP into dollars or should relate the minimum level of reserves to
SDRs. Often, developing countries have measures of the magnitude of the kind of
multiple exchange rates; in addition, exchange shocks they may face in terms of export earn-
rates can be above long-term trends as a result ings or increased debt service.
of heavy external borrowing, leading to an
overly optimistic reading of the debt to GDP C. Data Required from the Debt Office
ratio.

Debt offices should be capable of producing(g) Measures of Concessionality: ODA loans the elements of data related to debt and debt service.
contain a grant element--the interest cost of the teeeet fdt eae odb n etsrie
loans is less than the market interest rate. The Forecasters in other governmental units need these data
difference i bestwn the marketsinteresconted T to combine with data on output, exports and other
difference between the present discounted macroeconomic variables in order to provide policyma-
value of debt service payments on a conces- kers with the information they need to evaluate an
sional loan and its face value iS called the external borrowing program m the cneto areo
"grant equivalent" of the loan.' The "grant
element" of a loan is the grant equivalent nomic policy.

divied b theacevalu. Inthery, ach oanTo review, the debt office must be able todividedby the ace value. In theory, each loan produce data on expected disbursements from the
should be discounted using a market rate pipeline of contracted debt, and to make projections of
related to the currency in which it is denomi- principal payments and interest payments on existing
nated. (In practice, the grant element data debt The debt of fice should also be capable of produc-
published in World Bank and the OECD ingd at e princiald and bes cpablent produc-
documents is based on a standard ten percent in altenative principal and interest payment projec-
discount rate for all loans.) A country can tions on the basis of alternative exchange rate assump-

calclat th grnt quialen ofitsentre oan tions as well as alternative interest rate projections oncalculate thegrant equivalent of itsentire loan the basis of different assumptions of major world

interest rates.
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1. The present discounted value (PDV) formula, in its simplest form, for a loan of two periods is:
PDV, = (P,+1 + I,+1)/d + (PI+2 + I1+2)/d2

where P represents amortization, I interest payments and lid the discount rate (the inverse of 1 + i where i is the
relevant market rate). The formula can be extended in the obvious manner for loans of longer periods.
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34. Macroeconomic Issues

Summary of the Discussion

Rapporeurs:

- Mr. AbdulRazak Mohamad Ali Abdullah, Iraq
- Mr. Essa Ahmed Hassan Ibrahim Bucheery, Bahrain
- Mr. Hassan Abdullah Mohamed, Bahrain
- Mr. Mohamed Ahmed Didi, Maldives
- Mr. Mudher Mohamed Saleh Kassim, Iraq

Countries with serious debt problems are is reduced. To make the country's exports more
characterized by imbalances in their current account, competitive in world markets, it is necessary to devalue
large budget deficits and high inflation. In such a the currency to assess its real exchange rate. However,
setting, economic adjustment is necessary. To mini- devaluation has the effect of increasing the government
mize the level of external borrowing the current account expenditure and the money supply which is inflationary.
deficit has to be reduced, which means increasing Therefore, devaluation should be accompanied by
growth of exports and decreasing the growth of im- restraints in government expenditure and contractions in
ports. To decrease the level of domestic borrowing, money supply.
the budget deficit has to be reduced to manageable Devaluation of the currency usually has the
level. effect of making imports more expensive, hence not

The different choices faced by a country that very attractive to the domestic market. However, in
must adjust has different impacts. A reduction in some circumstances of imports substitution, a high
investments to reduce the budget deficit are likely to component of imports are needed, therefore making
decrease the growth rate of the economy. However, by import substitution expensive.
reducing the government consumption expenditure and In conclusion, countries with severe external
increasing revenue through tax reform would improve debt problems has to implement certain adjustment
the budget deficit and would not have an adverse impact policy reforms. Mobilization of domestic resources
on the economic growth. through prudent fiscal and monetary policies would

It is possible to finance the budget deficit increase revenue, which in turn would take the pressure
totally from domestic sources. Private savings could be of the budget and stabilize the economy. It is necessary
mobilized to finance the deficit. However, this would for these policy changes to create the proper environ-
possibly have the effect of crowding out the private ment for an active private sector. Public enterprises
sector. Secondly, the Central Bank could finance the that are burdensome to the budget should be restruc-
governments' requirements, but gone beyond a manage- tured to make them allocate and use their resources
able limit, could have inflationary pressure on the efficiently. In addition, adequate infrastructure is
economy. needed for efficient operations of public enterprises.

The current account deficit could be financed Reforming the productive sector of the economy to
by drawing down the country's foreign reserves or from enable efficient allocation of resources through proper
foreign capital flows in the form of foreign investments. price signals and removing the biased protection
But financing is mainly by borrowing from private barriers is an important step in the adjustment process.
banks, governments, international organizations and It is possible that these policy reforms may effect some
capital markets. In order to reduce the current account disadvantaged sector of the population and proper
deficit resources should be shifted to increase exports safeguards could be put in place by identifying and
and imports substitution whereby the volume of imports targeting relief measures.
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VII - Debt Renegotiation

35. Introduction

As an indication that the debt problems of the role of these institutions in this new debt strategy.
developing countries are global, more than fifty Following Klein's presentation, Messrs.
countries have had to seek debt relief from their Ahmad (Jordan) and Eltahir (Sudan) described the
creditors during the 1980's. Thomas Klein of the experiences of their countries. Both countries have had
World Bank described the institutional arrangements for to deal with both commercial bank consortia and the
debt relief and the experiences that countries have had Paris Club. Mr. Ahmad and Mr. Eltahir described
in rescheduling their debts (see Chapter 36, below). underlying situations that led to the need for debt relief,
The Paris Club reschedules debt owed to official explained the process by which debt relief was negotiat-
creditors (including officially-guaranteed export credits) ed and evaluated the gains obtained from relief.
and consortia of commercial banks restructure debts to In the summary of the discussion, the rappor-
banks not covered by export credit insurance. Initially teurs noted that there are many problems associated
conceived as a vehicle for helping a country bridge a with debt relief. There must be a balance between debt
temporary liquidity problem and so help it restore its relief, adjustment and new financing; many debtor
creditworthiness, multilateral debt relief has now countries, after making painful adjustment efforts, have
arranged orderly approaches to debt reduction for found fresh financing lacking. Furthermore, the
severely indebted countries. negotiating process, particular the process whereby

Debt and debt service reduction agreements Paris Club agreements are implemented through sepa-
have been negotiated with commercial bank creditors rate bilateral agreements, has become so stretched out
along with financial support from the IMF and the that by the time one agreement (covering only one to
World Bank. Chapters 37 and 38 below, reproduce two years) is put into effect, it is time to start negotiat-
articles from Finance and Development which explain ing a follow-up agreement.
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36. Multilateral Debt Relief: Institutional Arrangements
and Recent Trends

77Tomas M. Klein'
World Bank

When money is lent by one person to another, dering of maturities became an objective of debt relief.
it is done with the understanding that the loan will be The Paris Club adopted a "menu approach" to the terms
repaid as scheduled. Similarly, when the lender is a of repayment for the consolidated debt of low-income
bank, a government or an international aid agency, and countries. Later, in 1990, the Paris Club started
the borrower is a third-world enterprise or government, offering selected lower-middle income countries limited
the loan is also expected to be repaid. This has not debt conversions. The commercial bank creditors
always been possible. Between the first oil shock in agreed to debt conversion and voluntary debt reduction
late 1973 and September 1990, more than 50 develop- programs, which, starting in 1989, could be supported
ing countries requested debt relief because they have by funds from the IMF, the World Bank and bilateral
been unable to service their external debts for balance- official lenders. This change in the nature of debt relief
of-payments reasons. arrangements provides the occasion for taking stock of

The response to debt servicing difficulties has the institutional arrangements for debt relief and how
been three-fold. Debtor countries have adopted adjust- they have evolved over time.
ment programs to improve the efficiency of their
economies and to enhance their export potential. The I. Debt Renegotiating Fora
IMF, the World Bank and bilateral donors have sup-
ported these adjustment programs with financial aid. Wherever possible, creditors have insisted that
Creditors have agreed to debt relief, organized on a debt be renegotiated through multilateral fora, rather
multilateral basis. Until recently, debt relief has been than with individual creditors. The forum for negotiat-
conceived as a contribution to solving temporary ing debt relief depends on the type of credit being
liquidity problems of the debtor country. The objective renegotiated (see Table 36-1). Export credits that are
of debt rescheduling from the 1960's through the mid- insured or guaranteed by an agent of the creditor
1980's was as follows: By achieving an orderly restruc- country are renegotiated through the Paris Club. So are
turing of obligations, treating all creditors alike, it inter-governmental loans of OECD countries. Com-
should be possible to restore the creditworthiness of mercial bank loans not covered by export credit insur-
debtor countries for the new finance required for ance are renegotiated through special steering commit-
international trade and for economic growth. tees, or bank advisory committees, organized by

The debt rescheduling agreements in this consortia of creditor commercial banks. Other loans
quarter of a century period helped resolve the acute and credits are negotiated bilaterally.
international liquidity problems faced by the individual Loans from multilateral organizations are not
countries requesting debt relief, and debt restructuring subject to debt relief. The World Bank has argued that
took place in an orderly manner (i.e, no creditor participation in debt renegotiation would impair its
received significantly more preferential treatment than ability to sell securities on international capital markets.
an other). However, new financing was not always The contribution of the World Bank and other multilat-
forthcomning after debt restructuring, particularly from eral development institutions to countries in need of
commercial bank creditors. debt relief is to maintain, and, if possible, increase, net

In 1988, payments difficulties intensified. lending. That multilateral organizations are exempt
Both Paris Club and commercial bank creditors intro- from rescheduling their loans is an understanding that
duced major changes in their approaches to debt holds with the tacit acceptance by the creditor fora.
restructuring in which debt reduction, not just a reor-

' The author is a Senior Economist with the Debt and International Finance Division of the World Bank. The
views are those of the author and not necessarily those of the World Bank.
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Table 36-1. FORA FOR RENEGOTIATING DEBT

Type of Debt Negotiating Forum

1. Loans from multilateral
organizations Not eligible for debt relief

2. Loans from governments

OECD countries Paris Club

OPEC countries Occasionally Paris Club, mostly bilaterally

CPE countries Bilateral negotiations

Others Paris Club, if insured exports are negotiated,
otherwise bilaterally

3. Loans from commercial banks:

Insured export credits Paris Club

Other loans Consortia of commercial banks

4. Suppliers credits

Insured Paris Club

Not insured Bilateral negotiations

II. Debt Relief from Ofrtcial Creditors A. The Paris Club: Institutional
Arrangements

The Paris Club is the forum through which
most debt to official creditors is renegotiated. It took a. Creditor Country Participation.
form between 1961-62 in creditor country negotiations
with Brazil and Argentina. Unable to service their Creditor countries that take part in Paris Club
medium-term suppliers credits, Brazilian and Argentine negotiations have in common a system of insuring
officials each approached the governments of their private export credits against transfer or political risks
major creditor countries to ask for debt relief on a (but not against default by individual debtors). The
bilateral basis. The creditor country governments larger OECD countries are regular members, but other
agreed among themselves only to negotiate collectively, countries with export credit insurance systems also take
as they did with Argentina's request to fund bilateral part. Since 1980, Brazil participated in 18 agreements
clearing accounts in May 1956. with 12 countries. Mexico, Argentina, the United Arab
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Emirates, Kuwait and Morocco each have occasionally A few months before a Paris Club meeting, the
participated in Paris Club meetings as creditor coun- debtor country government prepares a memorandum to
tries. Participation varies between meetings: only its creditors formally requesting debt relief. It de-
representatives of creditor countries with significant scribes the situation that led to the need for debt relief,
claims on the debtor country take part. There can be as explains the measures being taken to correct the balance
few as 3 or 4 creditor countries represented or as many of payments, calculates the payments gap that must be
as 15. Countries with relatively small claims attend closed through debt relief, and proposes a specific relief
meetings in observer status. There are also observers package and terms of repayment. Along with the
from the IMF, the World Bank, UNCTAD, the OECD, country's preparatory document, the debtor country
and from time to time, regional development banks and government sends to each creditor country government
the EEC. a list of debts owed potentially eligible for relief and

The USSR, other Eastern European countries the amounts of the specific maturities that it wishes to
and China do not take part in the Paris Club, because reschedule.
they do not have an export credit insurance system.
These countries all reschedule debt bilaterally, parallel c. The negotiations.
with the Paris Club (although not with identical terms)
when requested by a debtor country. Most OPEC Paris Club meetings are short, rarely lasting
creditor countries also renegotiate debts bilaterally more than one day. The essential points to be decided
parallel with Paris Club members. are the scope of debt relief and the terms of repayment.

In its early years, the largest creditor country The creditors first must decide:
organized a Paris Club meeting after conferring with
the government of the debtor country and with the other (a) What is the time period over which relief is
major creditor countries. Since 1979, the French needed (the consolidation period)?
Government has provided a secretariat and a permanent
chairman. This facilitates the organization of meetings, (b) On what type of debt should relief be given:
which now take place almost monthly and makes export credits only or inter-governmental loans
possible dealing with several countries at the same as well?
meeting. From 1961-79, there were only a few meet-
ings each year, and each meeting was devoted to (c) What should be the "cut-off date on eligible
negotiations with a single country. loans? Maturities on loans signed after this

The Paris Club remains an informal group, date are not eligible for debt relief.
without a charter and by-laws and without permanent
membership. Nevertheless, the continuity of participa- (d) Should contractual interest be rescheduled or
tion by the larger OECD countries makes possible the principal only?
careful observance of precedents in dealing with each
request for debt relief. (e) Should arrears on eligible categories of debt be

rescheduled? A related question is whether or
b. Preparation for Paris Club meetings. not to include previously rescheduled debt.

A Paris Club meeting is initiated by a telex (f) What proportion of rescheduled debt should be
from the Minister of Finance of a debtor country to the consolidated, 100% or some smaller amount?
President of the Paris Club through the French Ministry
of Finance. At their monthly planning meetings, the Decisions are made on the terms of repayment:
creditor countries will discuss the request for relief and
agree on a date for negotiations, contingent on an IMF (a) Over how many years may the consolidated
program that supports adjustment measures being in debt be repaid? With how many years of
effect. The President of the Paris Club may meet grace?
informally with debtor country representatives during
this planning period. (b) What provision is made for repayment of the

non-consolidated portion of eligible maturities
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(if less than 100% is rescheduled)? Are they e. Special role of the IMF
to be repaid on original due dates or at some
later time? In addition to assuring the Paris Club on the

adequacy of the debtor country's adjustment effort and
(c) Are arrears to be consolidated? Previously to providing emergency finance through the use of Fund

rescheduled debt? If so, should they be repaid resources, the IMF plays a direct role in Paris Club
on the same terms as rescheduled current meetings. At the beginning of each Paris Club meet-
maturities, or should they be repaid at a faster ing, the IMF representative circulates a short-term
rate? balance of payments forecast for the debtor country in

question, offered as a framework for assessing the need
(d) How should the interest charges on resched- for and the magnitude of debt relief. The forecast of

uled debt (moratorium interest) be determined? the current account assumes that adjustment policies
have been implemented: thus, projected figures for

d. Creditor country concerns imports represent maximum possible import compres-
sion. The capital account includes estimates for dis-

When arranging debt relief, creditor countries bursements of emergency financing (including IMF
are concerned that all creditors be treated equally by the resources), and it also indicates the size of the remain-
debtor country, that the debtor country is making an ing financing gap that must be closed through debt
adequate effort to redress its economic situation, and relief. Possible debt relief from Paris Club participants
that payments of interest and principal on the resched- and other groups of creditors is indicated. The creditor
uled debts are made when due. By 1980, commercial country representatives can then see the proposed debt
bank debt (exclusive of insured export credits) formed relief in the context of a comprehensive framework. As
a significant share of the total debt of middle-income Stephanie Griffith-Jones has observed, "The IMF has
developing countries. Concerned about the possibility become a technical secretariat for the Paris Club".
that debt relief on official credits would free financial
resources to pay other creditors on schedule, special f. The Agreements
clauses were routinely placed in Paris Club agreements
that required the debtor country to secure debt relief At the conclusion of a Paris Club meeting,
from commercial bank and other creditors on terms when all the various issues have been resolved, an
comparable to those extended by the Paris Club. To "Agreed Minute" is signed on an 'ad referendum'
assure that this is done, the Paris Club prefers to keep basis. For debt relief to take effect, the debtor country
consolidation periods short before continuing with debt must negotiate an agreement with the government of
relief. each participating creditor country. This takes the form

The creditor country governments insist that of an enabling agreement with the government itself
the debtor country take vigorous measures to correct the plus individual agreements with each lending agency.
balance-of-payments problem that led to the need for For France, for example, agreements are signed with
debt relief. Otherwise, they fear debt relief could be COFACE with respect to insured export credits and
used to delay adjustment measures rather than to with the CCCE with respect to loans from that agency
complement them. Most countries requiring debt relief following signature of a general agreement with the
had postponed adjustment to external shocks and had French government.
borrowed to finance the resulting balance of payments Thebilateral implementingagreements incorpo-
gap. As evidence of an adequate adjustment effort, the rate all the general conditions of debt relief agreed to in
Paris Club asks that the debtor country be eligible for the Paris Club and then specify two elements that, by
use of its IMF upper-credit tranche facilities under a their nature, must be negotiated with individual credi-
stand-by agreement. A Paris Club meeting will not tors. These are: (a) the list of loans and maturities that
take place (with rare exceptions) unless an appropriate are covered by debt relief and (b) the interest rate to be
IMF program is in effect. charged in the rescheduled debt. In some early Paris
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Club meetings, the creditor country representatives tried similar to those of the original cornmercial credits being
to establish a common moratorium interest rate. This rolled over. The maturity of consolidated debt on these
was not possible, because interest charges to each agreements varied between 5-1/2 to 7 years with up to
creditor country's export credit guarantee agency had to 2-years grace.
cover the interest cost of refinancing export credit
claims paid. Today, the understanding reached in the b. Ghana and Indonesia
Paris Club regarding moratorium interest rates is that
they would be related to market interest rates in each Of the countries that achieved independence
creditor country. after the Second World War, Ghana and Indonesia were

the first that had to seek debt relief. Both countries
B. Early Experiences With Official approached their creditors in 1966 seeking debt relief to

Creditors' help restructure their economies following programs of
vast, unproductive public sector expenditures by

From 1956 through September 1990, there recently deposed leaders. The Paris Club, in the first
have been 204 multilateral debt relief agreements with round of negotiations with each of these countries, tried
official creditors, restructuring $132.6 billionofmaturi- to apply the terms established with Latin American
ties. (See Annex Table 36-1) In the years prior to 1971, countries, but it had to modify its approach to meet the
there were nine Paris Club agreements with Latin special circumstances of Ghana and Indonesia.
American countries, four with Indonesia, and three with In the end, highly concessional terms were
Ghana. In addition, there were three debt relief extended to both countries - terms that have not since
agreements outside the Paris Club: two with Turkey been repeated. For Indonesia, the entire outstanding
under the auspices of the OECD and one agreement balance of Paris Club eligible debt was consolidated and
with India under the auspices of the World Bank Aid repaid over a thirty-year period, interest-free. There
Consortium for India. was no grace period, but the agreement carried a

In the years 1971-80, the emphasis of the Paris 'bisque clause" that allowed 50% of payments due
Club shifted towards sub-Saharan Africa, with 11 during each of the first six years to be repaid at the end
agreements signed in this period. The nine agreements of the 30-year amortization schedule. Such deferred
with Asian countries shown in Annex Table 36-1 were payments bore interest at 4 % per annum.
all outside the Paris Club framework. In the period The negotiations with Ghana began were
1981-90, the volume of Paris Club agreements intensi- concluded in 1974 with an agreement of roughly the
fled, with 96 agreements negotiated with sub-Saharan same concessionality as that extended to Indonesia in
Africa and 40 with Latin American and Caribbean 1970: 100% consolidation of the Nkrumah debt, to be
countries. Multilateral agreements outside the Paris repaid over 28 years with 11 years grace and a morato-
Club framework were rare. rium interest rate of 2-1/2%.

a. Early Latin American Agreements c. Multilateral Debt Relief Outside the
Paris Club

The Paris Club established the format of its
agreements and its basic rules through agreements with The largest agreement of this period was the
Latin American countries in the 1960's and early 1959 Turkey agreement that consolidated commercial
1970's. The scope of debt relief was limited to guaran- credits, including uninsured private credits. This
teed private export credits (except for Chile, where agreement was reached under the auspices of the
inter-governmental loans were rescheduled as well). Organization for European Economic Cooperation
Considerably less than 100 % of eligible maturities were (OEEC); $443 million of debts were restructured, to be
rescheduled. The first Argentine agreement, for repaid over 12 years in rising installments. The
example, consolidated only 50 % of eligible maturities. moratorium interest rate was 3 %.
Later agreements with Argentina and other countries in Debt relief to India and Pakistan was organized
the 1960's consolidated 60-75% of eligible maturities. under the auspices of World Bank Aid Consortia. The
The remaining balances were to be repaid on the terms of repayment varied between creditors, but all
original due dates. The terms of repayment were agreements had to reach an agreed grant element (for
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India, this began at 49 % in the 1968 agreement and relief in the 1970's and 1980's. The first adaptation of
rose to 70% in the 1976 agreement). Paris Club rules concemed the scope of debt relief.

The Latin American agreements covered only commer-
C. Paris Club Agreements with Sub- cial credits. The agreements with African countries

Saharan Africa, 1979-90 covered, in addition, all inter-governmental loans,
concessional and well as non-concessional. The propor-

Sub-Saharan Africa was insulated temporarily tion of maturities consolidated was also expanded. In
from the shock of the four-fold rise in petroleum prices 1976-80, the proportion of debt consolidated ranged
at the end of 1973 by the rise in primary materials between 80-85%. By 1987, 100% consolidation was
prices. But commodity prices collapsed in the wake of common.
the 1975 global recession. After a further increase in Beginning in 1981, the non-consolidated
petroleum prices in 1979, most sub-Saharan African portion of the debt itself was deferred, being payable in
countries found themselves with serious balance of annual installments during the grace period of the
payments difficulties. Having borrowed heavily to consolidated portion. For low-income African countries
continue public sector expenditures stimulated by the with poor balance of payments prospects, the period
commodity price boom of the mid-1970's, debt servic- over which consolidated debt could be repaid was
ing difficulties were common for most sub-Saharan gradually extended to approximately 10 years, with a 5-
countries. year grace period. After the mid-1980's previously

Approaches to the Paris Club soon followed. rescheduled debt could be rescheduled if it formed a
The Paris Club did not take the Ghana and Indonesian significant portion of total debt service. (Until then,
agreements as its point of departure. It regarded these meeting obligations on previously rescheduled debt as
accords as responses to exceptional circumstances, well as on new commitments had been obligatory).
Instead, the Paris Club built on its earlier experience In 1981, the Paris Club experimented with
with Latin America. extending the consolidation period to two or more years

In the five years, from 1976 through 1980, the by rescheduling the debts of Sierra Leone, Sudan, Togo
Paris Club met only with five countries: Zaire (four and Zaire in a series of tranches. This experience was
times), Sierra Leone (twice) and then once each with unsatisfactory. The IMF programs upon which these
Liberia, Sudan and Togo. Then, from 1981-85, the agreements were based collapsed, and the second
Paris Club had to deal with eleven additional sub- tranche of debt rescheduling had to be cancelled. The
Saharan African countries plus the five countries that Paris Club reverted to rescheduling debt one year at a
had met with the Paris Club prior to 1981: each of time. Exceptions have been made only in the case of
those sixteen countries returned with requests for agreements made with the C6te d'Ivoire and with
further relief. The overall balance of payments difficul- Ecuador parallel with commercial bank MYRAs (in
ties of the countries concerned meant that their debt 1985-86) or, more recently, for countries undertaking
servicing difficulties could not be resolved in the exceptionally strong commitments regarding condition-
context of meetings dealing with consolidation periods ality.
of one or two years. Thus, virtually every sub-Saharan
African country that was to applied to the Paris Club b. Extended Terms
was destined to return again and again. As of Septem-
ber 30, 1990, Zaire has had ten Paris Club agreements, Unable to negotiate a further improvement in
Senegal and Togo, eight each; Madagascar and Togo, the scope or terms of debt relief through the Paris
seven each; the C6te d'Ivoire and the CAR, five; Club, the major creditor countries began to negotiate a
Liberia, Mauritania, Sudan and Uganda, four agree- new approach to the debt of low-income sub-Saharan
ments each. African through the annual G-7 economic summit

meetings. The low-income African countries that have
a. An evolutionary approach returned to the Paris Club for 5 or more times each

during the past decade have had to maintain during a

The Paris Club at fist did not recognize the intractable prolonged period programs of adjustment sufficiently
nature of sub-Saharan Africa's debt problem, but there strong to qualify for support under IMF arrangements.
was a steady, if slow, response to the needs for debt Yet, in 19 of the 33 Paris Club follow up agreements
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signed between 1983 and 1986, it was necessary to approach under which different approaches to liberaliz-
reschedule previously rescheduled debt. There was a ing the terms of debt relief would be followed.
need to create a more viable form of debt relief. The principle of this arrangement was an-

nounced at the Toronto economic summit meeting in
c. Venice Terms June 1988, and the arrangements were concluded during

the IMF/World Bank annual meetings of September
At the June 1987 G-7 Venice economic summit 1988 in Berlin. Under the new approach, it was agreed

meeting, it was announced that: that rescheduled concessional debt would be repaid with
exceptionally long maturities: 25-years including 14-

For those of the poorest countries that are years grace. Moratorium interest rates on consolidated
undertaking adjustment efforts, consideration concessional debt would continue to be at concessional
should be given to the possibility of applying rates, to be negotiated with each creditor country.
lower interest rates on their existing debt and Concerning non-concessional debt, creditor countries
agreement should be reached, especially in the would choose from three options:
Paris Club, on longer repayment and grace
periods to ease the debt burden. (a) Partial cancellation. One-third of the debt

would be cancelled and the remainder consoli-
Following this communique, the Paris Club dated with a 14-year maturity including 8-

signed agreements with five countries providing for years grace. Moratorium interest would
repayment of rescheduled debt over 20-years with 10- reflect borrowing costs to the creditor agency.
years grace.2 The Paris Club, in the agreed minutes
for these countries, noted that each of these countries (b) Exceptionally longer maturities. All non-
were eligible for special treatment because of the large concessional debt would be consolidated and
debt service obligations, their poor balance-of-payments repaid with the same maturity as concessional
prospects and their low per capita income.3 The Paris debt: 25-years maturity including 14-years
Club emphasized that the decision to offer extended grace. Consolidated debt would bear morato-
maturities would continue to be made on a case-by-case rium interest rates that would reflect borrow-
basis. ing costs to the creditor agency.

The basis of the required conditionality was
changed in 1987. Beginning with the June 1987 (c) Concessional interest rates. Consolidated non-
Uganda agreement, the Paris Club agreed to reschedule concessional debt would be repaid with 14-
debts for countries whose economic program was years maturity including 8-years grace. Mora-
supported by the new IMF Structural Adjustment torium interest rates would be either 3.5 per-
Facility (SAF) rather than the conventional upper-credit centage points below the market-based rate or
tranche stand-by arrangement. Despite the suggestion would be one-half the market-based rate,
made in the Venice summit statement, there was no whichever was the higher.
change in the basis of interest rate charges on resched-
uled debt in these agreements. Like the Venice terms, the Toronto terms

apply only to low-income countries that are following
d. Menu approach IMF-supported adjustment policies and have persistent

debt management problems and poor balance-of-pay-

During the latter part of 1987 and early 1988, ments prospects. By September 30, 1989, nineteen
the major creditor countries continued their explorations countries had debts rescheduled on Toronto terms,
on how to offer more generous terms of debt relief seven of which twice (see Annex Table 36-2). While
through the Paris Club and particularly on how to deal initially conceived as a special concession to low-
with the troublesome question of moratorium interest income Sub-Saharan African countries, in 1990 the
rates. Unable to agree on a common formula owing to Paris Club also extended Toronto terms to Bolivia and
the constraints imposed by varying national systems of to Guyana. Eighteen creditor country governments
the administration of export credit insurance systems, have participated in the Toronto menu-type agreements,
the major Paris Club creditors agreed to a menu
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as of September 30, 1989. Nearly all countries have can Republic, Jamaica, Mexico, Panama and Peru) and
selected the same options in each agreement.4 7 other countries (Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, The

While the Toronto terms represent a major Philippines, Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia). Details
change in the approach of the Paris Club towards of agreements with these countries may be seen in
severely indebted low income countries, the gains Annex Table 36-3.
through improved cash flows for the beneficiary At first, the terms of debt relief were very
countries are very small. First, the overall grant similar to the Latin American agreements of the mid
element of the rescheduling terms is low. Assuming and late 1960's: less than 100% of eligible maturities
that the average market related moratorium interest rate were rescheduled, and the repayment terms were
is 9 %, and using this figure as the discount rate in the comparable to those of medium-term suppliers credits.
grant element calculation, the grant element of option B Maturities were between 6-7 years with 3-4 years
is zero. The grant element of option A is 33-1/3 % and grace. But towards the end of the decade, the coverage
that of option C is 25 %. Weighing these figures by the of debt relief advanced to 100% of eligible maturities,
dollar value of creditor selections among the three and terms of repayment were extended to 10-years
options, the weighted average grant element is 20%.5 maturity and 5-years grace. Exceptions were the 14-

The dollar value of debt consolidated under years maturity extended to the Cote d'Ivoire in its
Toronto terms through September 1990 was US$5.6 December 1989 agreement and the 15-years maturity to
billion. In the absence of the Toronto terms arrange- Poland in its February 1990 agreement.
ment, debt would have been rescheduled on Venice
Terms (20-years maturity with 10 years grace). The a. Severely indebted lower middle-
gains of Toronto terms over Venice terms during the income countries
consolidation period for all these agreements taken
together would have been only US$0.1 billion. This is The Paris Club introduced a major change in
the amount by which moratorium interest due during the treatment of severely indebted middle-income
the consolidation period would have been reduced countries at its September 1990 meeting. This followed
owing to debt cancellation under option A and interest an understanding reached at the Houston G-7 Economic
rate reduction under option C. Summit Meeting of July 1990. Under these arrange-

Of course, cash flows savings would continue ments, debtor countries will be able to repay consolidat-
after the consolidation period. If one compares the ed ODA loans with 20-years maturity including 10-
present value of debt service obligations between years grace. Consolidated export credits and official
Venice and Toronto terms, under agreements signed loans other than ODA will be repaid with 15-years
through September 1990, the savings under Toronto maturity including up to 8-years grace.
terms would have been about 20% (US$0.8 billion). A major innovation in the new arrangements is
To secure further gains, moratorium interest rates on the provision for various types of debt conversions,
consolidated non-concessional debt would have to be such as "debt-for-nature", "debt-for-aid", and "debt-for-
reduced below market rates. To date, this has been equity". These swaps are characterized as "voluntary'
difficult to arrange. in the sense that they will be decided upon and defined

in the bilateral implementing agreements rather than in
D. Paris Club Agreements with Middle- the Agreed Minute signed at the Paris Club meeting.

Income Countries The Paris Club has set limits on the amount of the
swaps of export credit claims so that the comparable

The Paris Club has improved the terms of treatment of creditors convention will be roughly
rescheduling for middle income countries as well as for upheld. In the first set of agreements signed under
low income countries. During the 1980's, the Paris these arrangements in September 1990, the ceiling for
Club renegotiated debts to five oil-exporting countries: each creditor country was expressed as 10% of the
Congo, Ecuador, Gabon, Nigeria and Trinidad and claims outstanding as of a date just prior to the meet-
Tobago. It also dealt with requests for relief from 2 ings or $10 millon (whichever is higher). There is no
middle-income African countries: Cameroon and C6te ceiling on the amount of ODA loans or other inter-
d'Ivoire, 10 Latin American and Caribbean countries governmental debt that may be converted.
(Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Domini-
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The extended repayment terms and the possi- debt falling due during a 36-month period beginning
bility of swaps will be offered only to lower middle June 1989. The agreement was parallel with a Brady
income countries that are indebted mainly to official Plan agreement with commercial banks and was sup-
creditors and that have a heavy debt service burden. ported by an IMF Extended Fund Facility.
While there are objective measures of these conditions,
the Paris Club will determine eligibility on a case-by- E. Outstanding Issues in the Paris Club
case basis.

The Paris Club has provided a forum for an
b. Agreements with Latin American orderly restructuring of debts to official creditors. Debt

Countries relief is granted when it is needed to avoid imminent
default, and the Paris Club mechanism reinforces

The agreements with Latin American countries conditionality imposed by the IMF. However, two
covered almost entirely officially-guaranteed private major issues are outstanding from the point of view of
export credits. Argentina negotiated debt service the debtor countries: the requirement that moratorium
falling due between January 1985 and March 1991 on interest on rescheduled debt other than ODA is related
loans contracted prior to December 10, 1983. This was to market interest rates and the short consolidation
arranged in three agreements, signed in January 1985, periods.
May 1987 and December 1989. Repayment terms were Aside from introducing the reduced interest
9-1/2 years maturity and 5-6 years grace. Brazil has option in Toronto terms agreements, Paris Club partici-
rescheduled debt service falling due from August 1983 pating creditor countries are reluctant to modify the
and March 1990 on loans contracted prior to March 31, interest arrangements. The problem for the creditor
1983 in three agreements (November 1983, January countries is that making substantial cuts in moratorium
1987 and July 1988), with repayment terms slightly interest rates would create major refinancing require-
shorter than those for Argentina. The second agree- ments for export credit insurance companies: creditor-
ment expired in June 1988, and the consolidation period country governments are not prepared to make such
of the third agreement did not begin until January 1990, budgetary allocations for to offset this revenue loss (on
owing to a gap between IMF programs. The arrears top of their regular foreign aid budgets) at the present
outstanding as of August 1, 1988 had to be repaid with time.
shorter maturities than debts falling due during the Another problem concerning debtor country
consolidation period. governments - all countries, not just low-income Africa

Chile's agreements of July 1985 and April - is having to accept 12-18 month consolidation periods.
1987 represented a reluctant participation in the Paris By the time bilateral implementing agreements have
Club process. In 1985, Chile wanted to service out- been negotiated following one Paris Club accord, it is
standing suppliers credits while rescheduling commer- time to approach the Paris Club for the next request for
cial bank debt. However, the commercial bank steering relief. Financial planning is difficult with such a short
committee insisted that Paris Club eligible debt be negotiating horizon. After the unsatisfactory experience
restructured if banking debt was to be rescheduled. In with phased debt rescheduling for African countries in
an effort to protect its creditworthiness, Chile asked the 1981-82, Paris Club creditor governments have insisted
official creditors to schedule this meeting outside the on short consolidation periods to assure that adjustment
Paris Club. Unlike other Paris Club agreements programs are continued in effect and to assure that
negotiated with middle-income countries in the mid and comparable terms of relief are being secured from other
late 1980's, only principal was rescheduled and less creditors.
than 100% (65 % in the 1985 agreement and 85 % in the One experiment with longer consolidation
1987 agreement). Repayment terms were 6-1/4 years periods was the multi-year rescheduling agreement
maturity with 2-1/2 years grace. (MYRA). These were extended to Ecuador (April

Mexico rescheduled principal due on Mexican 1985) and to the C6te d'Ivoire (June 1986). Principal
private sector debt in a 1983 agreement (also outside only was rescheduled over a 3-year period, debt relief
the Paris Club framework). A September 1986 agree- to take effect in three annual tranches. The proportion
ment rescheduled public sector debt due during an 18 of principal consolidated declined in each year. These
month period, and a May 1989 agreement rescheduled
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agreements were parallel with MYRAs extended by $410 billion, as compared with $100 billion of debts to
commercial bank creditors. official creditors. The debtor countries concerned have

Both agreements had to be abandoned because been almost entirely middle-income countries, mainly in
of changing economic circumstances. The view of Latin America. Their difficulties followed large build-
most creditor countries in retrospect that debt relief ups of debt to banks in the late 1970's, the result of re-
could be better tailored to fit debtor country circum- cycling the balance-of-payments surpluses of the oil
stances if they were to be arranged in annual agree- exporting countries through the Euro-dollar market at
ments. very low real interest rates. The debt service burden of

More recently, consolidationperiods of 2-years countries that had borrowed from banks increased
or more have been given to countries that are able to severely in the early 1980's when nominal interest rates
arrange stronger than the usual conditionality with the rose sharply, commodity prices declined and bank
IMF (a one-year standby). In May 1989, both Mexico lending fell off. The problem came to a head in August
and the Philippines were able to arrange for 3-years 1982 with the Mexican debt moratorium.
debt relief on the basis of and IMF Extended Fund Owing to intractable balance-of-payments
Facility program. Among low income countries, difficulties and the lack of economic growth, debt
normally conditionality was either a stand-by or a servicing problems to banks persisted through the
Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF) credit. By 1980's. The decline in real incomes and the continued
arranging for an Expanded SAF (ESAF) or by arrang- need for austerity measures in the debtor countries
ing for a combination of a stand-by and a SAF, Mali, resulted in political unrest. The conventional approach
Mozambique, Togo, Niger and Guyana were able to of the commercial banking community towards organiz-
secure Paris Club consolidation periods of 2-3 years. ing debt relief broke down, and, for a time, the solven-

In each case, the consolidation period was cy of the major creditor banks was threatened. In a
divided into separate periods, related to the expiration shift from continued rescheduling of maturities, in
in a stage of the IMF program. Should the debtor 1989, the financial community began to organize a
country become ineligible for continued use of the IMF program of voluntary reduction of debt and debt service
resources, the Paris Club debt rescheduling agreement obligations for selected countries, supported by the
would be cancelled. Thus, the Paris Club rewards IMF, the World Bank and Japan (The Brady Plan).
countries able to make a relatively strong commitment This followed a flexible "menu' approach with Argenti-
to an adjustment program by lengthening the consolida- na (1987) and Brazil (1988) and a series of debt conver-
tion period. sion schemes, most importantly, debt-equity swaps.

III. Rescheduling Debts to Commercial A. The Negotiating Process
Banks

Multilateral debt relief is much more difficult
In this section, we turn to the problem of to organize for commercial banks than for official

restructuring debt owed to commercial banks. Follow- creditors. Each national export credit insurer can
ing initial emergency measures, the commercial banking negotiate on behalf of the many individual creditors.
community took one major initiative after another in an The Paris Club, with its permanent chairman and
attempt to deal with the obligations of the heavily- secretariat, brings the representative of these agencies,
indebted middle-income countries. Each initiative was together with key Ministry of Finance and Foreign
believed to provide a vehicle for restoring creditworthi- Affairs staff at almost monthly intervals. The individu-
ness to at least a few countries with serious debt als who represent the individual creditor countries are
problems, but each failed in turn to meet its stated the same, and they provide continuity in the Paris Club
objective. These initiatives were: restructuring with decision-making process.
concerted lending (1982-84), then multi-year debt relief In contrast, when re-negotiating commercial
agreements (1984-86), then the Baker Initiative (an- bank debt, there is no way to consolidate national
nounced in September 1985) and the menu approach claims: each creditor bank must approve the resulting
(1987-88). agreement. With loan syndication, the number of banks

The rescheduling, or restructuring, of debts to among which agreement must be reached is often in the
commercial banks in the 1980's amounted to about hundreds.
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To negotiate a debt relief agreement, the B. Coordinated Relief and Restructuring in
creditor banks form a steering committee (or bank 1983-84
advisory cornmittee) of about a dozen people, who
represent the major creditor banks. When organizing The major requests for relief began with the
the committee, account must be taken of the nationality Mexican request following its moratorium on debt
of the banks in the consortium so that the negotiations service payments imposed in August 1982.7 In the
can make provision for the various tax and regulatory years 1981 and 1982, 14 agreements in principle were
systems affecting the banks of different countries. The negotiated with commercial banks restructuring or
committee is normally formed and chaired by the deferring $10 billion of debt; in 1983 and 1984, 47
largest creditor bank. Although the forum for re- agreements were negotiated, covering $130 billion of
negotiating developing country commercial bank is debt.
sometimes referred to in the press as the "London What made 1983-84 different from the earlier
Club", each negotiation is completely separate from years was not just the number of countries seeking
previous negotiations. There is no permanent "London relief or the volume of debt to be restructured. The
Club" chairman or secretariat as there is with the Paris problem was that, for several major debtor countries,
Club. However, the presence on most individual the prospective financing gap could not be closed with
steering committees of the representatives of the debt restructuring plus use of IMF credits and other
world's largest banks does provide continuity between emergency official-source financial assistance, even
the various country exercises.6 after measures were taken by the debtor country to cut

The steering committee negotiates an "agree- imports and expand exports. At the same time, failure
ment in principle" with the debtor country representa- to resolve the debt servicing difficulties of the countries
tives. After all the creditor banks approve this agree- concerned would have serious repercussions for the
ment, it is signed. Because of the need to satisfy the creditor banks themselves. Thus, the problem of debt
demands of the many creditor banks (which may relief took on an entire new dimension.
involve re-negotiating parts of the original agreement in For a debt relief agreement to be viable, the
principle), many months - even years - can pass before debtor government had to be in a position to meet
final signature. The agreement becomes effective interest payments on the rescheduled debt and on
when certain requirements are met, such as payment of remaining obligations to the commercial bank creditors.
fees, principal or interest in arrears. The agreement Where short-term balance of payments forecasts demon-
may consolidate less than 100% of eligible maturities, strated this was not possible, the creditor banks recog-
in which event the non-consolidated portion may be due nized that the prospective agreement could not be
before the agreement takes effect. To facilitate pay- honored unless the debtor country had at its disposal
ment of fees, interest and principal, the debtor country substantial additional cash resources.
makes all payments following a consolidated schedule No creditor bank was willing to increase its
to a bank that agrees to serve as the "agent" bank. It, exposure to the country concerned on its own. At the
in turn, distributes the proceeds to each creditor bank. same time, the heads of the Bank steering conmmittees
The agent is normally not one of the creditor banks and remembered the impossibility of syndicating new loans
so can act as a neutral party. for Zaire and Peru in connection with debt relief

As with the rescheduling of debts to official arrangements. What was needed was a mechanism
creditors, debt relief is not negotiated unless the debt under which all creditor banks provided the additional
country has an adjustment program in effect under IMF cash required following a formula that was generally
supervision. IMF representatives may be invited to accepted as being equitable, together with emergency
steering committee meetings, but their participation is assistance from official sources.
not a standard part of the proceedings as in Paris Club The IMF played a crucial role in coordinating
negotiations. emergency commercial bank financing with debt relief.
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First, the IMF staff was able to provide bank steering (both in 1986). Ecuador and the C6te d'Ivoire negotiat-
committees with independent estimates of the debtor ed MYRAs with the Paris Club parallel with their com-
countries' balance-of-payments needs. This established mercial bank MYRAs.
the need for cash assistance beyond that already ar- Countries receiving MYRAs were perceived to
ranged through the IMF and other sources. Secondly, be working their way out of the payments difficulties
the IMF forced the banks to take action by refusing to that led to their debt servicing problems, and they were
make its own resources available to debtor countries expected not to require additional debt relief after the
who were also renegotiating commercial bank debt expiration of the MYRA consolidation period. Formal
unless a "critical mass" of creditor banks had sub- agreements to monitor economic performance were
scribed to the proposed debt relief agreement. essential parts of MYRAs. The debtor country was

The banks' response was to offer fresh finan- required to have an upper-credit tranche program in
cial assistance as part of the debt relief agreement. Part place with the IMF or to arrange for enhanced surveil-
of the assistance was in the form of new long-term lance by the IMF (i.e., the economic reviews normally
loans, with each creditor bank participating in propor- associated with the monitoring of a Fund program).
tion to its exposure with respect to the debt consolidated Debt restructured under MYRAs was repayable
("concerted lending"). In addition, the creditor banks over much longer periods than under the earlier year-
agreed to maintain, or expand, trade credit facilities or by-year agreements. The average maturity for
other short-term credit lines. As for the restructuring MYRA's signed between 1984 and 1986 was 12-1/2
agreements themselves, they rescheduled principal years in contrast with seven years for the rescheduling
falling due over a 1-2 year period. The terms of agreements of the early 1980's. Interest rate margins
repayment were typically 8-years maturity with 4-years were also lower. A list of MYRAs is given in Annex
grace. The margins on rescheduled debts ranged Table 36-5.
between 1.75 - 2.50%.

b. The Baker Initiative
C. Multi-Year Restructuring Agreements

(MYRAs) and the Baker Plan At the IMF/World Bank Annual Meeting of
October 1985, US Secretary of the Treasury Baker

The debt crisis in the early 1980' saw a virtual proposed a new strategy for dealing with the debts of
cessation of voluntary commercial bank lending to the highly indebted middle-income countries. There
affected countries, even following successful implemen- would be three inter-locking elements: (a) debtor
tation of adjustment programs and the debt relief country adjustment programs, (b) increased lending by
packages. In an effort to create an atmosphere for commercial banks to support these policy efforts and (c)
restoring the ability of countries that were making continued monitoring by the IMF plus enhanced lending
strong adjustment efforts to attract once again voluntary by multilateral development banks. Specifically, Mr.
lending by commercial banks, commercial bank creditor Baker envisaged $20 billion in net commercial bank
groups introduced the Multi-Year Restructuring Agree- lending over the period 1986-88 and an additional $9
ment (MYRA). These agreements consolidated princi- billion in net lending by multilateral development
pal payments falling due over a three-to-five year banks.
period. The longer consolidation period was seen as a Net concerted lending by commercial banks
way to eliminate the uncertainties associated with year- during this period fell short of the Baker target.'
by-year reschedulings. Despite commnitments of $16.4 billion and disburse-

ments of $15.0 billion from concerted lending, the net

a. The Multi-Year Agreements lending from commercial banks to the highly-indebted
a.984 O86 countries with respect to all long-term loans in 1986-88
(198486-OU) was only $4.0 billion (based on debtor country reports

to the World Bank). Official lending was in line with
MYRAs were negotiated mainly with Latin the Baker target.

American countries: Venezuela and Mexico in 1984, These figures indicate that the renewal of
the Dominican Republic, Ecuador and Yugoslavia in private lending conceived of in the Baker plan did not
1985 and Uruguay in 1986. Two African countries take place. Partly because of this failure and also
received MYRA's: the Congo and the C6te d'Ivoire
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because of adverse external developments and policy (a) The restructuring of existing debt. About 95%
slippages, the MYRAs did not meet their main objec- of outstanding long-tern debt to banks were
tives: to solve the debt problem of the country con- consolidated in a 'multi-year deposit" facility
cerned to restore normal private lending. The Mexican with the Central Bank of Brazil, maturing in
and Venezuelan MYRAs had to be recast in 1987. The 20 years with 7-years grace and bearing inter-
Cote d'Ivoire was unable to service its MYRA and has est at LIBOR plus 13/16%.
been unsuccessful in bringing a new agreement into
effect. Ecuador also has had to renegotiate its MYRA. Banks were allowed to denominate their claims

in either US dollars or their 'home" currency.

D. The Menu Approach - Agreements to Interest payments were shifted from a quarter-

Mid-1989 ly to a semi-annual basis, reducing Brazil's
financing requirements for 1988-89 by over $

The process of combining concerted lending 1 billion (an amount equal to 20 % of the New
r s s r a s 1 ~~~~~~~~Money package).' Deposits in this facilitywith debt restructuring was successful at the beginning would be available for relending, and also

of the decade in an atmosphere of emergency assistance would be eliiible for deb! it cnverso
designed to prevent defaults and their repercussions for g eq c
banks. However, debt restructuring/new money (b) New money package. Creditor banks had to
packages became increasingly difficult to negotiate by (b)rNew money pac ag to banks ha to

the id-980', a smal bnksthathadbeenpar ofoffer new money equal to 11.4% of theirthe mud-1980's, as small banks that had been part of exposure as of a base date (which was shifted
loan syndicates wished to reduce their exposure and forward from 1982 to 1987). However, banks
were reluctant to loan fresh money. In addition, most could choose between five new money facili-
syndication agreements required that debtor country ties.
interest payments be shared equally among all creditors.
Thus, there was an incentive for individual banks not to (c) Trade and Inter-bank credit lines. Participat-
participate in the new money package but to benefit ing banks were required to renew these facili-
from the interest payments that the new money makes ties to the level agreed upon in connection with
possible (the "free rider" problem). As a consequence, the 1986 agreement.
sometimes over a year was required to bring the
creditor banks together for signature after an agreementbanks' d) Exit bonds. As an alternative to the restruc-
in principle was initialled between the creditor turing and the new money provisions, banks
steering committee and the debtor country. Details of would purchase "Brazil Investment Bonds".
agreements signed in this period are shown in Annex Lamdany observes that the idea of the exit
Table 36-6. bonds is to create a mechanism that enables

The Argentine agreement of April 1987 banks with only a small exposure in Brazil and
pioneered a menu approach, including debt reduction y pt

' . ~~~~~~~~that are not intending to continue lending to
options, as an alternative to concerted lending. For Brazil be excused from further concerted
example a creditor bank may purchase exit bonds lending. The exiting banks would share in the
(usually carrying a below-market interest rate) that are burden of debt restructuring by accepting a
exempt from further calls for new money. Other fixed interest rate of 6%. (The maturity was
alternatives were securitized claims that have enhanced 25-years with 10-years grace.)" While $5
tradeability and debt-equity swaps. billion BIB's were authorized, only $1 billion

The Brazilian Financing Package of 1988 was ' 'were subscribed. Nevertheless, this was
the first agreement to take a specially designed "mar- viewed as a success from Brazil's point of
ket-based menu approach" to the restructuring of view, because annual interest savings exceeded
government debts to commercial banks.9 The various $30 million. Combined with the lengthening
aspects of this package were designed to meet the of maturities, the reduction in the net present
different needs and preferences of major groups of value of debt service was in excess of $200
creditor banks. Its main components were: mnillion over a 25-year period. 12 13
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There was little general restructuring of a. The Program
commercial bank debt following the Brazil agreement.
A menu-type agreement was initialed with the C6te The problem was articulated in a speech by
d'Ivoire in April 1988; but, unfortunately, the CBte Michel Camdessus in May 1989.1' While the current
d'Ivoire was unable to meet interest payments due, and account balances of highly indebted middle income
the agreement could not be signed and must now be countries had improved, their structure of economic
completely renegotiated. Aside from the DDSR activity had become more diversified, adjustment and
agreements described below, the agreements concluded reform policies had been implemented and the world
between mid-1988 and September 1990, were all financial system had strengthened, these improvements
conventional debt rescheduling arrangements."4 An had been obtained at a severe cost. In many countries,
agreement with Chile, agreed in principle in September economic growth was slow to recover, and inflation
1990, featured new money. The arrangements were accelerated. The current account improvement had
unusual in that they were on a "voluntary participation come at the expense of capital formation (as indicated
basis", so as to serve as a transition away from concert- by a reduction in the ratio of investment to GNP).
ed to regular market-based financing. Equally troubling, the ratio of debt to exports failed to

Concerning the terms of debt restructuring, in decline. Mr. Camdessus noted that:
the mid-1980's, the larger middle-income countries
were able to negotiate substantial increases in maturities n. . . the vicious circle that is set in
and reduced spreads. Agreements with Argentina, motion, with enforced cuts in invest-
Brazil, Mexico, the Philippines and Venezuela resulted ment leading to slower growth and, in
in 15-20-year maturities with spreads of 13/16%. tum, to reduced creditworthiness; and
Aside from Nigeria, which received similar terms in the second, the encouragement that it
September 1988 agreement, sub-Saharan African gives to financing payments deficits
countries had to accept much harder terms. Mozam- through the accumulation of arrears.
bique, in 1987, was offered 15 years maturity with 8- . . . This also fuels a vicious circle in
years grace, but the margin was 1-1/8%. (This agree- the financial area: arrears amplify the
ment has not been signed.) Gabon, in 1987, was give discount in the secondary market,
10-years maturity with 5-years grace but a spread of 1- which in turn feeds back to make it
3/8 %. The smaller countries did worse: The Gambia more difficult to put together financ-
(1987) and Malawi (1988) had to accept 8-years maturi- ing packages. . . ." 16

ty with 1-1/4% margins.
Developments in the secondary markets for

E. Officially Supported Debt and Debt commercial bank debt in which debts traded at very
Service Reduction Agreements (The substantial discounts (95 % for Sudan's and Zaire's) and
Brady Plan) the creation by creditor banks of large loan-loss provi-

sions against certain third-world loans indicated that

Even though the debt strategies that were built creditors were skeptical that debts would be repaid at
around the MYRA approach, the Baker initiative and their face value. The Brady initiative ratified the need
around then MYRA approach, did thave smer poitiv utie fr for debt reduction programs in general and envisaged,
the menu approach, did have some positive result specifically, debt reduction that would be supported by
the highly idebted middle income countries, by eanry financial resources from official sources.
1989 it was clear that a new approach to debt restruc- The mechanism for debt and debt service
turing was required. This recognition came in a speech reduction (DDSR) agreements negctiated under the
by US Treasury Secretary, Nicholas Brady, on March Brady Plan is for the debtor country either to buy-back
10, 1989. He announced that the US Government outstanding loans at a discount or to exchange them for
would encourage debt and debt servicing reduction on surities that r t e ina o f princp or
a voluntary basis. In subsequent weeks, what became in a reduction of debt service obligations. Creditor
known as the Brady Plan took form, and the Executive banks are willing to accept such debt exchanges volun-
Boards of the IMF and the World Bank agreed that tarily if the price obtained is greater than the secondary
these institutions would provide funds to support
voluntary debt reduction schemes.
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market price or if the risk is less. To this end, the new and conditional relaxation of some conditions
debt instrument is often collateralized. on current debt.2D

Before a DDSR agreement can be negotiated,
the debtor country government must secure waivers The role of creditor govemments. Creditor
from creditor banks with respect to key clauses of the governments would continue to reschedule or
original loan agreements designed to ensure equal restructure their own loans through the Paris
treatment of lenders within a banking syndicate and Club and maintain export credit cover for
between lenders in a syndicate and other creditors."7 countries with sound reform programs. Tax,
DDSR agreements may also have provisions for accounting and regulatory impediments to debt

renewing debt-equity swaps and for value recovery reduction would be eliminated. Japan is envis-
clauses. These enable creditor banks to recover some aged as providing about $10 billion over the
of the losses incurred through debt exchanges if certain next several years as additional funding.
conditions come about (see details of agreements.

The DDSR agreements result from cooperative b. Implementation
actions by the debtor countries, international financial
institutions, creditor governments willing to cofinance In 1990, DDSR agreements were implemented
DDSR (to date, only Japan) and the commercial with Mexico, the Philippines, Costa Rica and Venezue-
banks:'8 la, following negotiations that began in 1989. An

agreement was also signed with Morocco making
The role of debtor countries. They must put DDSR contingent on an IMF Extended Fund Facility
in place growth-oriented adjustment programs being in place before end-1991, and an agreement in
and take measures to encourage repatriation of principle was initialed with Uruguay in September
flight capital. 1990.

The Costa Rican agreement was a pure debt
The role of international financial institutions. reduction operation, as there was no expectation that
The IMF and World Bank will provide funding commercial banks would renew lending. The Costa
to eligible countries for debt and debt-service Rican authorities bought back 62% of its long-term
reduction through: (a) 25 percent of normal banking debt (including past-due interest) at an 84%
Fund and Bank policy-based lending could be discount. The remainder was exchanged for bonds
reallocated to help reduce the principal of debt carrying a 6.25 % fixed interest rate. The Philippine
outstanding, through debt buy backs and collat- agreement featured a buy-back arrangement for banks
eralized reductions of principal; and (b) addi- wishing to exit, financed partly from Philippine reserves
tional special resources could be used to sup- and partly from external sources. For banks with a
port interest payments on reduced-interest continuing interest in the Philippines, there was a
bonds traded for commercial bank debt. restructuring arrangement plus new money bonds, both

Over a three-year period, the IMF and at market interest rates. The Mexican and Venezuelan
World Bank would be expected to provide up agreements were designed to bring in some new money
to $20 billion, divided roughly equally between while achieving a substantial reduction in debt service
new resources and set-asides. In October, obligations through a series of exchanges of commercial
1990, the Inter-American Development Bank bank debt for collateralized bonds, the collateral being
was authorized to finance DDSR agreements, financed in part by external resources. At the time of
and it is expected to provide $1.2 billion for writing, the Venezuelan exchange was not yet com-
this purpose. IDB participation will begin plete.2 '
after guidelines have been drawn-up and ap-
proved.'9 c. Debt reduction for low-income

The role of commercial banks. Commercial countries
banks would provide debt reduction and new The World Bank's financial support for the
money, and support the accelerated reduction Brady initiative was directed at middle-income countries
of debt and debt service through a temporary eligible for IBRD resources. In response to the com-
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mercial bank debt problems of low-income countries, discount and to redeem it at its face value for special
shortly before the September 1989 Bank-Fund Annual bonds that are cashed at 50% of par to finance research
meetings, the World Bank Executive Directors ap- activities in Ecuador.
proved establishing a Debt Reduction Facility for IDA-
only countries, and they agreed to authorize a transfer G. Achievements of Commercial Bank
from the Bank to this Facility equivalent to $100 Restructuring
million. Allocations would be on a case-by-case basis,
and beneficiary countries would have to have an The overhang of commercial bank debt of
adjustment program acceptable to the World Bank, a de

compehesiv plnfr deb maaemn andprlll veloping countries is gradually being brought under
armragementsiveplan for debt reliefnthrugh nth Pari l control by the restructuring measures introduced in thearrangements for debt relief through the Paris Club.

late 1980's. Debts to commercial banks of the coun-
Sinc det o seera lo-inomecountnes tries classified by the World Bank as "debt burdened'

(virtually entirely sub-Saharan African), were trading at was classifion at the end of as figurenet
discounts of 95%, it is expected that debt reduction was $329 billion at the end of 1988. This figure is net

woul be n efectve ue offund. Te prgramhas of debt-equity conversions of $22 billion through 1988.
would be an effective use of funds. The program has In 1989, there were an additional $12 billion. Addi-
a duration of three-years. While several countries tional conversions took place in 1990 and are expected

would like to use this facility, at the time of writing no in future years. Brady Plan debt reductions and con-
program has been completed.' versions total $68 million to date. The bulk of the

remaining debt of these countries has been restructured
ZF. Other Debt Conversions'3 w.with long maturities: total rescheduling in the 1986 -

September 1990 amounted to $255 billion.
a. Debt-equity conversions Of the large severely-indebted middle-income

countries, Brazil is in the process of re-negotiating its
Under these arrangements, a debtor country debt. Peru, after breaking off negotiations with banks

government permits creditor banks to sell their claims in 1984, is in the process of restoring its relationship
for local currency at a discount, provided that the with the commercial banking community. Arrange-
proceeds are used to make equity investments in ments are being worked-out for smaller countries.
resident enterprises. Such schemes were important for Looking ahead, we can see a continuation of the
several major Latin American countries plus Nigeria approach that has been developed in 1988-90: debt
and the Philippines between 1985 and 1989. Debt- restructuring agreements complemented by voluntary
equity swaps averaged $14 billion per year in 1988-89. debt reduction programs and with a menu of options
These programs were cut back in the latter part of 1989 that will include new money possibilities for banks with
and in 1990, particularly in Argentina and Brazil as a continuing interest in the debtor country concerned or
questions were raised about the potential inflationary alternatives for banks desiring to reduce their exposure.
impact that follows the increase in the money supply.
However, debt-equity conversions linked to privatiza-
tion have grown. Nearly all of the recent DDSR IV. Bilateral Debt Relief
agreements provide for a renewal of debt-equity swaps.
Debt-equity conversions totaled $34 billion between As was noted at the beginning of the paper, the
1985-89.24 Paris Club and the commercial banking negotiating fora

are not all-inclusive. Certain debts must be renegotiat-
b. Other swaps ed bilaterally.

Various organizations have leveraged their a. Debts to Governments not participat-
operations in developing countries by purchasing ing in the Paris Club
commercial bank debt at a discount and then redeeming
it for local currency in the debtor country to be used in While all countries with export credit insurance
various "debt-for-nature" or "debt-for-health" pro- systems can take part in Paris Club agreements, debts
grams. For example, Ecuador has permnitted Harvard to the USSR, China and Eastern European countries are
University to purchased $5 million of debt at an 85%
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not taken up in the Paris Club. These countries do not ing problems the Paris Club and commercial bank
have a system of export credit insurance - the unifying advisory committees initially had to resolve were seen
characteristic of creditor countries taking part in Paris as part of temporary international liquidity problems
Club negotiations. Debts to most OPEC countries are facing a handful of countries, these institutions have
also renegotiated outside the Paris Club. The debtor proved surprisingly durable.
country must negotiate with these creditors one-by-one. During the 1970's, the Paris Club faced

Such negotiations normally follow rather than generalized and protracted debt servicing difficulties of
precede a Paris Club meeting, because the Paris Club African countries, and during the 1980's the commer-
agreed minute provides the basis for negotiation. The cial banking community gradually had to acknowledge
debtor country informs non-participating creditor the long-term nature of Latin American an other
country governments that the agreement requires that middle-income countries' debt servicing difficulties.
comparable terms be secured from all creditors. The The Paris Club responded by increasing the coverage of
resulting agreements are very similar; the main differ- debt relief agreements and offering longer repayment
ence between these agreements with CPE creditors and periods. A "menu approach" was adopted for low-
Paris Club creditors was that the moratorium interest income countries that incorporated some debt reduction.
rate was much lower. Agreements for certain lower-middle income countries

provided for debt conversions.
b. Non-insured suppliers credits However, the Paris Club has not continued the

far-reaching debt arrangements that were extended to
When debts to uninsured suppliers are small, Ghana and Indonesia in the early 1970's, under which

the debtor country will repay them on the original the entire stock of debt was rescheduled (as contrasted
schedule. When they are relatively large, arrangements with the rescheduling of maturities falling due during a
must be made for debt relieve. The CMte d'lvoire and limited time period) to be repaid with terms having a
Zaire called special meetings of non-insured suppliers very high grant element. The Paris Club creditor
and negotiated agreements with the representatives who countries' position regarding moratorium interest is that
showed up (the "Abidjan Club" and the "Kinshasa moratorium interest must cover the cost of borrowing
Club"). Congo simply informed the non-insured by export credit agencies. Consolidation periods are
creditors that the Paris Club agreement required that kept short, with a few exceptions, so that the Paris Club
they secure identical terms of debt relief from other can assure itself that adjustment efforts are being
countries and informed them that their claims would be sustained and that all creditors are being treated equal-
rescheduled in a similar matter. This unilateral ap- ly.
proach is more common than conveying a special The pressure of commercial bank debt on
meeting. developing countries has been relieved by the new

Nigeria and Turkey have had to consolidate approaches adopted in the late 1980's: debt conversion
considerable amounts of short-term export credits. programs, debt and debt service reduction agreements
Since these had been arranged through commercial under the Brady Plan and rescheduling debt with very
banks, it was most efficient to engage a major foreign long repayment periods and low interest margins.
bank to collect the claims and to organize verification That the Paris Club and system of commercial
prior to signing a debt consolidation agreement. That bank advisory committees could endure as mechanisms
bank then served as a paying agent. for organizing debt relief appears to be the result of two

factors. First, key decisions on official support to the

V. Concluding Observations debt relief process were agreed upon at the highest
levels of the creditor country governments, providing a

The Paris Club and the system of commercial framework for debt renegotiation in the new and
bank advisory committees were created as ad hoc difficult environment: the decision to apply relatively
mechanisms to deal with requests for debt relief. In concessional terms to rescheduled debt owed by low-
1991, the Paris Club will celebrate its 35th anniversary, income African countries to official creditors (the
and twenty years have elapsed since the first major Toronto Terms) and the decision to support the negoti-
commercial banking consortium agreement took place ating process with commercial banks by providing
with the Philippines. Considering that the debt servic- official support to debt reduction (the Brady Plan).
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Secondly, the multilateral negotiating fora have dealt with country economic performance conditions and
with the problems of debtor countries individually. external financial assistance that has enabled the debt
Changes could be introduced in an agreement with one renegotiating institutions to adjust to changing circum-
country and then to applied, if appropriate, to succes- stances and so to endure.
sive situations. It is this case-by-case approach, linked
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Annex Table 81: MULTILATERAL DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH OFFICIAL CREDITORS, 1956-80
Part I - Agreements signed 1956-69

-------- Coverage of Debt Agreements --------->
ConsoLidtn Period ---Terms of Repayment --- >

Date of Amount ----------- .
Agreed Type of Arrears % ConsoLidated Beginning Length Maturity : Grace Interest

Country Minute Debt Inct Cnsot (S mn) Date CMos) Yrs)(Mos) : (Yrs)(Mos) (%)

AFRICA, SOUTH OF SAHARA
Ghana 09-Dec-66 ICC P+I Y 80 114 Jun-66 31 1 10 9 : 3 0 Bil
Ghana 22-Oct-68 'CC P+I 80 84 Jan-69 42 | 9 3 : 1 6 Bil

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
Argentina 30-May-56 CC P+I Y 100 500 BaLances 10 0 : 0 0 3.5
Argentina 20-Jan-61 CC P+I Y 50 n/a Jan-61 24 4 0 : 1 0 n/a
Argentina 26-Oct-62 CC P+I Y 50 124 Oct-62 24 6 0 : 0 0 Bil
Argentina 26-Jun-65 CC+Blt P Y 60 70 Jan-65 12 7 0 : 2 0 Bil
Brazil 24-May-61 CC P+I Var 194 Jan-61 60 6 0 : 1 0 BiL
BraziL 01-JuL-64 CC P+I Y Var 185 Jan-64 24 7 0 : 2 0 BiL
ChiLe 24-Feb-65 CC+Blt P 70 76 Jan-65 24 6 0 : 2 0 BiL
Peru 27-Sep-68 CC P+I 75 146 Jul-68 18 Var : Var Bit
Peru 19-Nov-69 CC P 60 109 Jan-70 24 5 0 : 1 0 BiL

ASIA
India + 05-Mar-68 CC+Btt P+I Var 407 Apr-68 48 Var : Var Var
Indonesia 20-Dec-66 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 247 Jul-66 18 8 0 : 3 0 3.0
Indonesia 18-Oct-67 CC+BLt P+I Y 100 95 Jan-68 12 8 0 : 3 0 3.0
Indonesia 17-Oct-68 ICC+BLt P+I Y 100 85 Jan-69 12 8 0 : 3 0 3.0

EUROPE
Turkey + 11-May-59 |CC P+I 100 443 Aug-58 64 1 12 0 : 0 0 3.0
Turkey + 27-Mar-65 CC+BLt P Var 220 Jan-65 36 9 0 : 6 0 Bit

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System. DR-TB1

Notes: (+) indicates agreement outside the Paris Club. India: WorLd Bank Consortium for India
Turkey: OEEC (1959); OECD Consortium for Turkey (1965).
Type of debt: CC = CommerciaL credits; BLt = Inter-goverrwnent Loans; P = Principal; I = Interest.
X Cnsol = Proportion of eLigibLe maturities consolidated.
Var = Maturity, grace or interest arrangements differ among creditors.
Bit = Interest rate on rescheduLed debt negotiated with individuaL creditors.
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Annex Table B1: MULTILATERAL DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH OFFICIAL CREDITORS, 1956-80
Part II - Agreements signed 1970-80

------- Coverage of Debt Agreements-
Consolidtn Period <---Terms of Repayment --- >

Date of Amount ------------------
Agreed Type of Arrears X Consolidated Beginning Length Maturity : Grace Interest

Country Minute Debt Incl Cnsol (S mn) Date (Mos) (Yrs)(Mos): (Yrs)(Mos) (%)

AFRICA, SOUTH OF SAHARA
Gabon + 20-Jun-78 CC+Blt P+I Y 80 105 Arrears only. 87 1 : 79 7 Bil
Ghana 11-Jun-70 CC P+I 50 22 Jul-70 24 10 0 : 10 0 Bil
Ghana 13-Mar-74 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 300 Balances 28 0 : 11 0 2.5
Liberia 19-Dec-80 CC+Btt P+I 90 21 Jul-80 18 7 9 : 3 3 Bil
Sierra Leone 15-Sep-77 CC+Blt P+I Y 80 27 Jul-76 24 8 6 : 1 6 Bil
Sierra Leone 08-Feb-80 CC+Blt P+I Y 90 39 JuL-79 30 9 6 : 4 0 Bit
Sudan 13-Nov-79 CC+Blt P+l Y 85 373 Oct-79 21 9 6 : 3 0 Bit
Togo 15-Jun-79 CC+Blt P+I Y 80 160 Apr-79 21 8 6 : 3 0 Bit
Zaire 16-Jun-76 CC+BLt P+1 Y 85 211 Jul-76 18 8 6 : 2 0 Bil
Zaire 07-Jul-77 CC+Blt P 85 236 Jan-77 12 9 0 : 4 0 Bil
Zaire 01-Dec-77 CC+Blt 1 85 40 Jan-77 6 9 0 : 4 0 Bil
Zaire 11-Dec-79 CC+Blt P+I Y 90 945 Jul-79 18 9 0 : 3 6 Bil

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
Chile 19-Apr- CC+Blt P+I Y 70 243 Nov-71 14 8 0 : 2 0 Bil
Chile 25-Mar-74 CC+Blt P+I Y 80 509 Jan-73 24 9 0 2 0 8il
Chile 06-May-75 CC+Blt P+I 70 216 Jan-75 12 .8 0 : 2 0 Bit
Peru 03-Nov-78 CC+BLt P 90 573 Jan-79 24 5 6 : 2 0 Bit

ASIA
Cambodia + 27-Jan-72 CC P+l 80 5 Jan-72 12 8 0 : 2 0 Bit
Cambodia + 31-Oct-72 CC P+1 65 2 Jan-73 12 10 0 : 2 0 Bit
India + 27-Dec-72 CC+Blt P+1 Var 340 Apr-72 24 Var : Var Var
India + 30-Oct-74 CC+Blt P+I Var 179 Apr-74 12 Var : Var Var
India + 27-Jun-75 CC+BLt P+l Var 157 Apr-75 12 Var Var Var
India + 28-May-76 CC+Blt P+l Var 169 Apr-76 12 Var : Var Var
Indonesia 24-Apr-70 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 2,081 Balances 30 0 0 0 0.0
Pakistan + 26-May-72 Bit P+1 Y Var 234 May-71 26 5 0 : 3 0 Var
Pakistan + 31-Jul-73 Blt P+l Y Var 336 Jul-73 12 5 0 3 0 Bil
Pakistan + 28-Jun-74 Blt P+l Var 650 Jul-74 48 30 0 : 10 0 Bit

EUROPE
Turkey + 20-May-78 CC+Blt P+I Y 80 1,223 May-78 13 6 6 2 0 Bil
Turkey + 25-Jul-79 CC+Blt P+I 85 873 Jul-79 12 7 6 : 3 0 Bit
Turkey + 23-Jul-80 CC+Blt P+I Y 90 2,600 Jul-80 36 9 0 : 4 6 Bil

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System DR-TB1

Notes: (+) indicates agreements outside the Paris Club. India and Pakistan debt relief was negotiated
through World Bank aid consortia, Turkey's agreements through the OECD Aid Consortium for Turkey.
Agreements with Gabon and Cambodia were coordinated bilateral rescheduLings owing to the
small number of participating creditor countries.

For other notes, see Annex Table 81, Part I.
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Annex Table 82: MULITILATERAL DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA, 1981 - SEPTEMBER 1990
Part I - Agreements signed 1981-85

<-------- Coverage of Debt Agreements ------------>
Consotidtn Period s-Terms of Repayment->

Date of <-- includes -- > Amount -----------------
Agreed Type of ST % Consolidated Beginning Length Maturity : Grace

Country Minute Debt Arrears Debt PRD Cnsol (S mn) Date tMos) CYrs)(Mos): (Yrs)(Mos)

CAR 12-Jun-81 ICC+Blt P+l r 85 28 Jan-81 12 8 6: 4 0
CAR 09-Jut-83 ICC+Btt P+l r 90 15 Jan-83 12 9 6: 5 0
CAR 22-Nov-85 ICC.Blt P+I Y 90 18 JuL-85 18 9 3: 4 9
Cote dlvoire 04-May-84 1CC+Blt P+l 100 265 Dec-83 13 8 6: 4 0
Cote d'lvoire 25-Jun-85 jCC+Blt P+l 100 216 Jan-85 12 8 6: 4 0
Eq Guinea 22-JuL-85 |CC+BLt P+l Y 100 44 Jan-85 18 9 0 : 4 6
Liberia 16-Dec-81 CC+Blr P+l 90 24 Jan-82 18 7 11 : 3 5
Liberia 22-Dec-83 CC+Blt P+1 90 18 Jul-83 12 8 6 : 4 0
Liberia 17-Dec-84 CC+Blt P+l 90 13 JuL-84 12 9 6: 5 0
Madagascar 30-Apr-81 CC+Blt P+l Y 85 172 Jan-81 18 8 3 : 3 9
Madagascar 13-Jul-82 CC+Blt P+l Y 85 107 Jul-82 12 8 3 : 3 9
Madagascar 23-Mar-84 CC+Blt P+l Y 95 389 Jul-83 18 10 3 4 9
Madagascar 22-May-85 CC+BLt P+1 Y 100 283 Jan-85 15 10 5 : 4 11
Matawi 22-Sep-82 CC+Blt P+l 85 26 JuL-82 12 8 0 : 3 6
Malawi 27-Oct-83 CC+Slt P+l 85 15 Jul-83 12 8 0 3 6
Mauritania 27-Apr-85 CC+Btt P+I Y 90 45 Jan-85 15 8 3 : 3 9
Mozambique 25-Oct-84 CC+Blt P+l Y 95 317 Jul-84 12 10 6: S 0
Niger 14-Nov-83 CC+Blt P+l 90 37 Oct-83 12 8 6 : 4 6
Niger 30-Nov-84 CC+Blt P+l 90 44 Oct-84 14 9 5 4 11
Niger 21-Nov-85 CC+Blt P+! 90 43 Dec-85 12 9 6 : 5 0
Senegal 13-Oct-81 CC+Blt P+l 85 77 Jul-81 12 8 6 : 4 0
Senegal 29-Nov-82 CC+Blt P+I 85 84 Jul-82 12 8 9 : 4 3
Senegal 21-Dec-83 CC+Blt P+I 90 64 Jul-83 12 8 6 : 4 0
Senegal 18-Jan-85 CC+BLt P+l Y 95 175 Jan-85 18 8 3 : 3 9
Sierra Leone 08-Feb-84 CC+Blt P+1 Y Y 90 88 Jan-84 12 10 0 : 5 0
Somalia 06-Mar-85 CC+Blt P+1 Y Y 95 126 Jan-85 12 9 6 : 5 0
Sudan 18-Mar-82 CC+Blt P+l Y Y .90 211 Jul-81 18 9 6 : 4 6
Sudan 04-Feb-83 CC+Blt P+l Y 100 546 Jan-83 12 15 0 : 5 6
Sudan 02-May-84 CC+Blt P+l r 100 231 Jan-84 12 15 6 : 6 0
Togo 20-Feb-81 CC+Blt P+l 85 120 Jan-81 24 8 6 : 4 0
Togo 12-Apr-83 CC+Blt P+l Y Y 90 125 Jan-83 12 9 6 : 5 0
Togo 06-Jun-84 CC+Blt P+l Y 95 67 Jan-84 16 9 4 : 4 10
Togo 24-Jun-85 CC+Blt P+l 95 25 May-85 12 10 6 5 0
Uganda 18-Nov-81 CC+Blt P+l Y 90 63 Jul-81 12 9 0 : 4 6
Uganda 01-Dec-82 CC+Blt P+l 90 16 Jul-82 12 9 0 : 4 6
Zaire 09-Jul-81 CC+Blt P+1 90 276 Jan-81 24 9 6 : 4 0
Zaire 20-Dec-83 CC+Blt P+1 r Y 95 1,417 Jan-84 12 10 6 : 5 0
Zaire 18-Sep-85 CC+Blt P+I Y 95 396 Jan-85 15 9 5 : 4 11
Zambia 16-May-83 CC+Blt P+l r r 90 302 Jan-83 12 9 6 : 5 0
Zambia 20-Jul-84 CC+Blt P+l Y Y 100 263 Jan-84 12 9 6: 5 0

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System DR-TB2

Notes: ST debt = Short-term debt (maturity one year or less).
PRO = Previously rescheduled debt.

See Annex Table S1, Part I for other notes.
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Annex Table B2: MULITILATERAL DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA, 1981 - SEPTEMBER 1990
Part 11 - Agreements signed 1986 - September 1990 Page 1

<----------- Coverage of Debt Agreements -------- >
Consotidtn Period <-Terms of Repayment->

Date of <-- IncLudes --> Amount ----------------- 
Agreed Type of ST X Consolidated Beginning Length Maturity : Grace

Country Minute Debt Arrears Debt PRD Cnsol (S mn) Date (Mos) (Yrs)(Mos): (Yrs)(Mos)

Angola 20-Jul-89 CC+Blt P+l Y 100 432 Jul-89 15 9 6 : 6 0
Benin 22-Jun-89 'CC+Blt P+l Y 100 157 Jun-89 13 Menu : Menu
Can,eroon 24-May-89 1CC.BLt P+l Y 100 583 Apr-89 12 9 6 6 0
CAR 14-Dec-88 CC-Blt P+l r 100 26 Jan-89 18 Menu : Menu
CAR 15-Jun-90 }CC+B t P+. Y Y 100 4 Jan-90 12 Menu : Menu
Chad * 24-Oct-89 'CC+Blt P+1 r 100 40 Oct-89 15 Menu : Menu
Congo 18-Jul-86 ICC+Blt P+I Y 95 662 Aug-86 20 9 2 3 8
Congo a 13-Sep-90 CC+BIt P+I Y Y 100 1,052 Sep-90 21 14 3 5 9
Cote d'lvoire 27-Jun-86 CC+Blt P Var 157 Jan-86 36 8 7 : 4 1
Cote dlivoire 18-Dec-87 CC+BLt P+I Y Y 100 966 Jan-88 16 9 4 : 5 10
Cote dlivoire 18-Dec-89 CC+8lt P+l Y Y 100 850 Jan-90 16 13 4 : 7 10
Eq Guinea + 01-Mar-89 CC+BLt P+1 Y Y 100 12 Arrears only Menu Menu
Gabon 21-Jan-87 CC+B(t P+l 100 474 Sep-86 15 9 5 3 11
Gabon 21-Mar-88 |CC+Blt P+l 100 315 Jan-88 12 9 6: 5 0
Gabon 19-Sep-89 'CC+Blt P+1 Y 100 452 Sep-89 16 10 0 4 0
Gambia 19-Sep-86 'CC+Blt P+l Y Y 100 19 Oct-86 12 9 6: 5 0
Guinea 18-Apr-86 CC+Blt P+l Y 95 232 Jan-86 14 9 4: 4 11
Guinea 12-Apr-89 CC+Blt P+1 Y Y 100 116 Jan-89 12 Menu Menu
Guinea-Bissau 27-Oct-87 CC+BLt P+l Y 100 27 JuL-87 18 19 3 : 9 9
Guinea-Bissau 26-Oct-89 CC+BLt P+1 Y Y 100 26 Oct-89 15 Menu : Menu
Madagascar 23-Oct-86 CC+Blt P+l Y 100 79 Apr-86 21 9 2 : 4 8
Madagascar 28-Oct-88 CC+BLt P+1 Y Y 100 197 Apr-88 21 Menu : Menu
Madagascar 10-Jul-90 CC+Blt P+l Y Y 100 139 Jun-90 13 Menu Menu
Malawi 22-Apr-88 ICC+Blt P+1 Y Y 100 27 Apr-88 14 19 5 : 9 11
Mali 27-Oct-88 CC+Blt P+1 Y 100 63 Jul-88 16 Menu : Menu
Mali 22-Nov-89 CC+Blt P+I Y Y 100 16 Nov-89 26 Menu : Menu
Mauritania 16-May-86 CC+BLt P+l 95 141 Apr-86 12 8 6 4 0
Mauritania 15-Jun-87 CC+Blt P+l 95 39 Apr-87 14 14 5 5 0
Mauritania 19-Jun-89 CC+BLt P+1 Y Y 100 110 Jun-89 12 Menu : Menu
Mozambique 16-Jun-87 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 464 Jun-87 19 19 3 : 9 9
Mozambique 14-Jun-90 CC+Blt P+l r Y 100 707 Jul-90 30 Menu : Menu
Niger 20-Nov-86 CC+Blt P 100 91 Dec-86 12 9 6: 5 0
Niger 21-Apr-88 CC+Blt P+I 100 34 Dec-87 13 19 6 : 10 0
Niger 16-Dec-88 CC+Blt P+l 100 44 Jan-89 12 Menu : Menu
Niger 18-Sep-

9
0 CC+BIt P+I Y V 100 116 Sep-90 28 Menu Menu

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System. DR-TB2

Notes: (a) Agreement with a Paris-Club designated usevereLy indebted lower-middle income country.
For other notes, see Annex Table 81.

See Annex Table B1, Part I for other notes.
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Annex TabLe B2: MULITILATERAL DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA. 1981 - SEPTEMBER 1990
Part It - Agreements signed 1986 - September 1990 Page 2

<----------- Coverage of Debt Agreements ------------>
Consolidtn Period <-Terms of Repayment->

Date of <-- Includes -- > Amount---ou----------t--...
Agreed Type of ST X Consolidated Beginning Length Maturity : Grace

Country Minute I Debt Arrears Debt PRD Cnsol (S mn) Date (Mos) (Yrs)(Mos): (Yrs)(Mos)
. ....... .......... ....... ......... .......... .................. .............. .. .. .. .. . ... ... ...

Nigeria 16-Dec-86 CC+Blt P+! Y Y 100 6,744 Oct-86 15 6 6 : 2 0
Nigeria 03-Mar-89 CC+Blt P+l Y Y 100 4,559 Jan-89 16 9 4 : 4 10
Senegal 21-Nov-86 CC+BLt P+l 100 94 Jul-86 16 9 4 : 4 10
Senegal 17-Nov-87 ICC+BLt P+l 100 88 Nov-87 12 15 6: 6 0
Senegal 24-Jan-89 ICC+BLt P+l Y 100 142 Nov-88 14 Menu : Menu
SenegaL 12-Feb-90 CC+Blt P+I Y Y 100 107 Jan-90 12 Menu : Menu
Sierra Leone 19-Nov-86 CC+Blt P+I Y Y 100 66 Jul-86 16 9 4 : 4 10
Somalia 22-JuL-87 CC+BLt P+l Y r 100 124 Jan-87 24 19 0 : 9 6
Tanzania 18-Sep-86 CC+Blt P+l Y Y 100 809 Oct-86 12 9 6 : 5 0
Tanzania 13-Dec-88 CC+Btt P+l Y Y 100 481 Jan-89 6 Menu : Menu
Tanzania 16-Mar-90 CC+BLt P+I Y Y 100 200 Jan-90 12 Menu : Menu
Togo 22-Mar-88 CC+Blt P+1 Y. Y 100 123 Jan-88 15 15 5 : 7 11
Togo 20-Jun-89 CC+Blt P+l Y 100 76 Apr-89 14 Menu : Menu
Togo 09-JuL-90 CC+BLt P+l Y 100 84 Jul-90 24 Menu : Menu
Uganda 19-Jun-87 CC+Btt P+1 Y Y 100 70 Jul-87 12 14 6 : 6 0
Uganda 26-Jan-89 CC+Blt P+l Y Y 100 42 Jan-89 18 Menu : Menu
Zaire 15-May-86 CC+Blt P+1 Y 100 380 Apr-86 12 9 6 : 4 0
Zaire 18-May-87 CC+Blt P+l Y Y 100 620 Apr-87 13 14 6 : 6 0
Zaire 23-Jun-89 CC+BLt P+I Y Y 100 1,530 Jun-89 13 Menu : Menu
Zambia 04-Mar-86 CC+Blt P+. Y Y 100 353 Jan-86 12 9 6 : 5 0
Zambia 12-JuL-90 CC+Blt P+. Y Y 100 965 Jul-90 18 Menu : Menu

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System DR-TBZ

Notes: ST debt = Short-term debt (maturity one year or less).
PRO = Previously rescheduled debt.
(a) Agreement with a Paris Ctub designated 'severely indebted Lower-middle income country. See text.
See Annex Table B1, Part I for other notes.
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Annex TabLe B3: MULTILATERAL DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH OFFICIAL CREDITORS, 1981 - SEP 1990
COUNTRIES OTHER THAN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

Part I - Agreements with Latin American Countries

<------------ Coverage of Debt Agreements -------------->
Consolidtn Period <-Terms of Repayment->

Date of <-- Includes - Amouint ---------------
Agreed Type of ST X Consolidated Beginning Length Maturity : Grace

Country Minute Debt Arrears Debt PRD CnsoL (S mn) Date (Mos) (Yrs)(Mos): (Yrs)(Mos)

Argentina 16-Jan-85 CC+Blt P+I Y 90 1,455 Jan-85 12 9 6 : 5 0
Argentina 20-May-87 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 1,438 May-87 14 9 5 : 4 11
Argentina 21-Dec-89 CC+BLt P+I Y Y 100 2,287 Jan-90 15 9 4 : 5 10
Bolivia 18-Jul-86 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 424 Jul-86 12 9 6 : 5 0
Bolivia 14-Nov-88 CC+Blt P+I Y Y 100 259 Oct-88 15 9 5 : 5 11
Bolivia 15-Mar-90 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 278 Jan-90 24 Menu : Menu
Brazil 23-Nov-83 CC+Blt P+l Y 85 2,338 Aug-83 17 9 0 : 5 0
BraziL 21-Jan-87 CC+Blt P+1 100 2,831 Jan-85 30 5 6 : 3 0
Brazil 29-Jul-88 CC+BLt P+I Y 100 3,693 Aug-88 20 9 6 : 5 0
Chile + 17-Jul-85 CC+BLt P 65 140 Jul-85 18 6 3 : 2 9
Chile + 02-Apr-87 CC+Blt P 85 164 Apr-87 21 6 2 : 2 7
Costa Rica 11-Jan-83 CC+Blt P+I Y 85 67 Jul-82 18 8 3 : 3 9
Costa Rica 22-Apr-85 CC+BLt P+I Y 90 78 Jan-85 15 9 5 : 4 11
Costa Rica 26-May-89 CC+Blt P+l Y Y 100 168 Apr-89 14 9 5 : 4 11
Cuba 01-Mar-83 CC P 100 426 Sep-82 16 I n/a : n/a
Cuba 19-Jul-84 CC P 100 204 Jan-84 12 9 9 0 : 5 6
Cuba 18-Jul-85 CC+Blt P 100 156 Jan-85 12 9 0 : 5 6
Cuba 16-Jul-86 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 n/a Jan-86 12 9 6 : 5 6
Dom Rep 21-May-85 CC+Blt P+I Y 90 289 Jan-85 15 9 5 : 4 11
Ecuador 28-Jul-83 CC+Blt P+l 85 155 Jun-83 12 7 6 : 3 0
Ecuador 24-Apr-85 CC+BLt P Y Var 265 Jan-85 36 7 6 : 3 0
Ecuador 20-Jan-88 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 397 Jan-88 14 9 5 : 4 11
Ecuador 24-Oct-89 CC+Blt P+I Y y 100 440 Nov-89 14 9 5 : 5 11
El Salvadora 17-Sep-90 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 143 Sep-90 13 14 6 : 8 0
Guyana 23-May-89 CC+Blt P+I Y Y 100 163 Jan-89 14 19 5 : 9 11
Guyana 12-Sep-90 CC+Blt P+I Y Y 100 123 Sep-90 35 Menu : Menu
Honduras a 14-Sep-90 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 280 Sep-90 11 14 7 : 8 1
Jamaica 16-Jul-84 CC+Blt P+l Y 100 132 Jan-84 15 8 5 : 3 11
Jamaica 19-Jul-85 CC+Blt P+4 100 66 Apr-85 12 9 6 : 4 0
Jamaica 05-Mar-87 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 188 Jan-87 15 9 5 : 4 11
Jamaica 24-Oct-88 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 147 Jun-88 18 9 3 : 4 9
Jamaica 26-Apr-90 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 116 Dec-89 18 9 3 : 4 9
Mexico + 22-Jun-83 CC-Pvt P Y 90 1,367 Jul-83 6 5 6 : 3 0
Mexico 17-Sep-86 CC+Blt P+I 100 1,753 Sep-86 18 8 3 : 3 9
Mexico 30-May-89 CC+BLt P+1 100 2,148 Jun-89 36 9 7 : 6 1
Panama 19-Sep-85 CC+Blt P 50 16 Sep-85 16 7 4 : 2 10
Peru 26-Jul-83 CC+Blt P+l 90 424 May-83 12 7 6 : 3 0
Peru 05-Jun-84 CC+Blt P+I 90 1,000 May-84 15 B 5 : 4 11
Trin & Tob 25-Jan-89 CC+Blt P Y 100 275 Jan-89 14 9 5 : 4 11
Trin & Tob 27-Apr-90 ICC+Blt P 100 110 Mar-90 13 8 4 : 3 10

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System DR-TB3
Notes: See Annex Tables B1 and B2.
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Annex Table B3: MULTILATERAL DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH OFFICIAL CREDITORS, 1981 - SEP 1990
COUNTRIES OTHER THAN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

Part 11 - Agreements with Other Countries

<------------ Coverage of Debt Agreements -------------
Consolidtn Period <-Terms of Repayment->

Date of -- Includes -- > Amount -----------------
Agreed Type of ST % Consolidated Beginning Length Maturity : Grace

Country Minute Debt Arrears Debt PRD Cnsol (S mn) Date (Mos) (Yrs)(Mos): (Yrs)(Mos)

ASIA
Pakistan + 14-Jan-81 Blt P+l 90 263 Jan-81 18 VariabLe : VariabLe
Philippines 21-Dec-84 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 994 Jan-85 18 9 3 : 4 9
Philippines 22-Jan-87 CC+Blt P+I 100 968 Jan-87 18 9 3 : 4 9
Philippines 26-May-89 CC+Blt P+1 Y 100 1,528 Jun-89 25 9 0 : 5 6

EUROPE
Poland + 27-Apr-81 CC+Blt P+I Y 90 2,254 May-81 8 7 6 : 4 0
Poland + 15-Jul-85 CC+Blt P+l Y 100 10,300 Jan-82 36 10 6 : 5 0
Poland + 19-Nov-85 CC+Blt P+I 100 1,910 Jan-86 12 9 2 : 4 8
PoLand + 16-Dec-87 CC+Blt P+I Y Y 100 9,027 Jan-88 12 9 0 : 4 6
Poland 16-Feb-90 CC+BLt P+I Y Y 100 9,400 Jan-90 15 13 9 : 8 3
Romania 09-Jul-82 CC+Blt P+l Y 80 234 Jan-82 12 6 0 : 3 0
Romania 18-May-83 CC+Blt P+I 60 195 Jan-83 12 6 0 : 3 0
Yugoslavia + 22-May-84 CC+Blt P 100 568 Jan-84 12 6 6 : 4 0
Yugoslavia + 24-May-85 CC+Blt P 90 568 Jan-85 16 8 4 : 3 10
Yugoslavia + 13-May-86 CC+BLt P 85 1,043 May-86 23 8 6 : 4 0
Yugoslavia + 13-Jul-88 CC+Blt P+l Y 100 940 Apr-88 15 9 5 : 5 11

NORTH AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST
Egypt 22-May-87 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 5,543 Jan-87 18 9 3 : 4 9
Jordan 19-JuL-89 CC+Blt P+l Y 100 586 Jul-89 18 9 3 : 4 9
Morocco 25-Oct-83 CC+Blt P+I Y 85 1,228 Sep-83 16 7 3 : 3 9
Morocco 17-Sep-85 CC+Blt P+I Y 90 1,043 Sep-85 18 8 3 : 3 9
Morocco 06-Mar-87 CC+BLt P+I Y 100 1,074 Mar-87 16 9 3 : 4 9
Morocco 26-Oct-88 CC+Blt P+I Y 100 1,100 Jul-88 18 9 3 : 4 9
Morocco a 11-Sep-90 1CC+Blt P+l Y 100 1,390 Jan-90 15 14 5 : 7 11

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System DR-TB3
Notes: See Annex Tables B1 and B2.
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Annex Table B4: DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH COMMERCIAL BANKS, 1970-84
Part I - Agreements of Latin American Countries

Consolidation
< Other Assistance > Period ------Terms of Repayment------>

Amount New LT ST Credit ------------------
Date of Consolidated Money Maintenance Beginning Length Maturity : Grace Interest

Country Signature (S mn) (S mn) (S mn) Date (mos) (Yrs)(Mos): (Yrs)(Mos) Margin

Argentina 1976
Argentina Jan-83 1,300 Bridge Loan 1 2 : 0 7 +1.1250
Argentina Aug-83 500 New money only 4 6 3 0 +2.2500
Bolivia Dec-80 200 d Aug-80 8 1 0 1 0 +1.7500
Bolivia Apr-81 411 Apr-81 24 6 0 3 0 +2.2500
Bolivia May-83 312 d Jan-83 36 7 0 4 0 Orig rates
Brazil Feb-83 4,800 4,195 15,675 Jan-83 12 8 0 2 6 +2.1250
Brazil Jan-84 5,900 6,510 15,100 Jan-84 12 9 0 5 0 +2.0000
Chile Jul-83 2,151 1,294 1,700 Jan-83 24 8 0 : 4 0 +2.1250
Chile Jan-84 1,204 Short-term debt 8 0 : 4 0 +2.1250
Chile Jun-84 785 New money only 9 0 : 5 0 +1.7500
Chile Nov-84 1,700 Credit line only 0 6 : 0 6 Original rat
Costa Rica Sep-83 706 202 Jan-83 24 8 0 : 4 0 +2.2500
Cuba Dec-83 130 490 Sep-82 28 5 6 : 2 0 +2.2500
Cuba Dec-84 103 490 Jan-84 12 7 0 : 2 6 +1.8750
Dcom Rep Dec-83 500 Dec-82 13 5 0 : 1 0 +2.2500
Ecuador Oct-83 2,770 433 700 Nov-82 14 7 0 : 1 0 +2.2500
Guyana Aug-82 14 d Mar-82 13 +2.5000
Guyana Jun-83 12 d Jul-83 7 : +2.5000
Guyana Jul-84 11 d Aug-84 12 : +2.5000
Honduras * Feb-83 120 Jan-83 24 6 0 0 9 +2.2500
Honduras * Dec-84 368 Jan-86 48
Jamaica Sep-78 63 Apr-78 12 5 0 : 2 0 +2.0000
Jamaica Apr-81 126 Apr-79 24 5 0 : 2 0 +2.0000
Jamaica Jun-81 89 89 Jul-81 21 5 0 2 0 +2.0000
Jamaica Jun-84 164 Jul-83 21 5 0 2 0 +2.5000
Mexico Aug-83 23,280 5,007 Aug-82 28 8 0 : 4 0 +1.8750
Mexico Apr-84 3,873 New money only 10 0 5 6 +1.5000
Nicaragua Dec-80 582 Arrears 12 0 : 5 0 +0.7500
Nicaragua Dec-81 192 NtLzed Bks: Arrs 12 0 5 0 +0.7500
Nicaragua Mar-82 100 0th Firms: Arrs + 12 0 : 5 0 +0.7500
Nicaragua Feb-84 145 JuL-83 12 8 0 0 0 +1.2500
Panama Sep-83 278 217 New money 6 0 : 3 0 +2.2500
Peru 1976
Peru Jun-78 186 JuL-78 6 0 6 : 0 6
Peru Dec-78 200 Jan-79 24 6 0 : 2 0 +1.8750
Peru Jan-80 364 Jan-80 12 5 0 : 2 0 +1.2500
Peru Jul-83 432 450 2,000 Mar-83 12 8 0 : 3 0 +2.2500
Peru * Feb-84 1,425 200 800 Mar-84 22 9 0 5 0 +1.7500
Uruguay Jul-83 555 240 Jan-83 24 6 0 . 2 0 +2.2500

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System. DR-TB4
Notes: (*) Agreement in principle.

(d) Deferment.
Interest Margin: Percentage points above LIBOR.
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Annex Table 84: DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH COMMERCIAL BANKS, 1970-84
Part II - Agreements of all other countries

Consolidation
< Other Assistance > Period <----Terms of Repayment-- >

Amount New LT ST Credit ------------
Date of ConsoLidated Money Maintenance Beginning Length Maturity : Grace Interest

Country Signature (S mn) (S m) (S m) Date (mos) I(Yrs)(Mos): (Yrs)(Mos) Margin

AFRICA, SOUTH OF SAHARA
Liberia Dec-82 29 JuL-81 24 6 0 : 2 9 +1.7500
Liberia 1983 26 Oil facility debt
Madagascar Nov-81 155 Arrears only 3 6 : 0 0 +1.5000
Madagascar Oct-84 379 Balances 8 0 : 2 6 +2.0000
Malawi Mar-83 59 Sep-82 24 6 6 3 0 +1.8750
Niger Mar-84 29 Oct-83 24 7 6 : 3 6 +2.0000
Senegal Feb-84 96 May-81 38 6 0 : 3 0 +2.0000
Sierra Leone Jan-84 25 Arrears (prin) 7 0 : 2 0 +1.7500
Sudan Nov-81 585 Jan-80 28 7 0 : 3 0 +1.7500
Sudan Mar-82 3 Arrears (Int) 0 9 : 0 5 +1.7500
Sudan Apr-83 702 Modified '81 agmt 6 0 : 2 0 +1.7500
Togo Mar-80 69 Balances 3 6 : 1 0 Orig rates
Togo Oct-83 84 Balances 7 3 : 0 0 +2.0000
Zaire Apr-80 402 Balances 10 0 : 5 0 +1.8750
Zaire Jan-83 58 d Jan-85 36 10 0 : 0 0 +2.0000
Zaire Jun-84 64 d Jan-88 48 10 0 : 0 0 +2.0000
Zambia * Dec-84 74 Jan-85 24 6 0 : 3 0 +2.2500

ASIA
Philippines 1970 :

EUROPE
Poland Apr-82 1,957 Mar-81 9 7 0 : 4 0 +1.7500
Poland Nov-82 2,225 Jan-82 12 7 6 : 4 0 +1.7500
PoLand Nov-83 1,254 Jan-83 12 10 0 : 4 6 +1.8750
Poland Jul-84 1,480 335 Jan-84 48 10 0 : 5 0 +1.7500
Romania Dec-82 1,598 Jan-82 12 6 5 : 3 0 +1.7500
Romania Jun-83 567 Jan-83 12 6 5 : 3 6 +1.7500
Turkey Jun-79 3,105 Balances 7 0 : 3 0 +1.7500
Turkey Mar-82 2,269 Modified '79 agmt 10 0 : 5 0 +1.7500
Yugoslavia Oct-83 1,300 600 800 Jan-83 12 6 0 : 3 0 +1.8750
Yugoslavia May-84 1,330 Jan-84 24 7 0: 4 0 +1.6250

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System. DR-TB4
Notes: See Annex Table B4, Part l.
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Annex Table B5: MULTI-YEAR DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH COMMERCIAL BANKS (MYRAs)
1986-90

Consol Period <-----Terms of Repayment-
Amount ------------------ --------------------------------

Date of Consolidated Beginning Length Maturity Grace Interest Hotes
Country Signature (S mn) Date (mos) (Yrs)(Mos) (Yrs)(Mos) Margin

Brazil Nov-88 61,482 Jan-87 84 6 3 8 0 +0.8125 Included broad menu of options.
Chile Aug-90 * 1,870 Jan-91 48 7 0 4 0 +0.8125
Congo Feb-88 211 Jan-86 36 8 10 2 10 +1.8750
Cote d'livoire Nov-86 851 Nov-86 48 9 0 3 0 +1.6250 Cancelled.
Dom Rep Feb-86 750 Jan-85 60 13 0 3 0 +1.3750
Ecuador Dec-85 4,219 Dec-85 60 12 0 3 0 +1.3750 CanceLled.
Mexico Aug-85 20,256 Jan-85 72 14 0 1 0 +1.2500 Debt not yet rescheduled.
Mexico Mar-85 28,000 Jan-87 48 14 0 0 0 +1.2500 Previously rescheduled debt.
Poland Jul-88 8,310 Jan-88 72 15 0 0 0 +0.9375
Uruguay Jul-86 1,547 Jul-86 60 12 0 3 0 +1.3750
Venezuela Feb-86 21,089 Jan-83 72 12 6 0 0 +1.1250 Agreement in principle Sep 84.
Yugoslavia Dec-85 4,004 Jan-85 48 10 6 4 0 +1.2500

(*) = Agreement in principle. DR-TB5
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Annex Table B6: DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH COMMERCIAL BANKS, 1985 - SEPTEMBER 1990
Part I - Agreements Latin American Countries

Consolidation
Amount < Other Assistance > Period <-------Terms of Repayment----->
Amount New LT ST Credit -----------------

Date of lConsolidated Money Maintenance Beginning Length Maturity : Grace Interest
Country Signaturel (S mn) (S mn) (S mn) Date (mos) (Yrs)(Mos) : (Yrs)(Mos) Margin

Argentina Aug-85 1 14,200 3,593 3,100 Jan-82 48 10 0 : 3 0 +1.3750
Argentina Aug-87 24,260 1,253 3,500 '83/85 agmts rvsd 19 0 : 7 0 +0.8125
BoLivia Jun-87 Buybacks ($344 mn.); an on-going program.
Brazil Jul-86 16,152 14,750 Jan-85 12 6 3 : 4 3 +1.2500
Brazil Nov-88 61,482 5,200 14,833 Jan-87 84 20 0 : 8 0 +0.8125
Chile Nov-85 3,891 1,037 1,700 Jan-85 361 12 0 : 6 0 +1.3750
Chile Jun-87 9,717 1,700 Jan-88 48 15 6 : 5 0 +1.0000
Chile Aug-88 Interest spread on earlier agmts reduced. : +0.8125
Chile * Sep-90 1,870 320 Jan-91 48 7 0 : 4 0 +0.8750
Colombia Dec-85 1,000 8 6 : 3 0 +1.5000
Colombia Jun-89 1,640 11 0 : 5 6 +0.8750
Costa Rica May-85 470 75 Jan-85 241 10 0 : 3 0 +1.6250
Costa Rica May-90 DDSR agreement. See Annex A.
Cuba Jul-85 1 90 490 Jan-85 121 10 0 : 6 0 +1.5000
Dom Rep Feb-86 750 Jan-85 601 13 0: 3 0 +1.3750
Ecuador Dec-85 4,219 200 700 Jan-85 60 12 0 3 0 +1.3750
Ecuador * Nov-87 4,683 350 19 0 : 7 0 +0.9375
Guyana JuL-85 I 15 d Aug-85 18 : +2.5000
Guyana 1986 8 d
Guyana 1987 5 d
Honduras * Jun-87 248 Apr-87 33 8 0 : 6 0 +1.1250
Honduras Aug-89 132 Arrears (6/89). 10 2 +0.8125
Jamaica Sep-85 359 Apr-85 24 10 0 : 3 0 +1.8750
Jamaica May-87 366 Jan-87 39 12 6 : 9 0 +1.2500
Jamaica Jun-90 24 14 0: 6 0 +0.8750
Mexico Mar-85 28,000 Jan-87 481 14 0 : 0 0 +1.1250
Mexico Aug-85 20,256 Jan-85 721 14 0 : 1 0 +1.1250
Mexico Oct-85 950 d I : +1.2500
Mexico Mar-87 I 44,143 7,439 I 20 0 7 0 +0.8125
Mexico Aug-87 ' 9 700 Jan-88 481 20 0 7 0 +0.8750
Mexico Mar-88 Exchange debt/collateralized bonds ($2,556 mn.)
Mexico Feb-90 DDSR agreement. See Annex A.
Panama Oct-85 I 578 60 190 Jan-85 24, 12 0: 3 6 +1.3750
Trin & Tob Dec-89 394 Sep-88 48 12 6 : 4 6 +0.9375
Uruguay JuL-86 | 1,547 Jan-85 60 12 0 : 3 0 +1.3750
Uruguay Mar-88 1 1,512 Jan-90 241 17 0: 3 0 +0.8750
Venezuela Feb-86' 21,089 Jan-83 721 12 6 : 0 0 +1.1250
Venezuela Nov-87 100 See notes. I 14 0 : 1 0 +0.8750
Venezuela Sep-88 Interest spread reduced on $20,388 mn of PRD. | 13 0 : 0 0 +0.8750
Venezuela Aug-90 I DDSR agreement. See Annex A. 

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System DR-TB6
Notes: See Annex Table B4.
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Annex Table B6: DEBT RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENTS WITH COMMERCIAL BANKS, 1985 - SEPTEMBER 1990
Part II - Agreements of other countries

Consolidation
< Other Assistance > Period Terms of Repayment------>

Amount New LT ST Credit -----------------,--------------------
Date of Consolidated Money Maintenance Beginning Lengthl Maturity : Grace Interest

Country Signaturel (S mn) (S mn) (S mn) Date (mos)I(Yrs)(Mos): (Yrs)(Mos) Margin

AFRICA, SOUTH OF SAHARA
Congo Feb-88 211 60 Jan-86 36 1 8 10 : 2 10 +1.8750
Cote d'lvoire Mar-85 485 104 Dec-83 25 8 0 : 3 0 +1.8750
Cote d'lvoire Nov-86 851 Jan-86 48 9 0 : 3 0 +1.6250
Cote d'lvoire * Apr-88 2,211 151 Jan-88 96 14 6 : 5 0 +1.2500
Gabon Dec-87 27 Sep-86 16 10 0 : 4 6 +1.3750
Gambia Feb-88 19 Balances (12/86)1 8 0 : 3 6 +1.2500
Guinea Apr-88 28 ST debt only 1 3 0 : 0 6 +1.7500
Madagascar Jun-87 Modified terms of 10/84 agmt.1 9 0 : 0 0 +1.6250
Madagascar May-90 49 Apr-90 69 1 12 0 : 0 2 +0.8750
MoaiLi Oct-88 36 Balances (8/87) ' 8 0 : 4 0 +1.2500
Mozambique * May-87 ! 253 Balances I 15 0 : 8 0 +1.1250
Niger Apr-86 36 Oct-85 39 8 6 : 4 0 +2.0000
Nigeria Nov-87 4,714 Apr-86 21 9 0 : 3 0 +1.2500
Nigeria Mar-89 5,671 ST debt only 20 0 : 3 0 +0.8750
Senegal May-85 20 Jul-84 24 7 0 : 3 0 +2.0000
Sudan Oct-85 1,037 Arrears (int) 8 0 : 3 0 +1.2500
Togo May-88 48 Modified terms of 10/83 agmt. 8 0 : 4 0 +1.3750
Zaire May-85 61 d '10 0 : 0 0 +2.0000
Zaire May-86 65 d Jan-86 12 10 0 : 0 0 +2.0000
Zaire May-87 61 d May-87 12 10 0 : 0 0 +2.0000
Zaire Jun-89 61 d 10 0 : 0 0 +2.0000

ASIA
Korea, DmRep * Sep-87 770 Arrears ' 12 0 : 4 0 +1.7500
PhiLippines Jan-86 5,885 925 2,974 Oct-83 38 10 0 : 5 0 +1.6250
Philippines Dec-87 9,010 2,965 Jan-87 72 1 17 0 : 7 6 +0.8750
Philippines Feb-90 781 612 Also DDSR buybacks ($1.3 bn) 5 0 : 0 0

EUROPE
Poland Sep-86 ' 1,940 Jan-86 24 ' 5 0 : 5 0 +1.7500
Poland Jul-88 8,310 1,000 Jan-88 72 ! 15 0 : 0 0 +.93750
PoLand * Jun-89 j 206 d May-89 20'
Romania Sep-86, 800 Jan-86 24 5 6 : 4 0 +1.3750
Romania * Sep-87 800 Jan-86 24 5 6 : 4 0 +0.8750
Yugoslavia Dec-85 4,004 Jan-85 48 , 10 6 : 4 0 +1.1250
Yugoslavia Sep-88 ! 6,593 300 Jan-88 24 118 0 : 6 0 +0.8130

NORTH AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST
Jordan * Sep-89 580 Jan-89 30 1 11 0 : 5 0 +0.8125
Jordan * Nov-89 0 50 Jan-89 18 1 11 0 : 5 0 n/a
Morocco Feb-86 531 610 Sep-83 16 1 7 0 : 3 0 +1.7500
Morocco Sep-87 2,415 Jan-85 48 ' 11 0 : 4 0 +1.1875
Morocco Sep-90 ! 3,200 Balances. ! 20 0 : 10 0

Source: World Bank, Debtor Reporting System. DR-TB6
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1. The events of this period are described in Albert Cizauskas, 'International Debt Renegotiations: Lessons from
the Past', World Development, 1979, pp. 199-210 and in Thomas Klein, 'Economic Aid through Debt Relief",
Finance and Development, September 1973, pp. 17-20.

2. Mauritania, Mozambique, Somalia, Niger and Malawi.

3. Before the Venice Communique, the Paris Club gave extended maturities to Zaire (May 1987) and to Uganda
(June 1987).

4. France invariable has selected Option A. The countries that choose option B are: Belgium, Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden and the United States. Option C has been selected by: Austria, Canada, Germany, Israel, Italy, Morocco,
Norway, South Africa, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. Japan, in one agreement, selected Option A and in
others a combination of A and B and A and C. Germany selected Option B in two agreements, in all others Option
C.

5. For a more detailed evaluation of the Toronto Terms, see Charles Humphreys and John Underwood, "The
External Debt Difficulties of Low-Income Africa", in Ishrat Husain and Ishac Diwan (eds.), Dealing with the Debt
Crisis, Washington: World Bank (1989), pp. 54-55. The grant element figures cited are from International
Monetary Fund and World Bank, "The Debt Strategy and its Impact on Development Prospects for All Severely
Indebted Countries", a background paper prepared for the Development Committee Meeting of September 24, 1990
(Annex II). See also: World Bank, World Debt Tables. 1989-90 Edition, Vol I, pp. 47-48.

6. For more on the negotiating process, see: Clifford W. Evans, "Commercial Bank Debt Rescheduling" in
Hassanali Mehran (ed.), External Debt Manaeement, Washington: International Monetary Fund (1985), pp. 137-45.

7. The first multilateral negotiations by developing countries with commercial banks were incidental to Paris Club
meetings for Argentina, Brazil and Chile in the 1960's. The Philippines was the first country requiring debt relief
where the major component of foreign debt consisted of debt to commercial banks (1970). The first negotiations
following the oil shock of 1973 were with Peru and Zaire in 1976. Between 1976 and 1982, there were calls for
relief from Poland, Turkey, Jamaica, Bolivia, Nicaragua, Sudan and Togo.

8. See Ishrat Husain, "Recent Experience with the Debt Strategy", Finance and Development, September 1989, pp
13-14.

9. Ruben Lamdany, "The Market-Based Menu Approach in Action: The 1988 Brazil Financing Package", World
Bank, World Bank Discussion Papers No. 52 (1989). The section that follows is based closely on this monograph.

10. Ibid., p. 16.

11. Ibid., p. 44.

12. Ibid., p. 47.

13. For a concise, but comprehensive, account of the menu approach, see: Klaus Regling, "New Financing
Approaches in the Debt Strategy", Finance and Development, March 1988.

14. There were deferment agreements with Poland and Zaire in June 1989, rescheduling agreements with Jamaica
(June 1989), Madagascar (May 1990), Chile and Morocco (September 1990).
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15. Michel Camdessus, "Strengthening the Debt Strategy: The Role of the IMF and the Banks", remarks before
the Institut d'Etudes, Financieres et Bancaires, May 31, 1989. Reprinted in IMF, IMF Survey, June 12, 1989, pp.
178-83.

16. Ibid., p. 178.

17. The major provisions are:
Sharing provisions: If any bank obtains payment with respect to principal on a loan or interest owed to it

that is proportionately greater than the payment obtained by any other bank with respect to principal or interest due,
then the bank receiving such payment must share that payment with other co-lenders under the loan agreement on
a pro rata basis.

Pari passu provisions: The borrower states that the payment obligation will rank at least equally (pari passu)
in priority of payment with all other external indebtedness, current or future, of the borrower.

Ne2ative pledge provisions: the borrower will not create any lien with respect to any of its present or future
assets to secure payment to other external creditors.

Mandatory prepavment provisions: If the borrower makes any prepayment under other loan agreements with
external creditors, then the borrower must also make a prepayment to the creditors under the loan agreement where
this provision is found.

For more detail, see: Michel H. Bouchet and Jonathan Hay, "The Rise of the Market-Based 'Menu'
Approach and its Limitations", in Ishrat Husain and Ishac Diwan, Dealin2 with the Debt Crisis, Washington: World
Bank (1989), pp. 152-53.

18. The following section is based on an account published in Finance and Development, September 1989, p. 16.

19. LDC Letter, October 22, 1990, p. 1.

20. Negotiating a DDSR agreement is more complex than an ordinary debt relief agreement. The debtor country
government must negotiate with the creditor banks the specific elements of a DDSR agreement. At the same time,
it must negotiate with the World Bank, the IMF and with possible bilateral donors to arrange any necessary
financing for a DDSR operation. The two sets of negotiations are separate, but the outcome of each has implicatons
of the other. There are five stages in the negotiation process, some of which overlap:

Agreement in principle. The debtor country government normally approaches the creditor commercial
bank's Bank Advisory Committee (BAC) to propose a DDSR agreement. The BAC is a group of 6-10 (sometimes
fifteen or more) that negotiate for all commercial bank creditors, of which there may be several hundred. The result
is a "term sheet' that records the creditor options that have been agreed upon by the debtor country government
and the BAC. It is not binding on other banks at this point.

The individual creditor banks, after receiving the term sheet, indicate their provisional choices among the
options to the head of the BAC.

Waivers. As explained above (see note 18), the debtor country must receive waivers from all or the
required majority of creditor banks with respect to key clauses of the original loan agreements designed to guarantee
equal treatment of creditors.

Financing. As the DDSR agreement takes form, the debtor country must estimate the funds required to
finance buybacks, or to purchase collateral or to arrange guarantees required for the exchange of debts for new
financial instruments. To supplement the debtor country's own reserves, the country normally will request
assistance from the World Bank and the IMF and bilateral donors. For use of Bank and Fund resources, the country
must fulfill the specific requirements described above.

As negotiations progress with the BAC, financing targets are established. At the same time, as the
availability of financing becomes known, limits are set on the various options. There are restrictions on how some
borrowed funds can be used, which are explained above.
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Agreement with the Banks. For a DDSR agreement to be implemented, all creditor banks must ratify the
"agreement in principle' negotiated by the BAC. Each participating bank must also indicate which option it has
selected.

Exchange of instruments. On a date determined in the DDSR agreement, the debtor country implements
the DDSR options either through a cash buy-back (which extinguishes debt) or through the issuance of new financial
instruments in exchange for claims from the commercial banks. The financial resources required to implement this
agreement must, of course, be in place before the exchange of instruments can take place. Thus, final approval
of the use of any funds from international financial institution is a prerequisite to concluding a DDSR agreement.

21. For further detail on Brady Plan agreements, see World Bank, World Debt Tables 1990/91 Edition, Vol. I, pp.
29-34.

22. On December 20, 1990, IDA approved a grant of $10 million to Niger to help buyback its commercial bank
debt. This grant was accompanied by $3 million from Switzerland (disbursed through IDA) and $10 million from
France. The buyback was at an 82 % discount.

23. The following section is based on World Bank, World Debt Tables. 1990/91 Edition, pp. 62-64.

24. World Bank, World Debt Tables. 1990/91 Edition, p. 62.
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37. Reinvigorating the Debt Strategy'

Michael Dooley & C. Maxwell Watson

A number of proposals have been made ments. Indeed, one reason for the problems the evolving debt strategy and. in partitiuar.
and actions have been taken in the past year facing the indebted countries has been the for Fund support for operations that aimed
or so to reinvigorate the debt strategy. They greater emphasis on the degree of external to reduce debt or debt service. This support
include the Brady initiative, a Japanese plan adjustment than on the level and quality of would be linked to medium-term adjustment
for debt reduction, and French President domestic investment or resource mobiliza- programs with a strong element of structural
Mitterrand's unilateral decision to forgive the tion. reformn. Such programs would be undertaken
official debt of 35 of the poorest countries. By early 1989. it had become clear that under regular stand-by or extended arrange-
The International Monetary Fund has also many debtor countries judged the likelihood ments with the Fund. Particular emphasis is
moved quickly to adopt new operational of working their way out of debt, even with to be given to measures that will improve the
guidelines to allow it to play an active and reasonably good policies. to be diminishing. climate for saving and investment in borrow-
constructive role in the strengthened debt Commercial banks had already indicated by ing countries, help reverse capital flight. and
strategy. (The World Bank has also acted in building reserves against loan losses (provi- attract private capital inflows and direct
this regard-see following article by Ishrat sioning), and by selling loans at deep dis- investment. Fund support for debt and
Husain.) counts in the secondary market, that they debt-service reduction operations in conjunc-

This article discusses the circumstances in also regarded the future economic perform- tion with appropriate flows of new financing
which initiatives for the voluntary reduction ance of some debtor countries as highly from other sources would lay great impor-
of debt and debt service, supported by the uncertain. Each year that witnessed a further tance on the sustained implementation of
international financial institutions, can be a build up of debt. without conviction among policy reforms. The World Bank moved in
useful means for some debtor countries to foreign and domestic savers that there had parallel to establish guidelines to provide
achieve a return to satisfactory economic been a decisive improvement in the prospects support over three years for the reduction of
growth and access to credit markets. for sustained growth. would reduce the countries' debt and debt-servicing payments.

The reasons behind these moves on the likelihood of any return to normal access to The case for incorporating debt and debt-
part of the Fund and other interested parties credit markets for indebted countries. service reduction in an adjustment program
are many and relate both to what has already Against this background, there was a rests on the assessment that such operations
been achieved in the global debt strategy as growing consensus that the debt strategy can help break the pessimistic cycle of rising
well as the goals that have not yet been needed a new impetus with vigorous support debt and poorer prospects for growth. Debt
flfiled. The heavily indebted countries have from the international financial institutions. A reduction alone will not bring about a change
shown an improvement in real terms in their major aim of the new approach was to be the in expectations. Therefore, any official sup-
external current account over 1981-87. de- reduction of external debt along with greater port of debt reduction should only be given
spite a deterioration in their terms of trade. financial support for countries that undertake when effective policies are being imple-
They have also diversified their economies. sound adjustment policies over the medium- mented to strengthen growth, address struc-
Meanwhile, commercial banks involved in the term. tural problems, and re-establish financial and
debt strategy have improved their financial . economic balance in debtor countries. Strong
performance, by most indicators. These Call for acion macroeconomic and structural policies are
improvements in both debtors and creditors At its meeting in Washington. DC, in April also needed to encourage an inflow of foreign
have helped strengthen the international 1989, the Interim Committee agreed that the direct investment and a return of flight capital.
financial system. Fund should provide appropriate financing to Debt reduction that helps eliminate a debt

But some areas of weakness remain. help debt reduction operations in countries overhang (which could be defined as the
There has been a slower recovery of growth undertaking sound economic reforms. The portion of debt which, if forgiven, would allow
in the group of heavily indebted countries, Committee also requested the IMF Execu- the remaining debt to trade near par in
and inflation has surged. More serious for tive Board to consider, as a matter of secondary markets) and eventually opens up
their economic health, the improvement in urgency, the question of limited interest access to the credit market would help
the current account has often been at the support by the Fund for transactions involving governments of debtor countries gain support
expense of new domestic investment, which significant reduction of debt or debt service. for sustained adjustment efforts.
is needed for future growth so that these The Executive Board adopted, on May 23, Analyzing the relationships between sav-
countries can continue to meet their commit- 1989, broad guidelines for the Fund's role in ings, investment, and growth on the one

This article is reprinted from Finance and Development September 1989. pp. 8-11.
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hand, and debt reduction on the other, and be calculated. taking account of the new and a complex debt exchange. In essence, the
mcorporating dhe analyses into financial plans borrowing incurred to finance the buvback. government's external debt is refinaanced by
and projecuons. poses difficult techuncal is- For debt exchanges involving new debt domestic debt. m proportions determined by
sues. There appear to be several irnportant enhanced by collateralized interest or princi- the ratio at which the debt-equitv conversion
linkages between debt reduction and increas- pal. the market wili establish an exchange takes piace. Countnes with strong fiscal
ing the likelihood of a successful adjustment ratio between old and new debt This ratio positions (and broad domesuc financial mar-
program. To the extent that the pnrvate will tend to equalize the risk-adjusted present kets) have been those best able to accommo-
sector perceives a debt overhang, it mav value of the old and new assets voluntarily date the increases m domestic debt and
question the debtor country's abdity to meet exchanged. and it is likely that in making tis liquidity created through such conversions.
its obligations and may. therefore, not partici- assessment, the market will view the "coun- It is, of course, imoortant to safeguard the
pate in voluntary new lending. A reduction (f try risk' on the country's porion of both oid objectives of economic programns against the
this overhang would mean that potential and new instruments as identical, that is, inflationary effects of domestic debt and
investors. both resident and nonresident. there is not credible subordination of older liquidity creation involved in such conversion
would anticipate lower and less vanable debt relative to new debt. operations, by promoting stronger fiscal and
"taxes" on their future income as well as The debt strategy envisages that creditors monetary adjustments as necessary.
more predictable economic pobcies in debtor would not be forced to accept debt reduction It will also be important to be clear on what
countnes (see accompanying article by Edu- mstruments at exchange ratios that do not types of debt are to be excluded from debt
ardo Borensztem). Debt reduction mav, reflect market values. Similarly, official sup- reduction schemes. Traditionally, many

therefore. reduce a source of incertainty for port for debt reduction will be conditioned on debtor countries have excluded from the
pnvate mvestment and lead to new invest- the efficient use of these resources, in other rescheduling process certain categones of
ments in real productive capital. Creditors, words It will be used to fund operations that debt to pnvate creditors, such as short-term
who continue to hold existing claims and are market-based, or at market-related trade related debt, interbank credit, and
contribute through the effective refinancing pnces, involving substantia discounts. The bonds (in addition to categones of debt to
of part of their interest payments rather than range of uncertainty about the amount of debt official sources including the international
sell or exchange their claims, benefit from reduction possible with given resources is an financial institutions).
good economic performance in debtor econo- issue that requires further study: estimates Even with some voluntary and market-
mies foilowing debt reduction. of how creditors will value different options based debt reduction, the provision of new

The amount of possible debt reduction will will vary because of uncertainty about portfo- financing for investment and growth will
depend, in part. on the flexibility allowed the ho preferences of banks and other mvestors. remam essential. A debt reduction initiative
debtor in finding the required financing. In It is important that countries be free to may, in many cases. not reduce contractual
connection with interest support, m particu- explore with their creditors different possibii- interest payments to the level that can be
lar, the official lenders have stressed the ties for combinig interest rate reduction and serviced without new bank financing: hence
importance of debtor countries contributing, prncipal reduction (through a single instru- the underlying economic program would still
as feasible, from their own resources to such ment or a combmation of nstruments). They require significant foreign financing to support
financing. Once the funding for debt reduction would do so in ways that would distribute growth. Thus, as in recent years. existng
is establshed, a quantitative assessment is cash flow relief opimally over time, based creditors are likely to continue to be called
needed of the amounts of debt and debt- on their prospective financing needs and the upon to provide new money. Good faith on
service reduction that are feasible with the effectiveness of different approaches in light the part of the debtor country in seeking to
available resources. This is relevant both of bank portfoho preferences, and the regula- conclude such negotiations is part and parcel
because of funding lirmtations and because of tory and tax environment in which they of hving up to its commuiments under an
the need to consider opportunity costs operate. However, noting the importance of internationally supported adjustment pro-
(alternative returns to such investments) of principal reduction in easing a member's debt gram. The object of all parties in the strategy
this use of resources. In this regard, a burden, the Fund Executive Board agreed must be to promote an orderly and coopera-
relatively conservative estimate of the amount that amounts for debt reduction under stand- tive evolution of debtor countnes' relations
of debt reduction possible with any given by or extended arrangements with the IMF with both private and official creditors.
pool of resources would appear prudent. It should be set aside to support operaions [MF guidelines
may be useful to review a few key techniques. involving the reduction of principal. Additional

Fund resources are to be used for interest In lght of the considerations set out
Applications and technical issues support m connection with debt or debt- above, eligibility for Fund support for debt

For simple buybacks, the amount of gross service reduction. reduction has been defined initially in terms
debt reduction would be roughly what is In addition to outright debt and debt- of (1) the strength and implementation of
suggested by the market price observed after service reduction, debt-eqwty and other economic polices; (2) the judgment that there
the scope and terms of the buyback are conversions are likely to remain important is scope for voluntary debt reducton in each
announced or generally known. One can elements in the menu for some partcipants. country case that would help restore access
estimate this in advance, but not with Debt-equity conversion of pubbc sector liabili- to credit markets and attain extemal viability
precision. The net debt reduction can then ties involves both flows of direct investment vwith growth: and (3) an assessment, based
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on the rates of return involved. that the It will be important for the Fund to be able tation in the amount of these arrangements
approach in each case represen an efficient to give its prompt support for a country by up to 40 percent of quota in the event that
use of scarce resources. Provision of financ- embarking on an appropriate economic pro- financing targets are concluded with commer-
ing for debt reduction may not always be the gram. In some cases, countries and banks cial banks, including debt-service reduction
most efficient technique for the use of scarce may need time to agree on increasingly operations determined to be consistent with
resources. in the case of countries facing complex financing packages. The Fund has the Board's guidelines. At the same time. the
debt problems. The relative merits of apply- already been experimenting with a more Executve Board strongly emphasizes the
ing resources to productive uivestment need flexible approach to what is known as importance of ensuring continued support for
to be assessed on a case-by-case basis, as "financing assurances" (i.e., the availability countries that have succeeded in maintaining
alternauve domestic opportunities are likely of firm commitments of support from other continued market access and that would not
to vary. parties at the outset of a prograrn). In the engage in officially supported debt reduction.

The Executive Board has clearly defined period ahead, it will continue to provide timely
Fund support for debt and debt-service support for a country's economic reforms. Otherissues
reduction. Specifically. the Executive Board together with the World Bank and the Paris The focus of most of the current discus-
decided that, in appropriate cases, part of a Club. This approach should clearly support a sions on the debt strategy is principaly on the
member's access under an extended or a negotiated approach between countries and market-traded debt of the middle-income
stand-by arrangement could be set aside to banks. counmres. Concern with debt and develop-
support operations involving the reducton of Recognizing the need for cautious adapta- ment is, of course, much broader. There may
principal. such as debt buybacks or ex- tion of its policy on financing arrangemnents be dangers that concentration on one set of
changes. The exact size of the amount set in light of the changed financial environment. countries detracts from other countries whose
aside would be determined on a case-bv-case the Fund may, on a case-by-case basis. situation also merits strong official backing.
basis, but would be around 25 percent of the approve an arrangement outright before an On the one hand, there are examples of
member's arrangement. determined on the appropriate package is agreed between the countries that have managed their economies
basis of existing access policy. The set-aside member and commercial bank creditors. This prudently, from whom offcida resources must
amounts would generally be made available will happen when the Fund is convinced that not be diverted. On the other hancd there are
gradually, in line with program performance. such support is essential for program im- countries that are mainly indebted to officia
Where warranted, some front-loading or plementation, that negotiations between the creditors, whose difficulties have been pro-
advance payments could be considered, or member and the banks have begun, and that tracted and whose balance of payments
purchases (borrowings from the Fund) could it expects an appropriate financing package outlook may be judged unviable. Some are
be phased, in accordance with the specific to be agreed within a reasonable period oi eligible for concessional Paris Club res-
financing needs of the member's debt reduc- time. Progress in the negotiations with bank chedulings. Yet. they may need stil stronger
tion program. creditors will be closely monitored. When support Others may not be eligble for such

Also. in appropriate cases, the Fund would circumstances warrant, the practice of seek- exceptional debt relief, but may also need
be prepared to approve requests for addi- ing a "cntical mass" of financial support, as special treatmentL
tional resources of up to 40 percent of a well as the possibility of approving an
member's quota, where such support would arrangement in principle, wil continue to be
be decisive in facilitating further cost- followed.
effective operations and encouraging the In promoting orderly financial relations,
flows of other resources, consistent with every effort will be made by the Fund to avoid
significant further progress toward external arrears. Nevertheless, an accumulation of
viability. The additional resources from the arrears to banks may have to be tolerated
Fund are to be used for interest support (i.e., within limits where negotiations are in pro-
guarantees by the debtor of interest) in gress and the country's financing situation
connection with debt reduction or debt- does not allow them to bo avoided. The
service reduction operations. The amount of Fund's policy of not tolerating arrears to
additional resources to be provided would also official creditors remains unchanged.
be determined on a case-by-case basis. This Whie recognizing that this is an experi-
would be done in light of the magnitude of the mental phase in the debt strategy, the
member's balance of payments need and the adoption of the above guidelines provides a
strength of its adjustment program as well cear and sound basis for the Fund to begin
as its own efforts to contribute resources, as their implementation. Fund arrangements
feasible, in support of the operations. Access including set-aside amounts for debt reduc-
would be additional to that determined under tion have been approved for four countries
existing guidelines for enlarged access to (see box on new arrangements) as of
Fund resources. end-June 1989. and the Executive Board has

indicated its readiness to consider an augmnen-
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38. Recent Experience with the Debt Strategy'

Ishrat Husain

The debt crisis that emerged in the eady with guaranteed mutiateral financing. Both contMnue to be) excluded from new vohmtary
1980s continues to be a dorninant econonuc types of proposals involve substantial costs fnnig because of creditworthiness consid-
policy issue for a group of developing for the governments of industrial countnes, erations. Second. some countries have delib-
countries. Some advances have been made and although the use of public funds could erately limited borrowing or have made
since then toward finding a satisfactory well play an important catalytic role in certain prepayments on earlier loans.
resolution of this problem. The international cases. the volume of multilateral financing is For highly indebted countries, the impor-
financial system is more stable today than it still Limited relative to some $260 bilion tance of nondebt-creating flows (direct in-
was in 1982, and a number of developing currently owed by the HlCs to commercial vestment and debt-equity swaps) rose signifi-
countries have embarked on policy reforms banks. candy. Between 1986 and 1988, while net
to restructure their econornies. But the debt Against this background, and in light of the lending to these countries from all sources
overhang has made it difficult for the hghly recent new moves to reduce the debt burden fell to $4.4 bilbon, the total value of nondebt-
indebted nuddle-mcome countries to resume of the HICs, this article reviews experience creating flows mnore than doubled, to almost

- stable economic growth. It is in this context with the debt strategy following the Baker $10 billion. The bulk of the increase, how-
that the recent initiatives to reduce the debt plan. Various debt reduction techniques are ever, came from a rise in foreign direct
of these countries mark a new phase in the also examined. investment, accompbshed in part through
evolving debt strategy (see box on intiatives, debt-equity swaps (see "New Financing
page 16). Recent resource flows Approaches in the Debt Strategy," by Klaus

The earlier phase of this strategy, begun Developing countries' access to external Regling, Finane axd DeJlopment, March
in 1985 and known as the Baker plan, had finance continued to falter in 1988; prelimi- 1988).
three main ingredients: (1) the pursuit of nary estimates show an 8 percent drop in Secondary markets for developing country
adjustment policies in the debtor countries; their net flows of aU types of long-term debt expanded dramatically in 1988. The total
(2) concerted new lending by commercial external resources over 1987 (see Table 1) face value of debt conversions-transactions
banks; and (3) public loans, particularly by the For the MCs, the deciine was even larger that actualy reduced external bank debt--s
international institutions. The stumbling block at more ta 18 percent. estuiated by the World Bank at more than
in its implementation has been a serious Total net lending by al creditors (including $21 billion, compared with some $8.2 billion
shortfall in commercial bank lending to the multilateral agencies) to developing countries in 1987. Debt-equity swaps. accountmg for
highly indebted countries (tUCs) and the was hghly concentrated in a few large the largest portion of debt conversion activ-
uneven progress made by these countries in creditworthy countries and m the HlCs. In ity, were almost 42 percent of the totaL
their adjustment efforts. For a growing 1988, 80 percent of total net lending went to Informal conversions and exit bonds ac-
number, the past few years have brought China, India, and Indbnesia. The most impor_ counted for neary equal parts of an additional
declining net resource ilows, persistent tant source of debt finance to developing 45 percent of the face value of retired debt.
payments difficulties, and low rates of domes- countries continued to be mul dateral lending The rest. roughly 13 percent, comprised
tic investment. In 1986, net lending to these which accounted for rouglty half of net official debt buybacks and conversions to
countries was negative, and the 1988 net lending, domestic debt (see box on debt reduction
figure, while positive, was only a quarter of Net flows to developing countries from techniques. page 16).
that for 1984, even though interest payments financial markets (i.e., commercial bank loans As the number of participants has grown.
to banks were almost as high as those made and bonds) are estimated to have been $2.3 secondary markets for developing country
in 1984. blln in 1987 and $2.1 bilion in 1988. debt have become more liqud and more

Commexrcial banks have responded to the increase in outstanding interest arrears was active. But transactions have sti been highly
debtors' calls for debt reduction by asking for estimated by banking industry sources at concentrated. In 1988, nearly 93 percent of
increased credit or guarantees by official nearly $5 bion in 1987. In 1988, soe $1.5 the total value of secondary market transac-

creditors to improve the quality of new of azre~ tions involved just four countries-Argentina.assedtos tha willProesutheqat from rdebt on Ofotsadg lieaswaquidated. Brazil. Chile, and Mexico-and over 72
assts hatwiUreultfron dbtreduction The very low level of new borrowing by pretwsacutdfrb rnatosi

schemes. Some commentators are calling for develop4n countries from inentoalcp- terdebtws aofurzi ntd fexicoy talstone. m

ceXPrive Th interatonal debt fiet ta maets can be traced to two actor . Growth in ilornra debt conversions,helpwrie of mch o th comerial ebtFirt, ostof these countries were (and coduted otde the purviw of officia

This article is reprinted from Finance and Development September 1989. pp. 12-15.
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propams, was nother int feature of
the market in 1988. Such tmacons made Table I
up a large share of the debt reted in Brazi Net Resource Flows to Developing Countries, 1986-88'Mexico. and the Philippines.

Cash transactions, including asset swap- AA GuMM
ping among commercial banks, to realign their *9
portfolo of developing country debt, in-
creased significantly in volume. Many banks Aggrgate net resource flows2 51.5 41.4 44.2
raised their provisioning levels sufficiently to Of whch
cover losses stemming from such sales. An Direct investment 6.6 10.3 11.0
increasing number used the secondary mar- Net endlrn 24.3 10.4 11.6
ket to shed their developing country claims, Total eaemal mesource baWac 55.8 51.6 51.0
clean their balance sheets, and avoid participa- Sumiv. OW dt 0gW & mgFwa wiFmi. Owvin. VI1, Bw*.
tion in rescheduing and new loan ("new m C4UrW s mONo nft M sW* oW Pg 5asitS .2, b m kma ~9 ~W iA6IiI, umoney") arrangements. p,. md oesi #u No ft OWV.Wmn MN - MmUws b plaiS _ _

ds@ Wd pd. (" _ . s'r a man * C -a V by 0pu mml r)
Commercial bank lending 3 rq . ... ,, uto I!31S,

The debt strategy emerging from the
Baker plan stressed the importance of in-
creased net lending by commercial banks to Table 2
the HlCs. But the large flows of voluntary Commercial Bank Lending to Highly Indebted Countries
finance from commercial banks have not (In billions of US dolla)
resumed. The amount of net new financng
that private creditors provided to highly 196 1966-88
indebted countries over 1986-88 has been a
subject of controversy. Concerted new money1

Commercial banks have pointed to the Commitments 8.3 2.4 5.6 16.4
amount of "new money" they provided to Disbursements 3.2 5.7 6.0 15.0
HICs. claiming they have contributed be- Change in exchange rate adjustedIRCs cLinin the hae cotriutedbe-claims 2

3.5 0.6 2.0 6.1tween a quarter and a third of the financing Net disbursements3 -0.4 2.3 2.1 4.0
provided to these countries during 1986-88.
Indeed. according to LMF estimates, total So ..ScSW Ootlsa "b
commutments during this period under con- 281S Thew ClM taie w80 iawu¶ id 9gW c,vwsm mmmi aM o04w O&lfl S uta .
certed lending arrangements (involving many 3 Fiawc Dms¶, Mml 581*

lenders acung in unison) amounted to $16.3
billion, of wich aimost $15 billion was actuaDy
disbursed. The comrnercial banks use these
gross disbursemnent figures to support their Meanwhile, debtor country data show that performance. (This is also reflected in the
contention that they came close to the Baker during 1986-88, commercial bank creditors deep discounts on HIC loans in the secondary
plan targets. A more meaningul indicator, provided only $4 bilion in net new financing market.) But there are other factors, such
however, is net disbursements or net flows on long-term public and publicly guaranteed as banks' concern with buildng their capital
that have contributed to financing current debt to the highly indebted countries (see bases: the competitive pressures they face
account deficits. Table 2). If the private nonguaranteed debt in increasingly deregulated and liberal domes-

Data on the stocks of commercial bank is taken into account. there were net tc financial markets; and the effect on their
claims on EDCs support a different conclusion. repayments to commercial banks amounting ability to raise new shareholder equity in the
These claims include short-term credits and to SZ4 bilion. The general trends outlined markets of their exposure (outstanding loans)
represent the net effect of new lending, above conceal great differences across coun- in developing countries.
repayments, arrears. write-offs, debt conver- tries, but in no case did commercial banks US banks have been the most active in
sions, and other balance sheet adjustments, provide more net financing than they received reducing their developing country exposure.
including exchange rate effects. When cor- in interest paymnents. The contribution of Between mid-1987 and the end of the third
rected for identified debt conversions and commercial banks in meeting the external quarter of 1988. these banks reduced their
arrears, these changes show that between financing requirements of HICs during 1986- claims on al developing countries by mnore
January 1986 and September 1988, the net 88 did not, therefore, live up to the expecta- than $20 billion. More than half of this
financing provided to highly indebted coun- tions of the proponents of the Baker plarL represented a reduction in claims on highly
tries by commercial banks was only slightly One reason for commercial banks' unwill- indebted countries. These banks remain the
more than $6 billion. ingness to lend has been poor country largest commercial creditors of the highly
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resumption of even minimal per capita growth
Tabl 3 in the highly indebted countrnes are to be met.

Official Lending to Highly Indebted Countries, 1986-88'
(In billions of US dollars) Voluntary debt reduction

The constraints to mobilizing adequate
19 se97 'se flows of new money, especaUy from the

Dlsburswnents 15.0 14 6 15.8 commercial banks, are likely to remain
Princip rpaments 8.9 10.7 12.3 strong. If net flows from commercial banks
Net lendI 6.1 3.9 3.5 are unlikely to rise significantly, how else

Interest payments 7.0 7.5 9.2 could the external financng requirements of

Net bnding as percent of this group of countrnes be met? The debtor

intenest pa erents 87 52 countnes themselves have to continue to take
intw____________payments_______________87 ______52_____38___ prnmary responsibility for their fate through

souxe Weie sa*. further adjustment. Favorable economic poli-
II uf ot fF cgdg. ces and good economic management will

attract new project and trade financing,
multilateral lending, export credits, and direct
foreign investment. But this will still not
suffice in all cases, and for several of these

indebted countries and their assets are Official creditors countries, reduction in the stock of debt or
extremely concentrated in those countnes. Official creditors continue to be the mast debt servicing folowed by reflows of flight
In contrast, Japanese banks have shown a m debt wouida be foPowed nby rfilln the
marginal increase in their exposure in devel- important source of net lending to developing capital would be smportant in fillng the

oping countnes. Even though the total countnes, In 1988, total net official lending fOine reas.
rose from $17.5 bdhOneoeason ortth persitence fyslo

developing country claims of French. Ger- rose from $17.5 billion n the previous year owth is that the debt overhang acts as a
to $21.8 billion despite a nse in prepayments

man, and British banks are not imuch smaller severe tax on uincreases in current and future
than the US banks, the vulnerabity of those by some countries and large repayments on income (see article by Eduardo Borensztein
banking systems appears to be considerably earlier loans. In contrast to commercial in this issue). Debt reduction, on the other
less than some of the large money center banks, official creditors'share in net disburse- hn should ebtore ivesumnt and in

US banks or a few Japanese banks. The ments to highly indebted countries were hand shouidencuae invement andtin
smaller share of each bank's claims on tughly several times their share in total claims on rease the incentive to ioWlement better
indebted countries in the total loan portfolo, this group of countries. Offical creditors' net policies which, i turn, would boost exports
the generally higher levels of provisioning lending of $3.5 billion amounted to 38 percent and debt-servictng capacity.
thegenerallyhierlvs of pronsoSh ve sioningze of the interest payments they received from Though the debt strategy has turned more
deductibilty of provisions have minimized these countres on earlier oans (see Table and more openly to market-based voluntary
their risks. 3)es cond tnsesponsiablefr poasitive Toablnet debt reduction during 1988, these techniques

The recent rapid increase in international 3) and was responsible for pOSinVe total net he not yet been fuly translated into debt
intres raes lsoactd a a eteren tonew flows to l{Cs of $2.9 billion, relief for the debtor countries. Only in cases

biorrowing by some developing countries tht The heavy involvement of official creditors where the debtor country exchanges its

found their debt servicing capacity stretched m several countries led to a rise in the share externa debt for equity or converts external
to intolerable limits. The six-month Eurodol- a creditors in total debt outstanding. debt into local currency debt has the country
lar LMOR (London t nterbank offered rate) Bolivi 1986-88, six countries (Argentina, been able to capture the discount. But these
reached almost 11 percent in mid-March doChle Ecuador, Mexico, and Nigeria) transactions account foh less than one half of
1989en compareto s arou nt claim 1988n baks aln received more in net disbursements than the the tota volume of secondary market transac-
A jump of ths size in interest rates translates needed to refinance their interest payments t The ther probiemngith funtar debt

int a ougly 18 illon ncrasein eveop- to official creditors. IBRD net lending was tosThoheprbmwthvlnaydt
intoarebuvly e bimpornt ioraethe in sain well above interest payments due to the reduction is the existence of "free riders.
ing countries' annual interest .[RD in eight countries. Two coun- who may hold out in the expectation that the

The virtual halt in commercial bank lending tries-Venezuela and Yugoslavia-made net value of their claims would rise if other
is particularly threatening to the debtorscredit ank. creditors do not reduthe debt,
other than the big four. Their debts do not rae thredi tonars parktici e ridnet r t o debt,
represent a significant claimn on banks' balance Among the bilateral official creditors, the of thirdnderiymgnhibiting therbgtg"r usr ri
sheets, but additional borrowing may be Japanese Goverunment proposed the recycling Theuntharydeb issuecnhbtiong tehekfuler usetof
relatively more important for them in main- of up to $30 billion of Japan's external surplus volumintarydbeution othaprritehniques isathe
tming the momentum of growth or helping over the fthee years 1987-89 to developing detheerminationg ofbt the appropritei maregtivalue
sustain adjustment, countries. This was an encouraging develop- ofg the pieo existing dethifcultyins nugesotstat-

ment. But other official bilateral creditors niang thedipric dof exitingcaimruget thepvatin
(e.g., export credit agencies) also need to m nany c areditor disounotregarda thue prevaling

do moe d inaning equiemens fo the tion of the underlying value of their claimns. A
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I program in Mexico, the debt conversion

The World Bank's Role In Debt Reduction program in Chile, and the debt-equity pro-
gram in Argentina contributed to a rise in

The Executive Directors of the World Bank approved the operational guidelines and procedures secondary market transactions.
for use of [BRD resources to support debt and debt-servicing reduction on May 31, 1989. It was The total value of debt reducton, tahng
decided that: into account conversions of one type of

* All member counties that had a clear need for debt or debt-service reduction in order to external debt (usually loans) into other debt
achueve reasonable medium-term econofmc growth objectives and that had adopted a sound instruments or equity, or through buybacks,
mnedium-term economic policy framework would be eigkble for Bank support. However, Bank amounted to over $43 billion in 1988. The net
support for debt or debt-service reduction would be decided on a case-by-case basis, taking into reduction, however, is estimated to be only
account the strength of the medium-term economic program for adjustment, the severity of the some $17 bilion, or less than 5 percent of the
debt burden. the scope for voluntary market-based operations. the medium-term financing plan. stock of commercial bank debt to the highly
and the potential benefits from Bank support. particularly for investment and growth. AU indebted countries. Because of the large
transactions to be supported by the Bank should result in a substantal discount leading to a amount of debt-to-equity conversions, the
significant reduction in the present value of future debt-service obligations. Bank resources are to
be provided for this purpose over a penod of approximately three years. rnpact on these countries' total external

* Around 25 percent of a country's adjustment lending program over a three-year period, or iability is less. A rough estimate, taking into
around 10 percent of its overal lending program where the Bank was concentrating its support account the increase in debt and equty
on investment lending and where the country had an acceptable medium-tern economic policy investment liabilities, puts the net reduction
framework. would be set aside to support operations involving significant reducuon of the pnncipal. of external liabilities in 1988 at $8.5 bilion,
Where additional resources are justified. an mcrement of up to 15 percent of the overaDl three-year or 40 percent of the retired debt.
lending program could also be made available for interest support. The incremental lending should
not be mnore than $6 billion over the next three years. FY1990-92. Conclusion

* The Bank would provide support for debt and debt-service reduction primarily through direct The final verdict on the Baker plan is a
lending arrangements on normal [BRD terms. which the borrower would use for approved debt mixed one. A number of HlCs made progress
reduction and credit enhancement programs. Guarantees of interest payments should not be used in adjusting their external sector during
unless there were excepuonal circumstances providing strong justification. In cases where the
Bank does not have a substantial adjustment lending program. support mav be provided through 19-M88 and the threat to the intematioral
special operations devoted to debt and debt-service reduction with appropnate policy conditionality. banking system abated. But external financ-

On June 29, 1989. the Executive Directors of the IBRD agreed to recommend to the Board of ing in support of adjustment programs re-
Govemors a transfer of $10o milion of IBRD's net income dunng FY1989 to the International mained scarce. Net resource flows to devel-
Development Association (the Bank's affiliate that lends to the poorest countries) to be held in a oping countries, particularly from commercial
special facility. These resources would be made available to facilitate commercial debt reduction banks. continued to fall. Moreover, they were
in countries that borrow from EDA alone. To avail themselves of these resources. eligible countnes insufficient in meeting the investment needs
must have: of these countries and in helping them meet

* an appropriate medium-term adjustment program. and their debt service oblgations.
* a debt management strategy that includes (1) a program for addressing the commercial debt Against this background. indebted coum-

problem n a manner that offers a realistic prospect for reducing debt-service payments to a
sustainable level, and (2) provides for substantal debt relef from otficia bilateral creditors through tnes had oct resumon ivistandar
an agreement with the Pans Club. growth did not resume and Gving standards

either stagnated or fell. The heavy debt
burden continued to impede the mobilzation
of domestic resources, discourage repatria-
ton of flight capital and direct foreign

number of large creditor banks have con- about 25 to 30 percent. Meanwhile, the investment. and eroded the credibilty of
verted their debt at much higher prices than average discounts in the secondary market adjustment programs. This situation caled for
the secondary market price and are thus are 60 to 65 percent, implying a loss greater a strengthening of the ability of countries to
reluctant to recognize the losses inrherent in than that covered by provisioning against bad sustain their adjustment efforts through a
the deep discount of the market. Further, the loans. renewed debt strategy (see article by Michael
coverage of loan loss provisions varies across In 1988, private corporate restructuring in P. Dooley and C. MaxweCl Watson in this
banks and across countries-and thus the debtor countries and opportunities for infor- issue). U
lower limit of these provisions and the tax mal conversions to fund local subsidiaries
deductibility considerations determine the aroused interest in secondary market trans-
extent to whch the banks can reasonably actions and stimulated voluntary debt reduc-
afford to reduce the value of their clairns. tions. For example, the amount of Brazilian
While the Swiss and German banks have debt traded in 1988 was nearly five times the
coffortable levels of provisioning, equal to amount transacted in the previous year. The
7075 percent of their exposure to problem introduction of new debt conversion pro-
debtor countries, the Japanese banks have grams was largely responsible for the in-
only 15 percent. and the major US banks, crease in activity. Similarly, the privatization
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39. Debt Reorganization/Debt Reduction

Summary of the Discussion

Rapporteurs:

- Dr. Ahmad Hassan Mustafa, Jordan
- Mr. Syed Qmar Ibrahim Eltahir, Sudan
- Mr. Khalid Alaboodi, Saudi Arabia
- Dr. Hadenan Jalil, Malaysia

I. Introduction types of loans reschedulable and other general terms.
As regards to the rate of interest, it is negotiated

The session on debt reorganization and debt bilaterally.
reduction was included in the seminar to provide The London Club is the forum through which
information and share the experiences of countries that commercial credit can be renegotiated. A Steering
had gone through the exercise of debt rescheduling. It Committee representing major creditor banks is formed
was stated that debtor countries were not able to meet to reach an agreement in principle with the debtor
their debt obligations due to Balance of Payment country called the Heads of Terms. The agreement
problems in the mid-1970s. In view of the fact that the becomes effective upon final approval by individual
inability of developing countries to service and meet creditor banks. Negotiations with the London Club
their debt obligations may affect the international usually take a longer period than the Paris Club.
financial conditions and financial institutions of devel- The seminar was informed that the debt crisis
oped countries, concerted efforts were made by creditor in its initial stages was seen as a liquidity problem
countries to solve this problem. requiring relief through limited refinancing. However,

The seminar participants were exposed, in initiatives for more generous debt relief were subse-
detail during this session, to the various initiatives that quently advanced as the debt crisis persisted longer than
had been taken to reschedule and reduce debt of devel- was anticipated. One initiative was introduced by
oping countries. The experiences of two countries - commercial bank creditors known as Multi-Year
Sudan and Jordan - in rescheduling their debt were also Restructuring Agreement [MYRA]. These agreements
highlighted during the session. The role of The World consolidated principal payments falling due over a 3-5
Bank and IMF was also covered. years. However, such agreements achieved little

success.
II. Debt Rescheduling: Institutional In 1985 the Baker initiative was advanced with

Arrangements and Recent Trends emphasis on debt relief for the highly indebted middle-
income countries. The plan attempted to mobilize

Countries faced with difficulties in servicing resources for new lending amounting to $20 billion
tdegh t from commercial banks and $9 billion from multilateral

multilateral fora of Paris Club and of London Club institutions. However, net lending under the plan was
An important prerequisite, however, to obtain debt Tha eiagted .
relief is to have an arrangement with the IMF. . The limited success of combining debt restruc-turing with new lending led to a market related menu

Paris Club is the forum for renegotiation of approach. This approach consisted of several alterna-
external official obligations including loans extended or tives such as buyback debt, exchange of claims, debt-
guaranteed by creditor. The two parties to debt relief equit swap and exit dbt,excThe ofits ofbt-
negotiation conclude an agreement called an Agreed equity swap and exit bonds. The benefits of this
Mnugteiwhich spciudedan threemensocaldation perd, the approach to debtor countries were rather limited.

Minute which specified the consolidation period, the
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The debt strategy was further enhanced in 1989 (a) domestic resource mobilization that includes
by the Brady Plan which emphasized debt reduction on ways to increase revenue;
voluntary basis by commercial banks. The reduction is
either achieved through debt buy backs at a discount, or (b) improvement of resource allocation by public
through exchange of debt for collateralized bonds with sector;
reduced interest or reduced principal. These transaction
are to be financed by the IMF, The World Bank and (c) reform economic incentives that should in-
Japan in addition to the resources from the debtor crease productivity and effective resource
countries themselves. utilization;

m. Role of The World Bank and IMF in (d) institutional reforms; and

Debt Reorganization and Reduction
(e) social cost of structural adjustment.

The seminar participants were briefed on the
role of The World Bank and IMF [especially The It was stated that the efforts on The World
World Bank] in helping countries to reschedule and Bank to improve debtor countries through structural
reduce their debt. Both institutions work closely adjustment programs have mixed results. For countries
together, with the IMF has a more direct role in helping that undertook long-term reforms and continue to
debtor countries to negotiate in the Paris Club. It was borrow under the program, growth performance has
stated that the World Bank being a multilateral institu- been encouraging. On the other hand The World Bank
tion with ownership by both debtor and more so the observed that its efforts have been negated by these
creditor countries need to maintain its neutrality. factors:

The World Bank's efforts can be grouped as
follows: (a) countries are not able to retain the commitment

towards the policies indicated earlier;

(a) provide support to stabilization programs of
debtor countries; (b) institution changes are slow; and

(b) establish structural adjustment lending pro- (c) burden of debt is too 'deep' making it impossi-
grams; ble for any benefit of adjustment to be recog-

nized in the short-term as it may not exist at

(c) mobilize funds from other sources for future all.
development of debtor countries; and

IV. Experience in Debt Rescheduling
(d) providing technical assistance in debt manage-

ment. The experiences of two countries i.e. Sudan
and Jordan, with the Paris Club were highlighted in the

It was elaborated during the seminar that for seminar. Sudan's relation with the Club began in 1979
structural adjustment lending programs, both IMF and and up-to-date four negotiations had been held between
The World Bank work closely together. IMF concen- Sudan and the Club. As a result of the negotiations,
trates on the monetary and exchange rate policies and debt totalling US$1480 million had been rescheduled.
The World Bank is more interested in long-term The terms and conditions for the rescheduled exercise
macroeconomic policies. It was stated that debtor had been attractive to Sudan with grace period up to 6
countries which have implemented structural adjustment 1/2 years. In addition, agreement with the Club has
programs will be more likely to receive favorable been extended to cover short-term insured credit and
response from creditor countries and commercial banks. arrears of the earlier Paris Club agreements. As for
To be qualified for structural adjustment loan, debtor Jordan, the need to go to the Paris Club arises out of
government has to accept a package of agreed policies economic depression and decline of oil prices for the
on the following areas: period 1982-1983. With the reduction of remittance

from overseas, massive foreign borrowings and the
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draw down of reserves were undertaken to finance countries failed to continually follow adjust-
budget deficit. The agreement between Jordan and ment policies;
Paris Club was finalized in June 1989 which cover
100% of principal amount due. A grace period of 5 (b) Efforts to conclude a rescheduling agreements
years was given under the agreement. take a long time due to sheer number of par-

In addition to the Paris Club, the two countries ties involved in the negotiations; ways must be
had also renegotiated with the commercial banks. The found to shorten the time period;
magnitude of debt with the commercial banks remained
to be substantial as shown in the case of Sudan which (c) Experiences in some countries show that
is at the level of US$1.8 billion. The seminar was debtor countries may not be able to meet their
informed by the delegate from Jordan that negotiations new obligations under a debt relief agreement
with commercial banks was a complex exercise and can since they are 'too deep' in debt. Efforts
lead to additional cost. While Jordan has completed must be directed to overcome this issue;
one negotiation with the commercial bank, an agree-
ment is yet to be concluded by Sudan. (d) The seminar participants noted that The World

Bank and IMF have played important role in
V. Conclusion the area of helping debtor countries. Views

have been expressed that The World Bank
It was noted from the discussion during this should provide avenues for negotiators of

session that debt rescheduling and debt reduction is a debtor countries to acquire skill in negotiating
complex issue that may take a long time to arrive at a with creditor countries and commercial banks;
conclusion. As a result of the deliberation, the follow- and
ing issues need to be addressed in future:

(e) In the process of implementing structural
(a) Commitment by both creditor and debtor adjustment programs within debtor countries,

countries to the effort in solving the debt the conditions should not create unreasonable
problem. The success of initiatives drawn up impact on the social, economic and political
to overcome debt problem has often been framework of a debtor country. The World
frustrated by lack of support, for example, Bank or the IMF should review the condition-
new money that are due from commercial alities from time to time.
banks were not forthcoming. Similarly, debtor
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Seminar Program

Saturday, May 12th

9:00 - 10:30 Opening ceremonies

Keynote address

Speaker: Mr. Osman Sek, Vice President, Islamic Development
Bank

Administrative matters

11:00 - 12:30 EXTERNAL FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT; THE CURRENT DEBT PROBLEM
[An overview of the relationship between external finance and
development; an examination of the pattern and trends of
external capital movements in the 1980s; the evolution of the
debt problem as it affects various groups of developing
countries.]

Speaker: Mr. Husain

Readings: World Bank, World Debt Tables, 1989/90 Ed (Vol. 1)

Ishrat Husain. "External Debt and Development" (May
1990)

1:15 - 2:30 AN OVERVIEW OF DEBT MANAGEMENT
[Introduction to the problems of debt management: Limits to
borrowing, the choice of finance, knowing the debt. Discussion
of organization of debt management - participants prepare
oranigrams af how debt management is organized in their
countries.]

Speaker: Mr. Husain

Readings: Nicholas Hope and Thomas Klein, "Issues in External
Debt Management", Finance and Development, (Sep
1983)

Ishrat Husain and Manuel Trucco, "A Model for
Effective External Debt Management" (March 1990)

5:00 - 6:30 DISCUSSION OF DEBT AND DEBT MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS IN rDB
(at Hotel) COUNTRIES PARTICIPATING IN THIS SEMINAR
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Sunday, Kay 13th

9:00 - 10:30 MACROECONOMIC ISSUES: THE BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS, THE BUDGET AND
DEBT
(Inter-relationship between macroeconomic variables; internal
and external shocks]

Speaker: Mr. Michalopoulos

Readings: Rudiger Dornbusch and F. Leslie C. R. Helmers, "The
Open Economy"

John Underwood, "Debt in a Macroeconomic Context"
(Feb 1989)

Eduardo Borensztein, "The Effect of External Debt
on Investment", Finance and Development (Sep 1989)

11:00 - 12:30 POLICIES FOR STABILIZATION AND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT:
IMPLICATIONS FOR DEBT MANAGEMENT
[Problems of restoring growth and maintaining price stability;
external and internal adjustment; country experiences)

Speaker: Mr. Michalopoulos

Readings: Marcelo Selowsky, "Adjustment in the 1980s" An
Overview of the Issues", Finance and Development,
(June 1987)

Constantine Michalopoulos and Ishac Diwan, "Debt
and Adjustment in EMENA" (July 1988)

W. M. Corden, "Macroeconomic Adjustment in
Developing Countries", IMF Working Paper WP/88/13
(Feb 1988)

1:15 - 2:30 EXTERNAL LOAN FINANCING: SOURCES, TERMS, DIRECTION AND
PROSPECTS
[The outlook for concessional official, official and
officially-guaranteed export credits, and commercial bank
lending to developing countries.]

Speaker: Mr. Husain

Readings: Anthony Lanyi, "Issues in Capital Flows to
Developing Countries", Finance and Development
(Sep 1987)
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Miranda Xafa, "Export Credits and the Debt Crisis",
Finance and Development (March 1987)

Joint Ministerial Committee of the Boards of
Governors of the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund on the Transfer of Real Resources to
Developing Countries (Development Committee), "The
Adequacy of Resource Flows to Developing Countries"
(Sep. 1988)

5:00 - 6:30 ALTERNATE SOURCES OF FINANCING: TRENDS AND OUTLOOK FOR IDB
MEMBER COUNTRIES

(at Hotel) [Panel discussion: Messrs Husain and Michalopoulos and
participants from Malaysia and Turkeyl

Readings: Donald R. Lessard, "Beyond the Debt Crisis:
Alternative Forms of Financing Growth", in Ishrat
Husain and Ishac Diwan, Dealing with the Debt
Crisis, World Bank: 1989, pp. 294-308.

Andrea Gubitz, "Foreign Direct Investment: Recent
Trends and Policy Issues" (May 1990)

Stijn Claessens, "Alternative Forms of External
Financing for Developing Countries" (May 1990)

Bengt Radstam, "The Management of the External Debt
- Approach of the Swedish National Debt Office"
(Oct 1989

Monday, May 14th

9:00 - 10:30 DEBT RESCHEDULING: INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND RECENT TRENDS
[Multilateral debt relief through the Paris Club and commercial
bank steering committees; country experiences]

Speaker: Mr. Klein
Mr. Abu Ghazaleh (Jordan); Mr. Eltahir (Sudan)

Readings: Thomas Klein, "Multilateral Debt Relief: A
Retrospective View" (May 1990)
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11:00 - 12:30 DEBT RESTRUCTURING: VOLUNTARY DEBT AND DEBT SERVICE REDUCTION
[The Toronto summit approach for official claims on low income
countries; the market based menu approach and officially-
supported DDSR for commercial bank claims on developing
countries]

Speakers: Mr. Klein and Mr. Husain

Readings: Michael Blackwell and Simon Nocera, "The Impact of
Debt to Equity Conversion", Finance and DeveLopment
(June 1988)

William R. Cline, "International Debt: Progress and
Strategy", Finance and Development (June 1988)

Michael P. Dooley and C. Maxwell Watson,
"Reinvigorating the Debt Strategy", Finance and
Development (Sep 1989)

Stanley Fischer and Ishrat Husain, "Managing the
Debt Crisis in the 1990s", Finance and Development
(June 1990)

Ishrat Husain, "Recent Experience with the Debt
Strategy", Finance and Development (Sep 1989)

Klaus Regling, "New Financing Approaches in the
Debt Strategy", Finance and Development (March
1988)

1:15 - 2:30 ROLE OF THE IMF AND WORLD BANK IN EXTERNAL DEBT STRATEGY.
[The work of the Bank and the Fund and what they do to support
debt management efforts of member countries.]

Speaker: Mr. Michalopoulos

Readings: David Bock, "The Bank's Role in Resolving the Debt
Crisis", Finance and Development (June 1988)

David Bock and Constantine Michalopoulos, "The
Emerging Role of the Bank in Heavily Indebted
Countries", Finance and Development, (Sep 1986)

International Monetary Fund, IMF Survey: A
Supplement on the Fund (Aug 1989)

Vinod Thomas and Ajay Chhibber, Adjustment Lending:'
How it has Worked and How it can be Improved, The
World Bank: 1989
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5:00 - 6:30 THE ADMINISTRATION OF FOREIGN BORROWING
(at Hotel) [Essential features of organization for foreign borrowing.

Comparison of country experiences.]

Speaker: Mr. Klein

Readings: Lars Kalderen, "Institutional Aspects of External
Debt Management" (Oct 1986)

Tuesday, May 15th

9:00 - 10:30 DEBT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
(The underlying sources of national data on external debt and
capital flows; how to diagnose and seek remedies to statistical
problems]

Speaker: Mr. Klein

Readings: Thomas Klein, "External Debt Information Systems"
(1990)

Rachel Weaving, "Measuring Developing Countries'
External Debt" Finance and Development (Mar 1987)

11:00 - 12:30 THE WORLD BANK'S DEBTOR REPORTING SYSTEM
[Debt reporting to the World Bank: Reporting procedures;
problems and issues; potential feed-back of information for
country use; the World Debt Tables; technical assistance
possibilities for improving debt statistics]

Speakers: Mr. Klein

Readings: World Bank, Debt Reporting Manual (1989 Edition)

1:15 - 2:30 USE OF COMPUTERS FOR MANAGERS OF EXTERNAL DEBT
(Integration of computerized methods in debt management with
respect to accounting, statistics and analysis; recent focus of
software development on developing managerial tools; how the
computerization of managerial functions can be implemented.]

Speakers: Mr. Klein
Mr. Khanani (Islamic Development Bank)
Mr. S. S. Hussain Zaidi (Pakistan)

Readings: Hugh Dowsett, "The Use of Computers in Debt
Management" (June 1986)
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David Hunsberger, "How to Computerize a Debt
Office" (April 1987)

David Hunsberger, John Ahmad, and Manuel Trucco,

"Some Practical Guidelines on the Use of Advisors
and Consultants in the Management of Foreign Debt"
(April 1990).

Robert Valantin, "Computer-Based Systems to Meet
Debt Management Information Needs" (Apr 1989)

5:00 - 6:30 FURTHER DISCUSSION OF COMPUTERIZATION ISSUES

(at Hotel)

Wednesday, May 16th

9:00 - 10:30 ORGANIZATION FOR DEBT MANAGEMENT
[Comparison of organizational structure of debt management.
Presentation and discussion of two country systems.]

Moderator: Mr. Husain

Country Presentations:

11:00 - 12:30 GROUP WORKING SESSIONS
[Participants meet in separate groups to prepare reports.]

1:15 - 2:30 SUMMATION

Participant groups make their reports; discussion.

Seminar evaluation

Closing ceremonies
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List of Speakers'

Mr. Ishrat Husain
Chief, Debt and Intemational Finance Division
International Economics Department
World Bank

Mr. Anwar Khanani
Systems Analyst
Computer Section
Islamic Development Bank

Mr. Thomas Klein
Senior Economist
Debt and International Finance Division
International Economics Department
World Bank

Mr. Constantine Michalopoulos
Senior Advisor
Europe, Middle East and North Africa Department
World Bank

Title and position of speakers at the time of the seminar.
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List of Participants

Bahrain Essa Ahmed Hassan Ibrahim Bucheery P.O. Box 333
Sr. Financial Analyst Manama, Bahrain.
Ministry of Finance and National Economy Tel. 278627

Telex: 8933 MALEYA BN
Hassan Abdulla Mohamed P.O. Box 333
Sr. Economic Analyst Manama, Bahrain
Ministry of Finance and National Economy Tel. 4050000

Telex: 8933MALEYABN

Iran Mohammed Reza Yousof Khan Tehran, Iran
Director, Department of Economic Relations Tel. 3253471
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Flnance Fax: 391033

Iraa Abdul Razak Muhamed Ali Abdullah Baghdad, Iraq
Expert in Research Department Tel. 8865171
Central Bank of Iraq Telex: 212703C CNBK IK

Mudher Muhamed Saleh Kassim Baghdad, Iraq
Expert, Central Bank of Iraq Tel. 8865171

Telex: 212703C CNBK 1K

Jordan Munir Zaki Abu Ghazaleh P.O. Box 37
Assistant Head, Foreign Operations Dept. Amman, Jordan
Central Bank of Jordan Tel. 630301

Telex: 21250 BANKZI JO

Ahmad Hasan Mustafa P.O. Box 37
Economic Advisor Amman, Jordan
Central Bank of Jordan Tel 630301

Telex: 21250 BANKZI JO

Kuwait Musa'ed Ibrahim Al Muffarej Safat, Kuwait
Investment Officer Tel. 2425124
Kuwait Investment Authority Telex: 46079 KUJPIATY KT

Malaysia Mamet Bin Ali Jalan Duta
Principal Assistant Secretary Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Federal Treasury Tel. 03/2546066
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Telex: 30242 FEDTRY MA

Hadenan Bin A. Jalil Jalan Duta
Dy. Secretary, Finance Division Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Federal Treasury Tel. 0312546066

Telex: 30242 FEDTRY MA

Maldives Mohamed Ahmed Didi Majidhee Building
Officer-in-Charge Marine Drive
Maldives Monetary Authority Male, Maldives

Tel. 322268
Telex: 66055 BOLI MF

Abdul Hameed Zakariyya Male, Maldives
Assistant Director, External Resources Tel. 323400
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Telex: 66008 MINEX MF

Pakistan Saeed Ahmed Secretariat 'C' Block
Deputy Chief Islambad, Pakistan
Economic Affairs Division Tel. 820705

Telex: ECDIV 05-634

Syed Shaker Hussain Zaidi Secretariat 'C' Block
Director of Accounts Islambad, Pakistan
Economic Affairs Division Tel. 829476

Telex: ECDIV 05-634

Palestine Jawad Naji Al-Awad P.O. Box 965
Industrial Department Amman, Jordan
Department of Economic Affairs Tlaia Alali
(Palestine) Tel. 603951

Telex: 24063 BOZDARJO

Said Mahmoud Hammoud 83 Yoghurta Avenue
Consultant (Finance) Mutuecce Village
Department of Economic Affairs Tunis (Tunisia)

Tel. 788708
Telex: 15480 Fax: 787174

Saudi Arabia Khaled Mohammad Al-Aboodi Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Economic Advisor Tel. 4050000 ex. 1019
Ministry of Finance and National Economy Fax: 4035422

Hasan J. Abozeid Al-Jahani Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Economic Advisor Tel. 4050000 ex. 1164
Ministry of Finance and National Economy Fax: 4035422

Sierra Leone Ernestus E.A. Coker George Street
Deputy Secretary Freetown, Sierra Leone
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Economic Affairs Division Tel. 22430
Ministry of Finance Telex: 3363 MINFIN

Sudan Alaa Mohie Eldin Abdo Khartoum, Sudan
Assistant Undersecretary Tel. 74121
Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning Telex: 22324 AIMAR SD

Syed Ornar Ibrahim Eltahir P.O. Box 313
Deputy Director General Khartoum, Sudan
Bank of Sudan Tel. 75936

Telex: 22559-22359

Turkey Yiucel Irgat Ankara, Yurkey
Head of Department Tel. 2313480
General Directorate of Public Finance Fax: (4) 117 7071
Undersecretariat of Treasury and Foreign Trade

Mansur Kiucok Ankara, Turkey
Treasury Expert Tel. 1253079
Undersecretariat Treasury and Foreign Trade Fax: (4) 1177071
General Directorate of Public Finance
External Debt Follow-up Department

Giilner Ucok Ankara, Turkey
General Directorate of External Relations Tel. 1339792
Undersecretariat of Treasury and Foreign Trade

Uganda Ocoman Otai Asua Kampala, Uganda
Ministry of Finance and Coordination Department Tel. 257090

Telex: 61170 FINANCE
Charles Bitarabe Kampala, Uganda
Prinicipal Finance Officer Tel. 257090
Ministry of Finance and Coordination Department Telex: 61170 FINANCE

Yemen. P.D.R. Jameel Abdullah Mukushaf Aden, P.D.R. Yemen
Director of Economic Cooperation with Arab Countries Tel. 24151
Ministry of Planning Telex: 2289 ADEN
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